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ABSTRACT

THE TITLE

By
Laurent Turgeon-Dharmoo
May 2018

Dissertation supervised by William W. Adams, PhD
The present dissertation seeks to address and redress clinical psychology’s disciplinary
silence around the title of ‘Doctor’ and attempts to uncover possible meanings gathering around
it by following several angles of disclosure: The self-disclosure angle recounts my own
resistances and attempts at coming to terms with the title; The disciplinary disclosure angle
critically reviews the scarce literature on the topic using discourse analysis; The empirical
disclosure angle provides quantitative and qualitative analyses of data obtained from 27
Directors of Clinical Training and Training Clinic Directors, who were prompted to report how
they use the title with various interlocutors, to outline arguments they thought clinical
psychologists would put forth during a hypothetical and unlikely APA-held debate about
continuing vs. stopping title usage and, thereafter, to indicate whichever they personally
endorsed; The historical and theoretical disclosure angles explore the extra-disciplinary literature
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in order to place the data in broader context. Results suggest that leaders in our discipline tend to
hold pro-title views largely unsupported by evidence and have not been particularly reflective
about the title, displaying a measure of defensiveness with respect to being critical towards it. It
is concluded that we—as a discipline most poised to understand the relational dynamics
underpinning title usage— have focused on protecting disciplinary and ego interests at the
expense of coming to terms with the title of ‘Doctor’ in a balanced way and providing
opportunities for students in training to do the same. [This dissertation is available in full, at no
cost, from the Duquesne Scholarship Collection: https://dsc.duq.edu/etd/1419]
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DEDICATION

To those whose depth of presence renders titles immaterial.

By the dictates of convention, dissertations are deemed worthy upon a successful defense. Rest
assured, dear reader, in no way do I wish to succeed in keeping you out; rather, I wish to invite
you in with a modest proposal to think about it…
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Preliminary Words
A Temporal Rationale
“Conscience discourses solely and constantly in the mode of keeping silent”
(Heidegger, 1927/2008, p. 318).
In more ways than one, the dissertation to come is one of coming to terms. ‘Coming to
terms’, taken idiomatically, entails moving from a position of resistance to one of acceptance.
From this angle, my dissertation endeavors to tell the story of my attempts at coming to terms
with this title of ‘Doctor’, which, upon a successful defense, will be bestowed upon me—the
burden of an undeserved gift that somehow fundamentally changes something. In this way, my
dissertation begins at its culmination, with the title of ‘Doctor’.
Coming to ‘terms’, taken literally, entails coming to “the particular kinds of words used
to describe someone or something” (Webster, 2015a). From that angle, my dissertation, in
seeking to unpack meanings that gather around the term ‘Doctor’ as it applies to clinical
psychologists1, attempts to wrest it out from a place of silence heretofore granted by the
obvious.2 In this way, my dissertation begins right in the midst of an ongoing historical process,
wherein 1) a prior social reification of perceived dualities (colonizer-colonized; white-black;
man-woman; straight-queer) and concomitant devaluation of a ‘lesser’ term (colonized, black,
woman, queer) has led to 2) a corrective struggle for the empowerment of the ‘lesser’ term
(freedom movements, civil rights movement, feminism, rights of sexual minorities) and has
eventually culminated in 3) an examination of the heretofore invisible ‘higher’ term

1

My dissertation topic is restricted in scope by being about the title of ‘Doctor’ as it applies to clinical psychologists
only. For the sake of economy of expression, I will henceforth omit the qualifier ‘as it applies to clinical
psychologists’ with the understanding that this is implied. Specifications will be provided when referring to the title
of ‘Doctor’ in a more general sense or in a specific, but different sense (e.g., as it applies to the field of nursing).
2
By ‘obvious’, I am tracing a parallel here between Heidegger’s (1927/2008) unpacking of ‘Being’, which
according to him was never examined because ‘Being’ is self-evident, and my own unpacking of the title of
‘Doctor’, which at first glance may seem like a self-evident topic. One of my professors even admitted that his initial
response to my mentioning the topic was that not much could be said about it!
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(colonialism, ‘whiteness’, patriarchy, heteronormativity). This ongoing third development is
more recent and, one may argue, still largely restricted to the confines of the academia.3
Psychiatry and clinical psychology have a parallel trajectory of moving from the insanesane (or, using relatively more recent terms, patient-doctor) duality and concomitant
mistreatment of the insane as the ‘lesser’ term (see Foucault, 1961/2008; Whitaker, 2002) to the
struggle for patient rights and associated notions of consent and empowerment. Indeed, much has
been said about the words we clinicians use to refer to the people we endeavor to help. The
application of labeling and stigma theory to mental health diagnostic categories and to the
question of by what name shall we call the people who call upon us in difficult times (Patients?
Clients? Service users? Consumers?4) shows, at the very least, an acknowledgement of the added
burden placed upon those who have been deemed the ‘lesser’ term because of their psychological
suffering and, at the very best, an attempt to rectify past wrongs.
Comparatively little, however, has been said about the words we clinical psychologists
use to refer to ourselves. Doing so would instantiate a shift from issues of stigma in the
nomenclature of patients to issues of privilege in the doctor nomenklatura.5 Could it be that
focusing on the ‘lesser’ term of the doctor-patient relationship has been a self-serving way for us
to eat our cake and have it too, to decry potential abuse while keeping our privilege unexamined,
to be empathetic psychologists concerned about patient self-esteem, all the while, reaping ego
points from honorifics? Could it be that largely focusing on the stigma of words has led us astray

3

While the outcomes of the second development—the struggles for the empowerment of women, sexual, and ethnic
minorities—are decidedly mixed and much remains to be done, the point here is that, in public discourse, such
concerns are being spoken about—whether positively (by the virtue of pro-movements) or negatively (by the vice of
anti-movements, whose vocal attempts to re-suppress already presuppose the emergence of voice)—whereas the
examination of the ‘higher’ term is largely restricted to academic discourse.
4
Yalom’s (2002) suggested ‘Fellow Travelers’ seems a more egalitarian expression for naming the parties invested
and involved in the healing relationship.
5
I am using the Russian term ‘nomenklatura’, which referred, in Soviet times, to a privileged administrative class in
a supposedly classless society, to emphasize the intricacies of privilege (nomenklatura) and naming (nomenclature).
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from considering how it must inextricably be tied to the privilege thereof? Is it not merely a
matter of a neutral us stigmatizing patients with diagnostic labels, but rather, a matter of us qua
titled Doctors interacting with labeled patients? A key starting contention for my dissertation is
that clinical psychology has yet to enter the third development where the presumably ‘higher’
term of ‘Doctor’ is critically examined and unpacked.
Taking the expression ‘coming to terms’ both idiomatically and literally, then, entails
moving from a position of resistance to acceptance with the fact that upon a successful
dissertation defense, we are swept up into the ‘higher’ term, and while the natural tendency
might be to bask in the culmination of our studies and pass whatever happens at that crucial
moment under silence, it behooves us to unpack and reflect upon this title given to us. And while
it is indeed given to us, it does not follow that it become a given for us. ‘Coming to terms’ entails
arriving, and therefore also new beginnings. In this way, my dissertation begins right at the
beginning…
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Proposed Reading Routes
The text to follow is expected to be experienced—at various times and depending on the
person—as either too dense or light-hearted, overly critical or charitable, excessively meandering
or undeviating, and/or infuriatingly idiosyncratic or repetitive. The reader is thus encouraged to
find his or her own thoughts amidst and perhaps precisely because of these dissatisfactions and,
should this be anticipated as too tedious, to follow the proposed reading routes below.
The thorough reader who prefers to follow a process and make up his or her own mind is
encouraged to read all chapters in order, as well as appendices as they come up for mention in
the main text. The critical reader who wishes to enter the text with a tad more background may
want to initially read the first three sections of ‘Closing Remarks’ (pp. 258-274)—up to and
including the section entitled ‘Chapter-by-Chapter Summary’ and no further—and thereafter
read the entire dissertation from start to finish. Indeed, ‘Closing Remarks’ provides the reader
with an overall review of the entire process of the dissertation, as well as discusses its
limitations, including revisions based on my dissertation committee’s feedback. Reading this
section first may help the reader find more solid footing when reading the text, though this is
expected to be at the expense of forming his or her own fresh impressions.
The reader uninterested in quantitative research may wish to skip Chapters 5, 8, and 9
(especially the latter two, which are more exploratory in nature and were meant to fill a data gap
in the literature) and perhaps skim only the Key Findings presented in boxed figures at the
beginning of all three chapters. The reader who wishes to conduct quantitative research on the
title of ‘Doctor’ may want to focus only on Chapters 4, 5, 8 and 9 and skip the rest of the
dissertation, which is more qualitative, critical, and discourse analytic in nature. Finally, the
reader who is not interested in research at all and just wants to read a critical reflection about the
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title of ‘Doctor’ can focus on Chapter 3 and then skip ahead to Part Four (Chapters 10-15).
Finally, the casual reader may simply want to read the abstract, ‘Preliminary Words’, Chapter 3,
and ‘Closing Remarks’.
If any of the above readers conclude from reading this text—in whichever way suits
them—that the title of ‘Doctor’ ought to be taken up with greater reflection and take steps in that
direction either for themselves or with their students—regardless of whether the outcome agrees
or disagrees with what is to be offered below, then I will consider the dissertation to have served
its purpose.
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PART ONE
The Title in Question

Authority is a patina
and at times it doesn’t take much
to crack it, if only for a few minutes […]
(Ferrante, 2015, p. 72).

1

Chapter 1
On Methodology6—Before the Fact
The novice researcher is often cautioned about the pitfalls of cherry picking, that is, more
or less consciously making a selective use of the evidence in order to confirm one’s preexisting
biases and inclinations. If one yearns for exact representation and wishes to convey this in a pie
chart, then the caution is warranted. Sometimes though, one just wants to make a good tasting
pie, the fundamental requirement of which is picking the very best cherries and discarding the
rest. My dissertation is a methodological hybrid: Some pieces will seek to represent certain
existing states of affairs, and some slices will aim, not to confirm preexisting biases, but to
surprise and, in a pie-in-the-face kind of way, provocatively open things up. While the former
requires being inclusive to be correct, the latter requires being selective, for greater effect. The
reader, so not to be confused, is encouraged to bear in mind these different kinds of pies while
reading through this dissertation. And beyond representation and surprise, there is the
unfathomable, that which can never settle and is always to come. This is a non-together different
kind of π, of which we may also have a fleeting glimpse along the way…
Methodological Meanderings
The present chapter outlines the way I methodologically approached my topic of interest,
the title of ‘Doctor’. Much of it was written before any data collection/analysis and represents
my methodological stance upon entering into the project. Italicized footnotes will serve to insert
later comments or thoughts that emerged in the midst of my work, whereas non-italicized
footnotes were present in the original text.
6

van Manen (1990) makes a useful distinction between ‘methodology’ and ‘method’, with the former pertaining to
the philosophical underpinnings and assumptions guiding the choice of the later, which consists of various
techniques and procedures. In keeping with his distinction, I will use the adjectival forms ‘methodological’ and
‘methodical’ and adverbial forms ‘methodologically’ and ‘methodically’ when referring to ‘methodology’ and
‘method’, respectively.

2

‘Method’ comes from the Greek méthodos (meta ‘after’ + hodós ‘a traveling road, way’),
which originally meant “pursuit, following after” (Barnhart & Steinmetz, 2015, p. 657). What is
left unclear, however, is what follows what! Should the researcher follow the method or should
the method follow the researcher?7 Traditionally, we seem to have taken the term in the former
sense: The researcher follows the method as it accurately paves the way to the destination.
However, this entails that the method constrains us to an already known destination, without
much scope for detours and surprises. I want to face my topic with an equal readiness for
confirmation and/or thwarted expectations (see Gadamer, 1960/2006) and frankly, am not too
bothered as to whether my initial sense about it will be confirmed or challenged, as long as I find
something meaningful to help me come to terms with this impending title of ‘Doctor.’
In the scientific research tradition, method sections usually outline specific operational
definitions for concepts and procedural steps to be followed. The future tense here is key: method
comes beforehand. This may well be suited to certain fields of inquiry, but in approaching mine,
I feel that the underlying presupposition that one already knows the topic so specifically and
precisely as to be able to derive predictions as to what one might expect to find (hypothesis) and
choose beforehand the most proper way for finding it (method) is decidedly problematic. Indeed,
the title of ‘Doctor’ having been relatively un-investigated, I can only rely on my own prejudicial
hunches—hardly a sound basis for planning things ahead. Furthermore, a key methodological
assumption behind my dissertation research is the belief that method does not give one
unmediated access to the topic but rather, must shed light on how one’s personhood, time, and
locale mediate the topic one purports to access—and this, can never be fully known in advance.
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Upon re-reading this, I realize that it may very well be a mix of both, with researcher and method following each
other, in what may initially feel like a hermeneutic dog chasing its tail, but hopefully ends up spiraling in onto
something insightful, meaningful, and, if not, at least some bone of contention!
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Upon embarking on this dissertation project, I thus find myself wary of outlining a
method in advance for my sense is that, given my topic of inquiry, method is less something that
I should follow, and more something that should follow me. To me, this signifies a shift from
focusing exclusively on the before-the-fact securing of accuracy (right method leads to right
finding) to emphasizing after-the-fact accountability (leaving a trail for the reader to follow up
on whatever I have done/found), as well as during-the-fact transparency (about myself in the
midst of the doing, as a person with specific dispositions, aversions, and predilections).8
If I am reluctant to outline a specific method to follow from the start, I am equally loath
to turn to one specific author in search of an initial proper way of access to the topic. Authors
who publish works about their pet method frequently make some caveat to the effect that one
should not dogmatically attempt to follow the steps they have so conveniently outlined and that
one should feel free to tailor the method to their needs (e.g., Giorgi, 2009; Smith, Flowers, &
Larkin, 2009). This usually takes the form of a fleeting blurb cautioning the reader against
‘methodolatry’. The thoroughness with which such authors outline the steps-to-be-taken and the
painstaking efforts they make toward publication makes the sincerity of these caveats somewhat
dubious—surely they must expect their method to be followed.
According to McWilliam (2006, p. 302), “there seems to be some disagreement about
who first coined the term” methodolatry. Indeed, a quick Google search (‘who coined
methodolatry’—search date: September, 2015) will show various claims and counter claims
about who first coined the term.9 It therefore seems that the preoccupation with being followed
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That is why there are sections devoted to methodological and methodical issues in the middle (see Chapter 4) as
well as nearer to the end (see Closing Remarks) of the dissertation.
9

Collins Dictionaries (2015) has a section on its website dedicated to “New Word Suggestions.” ‘Tomppa’, a web
user, has submitted an entry for “methodolatry”, which is still “pending investigation.” After having defined his
suggested word, he writes the following in the “additional information” section: “My article in the Philosophy of
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has paradoxically been re-inscribed within the very discourse on ‘methodolatry’, which came to
the fore as a result of methodological turf wars over followers in the first place!
Rather than slavishly following a method or an author beforehand, why not simply follow
the topic10 and attempt to keep full awareness11 of the person one is while doing so, as well as
making connections with different authors and methods as one goes along and/or after the fact?
The choice of a method or an author to follow is not neutral in the first place; if anything, the
method or the author chooses us—aren’t we drawn to certain methods or authors in light of our
personhood12 and on the basis of what, on some unformulated level, we already know?
The precise formulation of what one already knows or believes one knows may come
either through reading published works about the method that has chosen us or through directly
engaging with the topic at hand. With the former, a beforehand understanding of the method
might constrain the understanding of the topic at hand. In the words of Maslow (1966) “I
suppose it is tempting, if the only tool you have is a hammer, to treat everything as if it were a
nail” (p. 15). I thus find myself preferring to follow the topic as I am and let it formulate and
perhaps even change what I already know. This entails moving from methodical kowtowing in
the face of a topic’s complexity to methodological sincerity: The courage to face the topic on its
own terms, as one already is and is becoming, and ascertaining during or after the fact how one’s

Music Education Review 10/2, Fall 2002, 102-124 is, according to Google Scholar, the second most cited article in
the history of that journal. In the article, I coin the word and explain it in detail regarding teaching.” Another user,
‘Gmats23’, replied with the following: “This is patent nonsense. Methodolatry has been widely used in the social
sciences since the 1960's. And it has been used in precisely the sense that this author uses it in his article. A large
number of scholarly articles have used this word either in the title or the body of an article. Renowned psychologist
Gordon Allport is credited with coining the term about 50 years ago, but it was around well before he used it in
philosophy. A simple Google search will confirm this, something the author should have done when he was basking
in the glory of his citations at Google Scholar.”
10
One could also say follow the ‘phenomenon’, as per the phenomenological tradition and its emphasis on meeting
the phenomenon as it is lived or experienced (see Husserl, 1936/1970).
11
Of course, ‘full awareness’ is unlikely and this informs the specific methodical procedures outlined below.
12
By ‘personhood’, I do not mean a self-contained identity but rather, a becoming of whatever tends to get
expressed when one acts in the flow of things.
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method compares with that of others, as well as fessing up to the methodical mistakes one has
made.
My sense is that finding the correct method in advance and privileging accuracy could
rob me of the opportunity to ascertain what might get highlighted by my methodical
commitments and mistakes (again, not choices; one can only commit after having being chosen
or pursued by a method). Mind you, this does not entail disregarding the work of others that
came before me, but perhaps, in keeping with the phenomenological tradition, temporarily
bracketing it.13 In other words, I propose to give due consideration to their work as they come to
me and after me, for it is me that the topic is grabbing in a particular way, and no one else.
In sum, following step-by-step a certain method or a specific author’s way, thereby
clarifying what is to be done in advance, obscures the transparency of who one is as one meets
the topic. For accountability purposes, the method or the ‘way’ is to be ascertained during and
after the fact. The best way of not getting lost when walking in an uncharted forest (and my
topic is relatively uncharted) is not by looking ahead but in looking back and taking stock of
one’s current surroundings. Accuracy presupposes a destination that we can all agree on,
whereas accountability and transparency, in presupposing a meandering that cannot quite be
replicated, allow the other to find one in one’s process. Accuracy and replication are overrated,
for how can one replicate the accuracy of findings that are situated in time, person, and place—
therefore, always in a process of change? Following a set method and a specific author makes
little sense when everything changes. Methodically, the best one can do is to leave a trace
behind, allowing the reader to follow the steps and missteps one took, leading the reader back to
one and one’s findings in the specific context one has encountered them, situatedly, historically
13

Complete bracketing is of course aspirational. Obviously, the work of others and the lives of significant others
already impact me in conscious, unconscious, and ‘unforeconscious’ ways. By bracketing here, I simply mean not
reading a bunch of books about method before engaging with the topic first.
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and personally, and, finally, never making the mistake of assuming that the trace one has left is
meant for others to follow with respect to their own epistemological quests or endeavors.
Methodological Approach
That being said, and preliminary methodological meanderings aside, let me now
articulate a little more clearly the philosophical methodological stance that grounds my
dissertation. The methodological approach that consistently found me throughout my initial foray
into my dissertation topic can be best summed up by Lévi-Strauss’ notion of bricolage.
Bricolage is a French noun that is often translated into English as ‘DIY’ (‘do-it-yourself’).
However, the solipsistic implication of this translation is unsatisfactory.14 A better, alternate
translation would be ‘to tinker’ (from the French verb bricoler). Derrida (1967/2014) takes up
the notion of bricolage in L’Écriture et la différence:
Le bricoleur, dit Lévi-Strauss, est celui qui utilise “les moyens du bord”, c’est-à-dire les
instruments qu’il trouve à sa disposition autour de lui, qui sont déjà là, qui n’étaient pas
spécialement conçus en vue de l’opération à laquelle on les fait servir et à laquelle on
essaie par tâtonnements de les adapter, n’hésitant pas à en changer chaque fois que cela
paraît nécessaire, à en essayer plusieurs à la fois, même si leur origine et leur forme sont
hétérogènes, etc. […] L’ingénieur, que Lévi-Strauss oppose au bricoleur, devrait, lui,
construire la totalité de son langage, syntaxe et lexique. (p. 418)15
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Although it does fit nicely with the notion outlined above that one should follow the topic that has chosen one, at
least initially, on one’s own, without the constraints of a priori methods or authors, it ultimately goes against the
spirit of my project, which is to tinker with various thinkers in the process of making my way through the topic.
15
Translation is my own: “The tinkerer, says Lévi-Strauss, is the one who makes use of ‘whatever means are at
hand’, that is, the instruments she finds around at her disposal, that are already there, that were not especially
conceived for the operation to which she will put them to use and for which she will try, fumbling around, to adapt
them, not hesitating to change them when it seems necessary, to test many of them out at one time, even if they are
heterogeneous in origin and form, etc. […] The engineer, which Lévi-Strauss opposes to the tinkerer, must construct
the totality of her language, syntax, and lexicon.” I have altered the male-biased language in the original by using
the female form, which is in keeping with prioritizing accountability over accuracy, as well as with the spirit of
tinkering with the thinkers.
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We see here an emphasis on constructing as one goes, without a pre-set blueprint, and
bringing in diverse materials that may not seem to go together and that may even seem, at first
glance, extraneous to the task at hand. Perhaps our current discussion is redolent of Guilford’s
(1967) distinction between convergent and divergent thinking, with traditional empirical studies
representing the former and bricolage, the latter.
As a first methodological principle, I propose that the title of ‘Doctor’, as a topic, should
be the methodological grounding point for my dissertation, as it is a singular gathering point that
pulls for diverse angles of disclosure, thinkers, and methods. As a second methodological
principle, I propose that bricolage serve as the methodological binding for my dissertation,
always striving to ensure that its process of assembly be enhanced by due reflexive rigor, as well
as flexible openness with respect to its constituents.
Angles of Disclosure
In light of my aforementioned reservations about faithfully following a particular predetermined method, I propose to consider the meanings that gather around the title of ‘Doctor’
along several angles of disclosure. The notion of ‘angle’ speaks to perspective, each of which is
unique and incomplete, and the notion of ‘disclosure’, in contradistinction to the more static
‘knowledge’, entails something of a revelation, an exposure, a breaking open of what would
otherwise remain closed or nested within what is ‘proclaimed’. The angles of disclosure I
propose to consider my topic from comprise the following: disciplinary disclosure, selfdisclosure, empirical disclosure, historical disclosure, and theoretical disclosure.
Disciplinary disclosure. The quest for uncovering what meanings gather around the title
of ‘Doctor’ requires searching the literature in order to find out what our discipline of clinical
psychology has had to say about it and what its proclamations disclose about the topic at hand.
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This angle will be covered in Chapters 2 and 3, which describe my initial literature review and
response to its contents, as well as in Part Four (Chapters 10-15), where the empirical findings
from my research will be put into dialogue with the findings of others and the literature from
other disciplines.
Self-disclosure. This angle partly has to do with disclosing my own personal connections
with the topic and involves outlining my initial stance towards the title by including an early
paper I wrote about it (Chapter 3), as well as providing an auto-ethnographic account of my
evolving stance towards the title of ‘Doctor’. With respect to the reflexivity inherent in autoethnography, I propose to use a combination of what Denzin (1997) calls subjectivist reflexivity
(which includes experiential narrative accounts and self-criticism) and standpoint reflexivity
(which renders explicit the interaction between the text and the writer’s situated identifications
with respect to ethnicity, gender, class, etc.). As stated above, reflexivity is about following the
topic while bearing in mind one’s personhood-as-becoming. Given that subjectivist reflexivity
has been criticized on the grounds that it indulges in solipsism and personal narcissism (see
Denzin, 1997), I propose to incorporate personal narratives that merely punctuate, rather than
take over, the main analysis.
That being said, the charge of narcissism may be flipped back onto those making it,
especially when something is added to the effect that reading about a researcher’s life is
uninteresting (the subtext here should read: unknown researcher). Being a clinician, it seems to
me that hearing anybody’s life story is interesting and I would be inclined to suggest that perhaps
those who only have the patience to read about famous people might have their own narcissistic
issues to ponder about! Moreover, the charge of narcissism qua self-indulgence in writing about
oneself seems to me a lesser charge than that of being narcissistic to the point of being
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completely oblivious to the effect one has on others, which, translated into the research situation,
would entail not being able to acknowledge or being uninterested in how one’s self impacts the
epistemological process. Perhaps the former can be termed a narcissism of presence (the
gushing story-teller) and the latter, a narcissism of absence (the vanishing observer).
The potential charge of solipsism, however, is more warranted. I wish to preempt it by
finding ways to incorporate ‘otherness’ into my personal process of coming to terms with the
title of ‘Doctor’. One way of attempting this will be to pepper my text with self-reflective
sections titled ‘Befindlichkeit’. According to Gendlin (1978-79), Befindlichkeit is a noun created
by Heidegger, based on the German “How are you” (“Wie befinden Sie sich?”—literally, “How
do you find yourself?”) and connoting “the reflexivity of finding oneself; feeling; and being
situated” (sec. I, para. 6). The rationale behind including these sections is to help me find myself,
as a person situated within my research project and data. I plan to include these sections
whenever personal thoughts, images, ideas, or memories spontaneously come up during the
course of my writing and share them in a stream-of-consciousness way without necessarily
attempting to explicate right away how they relate to the topic at hand.
The assumption here is that being transparent about whatever memories or feelings arise
during the research process is a way to welcome ‘otherness’ in the form of the unconscious (see
Adams-St. Pierre, 2007, on bringing the ‘Other’ in the research process by including what she
calls ‘transgressive data’: emotional, dream, sensual, and response data). The reader is urged to
be patient with these sections, as it may not readily be apparent how they relate to the title of
‘Doctor’. While some threads from these Befindlichkeit sections may later be taken up and will
hopefully generate new insights about the topic of interest, others may never be addressed by me
again, leaving a chance for the reader to figure out things that may have escaped me. Indeed,
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Befindlichkeit (how do I find myself), by tapping into the oft-touted reflexivity aspect of autoethnographic research, can only tell part of the story, for many publications hold a confession by
instantiation that escapes conscious reflexivity.
While self-reflexivity aims to shed light on how the research topic is a reflection of the
researcher’s lifeworld (e.g., a researcher on bullying may state that what inspired her to research
this topic was past experience being bullied when she was younger), what we may call selfrefractivity is the counterpart recognition that there are also ways in which the topic escapes the
researcher, or rather, ways in which the researcher escapes the topic (e.g., that same researcher
may very well be in her own lifeworld, and unbeknownst to herself, a bit of a bully!). The
Befindlichkeit sections therefore aim to self-reflect, but also to reveal to the reader and maybe to
myself, in hindsight, self-refractive aspects as well.
The Befindlichkeit sections will always be presented in single-spaced lining and with a
heading of the same name aligned to the right, thereby flouting prescribed APA-style
conventions so as to better underscore an attempt to sneak back from the margins aspects of the
researcher’s self that traditional research has consistently, in the name of objectivity, pushed out.
Empirical disclosure. Another way of bringing ‘otherness’ into my thought is to ask
other clinical psychologists about their thoughts with respect to the title of ‘Doctor’. Given that
not much has been said about the title of ‘Doctor’ in the official psychological literature (see
Chapter 2), I decided to survey clinical psychologists about their views on and uses of the title.
Results from this survey are presented in Chapters 5-7 (for views on the title) and Chapters 8-9
(for uses of the title), with the latter being more exploratory in nature.
Historical and theoretical disclosure. These two angles of disclosure about possible
meanings gathering around the title of ‘Doctor’ are covered in the later chapters of the
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dissertation (in Part Four). More specifically, the angle of historical disclosure serves to inform
the reader about the broad historical background and developments with respect to the title of
‘Doctor’. As for the angle of theoretical disclosure, it will comprise interpretive statements about
what has gotten disclosed from putting the empirical data in dialogue with the broader literature.
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Chapter Two
Disciplinary Disclosure: A Title that Hides in Plain Sight
Disciplinary disclosure has to do with what has traditionally been called the ‘Literature
Review’. However, rather than present a self-contained description of what has been said about
the title of ‘Doctor’ in the psychological literature, I sought to take the literature as data to be
critically reflected on. That is, I was interested in what our field of psychology and its official
disciplinary literature discloses about the title of ‘Doctor’. The main finding emerging from my
review of the literature is that the title of ‘Doctor’, as a topic for investigation, has largely been
passed over in silence. In fact, I consider this to be the foundational finding of my entire
dissertation and I would like the reader to constantly bear this in mind, should he or she be so
inclined to continue reading on what follows.
Partly due to the constraints in scope that dissertations impose, I initially chose to restrict
myself to the PsycINFO database in reviewing the literature. This also happened to be in keeping
with my methodological commitment to perspectivism—though this may be a rationalization—
in that I wished to convey the experience of a student concerned about the title of ‘Doctor’
navigating his own discipline’s official literature in search of scholarly help. While sociologists,
anthropologists, philosophers, theologians, and laypersons may have written insightfully about
the title of ‘Doctor’, my personal struggle was with my own discipline and so I restricted myself
to the American Psychological Association’s PsycINFO database as the representative par
excellence of our discipline’s scholarly output.
The first concrete step I took in exploring the title of ‘Doctor’—beyond entertaining
private musings and generally feeling uneasy about it—was to look at the literature. I was
looking for help, for something that someone might have written that could help me address or
redress my misgivings about eventually receiving the title. That is, my hopes were divided. On
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the one hand, I was hoping to find an ally who could validate by his or her critical writings my
felt resistance to the title. On the other hand, I was hoping to find a teacher who might have
written about the title in such a surprisingly insightful manner, that my resistance might just
scatter away. The comfort of having one’s thought validated and the comfort of having one’s
mind changed are very different types of comfort indeed, but nonetheless, more comfortable than
feeling isolated in one’s thought. Mind you, at the time, I did not search the literature in any
thoroughgoing or scholarly way but rather, more with the anxiety of one Googling the symptoms
of an unknown illness when there is no doctor available—yes, the other kind of doctor…
It struck me as absurd, though perhaps not altogether insignificant, that the expression
‘title of Doctor’, when decoupled into the search terms—‘Title’ and ‘Doctor’—seemed to lose all
specificity, conferring upon my topic of interest an elusive quality, allowing it to slip unnoticed,
amidst a clutter of book reviews (books with ‘titles’, written by ‘Doctors’). Indeed, would not
one expect the search words ‘Title’ and ‘Doctor’ to render as search hits pretty much any journal
article referring to the ‘title’ of some book, chapter, or article and referring to a ‘Doctor’ of some
sort?16
A quick scroll down through the last search result was enough to convey a general
impression that no one had written about the title of ‘Doctor’ in ways that would be helpful to me
at that moment. The only noticeable material of some relevance was a cluster of commentaries
published in response to an article (Dörken, 1955a/1955b) relating that two psychologists in
Montréal had been sued by a physician—yes, the other kind of doctor—for putting up the
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It was to convey that same sense of absurd ‘revealing-by-hiding’ that I decided to name my dissertation ‘The
Title’, after a good friend and internship colleague—not one to chase after citations and who shall therefore remain
unnamed—jokingly made the suggestion. ‘The Title’ as the title of my dissertation on the title, in saying nothing and
yet saying everything, captures quite well the impression I formed, upon surveying the literature, that the title of
‘Doctor’, as something so close to the disciplinary home, has generally escaped us as a topic worthy of exploration,
as if hidden in plain sight.
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‘Doctor’ title on their shingle. I skimmed the articles only to find that no one had written about
the title critically, or even appreciatively, but rather, defensively. I felt disheartened, but also
emboldened. How had this topic for investigation or reflection eluded us for so long? And how
could it have made its entry into our literature merely in response to it being challenged? What I
have since come to call the Dörken Episode, in referring to that blip of search hits directly
relevant to my topic of interest, became the centerpiece of a paper I wrote for a graduate course
and which is reproduced in Chapter 3 as a disclosure of my initial stance, biases, and
predilections regarding the title of ‘Doctor’ before deciding to make it my topic for dissertation.
When the time came to write my dissertation proposal, I returned to my old search terms
and the PsycINFO database (search date: April 19th, 2015). Using the keywords ‘Title’ and
‘Doctor’ (selecting ‘TX All Text’ as the search field to cast the widest possible net) I obtained
180 hits (178 when considering duplicates). Out of curiosity, I performed another search using
the keywords ‘Labeling Theory’ (using the same search field) and obtained 467 hits, giving
credence to my impression that more has been said about what we call our patients than about
what we call ourselves.17
I returned to the literature about a year and a half later (September 25th, 2016) and, in a fit
of anxiety, decided to modify my search terms to cast an even wider net. I worried that I had
possibly missed some articles in which ‘Title’ or ‘Doctor’ had been pluralized or in which the
adjectival form ‘Doctoral’ had been used in referring to the title. I therefore ran the search again,
this time using the search terms ‘Title*’ and ‘Doctor*’, again selecting ‘TX All Text’. This time
I obtained 416 hits. I meticulously inspected each and every single abstract and came up with a
system to classify them (the complete list of all 416 search hits and a table listing them according
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The fact that the term ‘Labeling Theory’ auto-completed itself as I started typing it in the PsycINFO search box
was also telling.
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to the classification system I devised are presented in Appendix A). Ten of the articles generated
in the search results were duplicates, usually due to errata, which make the article appear both in
its erroneous and corrected forms, making the total of unique search hits 406.
Of these 406 search hits, 332 (81.77%18) were deemed by me ‘irrelevant’ for the
following reasons: 1) ‘Title’ referred to the title of a book, article, dissertation, film, funding
scheme, convention, symposium, and so forth (68.97%); 2) ‘Title’ did refer to a designated
person, but not the person of interest (clinical psychologist) or was used to signal an erratum
with respect to author title and did not contain anything of value to my topic of interest
(12.56%); and 3) ‘Title’ did refer to the clinical psychologist as ‘Doctor’, but was mentioned
only in passing (0.25%).
Furthermore, of the 406 unique search hits, 51 (12.56%) were deemed ‘semi-relevant’.
This meant that ‘Title’ did not refer specifically to clinical psychologists, but to nurses,
physicians, psychiatrists, or psychoanalysts. The reason these were deemed ‘semi-relevant’ is
because, given the aforementioned methodological principle of bricolage, which requires the
casting of a wide net for gathering constituents to tinker with, there was something in the abstract
that caught my eye and that I felt might indirectly inform the topic at hand, without directly
addressing it (for instance, one significant cluster of semi-relevant articles had to do with the
recent debate about the Doctor of Nursing degree and the complications and confusions that
ensue when nurses, as well as physicians, can be addressed as ‘Doctor’. I was quite liberal in
coding search hits as semi-relevant, for instance, giving the code to an article that referred to
Jesus as a ‘Doctor’, simply because it made me curious to read more. In Part Four (Chapters 1015), some of the semi-relevant articles will be referred to, cherry-picking style, whenever
deemed informative or appropriate to the topic at hand.
18

All percentages in the foregoing analysis are percentages calculated out of the total of 406 unique search hits.
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Most important for the purpose of my dissertation proper, however, is the fact that only
22 (5.42%) of the 406 search hits were deemed to be ‘relevant’ as these directly spoke to the title
of ‘Doctor’ for clinical psychologists. Finally, of these 22 relevant articles, none (0.00%)
contained the detailed critical unpacking of the title of ‘Doctor’ I had been hoping to find.
If the preceding quantitative-descriptive analysis has yet to convince, readers who are
either professors or students of psychology may try recalling to mind instances when colleagues
or classmates have discussed reservations about using diagnostic labels or about using the word
‘patient’, for example, and then try thinking of instances when colleagues or classmates
expressed reservations about the title of ‘Doctor’. I’d wager that the former instances, by far,
outweigh the latter. As a student myself, I can anecdotally testify that many a classmate, from
my B.A. studies in Montréal, to my M.A. studies in Delhi, to my Ph.D. studies in Pittsburgh,
expressed outrage or doubt about the word ‘patient’ as a descriptive label. Yet, I can’t recall
anyone ever questioning the fact that psychologists are called ‘Doctors’. In fact, among students,
the only times the title of ‘Doctor’ is called into question is when beginning students wonder
what to call their professors or whether it’s okay to ask one’s professor about their preference
with respect to address. This, however, does not constitute questioning or unpacking the title of
‘Doctor’ in the way I have outlined above that is, critically examining the ‘higher’ term of the
patient-doctor duality.
With respect to the 22 relevant articles, I further subdivided them as either ‘Scholarly
Commentaries’ (3.45%; n = 14) or ‘Empirical Studies’ (1.97%; n = 8). Regarding the ‘Scholarly
Commentaries’ subdivision, roughly half (Collier, 1957; Dörken, 1955a/b; Fields, 1955; Guze &
Guze, 1957; Rosenzweig, 1957; Seymour, 1958) comprise responses to what I referred to above
as the ‘Dörken Episode’. Some of the other ‘Scholarly Commentaries’ (Bass, 2003; Dattilio,
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2003; Reznikoff, 1962), though not in direct response to the Dörken Episode, are similar in
content and themes and were thus lumped with them. The rest of the ‘Scholarly Commentaries’
(Hoch, Ross, & Winder, 1966; Hollingworth, 1918; Martin, 2011; Peterson, 1976; Peterson,
1997; Raoult, 2006) bring a wider disciplinary and historical point of view (rather than the
authorial/essayist point of view of the Dörken Episode articles). While the Dörken Episode and
associated articles will be reviewed in Chapter 3, as they were the crux of the initial paper I
wrote on the title, these other ‘Scholarly Commentaries’ will be discussed much later in Part
Four (Chapters 10-15), when my research findings will be placed in the context of wider
disciplinary and historical developments.
Concerning the ‘Empirical Articles’ subdivision, these either have to do with patient and
professional preferences with respect to mode of address (Ford & Pfeffer, 1997; Sim, Hallahan,
& McDonald, 2012); with the public’s perception of mental health professionals (Nunnally &
Kittross, 1958); with investigating the effect of the title of ‘Doctor’ on patient or public
perceptions (Holmes & Post, 1986; Reed & Holmes, 1989); with how the title is used
differentially according to gender in letters of recommendations (Cowan & Kasen, 1984); and,
finally, with the identity aspects of the title of ‘Doctor’ (Jeffrey, Jeffrey, Barnett, & Schaefer,
1985; Harmon-Jones, Schemeichel, & Harmon-Jones, 2009). These studies will also be covered
later on in the dissertation in Part Four (Chapters 10-15), with a deconstructive, intertextual, and
critical bent, putting them into dialogue with my empirical research findings.
As a preview of what this ‘bent’ might look like, I noticed that the study published by
Holmes and Post (1986) was based on Post’s M.A. thesis, which was supervised by Holmes.
Their main finding was that the title of ‘Doctor’, when captioned on a filmed therapy session had
no effect on student perceptions of the therapist. If one considers who got first authorship when
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the time came to publish the study, one would reckon the authors to have made a type II error;
they saw no effect of title when (intertextually) there was! This is what was meant when
differentiating above between literature review and disciplinary disclosure; that is, one must go
beyond simply reproducing what has been proclaimed in the literature and interrogate it critically
in order to see what gets disclosed…
In sum, my initial review of the official disciplinary literature discloses the following:
The title of ‘Doctor’ has not yet been extensively examined, nor critically unpacked, and
therefore has been largely ignored by the discipline. Given the dearth of pre-existing literature
about my topic of interest, it does not follow that I approached it as a disinterested blank slate—I
was interested in it after all! Indeed, one always knows something beforehand, but, as per the
phenomenological tradition, knowledge tends to move from the general to the specific (as
opposed to the scientific tradition where it is conceived as moving from specific operations to
generalizable findings). According to Heidegger’s (1927/2008) epistemology, the initial
hermeneutical situation is always already guided by some general prior understanding, albeit of
the vague mooded sort. Further, Gadamer (1960/2006) implores us to render explicit those foreunderstandings. In the case of my dissertation topic, my prior understanding consisted of a
certain sense of unease and reluctance at the title of ‘Doctor’ being eventually conferred upon me
and a general, ill-formulated sense that this title is problematic and should just be done away
with.
In short, my initial felt sense vis-à-vis the title of ‘Doctor’ was one of aversion and the
first methodical step I took to delve deeper into the topic and take what can be considered an
initial stance was to write a paper entitled The Title of ‘Doctor’ for Clinical Psychologists—To
Safeguard or Surrender? for a Psychology & Spirituality elective graduate course I took in the
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spring of 2014. In the name of outlining my fore-understandings as they stood prior to actually
deciding to make the title of ‘Doctor’ the very topic of my dissertation research, I reproduce this
initial paper in its entirety in the following chapter, which is intended to be a continuation of the
angle of disciplinary disclosure, but also an introduction to the angle of self-disclosure.
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Chapter 3
Initial Stance Towards the Title19

It was one of those still starry summer nights… the ones that make the hearts of young men burst
open and spill over with stifled secret thoughts long kept silent. As the rusty movement of the
swings we had been sitting on settled, my trusted friend since the age of thirteen turned to me.
“Hey,” he wondered in earnest, “if you knew that giving your life away would end all the
suffering in the world…” He paused shortly and then added under his breath, “…would you do
it?” Mulling this over and slowly feeling myself swell with pride, I replied:
“Yeah, I would.”
“Seriously, you’d do it?”
“To end all the suffering in the world?”
“All of it.”
“Yeah, I’d do it…”

We kept quiet for a while, contemplating the enormity of the sacrifice…

And then, with a sinking heart, I confessed, “But you know, to really do it, I would need other
people to know that I did…” He fell silent, staring into space. I mused, almost to myself, “That’s
the question: How to save the world without necessarily needing others to know all about it.”

We were seventeen.

19

This chapter presents the integral (minus the abstract and references section, and with minor editing changes to
make it fully APA-style and congruent in style with the remainder of my dissertation) version of a paper I wrote
entitled: The Title of ‘Doctor’ for Clinical Psychologists—To Safeguard or Surrender? Any italicized footnotes were
subsequently added and are not part of the original paper.
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“For whosoever exalteth himself shall be abased; and he that humbleth himself shall be exalted”
(Luke 14:11, King James Bible).
“By humility and the fear of the LORD are riches, and honour, and life”
(Proverbs 22:4, King James Bible).

It soon became inescapably apparent that by this kind of meekness not even a small segment of
the earth could be inherited. I began using my title and immediately discovered that the status
issue and degree of acceptance by colleagues was no longer a problem.
(Rex M. Collier, psychologist, 1957, p. 39)

“On peut être humble de gloire” [One may be humble out of pride]
(de Montaigne, 1580/2002, p. 463).
“And the Devil did grin, for his darling sin
Is pride that apes humility”
(Southey & Coleridge, 1799/2017).
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I am now 35 years old, on my way to becoming a clinical psychologist. I have lost most
of my illusions about wanting to end world suffering, for how could I ever be up to the task?
Besides, how could bliss ever be, but for suffering? And yet, the question about how to
contribute something to the world without necessarily needing to have others know all about it
remains for me a central question around which I would like to organize whatever is left of my
life. I must confess, what I am about to write feels both immensely important and incredibly
stupid. Perhaps some things are worthy inasmuch as they are worthy of scorn. For does not scorn
derive from the French ‘escorner’ (to “deprive of horns”)? How bedeviling that, although this
has been linked to the deprivation of “honor or ornament” (Etymonline, 2014a), a crucial part
has been left out: Why would we deprive someone of his/her horns if not out of fear of being
eviscerated first? Is there not a gut feeling then, that something worthy of scorn is also something
worthy, by dint of its capacity to touch us, albeit in ways that might hurt?
I’ve been dithering… or perhaps protecting myself with the shield of etymology—the
study (logia) of true sense (etymon)—protecting myself from the possible accusation that what I
am about to say is utter nonsense. You see, it’s this wish that I have. Before telling you my wish,
I would like you to try and receive it with the heart of a 17 year old. Like it’s just you and I,
sitting on the swings on a balmy summer night. And I would turn to you, in confidence, and
simply say: “Hey, I wish we psychologists would just drop this whole ‘Doctor’ title thing.”
Stupid right? If you don’t know what to say, you can just draw circles in the sand with your foot,
while I gather my thought and try to articulate what I mean by this...

“These things cannot be described. One who tries to speak of these shall regret the attempt”
(Japji Sahib, c. 1450/2014, Pauri 36).
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Proposition:
By accepting the title of ‘Doctor’, we clinical psychologists reproduce the natural societal
attitude of arranging relationships vertically or hierarchically, thereby contributing to that
which generates a lot of the unnecessary pain we seek to reduce in the first place.
Recently, in group therapy, a patient mentioned that he had gone out on a date with a girl
he really liked. Unfortunately, at the end of their evening together, she stated to him that she did
not want to date someone who was still in college and did not yet have a steady income. “I feel
like such a loser, like I’m so beneath her, like she’s so much better than me”, he lamented. All of
the other patients could relate to this and, after expressing words of support, they shared their
own stories of having been made to feel small by others and of having put themselves down in
turn. I ventured a process comment to the effect that relationships seemed to be spoken about
vertically (who is higher; who is lower) and encouraged group members to get curious about
what would happen if we shifted things a bit and started looking at relationships horizontally, in
terms of nearness and distance.
I asked the broken hearted patient to share how it had come about that he wanted to go
out with that girl. He replied that he liked her a lot and wanted to get closer to her (horizontal).
We had already heard about how, once on the date, the patient had tried to impress the girl by
recounting some recent feats. “I guess I wanted to show her that I was good enough for her”, he
conceded (vertical). It was enlightening for all of us to see that, when he tried dwelling in the
horizontal, the patient reported feeling sad that this girl did not wish to be as close to him as he
had hoped. Yet, when he stuck to the vertical, he reported hating himself for being good-fornothing. These are sufferings of a different sort. When I said earlier that I have lost most of my
illusions about wanting to end world suffering, the part that stayed is precisely wanting to help
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eradicate the latter kind of suffering, not the former one, which ennobles the heart and points to
the importance of relationships (horizontal) rather than status (vertical) in human affairs.
Thinking about it now, I am struck at how most, if not all, of the patients I have seen in
my (admittedly rather short) career have needlessly suffered at some point or another from
viewing relationships vertically, rather than horizontally. If I think back on my own life, it seems
to me that I have suffered from two kinds of pain: The egoic pain of pride that verticality spawns
(being dumped and feeling like a useless piece of trash) and the relational pain of loss that
horizontality begets (feeling like I lost someone I truly cherish).
Another individual patient of mine, who tends to denigrate others who have hurt her and
with whom I spoke about the vertical-horizontal distinction, once blurted out: “Well of course I
go vertical because the horizontal scares me more.” The natural societal attitude seems to consist
in viewing relationships vertically and, although this may make us feel safe and in control, it also
creates unnecessary suffering and sets us up for self-loathing or scorning others. It seems that
part of our work as clinical psychologists is to foster a shift in how we experience
relationships—a shift from the vertical to the horizontal—and thereby spare others, and
ourselves, unnecessary pain.
Martin Buber (1923/2010) outlines two human “modes of existence” generated by the
two possible attitudes one can adopt towards otherness: The “I-It” and the “I-You” attitudes. The
I-It attitude belongs to the world “as experience” (p. 6) and is characterized by objectification,
classification, description, and ‘instrumentalization’ of the other (much like when we objectify a
relationship by measuring our level of worth via vertically comparing ourselves with another
party—e.g., “I experience myself as lower than you because you rejected me first”). Conversely,
the I-You attitude belongs to the “world of relation” (p. 6) and is characterized by a position of
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relatedness towards the other as whole, beyond any sort of purpose, measurement, or reductive
comparative analysis. While Buber’s dual attitudinal modes do not transpose seamlessly onto the
vertical-horizontal duality I have just described, one may argue that ‘verticalizing’ relationships
generates the possibility for rank and, therefore, measurable, objectifying comparisons, whereas
living relationships horizontally seems to bring one closer to feeling relational bonds. In short, a
vertical stance towards relationships will tend to promote greater focus on the gaps, whereas a
horizontal stance will tend to promote greater focus on connectedness (or lack thereof). Gaps can
be measured, ranked, and quantified, whereas connectedness can only be qualitatively felt.20
Counter-Proposition:
The title of ‘Doctor’ has nothing to do with reinforcing relational verticality. If anything, it
constitutes a horizontal reaching out, a gesture of protection towards the public who has a right
to be informed about the practitioner’s credentials.
The first challenge to the title of ‘Doctor’ for psychologists came from the medical
establishment, which certainly did not believe this title, as taken on by psychologists, to be a
gesture of protection towards the public! Indeed, most of the literature around the issue of
psychologists safeguarding or surrendering the title of ‘Doctor’ stems from a brief report by
Dörken (1955a/b) published in both The Canadian Psychologist and American Psychologist and
titled: A Challenge to the Title of Doctor. The challenge did not come from the Dörken himself,
who merely informs readers of a legal case in Montréal, Canada, wherein two psychologists had
been sued by the College of Physicians and Surgeons of The Province of Québec for having
included the title of ‘Doctor’ on a shingle placed above their office doors. While the complaint
was withdrawn after an etymologist gave court testimony to the historical precedence of ‘Doctor’
20

My sense is that both the vertical and the horizontal as described here sit squarely within the I-It mode, as both
are ways to conceptualize relationships, with the latter at least acknowledging the possibilities for an I-You
connection.
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qua learned person over ‘Doctor’ qua physician, Dörken’s report initiated a spattering of
responses by outraged psychologists: How dare those physicians attempt to arrogate for
themselves the title of ‘Doctor’! Let us examine those responses.
Fields (1955, p. 826) highlights the confusion that arises from the fact that the term
‘Doctor’ “has two meanings, first as a title and second as an occupational category”. He then
states, rightly in my opinion, that “there is no necessity, however, to use the word doctor to
identify the occupational category intended”. Indeed, if one really cared about protection of the
public, it would make much more sense to refer to medical doctors as ‘physicians’ and to refer to
certified clinical psychologists with the much more informative designation ‘registered clinical
psychologists’ (or something of the sort). Clearly, the counter-proposition that the appellation
‘Doctor’ serves to inform the public about appropriate level of certification is absurd, whether it
be in the case of physicians or psychologists.
My survey of the responses to Dörken’s report indicates that there seemed to be a
consensus at the time about the differentiation between ‘title’ and ‘occupational category’ and
about the fact that the designation of ‘Doctor’ speaks more to the former than to the latter. For
instance, consider Collier’s (1957) exhortation: “We need to remind ourselves—perhaps
frequently— that the title “Doctor” does not identify the individual's profession” (p. 39).
Moreover, Guze and Guze (1957) caution that:
The use of the title “Doctor”, as a professional designation, should probably in all cases
be followed by a specific statement after the name, such as Clinical Psychologist,
Osteopathic Physician and Surgeon, Veterinarian, Dental Surgeon, etc., particularly in
those cases where following the name by the degree might not completely clarify to the
public the function of the person. (p. 41)
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In spite of that, psychologists responding to Dörken’s report seem to have been keen to
preserve, nay even protect, their title of ‘Doctor’, despite agreeing it adds little by way of
informational value for the public. Fields (1955, p. 826, all emphases added), for instance, after
cogently differentiating between ‘title’ and ‘occupational category’ and stating that each
profession has “exclusive property” over its occupational category appellation (e.g., physician,
dentist, veterinarian, psychologist, etc.), decries the fact that “the medical profession for many
years has fostered and perpetuated the fiction that only physicians are doctors”. Rather than
concluding that we should simply jettison ‘title’ and use a more clearly defined and informative
‘occupational category’ instead, he makes the case that psychologists should hold on to their title
of ‘Doctor’ and protect it from physicians’ “arrogant” attempts to usurp it: “the doctor of
medicine has no such exclusive property right to the title of doctor”. He then goes on to bemoan
the fact that “we support the fiction, to our later embarrassment and regret” whenever we
concede that we, as psychologists, are not ‘that kind of doctor’.
Proposition:
The use of expressions such as ‘exclusive property’, ‘arrogant’, ‘exclusive property right’, and
‘embarrassment’ suggests that when psychologists fight for their right to the title of ‘Doctor’, it
has little to do with the public and much to do with the protection of the discipline against
perceived encroachments upon its prestige from competing disciplines, again placing the
discipline squarely within the vertical.
The words italicized in the previous quotations, which reek of hierarchy,
commodification, and narcissistic dynamics, seem in keeping with the notion that the use of titles
such as ‘Doctor’ reproduce the natural societal predilection for arranging relationships vertically.
How paradoxical that Fields deems physicians’ attempted arrogation of the ‘Doctor’ title
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‘arrogant’, but fails to consider the arrogance inherent in psychologists’ outrage and attempts to
hold on to and fight for their own prestige, under the guise of protecting the public.
Counter-Proposition:
What is all this talk about prestige? Isn’t the actual meaning of ‘Doctor’ teacher? If so, isn’t
calling someone ‘Doctor’ tantamount to calling him/her teacher?
In response to Dörken’s report, Saul Rosenzweig (1957), of Dodo bird verdict fame,
provides some history behind the academic title of Doctor:
the title doctor historically originated in medieval Europe with the theologian—the
doctor of divinity. The doctor of philosophy is, of course, an offshoot of the same stalk
and in the days of medieval learning, before the heyday of modern science, even the
doctor of medicine was expected to write a learned thesis […] The generic doctor is, after
all, the man [woman] of learning who teaches (doceo in Latin is teach). (p. 38)
The fact that the title of ‘Doctor’ etymologically denotes someone who teaches does lend
some credence to the counter-proposition that calling psychologists ‘Doctor’ amounts to the
same as calling elementary school educators ‘teacher’ (so, why make a big deal out of this?).
However, one must consider Wittgenstein’s (1953/1958, §43) caution that “the meaning of a
word is its use in the language.” Indeed, the etymology of ‘Doctor’ does not seem to fit with how
the term is used in practice. If the title of ‘Doctor’ simply means the one who teaches, then why
do students typically stop calling their professors ‘Doctor’ as they learn more and more from
them? In other words, should we not expect students to increasingly address their professors as
‘Doctor’ as their studies progress? In fact, current practice shows the opposite: If there is a time
when students must refer to professors as ‘Doctors’ (i.e., when it would be a fatal mistake not to),
it certainly is when students are submitting their application to a graduate program—that is,
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before they have even been taught anything (verily, it would be unimaginable for a prospective
student not to use the appellation ‘Doctor’ when writing that initial email to a professor he/she
would like to eventually work with and learn from). In fact, students gradually drop the ‘Doctor’
appellation as they progress throughout their program and as they are being increasingly taught
by (and as they forge relationships with) their professors. This suggests that, in its current use,
the title of ‘Doctor’ has little to do with “the man of learning who teaches” (Rosenzweig, 1957,
p. 38), but perhaps, something more to do with the man or woman of learning who has a right to
teach.
The appellation ‘Doctor’ then, has more to do with the recognition of the right to teach
than with the recognition of the fact that the one graced with the title has actually taught us
something. Whereas the former recognition entails a vertical one-way dynamic of power (there
are those who have a right to teach—professors, and those who don’t—students), the latter type
of recognition does not preclude the possibility of a horizontal two-way relationship where
teachers and students may learn from one another.
Proposition:
By accepting the title of ‘Doctor’, we clinical psychologists are complacently lulled into the
fictitious reassurance that prestige confers, risking believing that we are fundamentally different
from our patients, when in fact we are rather the same, clinging to our ego projects and suffering
in their wake.
Thus far, I have merely stated as fact that the natural societal attitude with respect to
relationships is to arrange them hierarchically and have not bothered asking why this might be
the case. Ernest Becker’s (1973/1997) notion of the denial of the terror of death via the societal
sanction of heroism sheds light on this matter. Indeed, for Becker, “the idea of death, the fear of
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it, haunts the human animal like nothing else; it is a mainspring of human activity—activity
designed largely to avoid the fatality of death” (p. xvii). To this end, cultural and societal edifices
of heroism are erected as defense against the decay of death—edifices of heroism in which
“people serve in order to earn a feeling of primary value, of cosmic specialness” (p. 5). Of
course, there are many different ways of seeking to feel special and therefore defend against the
threat of death. It seems, however, that the natural societal defense, at least in North America,
has privileged feeling special, whether it is at the individual or disciplinary level, at the expense
of others: A sort of I’m-above-you heroism, where there are rock stars and fans, CEOs and
employees… Doctors and patients…
And yet, clinical psychologists are counter-culturally seeking other—horizontal—ways
of feeling special by listening to those who have not been heard and attempting to relate to those
who have been relinquished as not worthy of being related to. How strange that we still insist on
preserving the vestiges of the vertical heroic defense against death (for is not the title of ‘Doctor’
the modern equivalent to antiquated, pretentious nobility titles, whereby one section of society
would place itself above another?). How strange… Especially so, since the brunt of what makes
us special lies within the realm of the horizontal… Especially so, since we psychologists have
formulated such a cogent critique of the stigmatizing practice of labeling patients (are we not just
as totalized by ‘titles’, which are essentially labels of prestige that stigmatize patients in more
subtle ways?)... Especially so, since we have written quite convincingly about the suffering
generated by privilege of the colonial, gendered, or ethnic ilk. The title of ‘Doctor’ is one of the
last surviving bastions of privilege and we hold on to it at the risk of contradicting the work we
actually do.
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Becker (1973/1997) asks a crucial question: “how conscious [are we] of what [we are]
doing to earn [our] feeling of heroism?” (p. 5) and suggests that “to become conscious of what
one is doing to earn [one’s] feeling of heroism is the main self-analytic problem of life” (p. 6). It
therefore behooves us, as psychologists who value and advocate for greater self-reflection, to ask
ourselves what are we really fighting for when we seek to safeguard the title of ‘Doctor’? Fields
(1955, p. 826) regrets how we “support the fiction [emphasis added]” that physicians are the real
‘Doctors’ whenever we admit that we are not ‘really’ Doctors. Becker’s insight, however, begs
the question: What other kind of fiction are we really supporting when we, as a discipline, take
part in turf wars over the prestigious title of ‘Doctor’?
Before tackling this question, we must first try to demonstrate that the title of ‘Doctor’
really does denote the prestige and specialness that would constitute Becker’s heroism or “reflex
of the terror of death” (p. 11). Consider the italicized expressions in the following quotations [all
emphases added], and how they substantiate the proposition that safeguarding the title of
‘Doctor’ has more to do with safeguarding prestige and recognition than ensuring public safety.
By addressing a person as “Doctor” one honors his [or her] academic achievement or
recognizes his [or her] status as a professional individual […] To allow the term to
become narrowly used [as the mere occupational category for ‘physician’] is to rob the
title of much of the agelong respect for academic achievement that it should continue to
have. (Collier, 1957, p. 39)
Doctor is a title that is esteemed in both academia and health care. When a doctoral
degree is conferred on an individual they are afforded the privilege of taking the title of
doctor by his or her college or university. (Oldfield, 2011, p. 369)
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While most of what has been published about safeguarding the title of ‘Doctor’ for
psychologists is admittedly dated, the last quotation just above, taken from a more recent article
about the controversial awarding of ‘Doctor of Nursing’ degrees, demonstrates how
contemporary the issue still is. Indeed, consider the italicized expressions in the following, all of
which denote a rhetoric of belligerence, threat, and territoriality [all emphases added]:
Over the last decade, rhetoric from physicians has escalated with impassioned requests to
protect and reserve the title of doctor for individuals practicing medicine. The American
Medical Association (AMA) has led the charge, identifying patient confusion as impetus
for promoting legislation for title protection: Whereas the growing trend of this title
encroachment is of concern […] (Oldfield, 2011, p. 369)
Another more recent publication about similar issues comes straight from the American
Psychological Association (APA). Again, note the italicized expressions, which suggest a sense
of urgency, threat, and entitlement that is rather incongruent with the stated purpose of
safeguarding the title of ‘Doctor’ for the sake of patients and accuracy. Clearly, something
deeper is operating here and one may wonder what would happen “if we were to peel away this
massive disguise, the blocks of repression over human techniques for earning glory” (Becker,
1973/1997, p. 6)…
It is logical to think that receiving a doctoral degree in psychology would afford an
individual the right to be called "Dr." But increasingly, that is not the case, especially in
the media […] We asked AP [Associated Press] to reconsider its policy of reserving the
"Dr." honorific for MDs, dentists, doctors of osteopathy and doctors of podiatric
medicine. We urged that they apply the same honorific to doctoral-level psychologists to
help dispel confusion among the public and for the sake of accuracy […] APA is
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continuing to press for change on their stance. In addition, psychologists who do media
interviews can help by asking the reporter or producer to use "Dr." to identify them. In
this way, we can create bottom-up and top-down pressure on AP to change its honorifics
style rules. Meanwhile, our doctoral title came under another threat this year when a
group of physicians proposed a resolution to the AMA House of Delegates to restrict the
titles of "doctor," "resident" and "residency" in medical settings to apply only to
physicians, dentists and podiatrists […] Ensuring that psychologists' doctoral-level status
is noted in the media and in health-care settings will help health-care consumers make
more informed choices concerning mental and behavioral health services. (From the
CEO, 2008, p. 9, all emphases added)
Finally, a recent empirical study by Harmon-Jones et al. (2009) found support for
Symbolic Self-Completion Theory, which “proposes that individuals use symbols of attainment
to define themselves as accomplished in self-defining areas and to communicate their
accomplishments [emphasis added] to others (p. 331). The authors (p. 311) hypothesized that a
lack of “important indicators of attainment” (such as publications, citations, and high
departmental rankings by the National Research Council [NRC]) would generate greater displays
of professional titles in “web pages and email signature files.” Results showed that departments
with “less prestigious [emphasis added] NRC rankings listed more professional titles on their
departmental webpages” and that “professors with lower annual rates of publications and
citations displayed more professional titles in their email signatures” (p. 311). This further
corroborates the impression that the use of the ‘Doctor’ title relates more to the prestige and
recognition of the practitioner than to the protection of the public.
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We now return to the question of what other kind of fiction are we really supporting
when we, as a discipline, take part in turf wars over the prestigious title of ‘Doctor’? It seems to
me that we are supporting the fiction of a self that can reassure itself in its existence by the
privilege of comparison that prestige affords. Comparison borne out of prestige serves as a sort
of bulwark for a threatened sense of self. And yet, the very notion of prestige vanishes into thin
air when we consider that etymologically, it stems “from Latin praestigium "delusion, illusion" ”
(Etymonline, 2014b). The danger with enjoying our so-called right to designation by title is the
entitled focus on rights, at the expense of duties. There is indeed a fine line between title and
entitlement (if anything, title is literally surrounded by entitlement). So preoccupied with our
need to be special and with protecting the rights to which we feel entitled, we risk becoming
blind to the fact that our duty—what we do everyday, unobserved, in the therapy office is already
special by its own merits! Do not, after all, the privilege and honor rest in being chosen by our
patients as trustworthy enough for them to open up to and come back to?
By clinging to our title and feeling so menaced by whatever might threaten it, do we not
fall right into the pitfalls of an attachment that begets suffering, as eloquently described by the
Buddha in his Four Noble Truths—namely, that (1) We suffer (dukkha); (2) Suffering arises
(samudaya) from attachment; (3) Suffering can be ceased (nirodha); and (4) There is a path
(marga) that leads to the cessation of suffering?21 If we are to be ‘fellow travelers’ (see Yalom,
2002) with our patients on the spiritual path of healing, must we not at least consider
surrendering the illusorily prestigious title of ‘Doctor’, a title which we seem to use to bolster a
rigid definition of self and to ensure the narcissistically gratifying recognition of others, belying
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Given space constraints, I chose not to fully flesh out the concept of dukkha in my original paper, trusting that my
professor would forgive my presenting a simplified version and know what I was referring to. The reader interested
in learning more about the intricacies of Buddhism and its rich conceptualization of suffering can refer to the
following: Loy, 2000; Rahula, 1974; Thich, 1999).
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a deep sense of fear that we might be unlovable, frail, dying, or, !God forbid! non-existent…22
that we might be, in fact, just like our patients? So horizontally close to them that we need the
vertical to look down at something other than the gaping void opening up below us?
Counter-Proposition:
So, is one supposed to be a selfless masochist, then, and refuse to take pride in one’s
accomplishments?
Not necessarily. However, there is a difference between taking pride in one’s
accomplishments and taking pride in one’s work. The former denotes honoring the culmination
(achievements achieved), whereas the latter honors the process (work-in-progress). Culmination
begets comparison (I-Its, verticalities) whereas process begets engagement (I-Yous,
horizontalities). The wisdom of the Bhagavad Gita (c. 5th- c. 2nd Centuries BCE/1962)
underscores this with the concept of anasakti, which emphasizes putting one’s concentrated
effort on the process, rather than on the outcome. Perhaps we can be inspired by this and take
pride in the work we are doing right now, in learning, teaching, and seeing patients, rather than
taking pride in our degrees, titles, and various distinctions. Taking pride in the process reduces
the misguided sense of entitlement that comes with taking pride in the result. Consider
Seymour’s23 (1958) plea for recognition in the face of the PhD being devalued by the American
tendency to address only physicians by the title of ‘Doctor.’ He decries how the practice of
handing out honorary doctorates
like lollipops or balloons is a form of academic prostitution which cheapens the PhD and
hence the legitimate title “Doctor” […] Those who are doctors and teachers and PhD's

22

See Loy (2000), who proposed that the real fear is not death, but that of not being real to start with.
Seymour shook the academic world when he obtained his PhD at Cornell University in 1956 with a Dissertation
on the history of baseball—a topic until then deemed unworthy of scholarly interest (Thomas, 1992). One may
wonder whether the lack of recognition he must have suffered informs his views.
23
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combined should take at least as much pride in their title as do physicians. (p. 233-234)
It seems that Seymour’s critique about honorary academic degrees as devaluing
‘bonafide’ degrees can fruitfully be turned on its head to criticize his very critique: By
emphasizing how pride should be taken in the title, is not Seymour also devaluing the degree qua
process—that is, the hard work he put in towards that degree? It is not without significance that
the brunt of Seymour’s comment here quoted locates on the vertical level, comparing physicians,
PhD-holders and honorary PhD-holders and rank ordering them as to how much pride they
should take in their respective achievements.
Concluding Thoughts
“What's in a title anyway? You may ask. Is it so important to be called Doctor? I guess that the
issue at hand is really one of respect. But in my opinion, respect should not be accorded based on
one's credentials” (Dattilio, 2003, p. 294).
Well, dear friend, here end my musings about my wish that we psychologists would just
give up on the title of ‘Doctor’. Perhaps all of this was just as much an ego project as arguing for
safeguarding the title. In my heart of hearts, I feel that a humble psychologist would not even
think about these issues and simply carry on saving the world by stealth. And yet I keep circling
back to this, as if guilty of having once wanted to save the world only by dint of my adolescent
need for glory and recognition. Yet, is there not something equally entitled and elitist about
proclaiming that psychologists should surrender their ‘title’? Surely there must be some aporetic
prestige in foregoing prestige. One will never get out of it…
Far from hoping to have convinced you; my only hope is that you have not felt scorned
by me. While this may have seemed like an attempt to deprive you of ornament and honor,
please rest assured that the intent was merely to point out that the place of pride has to be shifted
to what came before the laurels and to the ongoing work that remains, the conferring of title
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being but an intervening moment in between. Moments cannot be safeguarded; it is their nature
to slip away from the grip of our fingers. It is better to surrender, let go of them and carry on
with our work… in all horizontality…
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PART TWO
The Title in Debate

Titles are shadows, crowns are empty things,
The good of subjects is the end of kings
(Defoe, 1701/1823, p. 23).
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Chapter 4
The Doctor Survey
Rationale: Seeking Alterity While Sending it Forth
Whereas Chapters 2 and 3 addressed in various combinations the angles of disciplinary
and self disclosure, we now turn to the angle of empirical disclosure, the main purpose of which
was twofold: To welcome otherness into the realm of my own thought, but also to infuse, in turn,
our scholarly field with something other. Regarding the first part, I found myself wanting to
incorporate and dialogue with points of view other than my own and thereby enliven my attempt
at unpacking possible meanings gathering around the title of ‘Doctor’. Indeed, the initial paper I
wrote (see Chapter 3) had been an attempt to articulate a critical and oppositional stance vis-à-vis
the title of ‘Doctor’ by outlining various propositions (my own) and counter-propositions
(inspired by whatever little I had found about it in the literature—much of it quite dated—and by
my own fantasy of what ‘straw-doctors’ would say).
As my professor judiciously pointed out at the time, one of the paper’s major limitations
was that I had generated these various propositions/counter-propositions myself, from the
perspective of a not-yet-Doctor graduate student. This criticism led me to wonder about what
contemporary clinical psychologists—qua Doctors—might have to say about the title.
Furthermore, I found myself wondering about what contemporary clinical psychologists—qua
Doctors—would have to say about what they think other clinical psychologists would have to
say about the title, thereby, trying to get at their own fantasies of what ‘straw-doctors’ might say.
With respect to the second part of my main purpose, I also wanted to address a sense of
bafflement at not having found anything in the literature about actual practices with respect to
the title of ‘Doctor’. Indeed, having had closely reviewed several studies (Garfield & Kurtz,
1974, 1975a, 1975b; Norcross & Prochaska, 1982a, 1982b, 1982c) that purported to “survey the
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activities and views of a representative sample of clinical psychologists in order to gauge present
trends in the field” (Garfield & Kurtz, 1974, p. 7), I had found that none had surveyed clinical
psychologists about their views on or uses of the title of ‘Doctor’, focusing instead on variables
such as: 1) Personal characteristics: demographics, division 12 membership status, academic
degree, institution granting the degree, incidence and type of personal therapy, years of post-BA
training, years of post-doctoral experience; 2) Professional activities: number of publications,
hours worked per week, number of professional positions, part-time private practice, primary
position, primary and secondary professional self-view (e.g., academician vs. clinician vs.
researcher), institutional affiliation, current activity in psychotherapy and research, membership
in other APA divisions; 3) Theoretical perspectives: primary and secondary theoretical
orientation, satisfaction with orientation; 4) Training and career satisfaction: continuing
education, satisfaction with graduate training, internship, psychology as a career, and the APA. A
more recent survey of clinical psychologists in Canada (Hunsley & Lefebvre, 1990) also did not
consider for investigation variables having to do with the title of ‘Doctor’.
It struck me as decidedly odd that psychologists, who may very well have surveyed
almost everyone about almost everything under the sun, had never thought to survey one another
about their views on and uses of that which might be so close to the disciplinary home as to have
become invisible as a matter for inquiry: Their title. Do clinical psychologists even use it? Under
what circumstances? What are their attitudes towards it? In light of all this, I devised and
administered, to my knowledge, the first survey addressing clinical psychologists’ views and
uses with respect to the title of ‘Doctor’.
Befindlichkeit 1
I’m uncomfortable at the inflated claim to primacy I just made above and, upon reconsideration,
I realize that such a claim, as soon made must be retracted, but also explored. Firstly, my Doctor
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Survey cannot possibly be the first, being as it is the first twice over: A first attempt, of course, at
addressing a gap in the literature by bringing into our discipline an ‘other’ kind of data, one that
is, paradoxically, about ‘ourselves’; but also, my first attempt at being personally addressed by
what contemporary representatives of the discipline might have to say about the title and their
usage of it, with all the fear this entails—the fear that I might be convinced to change my initial
stance in light of something new, but perhaps, even more daunting, the fear that I might not! I’m
coming to understand that I also harbor some resistance in finding out more about the title of
‘Doctor’, much like the discipline overall seems to have resisted it by not making it a topic for
investigation. What would it mean for me to possibly be persuaded to adopt a more favorable
stance towards the title by more experienced colleagues in the field? What would it mean for me
to possibly face the disappointment that no one in the field could be an ally and understand my
reservations, let alone agree with them? It is readily apparent to me how emotionally invested I
am in the topic. It is equally readily apparent that this is not the first time I am writing about
‘primacy’ (see discussion in Chapter 1 about wanting to access the topic first, rather than
following a method or author beforehand). I’m not sure what this entails…
Another reason, I reckon, why my Doctor Survey could not possibly be the first is the
growing realization that calling it a ‘survey’ is a bit of a misnomer inasmuch as the usual raison
d’être underpinning psychological surveys is the promise of representation and generalization.
The Doctor Survey, however, was not created with the intent that it should yield data
representative of the entire population of clinical psychologists, and this for reasons having to do
with scope and interest.
With respect to scope, given a total population of about 85,000 American licensed
psychologists (APA, 2015), I would have needed to administer the Doctor Survey to a sample of
382 clinical psychologists in order for it to be considered representative of the entire
population.24 Anticipating a conservative 25% usable survey response rate, I would hence have
needed to send out the survey to about 1500 clinical psychologists, making it evident that
seeking representativeness and generalizability would have been too great an undertaking for my
dissertation.

24

This estimate is based on the Creative Research Systems sample calculator,
http://www.surveysystem.com/sscalc.htm, selecting a confidence level of 95% and a confidence interval of 5%.
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With respect to interest, and as stated above, the goal was not to broaden survey findings
to a larger population but rather, to broaden my own unpacking of the title of ‘Doctor.’ Perhaps
then, the Doctor Survey is not a survey at all, but a brainstorming tool allowing me to better
survey my topic of interest. In other words, rather than being conceived as a traditional survey
seeking to generalize findings and thus dwell in the realm of sameness and commonality, the
Doctor Survey was rather meant to be a tool allowing to dwell into spaces of difference and
alterity—for myself (receiving outside feedback about the title), for the discipline in general
(gaining a new topic for inquiry), and for the respondents also (getting to possibly deeply reflect
on the title for perhaps the first time and maybe think about it in new ways).
This last part about respondents getting to experience something different is another way
in which the ‘Doctor Survey’ was not intended to be a survey in the traditional sense. Rather than
using the survey and its respondents merely as means to obtain data, the survey itself was also a
means to get respondents to reflect on their title and as such, was an end in itself. My hope was
that the Doctor Survey would not merely be an instrument providing me with data to interpret,
but that it could afford an opportunity for respondents to actually take up my modest proposal to
think about the title.
Finally, another reason problematizing my declaration of the Doctor Survey as the first
one to address clinical psychologists’ views and uses with respect to the title of ‘Doctor’ is that it
obscures the more important fact that, as such, it can only be the last. Indeed, shedding the first
light on a topic heretofore shrouded in darkness makes it so that the topic shall never quite be the
same. My hope was that the Doctor Survey might not only provide as yet unavailable data on
views and uses with respect to the title, but also help change them, making the next survey about
the title also poised to be the first investigation into a new or changing phenomenon.
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Materials: The Doctor Survey
Given the importance of obtaining a good response rate, I carefully reviewed the
literature with respect to alternative modes for survey administration. The critical reader
interested in the minutiae of how my chosen course for survey administration is justified by the
extant research may refer to Appendix B, which provides the details of this tedious analysis.
More importantly, Appendix C reproduces screenshots from the Doctor Survey as it appeared to
respondents on the surveymonkey.com website. Let me now briefly describe the Doctor Survey
from the perspective of what respondents saw after clicking the hyperlink leading to it.
Respondents were first met with a short paragraph, prompting them to imagine a
hypothetical and unlikely debate held by the APA wherein clinical psychologists would have to
pronounce themselves on whether they should continue using or stop using the title of ‘Doctor’
in referring to themselves or each other. Respondents were then instructed to use the 10 openended (limitless number of characters) textboxes provided to outline arguments they imagined
clinical psychologists in general would make in favor of continuing (first five textboxes) and in
favor of stopping (last 5 textboxes) to use the title.
A few important specifications must be made about this initial part of the survey. Firstly,
the rationale for creating an imaginal debate scenario, as opposed to directly asking respondents
to list arguments pro and contra, was that I wanted to provide my respondents an opportunity to
go beyond their natural, un-reflected attitudes. By providing them with a concrete, though
surprising situation (as if the APA would ever hold such a debate!), I sought to provoke them
into thinking beyond the confines of that which is customary and commonplace. Of course, I
thought it important to recognize that the scenario provided was hypothetical and unlikely, in
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order to prevent potential respondents from thinking that my research was some kind of a prank.
In sum, I strove to strike a balance between originality and earnestness.
Secondly, by asking respondents to list arguments they thought other clinical
psychologists would make, I also wanted to bypass what I assumed might be personal
defensiveness about the title (we already learned from the angle of disciplinary disclosure that
much of what has been written about the title has been defensive). By instructing respondents to
tell me what other psychologists would say, I hoped to obtain richer data than might have
otherwise been reported had I asked respondents directly about their own personal opinions. This
is why I asked them to list the arguments “regardless of your own personal opinions about it.”
Thirdly, in order to avoid getting arguments about the importance of training rather than
about the title per se, I made sure to specify in the prompt that the imaginal debate had nothing to
do with modifying the actual training for clinical psychologists. It was my sense that the title is
so closely associated with the degree/training that some respondents might conflate the two and
think that the imaginal debate was proposing that clinical psychologists should no longer need to
get a PhD to practice.
Fourthly, I made sure to specify that the order in which respondents listed their
arguments did not matter, as long as they put the ‘continuing to use’ arguments in the first five
textboxes and the ‘stopping to use’ ones in the last five. The reason behind this was that I wanted
them to imagine freely, unencumbered by thoughts about which argument is most important. I
was also curious to see what kind of argument their ‘free-associating’ minds would arrive at
first.25

25

The reader should be aware of the main limitation to any type of ‘argument position’ analysis: Though it is likely,
there is no guarantee that respondents filled the textboxes in order—for example, a respondent may have typed the
first ‘continue using’ argument he/she thought of in the second textbox.
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Finally, I agonized quite a bit as to the framing of what the imaginal debate was about
and how to name the kinds of arguments I wanted respondents to list. Initially, I had worded it as
a debate having to do with a proposed motion to abolish the title and had asked for arguments
“FOR” and “AGAINST”. My dissertation director had some reservations about the wording
being too confrontational, perhaps indicating my own anti-title biases (see Chapter 3). I felt his
reservations to be just and so decided to word it as a debate about whether we should “continue
or stop using” the title, and asked for arguments “for continuing to use” and “for stopping to use”
the title. Note that the wording of the argument types both included the word “for”, rather than
“against”, which helped minimize the contentiousness already inherent in proposing that such a
debate could actually take place.26
Befindlichkeit 2
The prior comment about the importance of framing my wording carefully in the Doctor
Survey reminded me of another sort of framing, that by which we preserve diplomas.
Unassuming as I like to think I am, I never considered framing my undergraduate diplomas in
Psychology and in Russian and Slavic Studies. I simply shoved them in the back of my closet
and forgot about them. Oddly enough, at the time, I chose to put on display Soviet memorabilia I
had collected from my year spent in Russia: Frayed war medals, Soviet pins, and identity cards
of other, unknown strangers I somehow romanticized. The aesthetics of fading pieces of
recognition from possibly long forgotten people from another land were somehow pleasing to
me. It was not until I got my Psychology MA degree from India—I chose to study across the
losing side of the power divide, in a way, quite characteristic of me—that I decided to frame—
well that’s inaccurate, scratch that. It was not until my Indian degree was appraised as being
worth zero credits by the government of Québec, where I was born and raised by a French
Canadian mother and a Trinidadian father of Indian descent (they created a rule specifically for
me as I was the first—primacy again!—foolish person to have gone from the ‘civilized’ to the
‘Third World’ to pursue a graduate education), that I decided that my Indian diploma needed to
get framed (plus, the degree has an elephant on it—how could one resist not showing that off?). I
just found myself Googling the Delhi University seal, curious to see whether the elephant
depicted on it has tusks. You see, in French, my first language, the word for tusk is défense for it
is that with which it defends itself. Not so incidentally, I now realize the framing of my Indian
26

In my results section, I will refer to arguments for continuing to use the title as KeepUseArgs, and to arguments
for stopping to use the title as StopUseArgs. I felt that abbreviating ‘continuing’ as ‘Cont’ would be confusing
because of the resemblance with ‘contra’. That is why I chose the unambiguous word ‘Keep’. The reader should
keep in mind though that respondents read the words “continuing to use” and not “keeping to use” in the actual
Doctor Survey.
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degree may have been a defensive maneuver, in response to it being devalued by my
government…
After listing their arguments, respondents had to click the “next” button, taking them to
the second page of the survey. Once respondents clicked the “next” button, their responses to the
first page were ‘locked in’ and they could not go back and modify them (the same was the case
for moving between subsequent pages—once the “next” button was pressed, answers on the
preceding page could not be changed). The second page of the survey looked different for each
of the respondents in that it listed the specific KeepUseArgs and StopUseArgs (in un-modifiable
form) they had previously attributed to clinical psychologists in general and required them to
select whichever they personally endorsed or agreed with by checking a box provided next to
each argument.
The third page of the survey asked respondents to specify the year they obtained their
PhD or PsyD. I was curious to see whether the types of responses provided would vary as a
function of the recency with which respondents had become ‘Doctors’. I did not collect any other
demographic data such as age, gender, and ethnicity, again making my survey an atypical one. It
seems that, as a field, we have taken for granted that one should describe one’s sample and
analyze one’s data in terms of such variables, thereby reifying the assumption that they are
natural, fixed, and immutable categories and negating the pain such assumptions have wreaked
on others who defy them from the dynamics of a different existence.
Befindlichkeit 3
Having myself began my PhD studies at 34 and being on my way to receive the title, bien malgré
moi27, at the age of almost 40; still not being clear about, at roughly/hopefully the halfway mark
of my life, what it means to be a man; being of mixed ethnicity and having spent much of my life
shifting amidst colors white and brown, and between languages English and French, it strikes me
27

bien malgré moi: In spite of myself. I am referring here to Molière’s (1666/2017) farce Le médecin malgré lui,
which has been, luckily for my purposes, mistranslated into English as The Doctor In Spite of Himself or The Doctor
Despite Himself (“physician” would be a more accurate rendering).
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that age, gender, and ethnicity as checkboxes to be endorsed in surveys are not indicators of
much anything.
The third page of the Doctor Survey also included a matrix-type table that outlined, in the
columns, different possible ways to use the title of ‘Doctor’ upon introducing oneself to different
types of interlocutors (listed in the rows). Respondents were asked to click the cell (only one cell
could be selected) that best represented how they currently introduce or would introduce
themselves (if not currently applicable) with these different types of interlocutors: Undergraduate
Students; Graduate Students; Clients/Patients; other Clinical Psychologists; Psychiatrists;
Physicians; Media; in Court/Legal settings; and in Non-Professional settings. The options
provided atop the columns were:
1) I introduce myself with the title and request to be addressed as 'Doctor';
2) I introduce myself with the title but let the person choose how to address me;
3) I introduce myself with the title but then explicitly request NOT to be addressed as
'Doctor';
4) I do NOT introduce myself with the title and let the person choose how to address me;
5) I do NOT introduce myself with the title and explicitly request NOT to be addressed as
'Doctor'.
Finally, the fourth page of the Doctor Survey asked respondents to answer the following
questions:
•

Since having obtained your PhD/PsyD, have you noticed any change in how you use the
title of ‘Doctor’ when referring to yourself and/or to other PhD/PsyD holders? [Unlimited
text-box provided]
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•

Since having obtained your PhD/PsyD, have you noticed any change in your attitude with
respect to the title of ‘Doctor’ as it pertains to Clinical Psychologists? [Unlimited textbox provided]

•

Is the title of ‘Doctor’ listed on any of your non-academic ID cards (e.g., bank cards,
credit cards)? Please select whichever applies best. [Answer options: Yes, currently; Yes,
but in the past; No, never; Not applicable]

•

Have you served, past or present, as Director of Clinical Training (DCT) for an APAaccredited doctoral program in clinical psychology? [Answer options: Yes; No]

•

Please feel free to use this box to add any comments, thoughts, questions, concerns about
the title of ‘Doctor’ that you feel were not addressed in this survey. [Unlimited text-box
provided]

Participants
Procedures for recruitment. The decision to administer the Doctor Survey to the
Directors of Clinical Training (DCTs) of APA-accredited clinical psychology PhD programs and
the ensuing recruitment process were based in part on a review of studies purporting to survey
clinical psychologists (see Appendix D for details). Potential survey respondents were recruited
as per the following five-step procedure (see Appendix E for a verbatim reproduction of all
verbal or written recruitment communications).
In the first step, I used the APA public directory28 to compile a list of all APA-Accredited
Clinical Psychology PhD programs. At the time of compilation (March-April, 2016), there were
171 such programs. I excluded my own program from the list, as well as a program whose
accreditation was ‘inactive’, making for a total of 169 programs. In order to find the DCTs’

28

http://www.apa.org/ed/accreditation/programs/
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names and contact information (phone and email) I visited the various program websites. I also
used the APPIC National Matching Service website (NMS)29 to cross-check my list of DCTs.
When it wasn’t clear from the program website who the DCT was, or when there was a
contradiction between specific program websites and the NMS website, I contacted the
department directly either by phone or email to obtain the information. Given that some
programs had Co-Directors of Clinical Training, the total number of DCTs on my final contact
list was 174.
The second step (April 23rd-25th, 2016) was the Pre-Survey Voicemail Notification which
consisted in giving a call to each DCT during off hours and leaving them a one-minute voicemail
message soliciting their participation in my research and notifying them that they would be
receiving an email with the survey hyperlink within the following week. The Pre-Survey
Voicemail Notification served several purposes: 1) Increasing response rates (research shows
that response rates increase when prospective respondents are contacted prior to the survey—see
Dillman, 2000); 2) Ensuring greater quality of participation by giving a personal touch and also
conveying with my voice the seriousness of the endeavor; 3) Saving paper by using voicemail
instead of sending the customary paper postcard notifications (see Evans & Murphy, 1997); 4)
Being mindful of prospective respondents’ time and yielding richer data—I assumed that giving
respondents a heads up about the topic would allow them to ponder about it during the week,
whether consciously or not, thereby saving them time when having to fill the survey and
generating deeper reflection.
The third step (April 28th, 2016) was the Initial Individualized Email Survey Volley,
which consisted in sending an individualized, personally addressed, email to each DCT
containing information about the study/IRB approval, as well as a hyperlink to the survey. The
29

https://www.natmatch.com/psychint/aboutsklsub.html
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hyperlink took respondents to the surveymonkey.com website, thereby ensuring that their
responses could not be traced back to their institutional emails (in Surveymonkey, I selected the
option “Anonymous Responses: On”, de facto making it impossible for me or anyone to trace
back which DCTs completed the survey and which did not). The fourth step (May 5th, 2016) was
the First Mass Email Reminder and involved sending an email en masse (blind carbon copy) to
all DCTs, reminding them to complete the ‘Doctor Survey’ and the fifth step (May 16th, 2016)
was the Final Mass Email Reminder, which involved an additional mass email requesting DCTs
to complete the survey.
In spite of all the efforts made to maximize the number of respondents, the survey
response rate obtained was a paltry 9.30% (16 completed surveys), considerably lower than any
of the studies I had reviewed (see Appendix D). Several possible explanations that could have
accounted for the low response rate obtained were considered and ruled out (see Appendix F for
a detailed analysis): 1) Failure to successfully reach the DCTs; 2) Recent trend of ‘survey
fatigue’ mentioned in the literature; 3) The fact that my project was only a student dissertation;
4) DCTs being overwhelmed with too many requests during the period I sent my participation
requests; and 5) Too many DCTs being out-of-office. Having ruled out all of these explanations,
I started wondering whether my topic of investigation may have been off-putting, or offensive to
my prospective participants.
Befindlichkeit 4
A fuller analysis of the participant recruitment process yielded clues, albeit subtle ones,
supporting the latter possibility and this befindlichkeit section was about a few puzzling
responses obtained during recruitment. Unfortunately, the section had to be removed due to IRB
concerns, given that it hoped to discuss the declination correspondence from prospective
participants who opted not to participate and thereby had not given their informed consent.
While the decision makes sense on the basis of existing regulations, my sense is that those
privileged with title and who choose the path of publication should be considered public figures
of sorts, with statements made in professional correspondence being allowed some modest
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measure of scrutiny—albeit with identifying information removed to protect anonymity—
especially when such statements speak to issues of power in the research process.
Given the disappointingly low response rate obtained from the DCTs, I decided to take
up my own DCT’s generous offer to post my survey participation request on the listserv of the
Association of Psychology Training Clinics (APTC), which includes 162 Directors of Training
Clinics across the United States, with a few in Canada also. My DCT therefore posted a modified
version of the Initial Individualized Email I had sent to the DCTs (see Appendix G), with the
only difference being that the email did not contain a personalized greeting and did not refer
back to the Pre-Survey Voicemail Notification. Based on a total pool of 161 Training Clinic
Directors (162 total, minus my own DCT) I obtained an even smaller response rate (6.83%) than
with the DCTs, receiving 11 additional completed surveys in the days following my DCT’s post
in late June, 2016.
Final sample description. The final sample consisted of 27 clinical psychologists, twothirds of whom were DCTs (n = 18) and one third, non-DCTs30 (n = 9). Although I had decided
to forego asking for demographic characteristics such as age and gender, in the name of nonessentialism, this unforeseen resorting to a second round of participant recruitment, with the
resulting split of the total sample into two groups (DCTs vs. non-DCTs), made me regret this
decision. Indeed, it would have been optimal to rule out gender or age as possible factors
30

Before looking at the data, I had parsed out these categories differently, assuming that the 16 individuals who had
returned their completed Doctor Survey in May, that is, before the recruitment of the Training Clinic Directors in
June, would comprise the ‘DCT’ group, and that the 11 respondents who submitted their completed surveys in June
would comprise the ‘Directors of Training Clinics’ (or ‘DTC’) group. After looking at the data, however, I found
that two of the supposed ‘DTC’ group members had endorsed the survey item about currently serving or having
served in the past as DCT of an APA-accredited PhD program in clinical psychology. It was impossible to tell
whether these two were part of the May recruitment cohort and had simply completed their surveys much later or
whether they were part of the June recruitment cohort and happened to be both DTCs and DCTs, either past or
present. It seemed conceptually flawed to keep these two individuals in the DTC group, and so I lumped them into
the DCT group. This created another conceptual problem with respect to keeping the ‘DTC’ label for the June
cohort, given that the two individuals I had removed from it, might also be DTCs. Therefore, I decided to re-name
this group of respondents as ‘non-DCT’ (or xDCT for short). In short, the final sample consisted of 27 clinical
psychologists, 18 who reported having been or currently being Directors of Clinical Training for an APA-Accredited
Clinical Psychology PhD program (DCT group), and 9 who reported never having been (non-DCT group).
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accounting for any obtained differences between both groups. My original list of 174 DCTs
contained 92 (52.87%) men and 82 (47.13%) women, whereas the ATPC list contained 62
(38.51%) men and 99 (61.49%) women. One can expect that, because each member had an equal
chance to participate, the DCT group must have also been roughly split evenly gender-wise,
whereas the non-DCT group must have been closer to 2/3rds female, 1/3rd male.
With respect to time taken to complete the Doctor Survey, DCTs took on average 8
minutes and 7 seconds (in seconds: M = 487.44; Range = 142-1147; SD = 341.07), non-DCTs
took on average 9 minutes and 23 seconds (in seconds: M = 563.00; Range = 189-1235; SD =
412.90), and, overall31, respondents took on average 8 minutes and 33 seconds (in seconds: M =
512.63; Range = 142-1235; SD = 360.33). An independent samples t-test with a 95% confidence
interval showed that the mean difference in survey time completion between DCTs and nonDCTs was not significant, t(25) = 0.51, p = .617; gs = 0.20, suggesting that although non-DCTs
took on average 1 minute and 16 seconds more than DCTs to complete the Doctor Survey, this
difference cannot conclusively be attributed to an effect beyond chance. Of course, the survey
time completion measure was calculated automatically by the surveymonkey.com interface and
there is no way to tell whether some respondents were interrupted during their survey
completion. Therefore, I will refrain from interpreting this measure and merely state that the
overall obtained time completion range of 2min22s - 20min35s suggests that the estimated
completion time of 10-15 minutes I provided to prospective respondents was fairly reasonable,
with only 5 respondents (3 DCTs and 2 non-DCTs) going over the 15 minute mark.
With respect to year of title obtention, respondents reported having received their title
and PhD/PsyD degrees between 1970 and 2009. Figure 4.1 represents the number of DCTs and

31

From hereon, the word “ALL” will refer to the entire sample (N = 27), with DCTs and non-DCTs collapsed
together.
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non-DCTs according to the year in which they reported having obtained their PhD or PsyD. It
should be noted that one DCT omitted to respond to this question and that one non-DCT wrote
‘2020’—which I assumed to mean 2002—making the total number of respondents represented in
Figure 4.1 twenty-six. Other than the fact that a good variety of title obtention times were
represented in the overall sample, one noticeable pattern is that these were more recent for nonDCTs (almost exclusively in the 90s or 2000s) than for DCTs (almost half of whom reported
receiving their title in the 70s and 80s).

# Respondents

Figure 4.1. Title of ‘Doctor’ Obtention Year, by Respondent Type
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ALL

Respondent tagging system. Figure 4.2 depicts the ‘respondent tagging system’ I
devised in order to facilitate within- and between-respondent data comparisons, as well as to help
me grasp any emerging patterns when engaged in qualitative coding with respect to the following
variables: Respondent type (DCT vs. non-DCT), argument type (arguments for continuing to use
the title or KeepUseArgs for short vs. arguments for stopping to use the title or StopUseArgs for
short), recency of title (year of doctoral degree obtention), argument position (in which textbox a
particular argument was inscribed in, from 1st to 5th textbox), personal endorsement (whether the
argument initially attributed to clinical psychologists in general was subsequently personally
endorsed or not). During the data analysis process, I made it a habit to always tag any response
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in order to always keep in mind the greater context and propose to continue the practice when
reporting results below. For instance, a verbatim response accompanied by the tag xDCT-4-90s1K-Y would signify that this response was given by a non-DCT (the x indicates the ‘non’)
respondent; that this respondent was the 4th of all non-DCTs to submit his/her completed Doctor
Survey; that he/she obtained his/her doctoral degree in the 1990s; that this particular response
was his/her 1st listed KeepUseArg; and that he/she personally endorsed it (Y for ‘yes’).
Figure 4.2. Respondent Tagging System
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(1-18 for DCTs)
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Personally Endorsed?
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Chapter 5
Quantitative Analysis of Arguments
El silencio es un argumento llevado a cabo por otros medios
[Silence is argument carried out by other means]
(Attributed to Che Guevara).
Having described the rationale, construction, and administration of the Doctor Survey, I
now turn to the angle of empirical disclosure proper by reporting the quantitative results from its
imaginal debate portion. A qualitative analysis of the same will follow in Chapters 6 and 7,
whereas Chapters 8 and 9 will be devoted to exploratory results about how the title is actually
used in practice, as per respondents’ reports. Given that there is very little data available on
clinical psychologists’ views on and uses of the title of ‘Doctor’, I chose to err on the side of
over-reporting results in the hopes that this may help future researchers who may share a
common interest in the topic, albeit with a different desired focus than mine. The downside to
this is that the reader may become lost or bored with the many details provided. It is therefore
proposed to begin each quantitative results chapter with a preview of key findings to come (see
Figure 5.1). The reader is encouraged to bear these key findings in mind while reading through
the detailed analyses so as not to lose the thread.
Figure 5.1. Chapter 5 Key Findings

Attributed Arguments:
• Respondents showed a productivity bias in coming up with attributed KeepUseArgs relative
to StopUseArgs.
• 75% of respondents’ attributed arguments were KeepUseArgs.
• This productivity bias was more pronounced for DCTs than for non-DCTs.
Endorsed Arguments:
• Respondents showed a predilection for personally endorsing KeepUseArgs over
StopUseArgs.
• 82% of respondents’ personally endorsed arguments were KeepUseArgs.
Conclusion: Respondents favored the KeepUse side of the imaginal debate.
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Appendix H provides a figure that maps the various variables considered and inferential
tests described in the present chapter, with each test being identified by a number-letter code
(e.g., t-test 1a). Every test described below will be referred to by the same code, allowing the
reader to easily go back to the map for clarification purposes. Further, all descriptive and
inferential statistics were first computed by hand32 and subsequently ran through SPSS for
verification, with all t-tests being two-tailed, with a 95% confidence interval selected.33 In line
with calls in the literature for reporting effect sizes (see Durlak, 2009), Hedges’ gs and gav effect
sizes34 were calculated and will be reported for independent and paired samples t-tests,
respectively, as per Lakens’ (2013) recommendations, suggested nomenclature, and calculation
spreadsheet provided in supplement to his published article.
Thirteen responses were excluded from quantitative analyses in order to avoid distorting
measures of respondents’ productivity in coming up with KeepUseArgs vs. StopUseArgs and
propensity to personally endorse the same (see Appendix I for a detailed rationale and
description of data exclusion criteria). In what follows, ‘attributed’ and ‘endorsed’ arguments
will respectively refer to arguments respondents attributed to other clinical psychologists in
general and to the subset of these that were subsequently selected by respondents as the ones
they personally endorse or agree with. Let us first examine attributed arguments.
Attributed Arguments
Table 5.1 presents the means and standard deviations for the number of attributed
arguments respondents came up with when thinking about what clinical psychologists in general

32

I performed hand calculations in order to ‘feel closer’ to the data. The latter statement might lead some to scoff…
However, not having much expertise in quantitative data analysis, merely plugging numbers into statistical software
without really understanding the process felt disingenuous and somehow alienating.
33
This also applies for all other inferential tests reported in other chapters.
34
Hedges’ g is recommended over the more ubiquitous Cohen’s d because the former corrects for the latter’s bias,
especially in smaller samples (see Lakens, 2013).
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would say when arguing either for continuing to use or for stopping to use the title of ‘Doctor’
during a hypothetical and unlikely debate held by the APA. The rows present the data according
to respondent type (DCT, Non-DCT, and ALL), whereas the columns present the data according
to argument type: Total number of attributed arguments, number of attributed KeepUseArgs, and
number of attributed StopUseArgs—‘Att’ = Attributed.
Table 5.1. Means and Standard Deviations for Number of Attributed Arguments
Tot#AttArgs
(possible values: 0-10)

#AttKeepUseArgs
(possible values: 0-5)

#AttStopUseArgs
(possible values: 0-5)

DCTs
(n = 18)

4.501a (2.31)

3.221b,2a (1.17)

1.281c,2a(1.45)

Non-DCTs
(n = 9)

6.781a (3.15)

4.111b,2b (1.45)

2.671c,2b (2.00)

5.26 (2.78)

3.522c (1.31)

1.742c (1.75)

All
(N = 27)
1a

: p = .042
: ns
1c
: p = .049
2a, 2c
: p < .001
2b
: p = .021
1b

DCT vs. Non-DCT comparison. In order to determine whether there were any
significant differences in the mean number of attributed arguments thought up by DCTs and nonDCTs, t-tests 1a, 1b, and 1c were computed and revealed the following: 1) Non-DCTs came up
with a statistically significant higher mean total number of attributed arguments (collapsed across
argument type) than DCTs (6.78 vs. 4.50), t(25) = 2.14, p = .042, gs = 0.85; 2) Non-DCTs also
came up with a higher mean number of attributed KeepUseArgs than DCTs (4.11 vs. 3.22),
though this difference was found to be statistically nonsignificant, t(25) = 1.72, p = .098, gs =
0.68; 3) Non-DCTs came up with a statistically significant higher mean number of StopUseArgs
than DCTs (2.67 vs. 1.28), t(25) = 2.07, p = .049, gs = 0.82. This pattern of differences essentially
shows that, overall, non-DCTs were more productive than DCTs in coming up with arguments
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they imagined psychologists in general would put forth when arguing about whether to continue
using or stop using the title of ‘Doctor’ and that this difference in productivity was especially
driven by non-DCTs being better at generating StopUseArgs.35 The fact that statistically
significant differences were obtained between respondent types warrant keeping them separate in
forthcoming analyses.
Attributed KeepUseArgs vs. StopUseArgs comparison. An analysis of greater interest
was the direct comparison between the number of KeepUseArgs and StopUseArgs generated. A
trio of paired samples t-tests (2a, 2b, and 2c) was computed and revealed that: 1) For DCTs, the
difference between the mean number of attributed KeepUseArgs (3.22) and StopUseArgs (1.28)
was statistically significant, t(17) = 6.55, p < .001, gav = 1.41; 2) The same can be said for nonDCTs (4.11 vs. 2.67), t(8) = 2.87, p = .021, gav = 0.75; and 3) The same can be said with all
respondents taken together (3.52 vs. 1.74), t(26) = 6.90, p < .001, gav = 1.12. In other words,
DCTs, on average, provided almost 2 more KeepUseArgs than StopUseArgs, non-DCTs
provided almost 1.5 more KeepUseArgs than StopUseArgs, and overall, respondents of either
type provided approximately 1.75 more KeepUseArgs than StopUseArgs. As per Cohen’s (1988)
classificatory scheme for effect sizes, whereby standardized mean differences around 0.20, 0.50,
and 0.80 are respectively considered ‘small’, ‘medium’, and ‘large’, we can surmise that the
effect sizes obtained were ‘large’, with Hedges’ gav reaching 1.12 for all respondents.36
Perhaps even more telling is the story told by the raw numbers. Only three respondents (2
DCTs and 1 non-DCT) could come up with only one KeepUseArg, and there were no
35

One should not make the mistake of assuming that StopUseArgs are necessarily ‘anti-title’. While in general this
was so, there were some exceptions, as will be seen in the qualitative analysis (see Chapter 6 and 7). Therefore, the
attributed KeepUseArgs and StopUseArgs variables should be seen as nothing more than measures of productivity
in coming up with arguments for continuing to use the title and for stopping to use the title, respectively.
36
While there are some caveats in the literature about rigidly using Cohen’s (1988) benchmarks without considering
the context of prior findings (see Durlak, 2009; Lakens, 2013), the fact that our present topic of exploration has not
been investigated before warrants falling back on these benchmarks for comparison purposes.
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respondents who could not think of any. By comparison, eight respondents (7 DCTs and 1 nonDCT) could come up with only one StopUseArg, and eight respondents (6 DCTs and 2 nonDCTs) could not think of any. In short, almost 60% of all respondents could only think of one
StopUseArg or less, whereas this was the case for only 11% of all respondents with respect to
KeepUseArgs.
Comparison with both respondent and argument types. In order to have a unique
measure that would take into account both types of attributed arguments (KeepUseArgs and
StopUseArgs) and on which respondent types (DCTs vs. Non-DCTs) could be compared, a ratio
of the number of attributed KeepUseArgs to the total number of attributed arguments was
computed (from hereon referred to as Keep/Total Attributed Ratio), converted into a percentage,
and averaged across respondents. For instance, a respondent whose total output of five attributed
arguments consisted exclusively of KeepUseArgs would have a Keep/Total Attributed Ratio of
5/5 or 100%; a respondent who conjured up an equal number of KeepUseArgs and StopUseArgs,
say three of each, would have a Keep/Total Attributed Ratio of 3/6 or 50%; and a respondent
who listed no KeepUseArgs, but could only think of two StopUseArgs (there was no such
respondent) would have a Keep/Total Attributed Ratio of 0/2 = 0%. In short, the higher the
percentage, the more the respondent can be said to have been productive in generating
KeepUseArgs at the expense of StopUseArgs.
All respondents combined, the average Keep/Total Attributed Ratio was 74.56% (SD =
18.81), suggesting that about three quarters of respondents’ total attributed arguments were
KeepUseArgs. The corresponding figure was 77.97% (SD = 17.89) for DCTs and 67.72% (SD =
19.77) for Non-DCTs, a difference which was shown to be statistically nonsignificant by
independent t-test 3, t(25) = 1.36, p = .187, gs = 0.54. This suggests that we cannot be confident
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that the 10.25% difference obtained was due to something other than chance, thereby preventing
us from concluding that DCTs and non-DCTs tended to favor outputting KeepUseArgs at the
expense of StopUseArgs in differing proportions.
Endorsed Arguments
If the prior analysis of attributed arguments suggests a lack of productivity from
respondents in conjuring up arguments for stopping to use the title of ‘Doctor’ relative to
arguments for continuing to use it and indicates that DCTs tended to be even less productive than
non-DCTs in coming up with StopUseArgs, one may counter that this says nothing about what
my respondents actually think of title of ‘Doctor’, only revealing what they think of what
psychologists in general would think. Here the Doctor Survey runs into a bit of a conceptual
problem in that, perhaps the relative paucity of arguments put forth for the StopUse side of the
debate was a reflection of the fact that respondents simply thought that other clinical
psychologists in general would not be able to come up with much of anything on the StopUse
side.
When I designed the Doctor Survey, I was hoping that my instruction to list attributed
arguments regardless of personal opinion would induce respondents into relaxing any inhibiting
sense of self-censorship and feeling safe to come up with a larger number of arguments.
Moreover, as we shall see further on in the qualitative analysis of the data (see Chapters 6 and 7),
it seems unlikely that respondents were able to completely bypass their opinions and only list
what they thought other clinical psychologists would think. More likely than not, respondents
used the self as a basis for attributing arguments, in addition to bracketing it to come up with
arguments they would personally disagree with. In order to explore what my respondents
actually thought of the attributed arguments they had previously listed, an analysis was
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conducted for the data obtained in the second part of the survey, wherein the attributed
arguments were reproduced and respondents were asked to select whichever ones they personally
endorse or agree with.
DCT vs. Non-DCT comparison. Table 5.2 presents the means and standard deviations
for the number of arguments personally endorsed by respondents—as indicated by the
abbreviation ‘End’, for endorsed. In order to determine whether there were any significant
differences in the number of arguments personally endorsed by DCTs and non-DCTs, t-tests 4a,
4b, and 4c were performed. These revealed mean differences between DCTs and Non-DCTs to
be statistically nonsignificant, whether it be with respect to the total mean number of personally
endorsed arguments, t(25) = 0.32, p = .755, gs = 0.12, the mean number of personally endorsed
KeepUseArgs, t(25) = 0.87, p = .391, gs = 0.35, or the mean number of personally endorsed
StopUseArgs, t(25) = 0.61, p = .548, gs = 0.24. This was expected, as the differences obtained
between respondent types were quite small, compared to those obtained for attributed arguments
as shown above.
Table 5.2. Means and Standard Deviations for Number of Endorsed Arguments
Tot#EndArgs
(possible values: 0-10)

#EndKeepUseArgs
(possible values: 0-5)

#EndStopUseArgs
(possible values: 0-5)

DCTs
(n = 18)

3.564a (1.76)

2.944b (1.26)

0.614c (1.24)

Non-DCTs
(n = 9)

3.334a (1.66)

2.444b (1.67)

0.894c (0.78)

3.48 (1.70)

2.78 (1.40)

0.70 (1.10)

ALL
(N = 27)
4a,4b,4c

: ns

Endorsed KeepUseArgs vs. StopUseArgs comparison. A more important analysis, and
I could tell this was so by feeling myself personally invested in the result as I was computing the
tests, was the direct comparison between the number of personally endorsed KeepUseArgs and
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personally endorsed StopUseArgs. To even the playing field, I decided not to compute inferential
statistics on the raw numbers of endorsed KeepUseArgs and StopUseArgs.37 Rather, I created
two new ratio variables that would take into account the different quantitative starting points for
endorsed KeepUseArgs and StopUseArgs and computed t-tests using those instead (please see
Appendix J for a more detailed explanation as to why using ratios is more accurate than using
raw numbers). The first ratio variable was named “Endorsed/Attributed KeepUseArgs” and
represents the proportion of endorsed KeepUseArgs to attributed KeepUseArgs. The second ratio
variable is the counterpart measure for StopUseArgs.
Table 5.3 presents the means and standard deviations for these two ratio variables
(expressed in percentage).38 Paired samples t-tests 6a, 6b, and 6c were computed and yielded the
following results: 1) DCTs’ mean endorsement of 89.44% of the attributed KeepUseArgs they
had earlier outlined was significantly greater than their mean endorsement of 26.39% of the
attributed StopUseArgs they had earlier outlined, t(17) = 5.47, p < 0.001, gs = 1.78; 2) nonDCTs’ mean rate of endorsement of their earlier attributed KeepUseArgs (66.67%) was also
significantly greater than the counterpart figure for StopUseArgs (21.44%), t(8) = 2.70, p =
.027; gs = 1.31; 3) All respondents confounded, the difference in mean percent endorsement
between previously attributed KeepUseArgs (81.85%) and previously attributed StopUseArgs
(24.74%) was also statistically significant, t(26) = 6.04, p < 0.001; gs = 1.66. These results

37

I am grateful to Rachel Williamson for pointing out the problem with using raw numbers.
It should be noted that t-tests 5a and 5b did not reach significance with respect to differences between DCTs and
non-DCTs in their ratios of endorsed-to-attributed KeepUseArgs, t(10.53) = 1.59, p =.141, gs = 0.63 and endorsedto-attributed StopUseArgs, t(24.75) = 0.42, p = .677, gs = 0.17 (For both these tests, Levene’s Test for Equality of
Variances was statistically significant. Therefore, the statistics reported are based on those outputted by SPSS when
equal variances are not assumed). These results suggest that while DCTs endorsed 89.44% of their attributed
KeepUseArgs and non-DCTs endorsed 66.67% of theirs, and while this 22.77% difference can be considered
‘medium’ in effect size, we cannot conclude with reasonable certainty that it was not attributable to chance.
Moreover, the same can be said for the ‘small’ 4.95% difference obtained between DCTs’ 26.39% and non-DCTs’
21.44% endorsement rates of attributed StopUseArgs.
38
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indicate that respondents reported personally endorsing attributed KeepUseArgs in greater
proportion than attributed StopUseArgs and that this difference can be considered ‘large’, as per
Cohen’s (1988) benchmarks.
Table 5.3. Means and Standard Deviations for Ratios of Endorsed/Attributed Arguments
End/Att KeepUseArgs
(possible values: 0%-100%)

End/Att StopUseArgs
(possible values: 0%-100%)

DCTs
(n = 18)

89.445a,6a (22.16)

26.395b,6a (42.42)

Non-DCTs
(n = 9)

66.675a,6b (40.00)

21.445b,6b (18.37)

81.856c (30.55)

24.746c (35.86)

ALL
(N = 27)
6a,6c

: p < .001
: p = .027
5a,5b
: ns

6b

Comparison with both respondent and argument types. In order to have a unique
measure that would account for both endorsed argument types (KeepUseArgs and StopUseArgs)
and on which both respondent types (DCTs vs. Non-DCTs) could be compared, a ratio of the
number of endorsed KeepUseArgs to the total number of personally endorsed arguments was
computed (from hereon referred to as Keep/Total Endorsed Ratio), converted into a percentage,
and averaged across respondents. The higher the percentage, the more the respondents can be
seen as having personally endorsed KeepUseArgs at the expense of StopUseArgs.
All respondents combined, the average Keep/Total Endorsed Ratio was 82.02% (SD =
22.85), suggesting that 82.02% of respondents’ total endorsed arguments were KeepUseArgs.
The corresponding figure was 87.31% (SD = 20.20) for DCTs and 71.44% (SD = 25.32) for nonDCTs, a difference which was shown to be statistically nonsignificant by independent t-test 7,
t(25) = 1.77, p = .089; gs = 0.70. This suggests that we cannot be confident that the 15.87%
difference obtained, though almost a ‘large’ one judging by the effect size of 0.70, was due to an
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effect other than chance, thereby preventing us from concluding that DCTs and non-DCTs
tended to favor endorsing KeepUseArgs at the expense of StopUseArgs in differing proportions.
Summary & Interpretation
Summing up, we have seen that respondents of either type were resolutely more
productive in coming up with attributed arguments on the KeepUse side of the imaginal debate
than on the StopUse side, and that they personally endorsed their attributed KeepUseArgs in
much greater proportions than their attributed StopUseArgs. We can therefore conclude that my
respondents, should they have taken part in the imaginal debate, would have been better at
arguing for the KeepUse side and would have likely joined the ranks of the KeepUse side, if
forced to pick a side.
Further, we have seen that DCTs and non-DCTs were not significantly different on most
measures, with the notable exception of a significantly greater productivity for non-DCTs in
coming up with attributed StopUseArgs. Because we are dealing with the capacity to come up
with attributed arguments here, and not with the tendency to endorse them (on which DCTs and
non-DCTs did not significantly differ), we can interpret this finding to mean that non-DCTs
demonstrated greater empathy for the StopUse side of the debate than DCTs. That is, they were
able think of more attributed StopUseArgs than DCTs and, given similar low rates of
endorsement, this suggests that DCTs had more difficulty than non-DCTs in keeping their own
opinions in check to output arguments they did not necessarily personally endorse.
Why this is the case remains an open question. It may have been due to a difference in
the gender composition of the two groups (we have seen earlier in Chapter 4 that we can only
surmise, tough not verify, that the non-DCT group had a greater proportion of females than the
DCT group). Moreover, given the fact that non-DCTs also happened to be Clinic Directors, we
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may assume that they do more clinical work than DCTs and so are more versed in empathizing
with the ‘other’ side. Conversely, because DCTs’ work takes place in the academic sphere, they
might simply be too enmeshed in a world of ‘titles and tenure’ to be able to consider a different
perspective. Finally, because the non-DCT group tended to cluster closer to the recent end of the
title obtention measure (mostly in the 90s and 2000s), it is possible that the more recent
‘Doctors’ were better able to remember life without the title, allowing them to imagine more
freely arguments that would center around stopping its use.
Most importantly, I believe that the relative quantitative silence obtained from the
StopUse side, whether it be in lower mean numbers of attributed StopUseArgs or lower mean
percentages of personal endorsement for StopUseArgs, is congruent with what was concluded
from the disciplinary angle of disclosure in Chapters 2 and 3: When it comes to being critical of
the title of ‘Doctor’, silence prevails… And if silence is just another argument carried by other
means, we need to unpack what meanings—behind these low obtained means—this silence is
attempting to speak of…
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Chapter 6
Qualitative Analysis of Major Themes
In the previous chapter, we found that—quantitatively-speaking—respondents were
generally not as apt at generating attributed StopUseArgs and reported endorsing them
significantly less than KeepUseArgs, suggesting a paucity of reflection with respect to the
StopUse side of the debate relative to the KeepUse side. We also made the caveat that
StopUseArgs might not necessarily equate with ‘anti-title’ arguments and deferred making that
judgment until we got to the qualitative analysis, which the present chapter is devoted to.
Before delving into the qualitative results proper, the critical reader is encouraged to go
over Appendix K for a detailed account of the seven-step qualitative coding method I devised as
I engaged with the data. The key points from this account—i.e., those most relevant for
understanding the thematic descriptions that follow—are summarized in 6.1, which details the
three main types of codes I culled from the data, two of which (Content Codes and Reference
Codes) make up the various derived themes. Meta Codes, the third type, are an altogether
different breed and will be reported on separately, at the end of Chapter 7.
Table 6.1. Typology of Qualitative Codes
Code Type:

Description:

Content Code

Rendered for units of meaning directly related to the argument within which they are
located.
Rendered for units of meaning not directly related to the argument within which they are
located, but that nonetheless refer implicitly or explicitly to meanings that gather around
the title of ‘Doctor’.
Related to the manner in which arguments are put forth.
Code given to the strongest or most representative Content Codes making up a particular
theme. Indicated by a O symbol.
Code given, when relevant, to the weakest or least persuasive Content Codes making up a
particular theme. Indicated by a ⚓ symbol.

Reference Code
Meta Code
Flagship Code
Anchor Code
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Further, the reader should note that only Content Codes will be considered in analyses
related to patterns within- and between-themes with respect to number of constituent codes, rates
of personal endorsement, respondent type (DCTs vs. non-DCTs), argument position (1st to 5th
textboxes), and decade of degree obtention. This is so because Reference Codes are not
amenable to such analyses due to their subtlety and to the fact that they are more related to
possible meanings that gather around the title of ‘Doctor’ than to a specific argument’s content.
Finally, Flagship and Anchor Codes are ‘codes of codes’ that were applied to, respectively, the
strongest and weakest instances of Content Codes making up each theme. Flagship and Anchor
Codes were designed to help the reader rapidly formulate a general sense of what each particular
theme is about and of what its coding limitations may be.
Description of Major KeepUseThemes and Associated StopUseThemes
Table 6.2 presents the final list of themes culled from respondents’ attributed arguments
for continuing and for stopping to use the title of ‘Doctor’. The reader should note that each
theme is not necessarily self-cohesive in meaning. That is, some of the coding instances within a
theme may point to different aspects of the named theme and some may even contradict one
another or indicate some paradox or dynamic tension within the theme (the Flagship Code may
be helpful in quickly ascertaining variations on the same theme in that one is usually rendered for
the most representative coding instance of each variation in meaning within a theme). Moreover,
it should be borne in mind that the separation of our topic of investigation into discrete themes is
artificial, as most of the themes bleed into one another with respect to meaning. The thorough
reader is well-encouraged to read the sections devoted to each theme below in order to get a
fuller sense of what each theme is about, rather than merely glancing at Table 6.2 and making
assumptions.
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Table 6.2. Themes Derived from Respondents’ Attributed Arguments
KeepUseThemes

StopUseThemes

Temporalities
Accuracy & Representation
Education & Expertise
Respect & Recognition
Differentiation & Uniqueness
Equalization & Belonging
Merit & Compensation
Power & Influence
Status & Hierarchy
Therapeutic & Relational Beneficence
Spatialities
Credibility & Trust

Confusing & Misleading
Difference & Otherness
Equalization Strivings
Depreciation of Worth

Distancing, Elitist, & Alienating
Time/Space & Necessity

Table 6.2 was created after I wrote about the themes and got better acquainted with their
respective codes, both qualitatively and quantitatively. I decided to divide the themes extracted
from KeepUseArgs into three tiers, based on their relative salience in the data set. Salience was
defined quantitatively. That is, themes were rank ordered in terms of three variables computed
from their respective Content Codes: 1) The number of Content Codes generated under each
theme; 2) The mean personal endorsement rate for arguments coded under each theme; 3) The
mean percentage of arguments occurring in the first textbox that were coded under each theme. I
thus worked under the assumption that themes with more Content Codes, with a higher mean
personal endorsement rate for their coded arguments, and with associated arguments that tended
to occur earlier (1st textbox rather than 5th) could be considered more salient from the perspective
of my respondents. This in no way suggests that these themes should be considered to have a
monopoly of meaning with respect to the endeavor of unpacking the title of ‘Doctor’. If
anything, less salient themes, as well as potential themes completely neglected by respondents,
may very well be more important!
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The left-hand side of Table 6.2 thus lists the themes associated with KeepUseArgs, with
each row corresponding to the top, middle, and bottom tier in terms of salience in the data set—
from hereon, I will refer to these various themes as major (top tier), middling (middle tier), and
minor (bottom tier) KeepUseThemes. This division is but the grossest and themes within each
tier are to be considered roughly equivalent, with the order of presentation within each tier being
rather determined by narrative considerations (the critical reader interested in exploring the fine
distinctions between themes with respect to the salience variables is referred to the tables in
Appendix L).
With respect to the right-hand side of Table 6.2, which lists the themes associated with
StopUseArgs, the order of presentation is not based on salience, but rather, in terms of similarity
with related KeepUseThemes, whether in name and/or meaning. I decided not to engage in the
same salience-finding exercise with StopUseThemes because their relatively smaller number of
associated codes, comparatively low rates of personal endorsement, and weaker cohesiveness in
meaning rendered such analyses moot. Nevertheless, the data with respect to the three salience
variables are also provided for StopUseArgs in Appendix L.
Finally, Appendices M and N contain theme-devoted tables that list all constituent
Content and Reference Codes for KeepUseArgs and StopUseArgs, respectively (with whole
arguments reproduced and the specific coded portions underlined). The critical reader may wish
to consult the lists therein as he or she reads the thematic descriptions that follow, as only
Flagship Content Codes will be provided as examples in the main text. We now turn to
describing the Major KeepUseThemes (and associated StopUseThemes) and defer the
description of Middling and Minor KeepUseThemes (and associated StopUseThemes) to Chapter
7.
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Temporalities. The major KeepUseTheme of Temporalities is a good place to start our
thematic descriptions as it typically relates to arguments appealing to the title’s early beginnings
in advocating for its continued use. That being said, the final name for this theme was pluralized
because its associated coding instances also speak to other aspects of time and as such, this may
be one of the more diverse KeepUseThemes.
Table 6.3. Temporalities: Coding Examples
O 1. To ensure continuity with prior convention (DCT3-00s-1K-Y)
O 5. It has been applied to academics for over 1000 years (DCT12-00s-3K-Y)
O 8. The term “doctor” was first used for people with Ph.D.s (DCT5-90s-2K-Y)
(see Appendix M, Table M.1 for full list of codes)

Some of the Content Codes (1-439) constituting the Temporalities theme are associated
with arguments appealing to convention (1), tradition (2), norms (3), and custom (4), all of which
are suggestive of the importance of temporal continuity in arguing for continued title use. Other
Content Codes (5-7) are associated with arguments whose focus is more on history and/or the
passage of time than on the consensual usage of the title through time. That is, we see appeals to
the title having been applied or used for years (5,6) or to the title’s earlier or original
signification (“to teach”) in the ancient Latin language (7).
In short, it seems that the arguments associated with Content Codes 1-7 center around the
evidence of a continued, customary use that has stood the test of time. Why this should be
considered of import, however, has so far been left unspecified. Are these arguments simply
reflecting the thought that we should continue using the title merely because we have been using
it for so long? Or is there a tacit assumption that, if it has been used for so long, then surely it
39

In the lists provided in Appendices M and N, each coding instance is numbered. All numbers provided in the main
text correspond to those in the lists.
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must work in some way—but in what way? How does it work and what for? One might wonder
whether such appeals to time are made because they are interesting—much like it is interesting
to learn about the past—or because they are interested in some way. One cannot quite tell from
the previously mentioned arguments.
A small set of Content Codes (8-9), however, does suggest that the appeal to time allows
for the provision of a justification for continued title use namely, that of primacy. Indeed, while
Content Code 8 was rendered for an argument directly appealing to primacy, insisting that
people with PhDs were the first to use the Title, Content Code 9 was given to an argument doing
the same, albeit indirectly, insisting that physicians were allowed to use the title only after those
with PhDs. These two codes allow us to surmise that appeals to temporality in arguing for
continued title usage may serve to stake primacy claims over the other kind of ‘Doctor’, whether
this is explicitly stated or not.
A last subset of Content Codes (10-14) bring a further variation in meaning with respect
to temporality, associating time with our education/training, with arguments stating that we
should continue using the title in recognition that the PhD degree is “terminal” (10-11), because
it “immediately” communicates our level of education (12), or because we have studied for a
long time (13-14). These latter two arguments seem related to the ‘historical’ ones discussed
above as they seem to echo and perhaps reinforce one another: We have been using the title for a
long time and we have also studied for a long time. The former ones implicitly speak to the
ending aspect of time (10-11) and to the efficiency aspect thereof—the importance of rapidly
being able to ascertain someone’s educational level (12).
With respect to Reference Codes, four were rendered for responses that did not appeal to
time per se in formulating their argument, but that still contained expressions related to time,
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such as “typically” (15), “changing” (16), “young” (17), or “generally” (i.e., most of the time)
(18). I consider only one of these being worthy of further discussion. Indeed, Reference Code 15
was rendered for a KeepUseArg centering on the importance of avoiding a situation whereby we
would be assumed to be more like other allied health professionals who typically work under the
physician. “Typically” here speaks to time in that it refers to that which is customary and
happens time and again. Comparing this reference to custom with the appeals to custom
discussed earlier (1-4) we see a certain paradoxical tension emerging within our theme: When
the custom is one that stands to elevate us, there is an appeal to uphold it (1-4), but when the
custom is one that lowers an other, there is an appeal to use the title to avoid falling under it (15).
Perhaps then, from a temporalities perspective, title usage is not so much about honoring
tradition, but more about staking a claim to primacy and selectively honoring the traditions that
best serve our interests.
In short, the various aspects of temporality highlighted by constituent codes point to the
slowness or solidity of time (tradition, convention, 1000s of years, typically), as well as to its
fluidity and points of rupture (terminal, primacy, immediately, changing). Perhaps we could
venture that, from the perspective of my respondents, the title of ‘Doctor’ allows us to waste
little precious time in representing years of tradition, allowing us, among other things to stake
our claim to primacy in title usage, relative to other ‘Doctors’.
Befindlichkeit 5
I find myself being reminded of the years of tradition behind my own minute existence.
A few years ago, while doing research in Port-of-Spain’s national archives, I was able to retrace
one of my ancestors who left India in 1910 on a month and a half long steamship journey from
India to Trinidad, were he worked as an indentured laborer. A few months later, I sought to visit
the village from whence he had come. There was some trial and error in finding the place and
when we got there, I was greeted by wise-looking old men, bare chested and in threadbare garb.
The reasons why Indians made the—at times unbeknownst to them—long voyage to Trinidad are
many, though few of them could have been good. I wonder what my life would have been like—
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or if my life would have simply been—had my forebearer Nageshar not left his tiny village in
search or in avoidance of whatever was on his mind. All this talk of history, tradition and
primacy… I feel uncomfortable being the first in my immediate family to be getting a PhD. I
wonder what Nageshar would think of the fact that I have spent much of the last five years
reading and writing. Thankfully, my degree involved clinical work and that feels somehow
redeeming—at least I haven’t been utterly useless. And yet, pursuing my education feels like a
great, though undeserved, privilege, which would not have happened without my ancestors
making a move. I feel that the additional and unnecessary privilege of being conferred the title of
‘Doctor’ is just… it feels like an insult to those that came before me, an insult to their suffering,
the only reward for which was the chance to toil on a piece of land for which they held no title…
Accuracy & Representation. Perhaps the most surprising KeepUseArgs I came across
in my data set were those stating something to the effect that we should continue using the title
of ‘Doctor’ because we have a doctoral degree. Such arguments and their associated Content
Codes (1-14) make up the brunt of the Major KeepUseTheme of Accuracy & Representation and
they initially struck me as decidedly unconvincing, reminding me of what parents say when they
run out of responses to a child’s incessant questions as to “why?” Because. I was all the more
surprised to see how often these arguments were put forth by DCTs and non-DCTs alike, how
often they were personally endorsed (85.71%; n = 14), and how they tended to occur in initial
textbox positions (57.14% of instances in the first textbox and 21.43% in the second; n = 14),
suggesting that this was one of the first thing respondents could think of when arguing by proxy
for continued title usage. Most surprising of all was that one respondent actually wrote that same
kind of KeepUseArg twice (“We have doctoral degrees”), adding a smiley face the second time
around.
These arguments seemed to be an automatic, relatively un-reflected response to the
question of why we should keep using our title—in the words of one respondent: “Ph.D. is a
doctorate—why not use the title?” (11). Perhaps in compensation, I had to take a step back and
reflect on what those arguments might seek to convey. Two responses (1, 2) in particular helped
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me ferret out an actual argument from what initially seemed to me like merely stating the
obvious and, in so doing, earned a flagship code.
Table 6.4. Accuracy & Representation: Coding Examples
O 1. Reflects the fact that we have a doctoral degree (DCT6-90s-1K-Y)
O 2. It is accurate (xDCT6-90s-1K-N)
O 3. Because you have a doctoral degree (xDCT7-90s-1K-Y)
(see Appendix M, Table M.2 for full list of codes)

The use of words such as “reflects”, “accurate” but also, “befitting” (13) and “captures”
(14) all convey a concern with accuracy and representation (as well as with ‘image’, given the
mirror, pictorial, and sartorial connotations of said words). The expressions “clearly delineates”
(Reference Code 19) and “clearly indicates” (Reference Code 20) also speak to the same.
Essentially, our present theme is about the title being seen as an accurate representation or fitting
reflection of the degree obtained.
Perhaps this preoccupation with accurate representation, most accurately represented by
the use of an equation “PhD = doctor” (12) to argue for the continued use of the title, speaks to
psychology’s scientific aspirations. Wouldn’t it be reassuring for our sense of competency—
rendered all too fragile by the impossible complexity of our work—if the title were an accurate
and objective indicator of whatever it is supposed to indicate?40 The use of the words “befitting”
(13) and “appropriately” (17) also seemingly connote some fantasy that the title is a perfect fit
for what we hope it to represent. A thorny issue remains, however, haunting this ‘perfectly
accurate representation’ fantasy. Indeed, the equation provided by one of my respondents is

40

Other KeepUseThemes described below will provide further hints as to what that might be…
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unfortunately inaccurate as it violates the symmetric property of equality, which states that if a =
b, then b = a. However, while PhD = doctor, it is not necessarily the case that doctor = PhD…
This leads us to a first brief mention of the doctor/physician confusion—of which we
shall have ample opportunity to further explore when discussing several other themes below. The
last three Content Codes (15-17) rendered under the Accuracy & Representation theme were
indeed associated with arguments that differed slightly from the preceding ones (1-14) in putting
the focus on the obverse of clear representation, that is, confusion. Two respondents argued by
proxy, and thereafter endorsed, that we should continue using the title to avoid either the
confusion that changing the title would beget (15) or because it is more appropriate for us to do
so than for physicians to do so because it is their inappropriate use of the title that causes
confusion (17).
Further, one respondent argued by proxy, but did not endorse, that we should continue
using the title of ‘Doctor’ because it is “confusing with [the] medical profession” (16). With this
surprising attributed-only argument, this respondent seems to be suggesting that some clinical
psychologists would argue for continued title use precisely because we benefit in some way from
being confused with medical doctors, as if their authority, begotten by their command over life
and death, would rub off on us. This argument, though not personally endorsed, is exceptional in
that, by implying, albeit not without my interpretive help, that we may profit from piggybacking
on physicians’ repute, it goes against many of the statements from other respondents and in the
scholarly output surrounding the Dörken Episode (see Chapter 3) that it is only physicians who
have unduly profited from a title that was ours first.
Confusing & Misleading. Let us now switch things around and discuss a theme that
emerged from respondents’ StopUseArgs, as it offers a meaningful counterpoint to the
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KeepUseTheme of Accuracy & Representation just discussed. Indeed, respondents’
StopUseArgs were frequently coded for appeals to the title’s confusing or misleading nature.
Interestingly, whereas Accuracy & Representation came in second among KeepUseThemes for
highest number of constituent Content Codes (n = 17), its corresponding theme on the StopUse
side came in first among StopUseThemes for the same, being made up of almost twice as many
Content Codes (n = 20) as the second ranked StopUseTheme. The apparent paradox that the title
could both be a very accurate representation and be very confusing/misleading is solved by the
low mean endorsement rate for arguments coded under the StopUseTheme (25.00%), suggesting
that respondents tended not to adhere to the argument that we should stop using the title because
it is confusing or misleading.
Table 6.5. Confusing & Misleading: Coding Examples
O 1. confusion with other types of doctors (e.g. physicians,
nurse practitioners, physical therapists, pharmacists, etc.) (xDCT1-00s-3S-N)
O 13. Because it is misleading; you are not a medical doctor (xDCT7-90s-3S-N)
(see Appendix N, Table N.1 for full list of codes)

Some of the Content Codes (1-12) pertain more to the ‘confusing’ aspect of the theme
and others (13-20), more to the ‘misleading’ aspect. More specifically, Content Codes 1-7 were
rendered for StopUseArgs stating that the title begets confusion with medical doctors, but
leaving unspecified who gets confused and why it matters. Content Codes 8-12, however, were
associated with arguments that mention who gets confused: Consumers (8, 11), people (9), or the
public (instances 10, 12). Further, the argument that received Content Code 12 goes a little
deeper by beginning to specify why the confusion might matter: The public thinks of the doctor
as someone who can prescribe medication.
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This brings us to arguments pertaining more to the ‘misleading’ aspect of our theme in
that, rather than merely naming the confusion, they focus on the title being erroneous and how
so. Whereas Content Codes 13-16 were rendered for arguments stating something to the effect
that we should stop using the title of ‘Doctor’ because it is misleading (13, 14), because we are
not MDs (15), or because the title (erroneously) conveys medical training (16), Content Codes
17-18 were given to arguments focusing on the fact that stopping title usage would make less
likely incorrect assumptions by clients about our ability to prescribe medication.
Finally, a small subset of Content Codes (19-20) were associated with arguments
appealing to a logic of terminological consistency, either by arguing that we should be called
Psychologists rather than Doctors because our Doctorate is in Psychology (19) or that we should
not be called ‘Doctor’ because we are seeing ‘clients’ (20). As such, these arguments relate to
our theme in that they appeal to a certain lack of clarity or correspondence in the terminology
and whatever lacks clarity can be said to be Confusing & Misleading.
Education & Expertise. In our prior discussion of the Accuracy & Representation
KeepUseTheme, we surmised that the arguments coded under it spoke to a certain preoccupation
with the title being an accurate, objective, fitting, or appropriate representation… but of what?
The current Major KeepUseTheme under discussion, Education & Expertise, suggests that our
vast amount of training is a likely contender for that which we would hope the title accurately
represents. Respondents’ KeepUseArgs were coded for Education & Expertise whenever they
appealed to the high level of education, training, expertise, or knowledge of PhD holders in
arguing for continued use of the title or whenever they contained some reference to the same.
Roughly half of our present theme’s constituent Content Codes speaks to the informative
or indicative function of the title (1-6) and the other half (7-15), more to justifications for
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Table 6.6. Education & Expertise: Coding Examples
O 1. Indication of high level of education (xDCT8-??s-3K-Y)
O 7. It acknowledges the highest level of education that
can be obtained. (DCT12-00s-2K-Y)
(see Appendix M, Table M.3 for full list of codes)

continued use. With respect to the first half, Content Codes 1-6 point to the utility of the title in
indicating, communicating, conveying, capturing, or describing extensive training, education, or
knowledge. As concerns the second half, Content Codes 7-15 seem to focus more on a certain
deservingness to keep being addressed as ‘Doctor’ either because we are knowledgeable (10),
have years of specialized or advanced training (11, 14, 15), but also, because we have more
education and training than others, such as Master’s level clinicians (12) or MDs (13). The
‘deservingess’ aspect is especially indicated by the stated fact of extensive education being
accompanied by words such as “acknowledges” (7), “honors” (8), or “should be used” (9).
Respect & Recognition. Having so far learned from respondents’ attributed and
generally endorsed arguments that we should continue using the title of ‘Doctor’ because it has
been a time-tested, efficient, conventional, and accurate representation of our vast amount of
education, one is left to wonder why this is of importance. Why have we needed and still need
the title to quickly and objectively communicate our training and expertise? The present Major
KeepUseTheme under consideration, that of Respect & Recognition, as well as the next to be
discussed, Differentiation & Uniqueness, provide some possible answers.
Table 6.7. Respect & Recognition: Coding Examples
O 1. respect (xDCT1-00s-4K-Y)
O 9. is recognition of the degree (xDCT-3-00s-2K-Y)
(see Appendix M, Table M.4 for full list of codes)
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Most of the arguments associated with our present theme’s Constituent Codes are fairly
straightforward, advocating for continued title usage by appealing to the title or its use as a sign
or granter of respect (Content Codes 1-8), recognition (Content Codes 9-13), or variations
thereof (Content Codes 14-20) as indicated by words such as “prestigious” (14), “prestige” (15),
“courtesy” (16), “honors” (18), “acknowledges” (19), and “distinguishing” (20). When specified,
what is being respected or recognized is the degree (9) or its attainment (12), our skills/role
(6,10), our patient care responsibilities (11), the hard work students have put in their doctoral
programs (13), our training (18), or our educational level being the highest (19). Further, who or
what setting provides the respect and recognition, when specified, is the community (4), the
healthcare setting (5, 6, 7), or strongly hierarchical settings (8).
Differentiation & Uniqueness. KeepUseArgs that contained an appeal or reference to
the title being related to or useful in differentiating clinical psychologists from other entities were
coded under the Major KeepUseTheme of Differentiation & Uniqueness. Whereas we have just
seen that a possible reason why it might be important that our title quickly represent our high
level of education and expertise is because this would allow us to gain greater respect and
recognition, another reason may also be that it allows us to differentiate ourselves from others
who may also strive for the same.
Table 6.8. Differentiation & Uniqueness: Coding Examples
O 1. Provides unique identity for clinical psychologists
compared to other allied health professionals (DCT3-00s-4K-Y)
O 2. differentiates psychologists from masters level
counselors or therapists (DCT1-70s-3K-Y)
(see Appendix M, Table M.5 for full list of codes)
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A subset of Content Codes (1-10) are associated with KeepUseArgs appealing to the title
as being useful because it “differentiates” (2-5), “distinguishes” (6-8), and “separates” (9) us
from other professional entities, ensuring that we are “not assumed to be more like” (10) them.
The ‘them’ varies, depending on the argument. In most cases, the others to be differentiated from
are of ‘lower’ status: MA-level or other mental health providers (2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) or “other
health care workers at a BA or MA level” (4).
The astute reader having consulted the full list of coding instances for our current theme
in Appendix M may have noticed that the ‘uniqueness’ aspect is less verbally salient compared
to the ‘differentiation’ aspect, which can boast of several explicit worded occurrences in coded
arguments. Indeed, the ‘uniqueness’ aspect is usually implied rather than explicitly stated, the
one exception being the flagship Content Code 1 reproduced above, which is associated with a
KeepUseArg appealing to the fact that the title provides us with a unique identity. I consider this
argument, though itself unique in the data set, crucial for pointing to a possible deeper reason—
other than competition for respect and recognition—for the apparent push for differentiation.
That is, the title, in allowing us to differentiate ourselves from others, also allows for the
consolidation of our identity qua doctoral level clinical psychologists (the reader may recall
Harmon-Jones et al.’s 2009 study—reported in Chapter 3—, whose results suggest that titles are
used for communicating accomplishments, but also for self-defining purposes).
Other Content Codes (11-13) were given anchor codes for being less evident
representatives of our theme in question. These were associated with arguments stating that the
title “communicates our standing in the mental health field” (11) or “clearly delineates the role”
(12), both implying that the title allows for differentiation, with ‘standing’ and ‘delineation’
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denoting the uniqueness of our status and role, as well as an implicit comparison with others in
the field whose status or role may be different.
Further, the argument that we should continue to use the title of ‘Doctor’ because it
“Maintains a psychological boundary between psychologist and patient” (13) brings in a new
‘other’ to be differentiated from: The patient. Indeed, a ‘boundary’ refers to the “point or limit
that indicates that two things become different” (Webster, 2017a). Whether the respondent meant
that the title instills a measure of formality that would prevent patient and psychologist from
becoming too familiar with one another or that it helps differentiate who is the psychologist and
who is the patient—or both— is unclear. Either way, the boundary argument indicates that there
is a difference between the entity of patient and that of psychologist or between the unique
relationship they have and other types of relationships and that the title, as a reminder of these
differing identities, upholds this distinction.41
A final subset of Content Codes (14-15) were also given anchor codes due to a lack of
clarity or verbosity in the argumentation—both arguments were from the same respondent—
making the decision to code them under our present theme more onerous. Succinctly re-wording
these attributed and endorsed arguments, they seem to be saying that we should continue using
the title because 1) we (uniqueness) are the doctors, unlike (differentiation) MDs who are
physicians or ‘medical doctors’ (14) and because 2) other (different) professional groups of
physicians are seeking to reserve for themselves (uniquely) the exclusive use of the title (15). In
41

While searching the literature, I came across a book edited by Petre Jones (2005) titled “Doctors as Patients”,
which provides a collection of narratives from various physicians (including some psychiatrists) about their
experiences becoming the patient (in some cases, physically and in others, psychologically). The title of the book
itself would not be as arresting if it did not speak to how the doctor identity (whether medical or PhD) must
consolidate itself in some way over and against the patient identity, which makes for the un-canniness of their being
liaised by the preposition ‘as’. One of the major themes Jones extracted in analyzing the various narratives of the
Doctors-as-Patients was named “Shame and the myth of the invulnerable doctor” (p. 41). This is interesting to me,
as it points to possible deeper, more psychically vested, reasons (other than the usually stated protection of the
patient), for maintaining rigorous boundaries between doctor and patient. Does not the title of ‘Doctor’ provide a
measure of reassurance, that we are not the patient?
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short, it seems that, for this respondent, the title of ‘Doctor’, or rather, its continued usage by
clinical psychologists, could be seen as a safeguard preventing other groups, namely physicians,
from differentiating themselves and consolidating their unique prerogative over the title.
A certain tension emerges when considering this respondent’s critical stance towards
professional groups of physicians seeking to reserve exclusive use of the title for themselves
(which we also encountered in scholarly responses to the Dörken Episode—see Chapter 3) and
the personally endorsed arguments discussed above (1-10), which value the title for helping us
maintain our own uniqueness and differentiation from other mental health providers. Why is it
acceptable for clinical psychologists to differentiate themselves and consolidate their
professional identities via continued exclusive use of the title, but not so for physicians?
Difference & Otherness. Reverting back to the StopUse side and discussing a similarlynamed StopUseTheme might provide further insight into the paradox we have just outlined,
whereby it seems acceptable to differentiate ourselves from lower-status entities such as patients
or MA-level mental health providers, but less so for physicians to do the same vis-à-vis us.
Table 6.9. Difference & Otherness: Coding Examples
O 1. Difference from MD (DCT15-70s-1S-Y)
O 4. We are not MDs (DCT8-00s-1S-N)
(see Appendix N, Table N.2 for full list of codes)

Most Content Codes (1-5) rendered under the theme of Difference & Otherness are
associated with arguments stating that we should stop using the title because there is a difference
between doctors-as-physicians (MDs) and doctors-as-psychologists (PhDs). Such arguments
tended not to be personally endorsed, with only one exception (1). The reader may have noticed
that these codes coincide with those previously discussed under the StopUseTheme of Confusing
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& Misleading. The overlap can best be explained using the argument associated with Content
Code 4—“We are not MDs”—, which can be seen to both suggest that we should stop using the
title because it is confusing and misleading (i.e., the title might make people more likely to
confuse us for MDs) and/or because there is a difference between clinical psychologists and
MDs. Both these readings are reasonable and so the argument was coded under each theme.
Essentially, under the present theme, codes were given for any notion of difference or otherness,
which included words and expressions such as: ‘difference’, ‘not’, or ‘other’.
Content Code (6) is related to an argument appealing to another difference namely, that
with other professions with the doctorate as their terminal degree who don’t typically refer to
themselves as ‘Doctor’ [unlike us, is the implied subtext]. This argument—that we should not
use our title because other doctoral-level professions don’t—was not personally endorsed. The
last Content Code (7) was given an anchor code in light of the more subtle relationship it forms
with the present theme. Indeed, it is my sense that, in arguing that we should stop using the title
because doing so is “evidence of psychologists’ need to assert themselves in a competitive
landscape”, the respondent is speaking to our need to show how our contributions stand out and
are different from others’.
This argument is interesting to me due to the fact that it was mentioned and endorsed by
only one respondent and because I find it rather compelling as a StopUseArg. Given that we
have already seen how respondents tended to frequently appeal to differentiation in arguing for
continued title use, there is some merit in considering how this might betray a very lack of
confidence in the very thing we wish to differentiate ourselves for. Although this line of thinking
is not explicitly stated by the respondent, who merely points out to there being a need behind
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asserting our title, there is a risk of undermining the perceived value of what we do by focusing
on conveying it with titles rather than just doing what we do and letting that speak for itself.
Another layer of difference is brought in when considering that our StopUseTheme of
Difference & Otherness is different from most other themes due to its constituent Reference
Codes surpassing in number the Content Codes (9 vs. 7). Several of these Reference Codes are
worth further discussion. Three of these (8-10), while they are associated with StopUseArgs
principally appealing to error rather than difference, implicitly refer to a difference between what
physicians can do and what we cannot: prescribe medication. It is interesting to note that when
differentiation is used in arguing for continued title use, it implicitly has to do with things we
have and others (read: ‘lower-level’ therapists or counselors) don’t (read: vast amounts of
education and training), but when arguments for stopping title use refer to difference, it has to do
with things that we are not (MDs) and things we cannot do (prescribe) but that ‘higher-level’
physicians can. Most interesting is the fact that differentiation KeepUseArgs tended to be
personally endorsed, but StopUseArgs referring to difference tended not to be.
Further, more than half of the Reference Codes rendered under our present theme came
from the idiosyncratic arguments attributed and endorsed by one respondent (DCT 12). These
arguments revolve around a critique of a different doctoral degree (PsyD) and how we should
stop using the title of ‘Doctor’ because its introduction has essentially corrupted and devalued
the title, clearly implying PsyD holders to be a ‘lesser’ other (11-15).
In light of all this, could it be that it is acceptable for us to differentiate ourselves with the
title because this plays up to our strengths, but that it isn’t for physicians to do so because it puts
us in touch with strengths we do not have? Could this apparent need to look down on so-called
‘lower-level’ colleagues and differentiate ourselves from them serve as a smokescreen, blinding
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us to our own hierarchical insecurities vis-à-vis the other kind of Doctor? And could it be that
physicians’ so-called attempts to differentiate themselves via exclusive rights to the title are
considered unacceptable by respondents precisely because it is a painful reminder that MDs
might wish to do so for the same reasons we wish to do so with ‘lower’-level mental health
providers?
Before moving on to the next chapter and describing middling and minor
KeepUseThemes and related StopUseThemes, the reader is encouraged to pause and ponder…
Having read about the major themes that emerged from the KeepUse side of the debate, is there
anything missing? Is the reader persuaded that we should continue using the title for the reasons
outlined above or is there more to talk and think about? And what about arguments for stopping
to use the title—are those persuasive to the reader?
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Chapter 7
Qualitative Analysis of Middling & Minor Themes
In the previous analysis of Major KeepUseThemes and associated StopUseThemes, it
was found that respondents, in arguing for continued title use, appealed to the fact that the title of
‘Doctor’ is a time-tested and time-efficient way to accurately represent our vast amount of
education and expertise, allowing us to gain greater respect and recognition, but also, to
emphasize how different and unique we are from other mental health providers. Further, in
arguing for discontinuing title use, respondents tepidly appealed to the title possibly being
confusing and misleading for the public due to certain differences with an other kind of Doctor,
who happens to be able to do things we cannot.
Description of Middling KeepUseThemes and Associated StopUseThemes
As a reminder, Table 7.1 reproduces the final list of themes culled from respondents’
attributed arguments for continuing and for stopping to use the title of ‘Doctor’. We now turn to
describing the themes in the middle tier.
Table 7.1. Themes Derived from Respondents’ Attributed Arguments
KeepUseThemes

StopUseThemes

Temporalities
Accuracy & Representation
Education & Expertise
Respect & Recognition
Differentiation & Uniqueness
Equalization & Belonging
Merit & Compensation
Power & Influence
Status & Hierarchy
Therapeutic & Relational Beneficence
Spatialities
Credibility & Trust
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Confusing & Misleading
Difference & Otherness
Equalization Strivings
Depreciation of Worth

Distancing, Elitist, & Alienating
Time/Space & Necessity

Equalization & Belonging. We have already seen how the major KeepUseTheme of
Differentiation & Uniqueness speaks to how we should continue using the title because it
differentiates us from ‘lower-level’ others and to how, for some respondents, it does not seem
acceptable for physicians to do the same. Further, we have seen how the StopUseTheme of
Difference & Otherness speaks to how we should stop using the title because we are different
from ‘Doctors’ in the medical sense, not having the privilege to prescribe. The middling
KeepUseTheme of Equalization & Belonging speaks to something similar in advocating for
continued title use, albeit through focusing on resemblances with, factual or desired, rather than
differences from other entities.
Table 7.2. Equalization & Belonging: Coding Examples
O 1. Others in different fields with doctorates are referred
to as “Doctor” (xDCT8-??s-2K-Y)
O 4. stay at a professional level similar to physicians and not
be assumed to be more like other allied health professionals who
typically work under the physician (DCT1-70s-1K-Y)
(see Appendix M, Table M.6 for full list of codes)

A subset of the Content Codes constituting our present theme (1-3) is associated with
arguments that appeal to a kind of ‘if it’s good for others…’ logic as justification for continued
title use, stating that other academics in different doctoral fields also use the title. Only one of
these three arguments was personally endorsed (1), suggesting that this keeping-up-with-theJones’ type of argument tended not to be seen as compelling.
That being said, when the Jones’ were spelled out to be healthcare providers (such as
medical doctors) rather than other academics, personal endorsement was stronger (80%; n = 5).
Indeed, KeepUseArgs associated with Content Codes 4-8 focus more on equalization or parity
with the medical profession, whether such parity is implied to be something to preserve (4-5),
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invoked as a statement fact (6-7), or described as an opportunity to be seized due to the fact that
continued title usage perpetuates the confusion whereby we can be equated with physicians (8;
not endorsed).
Finally, the argument associated with Content Code 9, in stating that using the title is a
sign of professional respect, seems to evoke a certain sense of belonging between professionals,
with the title serving as a sign of mutual, thus equalizing, respect between them. The Reference
Codes (10-11) also implicitly refer to belongingness, as their associated arguments lump various
groups of people— PhDs, PsyDs, EdDs (10); clinical, research, educational psychologists (11)—
as belonging together, implicitly indicating the commonality that having a doctoral degree (10) or
using the title (11) begets. In sum, the theme of Equalization & Belonging points to the utility of
the title in fostering belongingness to a certain group of others as equals.
Equalization Strivings. Whereas arguments coded under the KeepUseTheme of
Equalization & Belonging center mostly around issues of equality to higher status groups such as
academics and medical doctors, the arguments coded under the StopUseTheme of Equalization
Strivings center more on issues of equality for lower status groups.
Table 7.3. Equalization Strivings: Coding Examples
O 1. contributes to the power hierarchy that we try to deemphasize (xDCT3-00s-1S-Y)
O 5. other professions with doctorate as terminal degree don’t typically
refer to themselves as doctor (DCT4-80s-1S-N)
(see Appendix N, Table N.3 for full list of codes)

Some of the present theme’s constituent Content Codes (1-3) were rendered for endorsed
StopUseArgs that speak to addressing or redressing the power hierarchy (1), unhelpful
hierarchical relationships (2), and power differentials between mental health professionals and
the clients they serve (3). Related to this is Content Code 4, which was applied to a non-endorsed
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argument stating that we should stop using the title because doing so “Promotes Marxism”. We
will explore this peculiar response further when discussing Meta Codes, but suffice it to say for
now that someone arguing in good faith to stop title usage in order to promote greater equality
would not word the appeal by saying that doing so would promote ‘Marxism’! It seems the
respondent’s own prejudice inserted itself into an attempt to formulate a StopUseArg that may
well be abhorrent to him or her, as indicated by non-endorsement.
A smaller subset of Content Codes (5-6) was associated with arguments focusing more
on the fact that other ‘high’ status professions do not use the title and that, consequently, neither
should we. The other ‘high’ status professions referred to were other professions with the
doctorate as a terminal degree (5) and lawyers (6). Neither of these arguments was personally
endorsed, much like their counterparts under the KeepUseTheme of Equalization & Belonging,
which stated that we should continue using the title because doctoral-level academics from other
fields also do. It thus seems that doctoral-level academics in other fields were of less concern
compared to ‘lower’-level entities in the mental health field and ‘higher’-level entities in the
healthcare field when respondents considered whether we should continue title usage or not.
Content Code 8 was rendered for an argument that did not mention other entities, merely
stating that stopping title use would make us “appear more humble”, implying a gesture towards
equalization. That being said, the argument was not personally endorsed and it remains unclear if
the respondent, by using “appear”, meant to convey that stopping title usage would not change
the fact that psychologists aren’t humble in the first place and/or that it could only be some
strategic move for image management purposes.
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Merit & Compensation. Another possible reason explaining the seeming importance of
having a title that quickly conveys our vast amount of education—other than providing us with
respect/recognition and allowing us to differentiate ourselves from other professional entities—
has to do with pecuniary considerations. However, respondents referred to money-matters so
infrequently that I decided to widen my theme to include other meanings gathering around
‘worth’ and the related word ‘to earn’, which has both economic and meritorious connotations.
Table 7.4. Merit & Compensation: Coding Examples
O 1. money (xDCT1-00s-5K-Y)
O 4. People have earned a doctorate degree so you should
be able to use it (DCT4-80s-1K-Y)
(see Appendix M, Table M.7 for full list of codes)

Indeed, only three arguments were coded for the economic aspect (Content Codes 1-3),
with one mentioning “money” as justification for continued title usage (1) and another, the
greater likelihood of getting reimbursed from managed healthcare (2). Whereas the first
argument was personally endorsed, the second was not. Finally, an endorsed argument stating
that professional groups of physicians spend lots of lobbying money to have exclusive use of the
title with the goal of ensuring “exclusive access and rights to reimbursement” was also coded
under the economic aspect. Even though references to money were relatively rare in the data set
(compared with references to recognition and differentiation), we may surmise that the
preoccupation with the physician/doctor confusion and the previously discussed double standard
of reproaching MDs for using the title, while advocating our own use of it, for differentiation
purposes may be underpinned by economic interests, something most respondents kept silent.
Content Code 9 may speak directly to this as it is associated with an endorsed argument
appealing to “parity with physical health providers” as a reason for continued title usage.
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However, the respondent left unspecified whether by ‘parity’ he or she meant equality in status
or pay—hence the anchor code. As for Content Codes centering more on the merit aspect (4-8),
they were rendered for arguments appealing to our having “earned” the degree (4-6) or to giving
due recognition for the hard work of students in doctoral programs42 (7) as justification for
continued title usage—all of which were endorsed.
Depreciation of Worth. We now return to the StopUse side to describe a counterpart
theme to the one just described. Respondents’ outlined StopUseArgs contained meaning units
that were also coded for issues revolving around worth and, more specifically, depreciation
thereof. It is important to note here that many of the codes constituting this theme were rendered
for the idiosyncratic arguments outlined by a single respondent (DCT12). Indeed, DCT12
outlined five StopUseArgs that centered on critiquing the PsyD as having depreciated the title to
such an extent as to warrant stopping title usage. Further, this respondent’s arguments tended to
be comparatively long and therefore, one was coded twice and the other, thrice, under the present
theme, albeit for different meaning units. That being said, four other respondents (1 DCT and 3
non-DCTs) had their arguments coded under the same theme, hopefully justifying my decision to
keep it as a theme.
Table 7.5. Depreciation of Worth: Coding Examples
O 1. The honorific has been diluted, especially with the introduction
of the PsyD (DCT12-00s-1S-Y)
O 6. [stopping use] Allows insurance companies to pay psychologists
less (xDCT6-90s-2S-N)
(see Appendix N, Table N.4 for full list of codes)

42

One would be hard-pressed not to quip here that perhaps we should then address the students as ‘Doctor’ as they
are doing the work—isn’t that when they would need recognition the most?
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Let us consider some of DCT12’s arguments, all of which were endorsed. Firstly, he or
she argues that we should stop using the title of ‘Doctor’ because, as a result of the PsyD’s
introduction, the title as honorific has been diluted (1), its historical application “bastardized”
(2), and the quality control over who becomes a ‘Doctor’ reduced (3).43 Further, Content Codes 4
and 5 are associated with StopUseArgs that devalue PsyD-holders directly by characterizing
them as “mid-level practitioners” (4) and as not having earned the title (5). Finally, Content
Codes 6-7 were rendered for arguments tapping into the economic aspect, with an unendorsed
one appealing to the fact that discontinuing title usage would allow insurance companies to pay
us less (6)44 and an endorsed one, by DCT12, associating the lack of quality control with PsyD
schools that are “for profit or seemingly for profit” (7).
Moving to Reference Codes, which accounted for half of all coding instances, most (812) have to do with what I consider to be mild ‘put downs’ (some more explicit, others more
subtle) of certain groups of people. For example, PsyD-holders are described as those who “can’t
even pass the EPPP” (8); physicians are described as having “sensitive feelings” that must be
protected (9); consumers as portrayed as “naive” [sic] (10), as those who “don’t understand”
(11), or “make incorrect assumptions” (12). What all these references have in common is a lack
of respect for entities other than PhD-holders. Thankfully, only one of these arguments (8) was
personally endorsed, suggesting that respondents perhaps had little compunction in using such
words when discussing what other psychologists would think. Could this be a projection of

43

The reader may recall my earlier caution (see Chapter 5) about assuming an equivalence between endorsing
StopUseArgs and being anti-title. Indeed, a close reading of DCT12’s StopUseArgs suggests a more pro-title stance,
given his or her lamentation that the PsyD degree has debased or corrupted it. This suggests that our earlier finding
of a relative quantitative paucity in attributing and endorsing StopUseArgs likely errs on the side of being too
conservative, given that DCT12’s five idiosyncratic StopUseArgs seem to actually be more in defense of the title.
This, however, does not detract from, but rather bolsters, the claim of quantitatively impoverished reflection by
respondents with respect to the StopUse side.
44
We shall see in the Meta Codes section below how this StopUseArg actually undermines the StopUse side of the
debate.
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sorts? It also seems noteworthy that the small number of endorsed arguments, on both the
KeepUse and StopUse sides, about wanting to secure economic benefit were either attributed to
others (groups of physicians or PsyD schools) or stated only generally, never specifying that
clinical psychologists might also wish to defend the title for economic reasons. With worth being
defined as merit, however, respondents were less shy about appealing to it in arguing for
continued title usage.
Power & Influence. Thus far, we have seen that the title serves as an age-long agreedupon, yet efficient means of representing our vast amount of education, allowing us to gain
respect and recognition, as well as to differentiate ourselves from other providers in our own
mental health field (MA- and PsyD-holders) or at its margins (paraprofessionals), and from
‘higher’-level medical doctors, who unlike us are motivated by pecuniary interests in seeking to
consolidate their own usage of the title (with our claim to usage stemming more from having
earned it through our own merits). So far, we have not come across any KeepUseArgs referring
explicitly to the title being helpful in allowing us to do what we do, which I would assume to be
the most important thing—lest we have become psychologists merely for reaping ego45 points!
Arguments containing units of meaning coded for the middling KeepUseTheme of
Power & Influence either contained an appeal or reference to what we do as clinical
psychologists and how the title supports that capacity. The reader is urged not to conceive of
‘power’ in the usual negative sense (as conveyed by the expression ‘abuse of power’) but rather,
in the more positive sense of ‘being able to’.46 Perhaps the French word pouvoir, which as a verb

45

‘Ego’ here is meant both in the sense of identity (Differentiation & Uniqueness) and pride (Respect &
Recognition, Merit & Compensation).
46
I am particularly indebted here to my dissertation director, Will W. Adams, for his gentle and helpful reminder to
students ever so keen in their well-intentioned endeavors to be critical of oppressive dynamics and systems of
power, that power also entails capacity, and therefore, the ability to do good.
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Table 7.6. Power & Influence: Coding Examples
O 1. Probably most importantly, it helps us to better advocate for our patients
in the hierarchical world of medical care. Like it or not, someone with the title
of “Dr.” will have more respect from medical doctors and will, therefore,
be better able to advocate for the behavioral/mental health treatment needs of
the patients we share with physicians. (DCT6-90s-4K-Y)
O 2. Psychologists influence with words, and this increases that influence
(xDCT6-90s-3K-N)
(see Appendix M, Table M.8 for full list of codes)

translates as ‘to be able’ and as a noun, as ‘power’, best illustrates this linkage.
Some of the Content Codes (1-4) under this theme were rendered for KeepUseArgs that
speak to the utility of the title in increasing our influence, either at the inter-professional level
(notably in medical settings; 1, 3) or the societal level (2, 4). These four arguments tap into the
concept of influence via an emphasis on ‘voice’, whether it be by appealing to greater
opportunities for being “advocates”47 for our patients (1); for using our “influence with words”
(2); for communicating with the medical profession (3); or for being heard by society (4). Of the
four arguments appealing to the title being useful in increasing our voice/influence—which, to
me, is one of the most important things we have to offer as clinical psychologists (in addition to
listening and helping others find their voice)–only half were personally endorsed.
Other Content Codes (5-6) are associated with personally endorsed arguments that speak
to the title helping us do what we do, either by enhancing the credibility of the “services we
provide”—especially in the medical setting (5) or by establishing our role as treatment provider
(6). In short, the title helps us carry out our work.
Finally, Content Codes 7-9 were rendered for KeepUseArgs relating more to power in the
traditional sense, with meanings centering around the authority of our role (7) and the political
47

‘Advocacy’ contains the Latin root voc, which is related to calling or voice (Barnhart & Steinmetz, 2015).
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(8) or economic (9) power plays by groups of physicians who “lobby congress members and
state legislators” for economic benefit. Again, as with money, we see that power (in the negative
sense), tends to be projected onto others when arguing for title usage.
To summarize our analysis of middling KeepUseThemes and related StopUseThemes, we
have seen that respondents, when advocating for continued title use, stated that the title allows us
to belong as equals to certain groups into the folds of which we deserve to be admitted—not so
much because we are money or power-hungry, but because we have earned it due to our hard
work and educational merits—and also enables us to do our work by increasing our influence.
However, there is also a sense that we should stop using the title because it contributes to power
imbalances we should seek to address in the name of greater equality, but also—according to one
vocal respondent— because the title itself has lost its power, having been depreciated by the
inclusion of unqualified others (PsyD-holders) into the fold.
Description of Minor KeepUseThemes and Associated StopUseThemes
We now turn to minor KeepUseThemes, which we can assume to have been of lesser
concern to respondents in arguing by proxy for continued title use and to likely point to more
disavowed meanings gathering around the title of ‘Doctor’.
Status & Hierarchy. KeepUseArgs containing an appeal or reference to status or
hierarchy were coded under this minor theme. Whereas the codes constituting the Differentiation
& Uniqueness KeepUseTheme were applied to units of meaning both relating to differentiation
in the sense of ‘not-same’ and in the sense of ‘better-than’, codes rendered under the Status &
Hierarchy theme were only applied to units of meaning evoking rank-ordering or superiority.
Some of the Content Codes (1-5) rendered under the present theme were associated with
arguments making an explicit appeal to status in defense of continued title usage, stating that the
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Table 7.7. Status & Hierarchy: Coding Examples
O 1. Increased sense of status (DCT4-80s-2K-N)
O 6. Important for respect in strongly hierarchical settings (xDCT5-00s-4K-Y)
(see Appendix M, Table M.9 for full list of codes)

title of ‘Doctor’ increases or maintains status (1, 2, 5), confers greater prestige than the title
social worker or counselor (3), or communicates our standing within the mental health field (4).
Four of these five arguments were personally endorsed. Content Codes 6-7, however, were
rendered for endorsed arguments that appealed to the fact that we find ourselves in hierarchical
settings and that, in such settings, the title ensures respect (6-7) and allows us to better advocate
for patient needs (6). These latter two arguments seem to be saying that we have no choice (“like
it or not”) to continue using the title because our work settings (especially in healthcare) are set
up hierarchically. Interestingly, the one argument (1) that most clearly did not relegate hierarchy
to external settings, keeping open the possibility that the hierarchical setup could be within, as a
mindset (as indicated by the words “sense of status”), was not personally endorsed.
With respect to Reference Codes, any mention of the word ‘level’ was coded for Status &
Hierarchy as the word implicitly refers to an academic system whereby degrees are
hierarchically rank-ordered. This notion is further supported by the fact that in several cases, the
word ‘level’ was accompanied by words such as ‘higher’ or ‘greater’. As a further specification,
arguments containing references to the ‘Master’s degree’, unlike those referring to the ‘Master’s
level’, were not given a Reference Code under Status & Hierarchy because whereas ‘level’ refers
back to the ordinal, ‘degree’ may simply indicate that the MA and PhD are different (not-same),
without any notion of hierarchy.
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The Status & Hierarchy theme, as well as the Spatialities theme to be discussed below, is
unique among KeepUseThemes because its constituent Reference Codes exceed Content Codes
in number (15 vs. 8). I wish to remind the reader here that Reference Codes are different than
Content Codes in that they simply clue us in as to what meanings may gather around the title of
‘Doctor’ rather than speak directly about the actual arguments proffered by respondents. The fact
that for the theme of Status & Hierarchy, Reference Codes outnumbered Content Codes may hint
at a certain hiddenness of hierarchy, at least when arguing in favor of continued title use. Indeed,
given the considerable overlap in arguments that were coded for Differentiation & Uniqueness
(as Content Codes) and those that were coded for Status & Hierarchy (mostly as Reference
Codes), one may conclude that, in arguing for continued title use, respondents seemed
confortable explicitly appealing to how the title differentiates us from others, but less so in
explicitly specifying that this differentiation is one whereby we move up the status ladder. This
latter bit may be another, more hidden reason, motiving our need to have a title that efficiently
represents our vast amount of education: It also quickly establishes rank and dominance.
Therapeutic & Public Beneficence. If the hierarchical shadow-side to the title seems to
have been under-represented in respondents’ arguments for continued title use, its brightest
possibility—that it could be good for the public and our patients— also seems to have been
neglected. Nonetheless, some respondents did put forth arguments that were coded under the
minor KeepUseTheme of Therapeutic & Public Beneficence.
Two of the Content Codes were rendered for arguments focusing on how the title is good
on a societal level because it informs the public (1) and allows consumers to build trust (2). Of
these two, only the second was personally endorsed. Content Codes 3-5 pertain more to
purported benefits for the client/patient, with the title either causing clients to respond better (3,
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Table 7.8. Therapeutic & Public Beneficence: Coding Examples
O 1.It informs the public (DCT12-00s-5K-N)
O 3. some clients respond better to receiving treatment
from a “doctor” (xDCT3-00s-5K-N)
(see Appendix M, Table M.10 for full list of codes)

not endorsed), making younger clients feel more comfortable in sharing (4, endorsed), or
allowing clinicians to better advocate for patient needs (5, endorsed). Finally, Content Codes 6-8
were associated with arguments that spoke more to the title being good for the therapeutic
relationship, as it allows to set boundaries between patient and clinician. Two of these latter
three arguments were endorsed.
Distancing, Elitist, & Alienating. Let us now consider the counterpoint theme on the
StopUse side, which centers on that which is relationship-negating. Indeed, a few arguments for
stopping title usage appealed to how the title can hurt relationships, with some focusing
explicitly on the therapist-client relationship and others only implying general negative relational
outcomes.
Table 7.9. Distancing, Elitist, & Alienating: Coding Examples
O 1. formal titles put distance between psychologist and client (xDCT-1-00s-2S-Y)
O 5. Because it is elitist (xDCT-7-90s-1S-Y)
O 9. It could make people feel like you can’t relate (xDCT7-90s-5S-N)
(see Appendix N, Table N.5 for full list of codes)

Some of the Content Codes (1-4) were rendered for arguments appealing to the
distancing aspect of the title, either stating this directly (1, 2) or by mentioning that the title
creates a power differential between therapist and client (3) and that it can be off-putting (4). Of
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those four instances, only this latter one was not personally endorsed. Another subset of Content
Codes (5-8) was applied to arguments stating that we should stop using the title because it is
elitist (5-6), pompous (7), or arrogant (8). Of these arguments, only one (5) was personally
endorsed, suggesting little agreement with the statement that the title is elitist. Comparing this
with earlier arguments either projecting onto physicians pecuniary and status interests,
containing mild ‘put-downs’ of PsyD-holders, physicians, or the public, and containing several
implicit references to hierarchy, one may surmise that the elitist aspect to our using the title
seems to have been disavowed by respondents.
A last subset of Content Codes (9-11) is associated with arguments focusing more on
how alienating the title can be, thereby contributing negatively to relational outcomes. These
arguments, however, tended not to be endorsed, suggesting respondents did not consider them
persuasive. I reproduce them here in full, because I believe these arguments are in fact quite
compelling: “It could make people feel like you can’t relate” (9); “Because it creates an
unhelpful hierarchical relationship” (10); “some clients might respond better without the term
doctor” (11).
In short, given the relatively low number of Content Codes and lack of personal
endorsement, it seems that the hierarchical/elitist shadow-side to the title has also been neglected
on the StopUse side. Further, if we consider all the Content Codes associated with arguments
that spoke to the direct impact of the title on patients/consumers, we can conclude that these
were infrequent, whether on the KeepUse side (only 6 out of a total of 134 codes) or the StopUse
side (only 6 out of a total of 51 codes).
Befindlichkeit 6
The theme of Distancing, Elitist, & Alienating brings to mind significant relationships,
past and present, with amazing people whose main source of suffering has been to experience the
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perceived success of others as being indicative of their own personal failings. In some cases, the
expressions of pain were so acute that they rendered me cautious and reticent in displaying or
sharing things about myself that might be construed as ‘successful’. The reader will hopefully
forgive my not going into too many details… Suffice it to say that I have learned early on that, at
times, hiding oneself is the only way to show one’s love. A question that lingers is whether one’s
very own possibilities might not get hidden—even from oneself—in the process…
Spatialities. The minor KeepUseTheme of Spatialities is constituted of codes rendered
for appeals or references to various aspects related to space such as boundaries, settings/fields,
and locations. Like the theme of Hierarchy & Status, this theme is comprised of more Reference
Codes than Content Codes, suggesting the associated meanings to be more implicit in the data
set.
Table 7.10. Spatialities: Coding Examples
O 1. helps to maintain boundaries (xDCT3-00s-3K-N)
O 5. Others in different fields with doctorates are referred
to as “Doctor” (xDCT8-??s-2K-Y)
(see Appendix M, Table M.11 for full list of codes)

The main subset of Content Codes (1-4) was rendered for KeepUseArgs that speak to the
utility of the title in maintaining boundaries in general (1) and, more specifically, in maintaining
a psychological boundary between psychologist and patient (2), establishing boundaries and
expectations for the relationship in some orientations (3), and clearly delineating our role (4).
Half of the arguments that yielded boundary-related codes were personally endorsed (2, 3),
suggesting there may not be much consensus with respect to the title being helpful in
maintaining or establishing boundaries with respect to the therapeutic dyad. The remaining
Content Codes (5,6) were rendered for KeepUseArgs that appealed to the fact that others in
“different fields” (5) or in “other clinical fields” (6) also get to be called ‘Doctor’, again, with
personal endorsement split halfway.
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All other codes rendered were Reference Codes (7-16), meaning that they were applied to
units of meaning that merely referred to spatiality in the context of an argument pertaining to
other matters. In most instances, the reference to spatiality serves to specify a locale within
which the argument applies. The most commonly mentioned locale was the medical/health field,
in which the title is seen as being “appropriate” (7), as giving enhanced credibility (8), as
facilitating communication (9), and as allowing for better advocacy of patient needs via
increased respect (10). Other locales referred to were: “strongly hierarchical settings”—within
which the title is “important” (11), “the community”—within which the title is important for
“respect” (12); “a specific field”—of which the title “indicates expertise and knowledge” (13);
the “mental health field”—within which the title “communicates our standing” (14).
In short, on the KeepUse side, we see no explicit mention by respondents about the title
being useful in maintaining our own disciplinary territoriality. Rather, the emphasis is on
physicians’ attempts in maintaining their territoriality, a notion we have also seen to be present
in the psychological literature (see Chapter 3).
Time/Space & Necessity. Whereas time and space had their own dedicated themes on
the KeepUse side, the comparatively lower number of time- and space-related codes rendered for
StopUseArgs and the fact that they were all related to ‘necessity’, led me to lump them together
into one StopUseTheme named Time/Space & Necessity.
Table 7.11. Time/Space & Necessity: Coding Examples
O 1. antiquated (xDCT1-00s-1S-N)
O 3. doing so [using the title] is evidence of psychologists’
need to assert themselves in a competitive landscape (DCT9-00s-2S-Y)
(see Appendix N, Table N.6 for full list of codes)
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The first two Content Codes pertain to ‘time’, with the first one being associated with a
non-endorsed argument appealing to the fact that the title is “antiquated” (1) and the second one,
with an endorsed argument stating that the PsyD “bastardizes the historical application of the
term” (2). Both arguments relate to time, with the first focusing on the title being outdated or
having passed its time, and the second, on how its endurance through time (“historical
application”) has been corrupted by a more recent development. Further, both arguments speak
to the title’s necessity, or lack thereof, with both arguments suggesting that the title is no longer
relevant because of certain changes that occurred over time.
Two other Content Codes (3-4) are also associated with StopUseArgs appealing to
necessity, whether it be psychologists’ need to assert themselves (3) or to the title of ‘Doctor’
being rendered unnecessary by the alternate title of ‘Professor’ (4). This time, however, the
necessity is space-related, with a “competitive landscape” making the need to assert the title
necessary (3) and the “academic setting” making it “unnecessary” (4). The reader will recall here
that under the KeepUseTheme of Spatialities several locales were mentioned, serving to limit
particular arguments’ scope. However, the reference to “competitive landscape” (3) in a
StopUseArg is the only explicit reference to territoriality in the data set. If we take this reference
seriously, which I reckon we should, this suggests that the various settings mentioned in other
arguments may not merely be different locations, but rather, territories within which there are
limited resources to compete for (respect, recognition, compensation). It is surprising that this
crucial aspect has been relatively neglected in respondents’ arguments about the title of ‘Doctor.’
The last Content Code (5) was given an anchor code because the associated argument’s
relationship to ‘necessity’ and ‘space’ is subtler and may have been coded otherwise by another
interpreter. My sense is that the respondent here is arguing, though not endorsing, that
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psychologists’ and physicians’ respective appellations should be subjected to the necessities of a
same logic whereby the appellation should conform to their respective domains of study, thus the
link with necessity and space.
Credibility & Trust. A few of respondents’ KeepUseArgs contained units of meaning
related to legitimacy, or, closer to the actual words used, Credibility & Trust.
Table 7.12. Credibility & Trust: Coding Examples
O 1. Because it fosters credibility (xDCT7-90s-3K-N)
O 3. Provides a title that consumers can build some trust around (DCT10-00s-2K-Y)
(see Appendix M, Table M.12 for full list of codes)

Most Content Codes (1-3) were rendered for arguments appealing either to the credibility
or trust begotten by the title and this either in general (1), in medical settings (2), or for
consumers (3). Two of these three arguments were personally endorsed. The last two Content
Codes (4, 5) were rendered for arguments stating that we should continue using the title
“Because doctors are generally trustworthy and reliable” (4) and because “Society needs to listen
to psychologists more, not less” (5), implying that we may lack legitimacy on a societal level (5).
Neither of these two latter arguments was personally endorsed.
Summarizing Statement
Before making a summarizing statement pulling together all the different themes we have
considered, it should be noted that each individual theme’s constituent codes were rendered for
arguments put forth by both types of respondent (DCTs & non-DCTs). Further, the various
decades of degree obtention were usually all represented within each theme, the only exception
being for themes with smaller number of constituent codes. Even then, there was no theme
whose constituent codes were exclusively associated with either recent ‘Doctors’ or older ones.
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With respect to number of Content Codes rendered, the KeepUseThemes with the highest
numbers were Respect & Recognition (20 Content Codes), Accuracy & Representation (17),
Difference & Uniqueness (15), Education & Expertise (15), and Temporalities (14).
With respect to textbox position, the KeepUseThemes that seemed to be most at the
forefront of respondents’ minds (relative to other themes48) were Accuracy & Representation
(47.06% of coded arguments in first textbox), Temporalities (42.86%), and Education &
Expertise (40.00%). The ones that seemed to be most at the back of their minds were Therapeutic
& Public Beneficence (50.00% of coded arguments in 4th and 5th textbox), Status & Hierarchy
(50.00%), Merit & Compensation (44.44%), and Credibility & Trust (40.00%). Finally, with
respect to personal endorsement, the themes with the highest proportions of coded arguments
that were personally endorsed were: Temporalities (100%), Differentiation & Uniqueness
(93.00%), Merit & Compensation (88.89%), Education & Expertise (86.67%), and Accuracy &
Representation (82.35%).
In light of the anterior thematic descriptions, and if we were to bracket out the variable of
personal endorsement—that is, if we were to assume that all arguments put forth were
endorsed— we could summarize the KeepUse and StopUse sides of the debate with the
statements presented in Figure 7.1.
Meta Codes: Argument Maximization and Minimization
As mentioned earlier (see Table 6.1 in Chapter 6), Meta Codes pertain not so much to the
content of the argument (Content Codes), nor to words or expressions within the argument that
48

The reader should note that this ‘forefront’ vs. ‘back’ of the mind analysis is not ‘absolute’ but ‘relative’—that is,
the various themes were rank ordered in terms of those with a greater percentage of arguments in the first textbox
position and in terms of those with a greater percentage of arguments in the 4th and 5th textbox positions (see
Appendix L, Table L.2 for these two rank-ordered lists). Therefore, themes at the top of the first list can be said to
have appeared in arguments that tended to occur earlier relative to themes at the bottom, and themes at the top of the
second list can be said to have appeared in arguments that tended to occur later relative to themes at the bottom.
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Figure 7.1. Summarizing Statements for KeepUse and StopUse Sides of Imaginal Debate
We should continue using the title of ‘Doctor’ because
it is a time-tested and time-efficient accurate
representation of our education and expertise, allowing
us to be recognized as distinct from those with less
training within our field and be respected as equals
with those similar to us in rank in the healthcare
field—for we deserve it on the basis of merit, but also
because it allows us to have the power and influence to
do what we do; besides, it also helps patient outcomes
by establishing boundaries and expectations, and is
especially important in settings where we need to
establish credibility and trust, such as the healthcare
field.

We should stop using the title of ‘Doctor’ because it is
confusing and misleading to the public, who may
forget that there is a difference between different
‘Doctors’ and assume that we have the power to do
things beyond our competencies; because it creates a
power differential that we must seek to equalize for it
may be harmful to the therapist-patient relationship by
being distancing and alienating; and because it has
been rendered unnecessary and irrelevant due to recent
changes such as the introduction of the PsyD.

may refer to explicit or implicit meanings that gather around the title of ‘Doctor’ (Reference
Codes) but rather, to the way arguments were formulated by respondents (see Step Seven in
Appendix K for procedural details about Meta Codes). Meta Coding and the ensuing analysis are
guided by the assumption that the way an argument is worded says something more than the
argument’s face-value informational content. That is, most Meta Codes rendered can be seen to
serve as various rhetorical avenues to either maximize/strengthen or minimize/soften a particular
argument or side of the debate (KeepUse vs. StopUse). Appendix O lists all arguments that
received Meta Codes (with coded portions underlined), classified according to whether they are
‘maximizing’ or ‘minimizing’ and with an accompanying symbol to indicate the specific Meta
Code rendered.
The different Meta Codes and their associated symbols are: 1) ‘Rhetorical Emphasis’ (é),
as indicated by repetition of the same argument, insertion of side-comments in an attempt to
persuade, use of CAPS, or hyperbolic language; 2) ‘Rhetorical Restraint’ (ê), as indicated by
using possibility/conditional words (e.g., ‘potentially’, ‘it could’, ‘some’, ‘sometimes’), reducing
an argument’s scope of applicability, or making concessions to the opposing side of the debate;
3) ‘Intrusion of Self’ (!)—in spite of instructions requesting respondents to come up with
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attributed arguments (i.e., what they thought other clinical psychologists in general would say
regardless of their own individual opinion), several respondents went beyond the instructional
frame of the survey by using the first person, parenthetical asides, emoticons, sarcasm, or
referencing a prior argument or the task at hand); 4) ‘Statement of No Argument’ ("), as
indicated by respondents stating that there are no arguments on a particular side of the debate;
and 5) ‘Undoing of Argument’(⌫)—as indicated by respondents using sarcasm or other means
to subvert the argument, thereby ‘arguing for the other side’.
In rendering Rhetorical Restraint Meta Codes, I sought to compare how keeping the
coded expression and removing it impacted the argument’s persuasiveness. Consider the
argument: “potentially creates distance with clients” (DCT16-70s-2S-Y). ‘Potentially’ here adds
a certain tepid quality to the argument and removing this probability word would make for a
more strongly worded argument. Therefore, this meta coding instance was categorized as
‘minimizing’ the argumentation. In rendering Rhetorical Emphasis Meta Codes, I sought to flag
expressions that seemed superfluous to the argumentation, serving only to increase
persuasiveness. Consider the argument: “Describes extreme training” (DCT15-70s-3K-Y). In
this case, the word ‘extreme’ is unnecessary and, well, a little extreme. The less hyperbolic word
‘extensive’ could have been used instead, and so a Rhetorical Emphasis Meta Code was given.
When unsure, and to help guide my coding, I tried to imagine whether someone earnestly
arguing for whatever side of the debate would actually use the same expressions.49

49

A very small portion of Meta Codes were removed from the analysis given that it was not possible to ascertain
whether the effect was one of minimization or maximization. For instance, I did not include the expression
“Probably most importantly” that served to introduce a KeepUseArg because, although the ‘probably’ could
probably be given a Rhetorical Restraint Meta Code and ‘most importantly’ a Rhetorical Emphasis Meta Code, their
combined use made it difficult to determine whether the entire expression maximized or minimized the coming
argument.
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As expected, Rhetorical Emphasis Meta Codes were associated with maximization
exclusively, whereas the Rhetorical Restraint, Statement of No Argument, and Undoing of
Argument Meta Codes were only associated with minimization. However, Intrusion of Self Meta
Codes were associated with both maximization and minimization. Further, some of the Meta
Codes could both apply to the same meaning unit of an argument. An argument using CAPS, for
instance, was meta coded both for Rhetorical Emphasis, but also for Intrusion of Self, as the
decision to use CAPS goes beyond the instructional frame of the task—it seems the respondent’s
opinion could not help but intrude on the response.
With respect to ‘maximizing’ Meta Codes (see Table O.1 in Appendix O), all nine coding
instances were associated with KeepUseArgs, indicating a clear tendency for respondents to use
rhetorical expressions to strengthen only those arguments favoring continued title usage. As for
‘minimizing’ Meta Codes (see Table O.2 in Appendix O), they overwhelmingly applied to
StopUseArgs, suggesting that respondents used rhetorical expressions to soften and, even at
times, to negate mostly those arguments favoring title usage discontinuation. Indeed, of the 39
minimizing Meta Code instances, only 7 applied to KeepUseArgs, and most of these had to do
not so much with minimizing the argument per se, but with restricting it in scope. For instance,
the argument “It indicates expertise and knowledge in a specific field.” (DCT8-00s-3K-Y) makes
use of Rhetorical Restraint in specifying that the expertise and knowledge indicated by the title is
restricted to a specific field only.
We have already discussed the idiosyncratic responses of DCT12 under the
StopUseTheme of Depreciation & Worth, mentioning how his or her critique of the PsyD, and
associated view that we should stop using the title because it has been spoiled by having been
granted to people who don’t measure up seems to indicate more of a pro-title inclination—thus
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the rendering of Undoing of Argument Meta Codes for DCT12’s StopUseArgs. Indeed, it seems
this respondent subverted the StopUse side of the debate to argue against the PsyD rather than
against title usage, de facto ‘arguing for the other side’: The title is a good thing and we must
protect it from the supposedly incompetency-breeding PsyD.
A few words about xDCT6’s StopUseArgs are also de rigueur. It took me quite some
time to figure out what this respondent was trying to say… until it dawned on me that his or her
own pro-title bias50 had seeped into his or her StopUseArgs in the form of sarcasm, making him
or her use words that someone genuinely arguing for discontinuing title usage would never say.
If I were arguing for stopping title usage, I would never say that this would allow us to protect
the sensitive feelings of physicians (I might say something like: it would allow us to stop the
conflict and reduce competition between physicians and psychologists); I would never say that it
would promote Marxism (I might say something like: It promotes equality); I would never say
that it would allow insurance companies to pay psychologists less (I might say something like:
Money is not as important as humility); finally, I would never say that it would be simpler for
naïve consumers to understand (I might say something like: It would be clearer for consumers).
It seems to me that this respondent’s pejorative views of psychologists that would be prone to
argue for stopping title usage—if there are any— oozed through the formulation of his or her
StopUseArgs, rendering them weaker and less persuasive. Thus, the double coding for ‘Intrusion
of Self’ and ‘Undoing of Argument’ being rendered for xDCT6’s StopUseArgs.
It is noteworthy that all ‘Statement of No Argument’ and ‘Undoing of Argument’ Meta
Codes, which numbered 8 and 12, respectively, were rendered for StopUseArgs. Further, all five
maximizing coded instances of ‘Intrusion of Self’ served to strengthen KeepUseArgs and all

50

Also indicated by his or her positive endorsement of the Doctor Survey item asking about having one’s title of
‘Doctor’ inscribed on non-academic ID cards.
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eleven minimizing coded instances of the same served to weaken or deny StopUseArgs. In sum,
we can conclude from the Meta Coding analysis that, clearly, respondents to the Doctor Survey
formulated their arguments in ways demonstrating a pro-title bias, further corroborating the
quantitative results described in Chapter 5, whereby respondents generated significantly less
StopUseArgs than KeepUseArgs and personally endorsed significantly more of the latter.
Whether this emerging finding of a pro-title stance in respondents translates into actual practices
with respect to title usage is the concern of the following two chapters, which present exploratory
self-report data on the same.
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PART THREE
The Title in Practice

“A therapist has nothing to offer
except himself [herself]”
(Allen, cited in Watson, 1940, p. 698).
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Chapter 8
Introductory Self-Presentation
Having considered respondents’ views vis-à-vis the title of ‘Doctor’, let us now examine
how they reported actually using the title in their daily interactions and attempt to determine
whether what we discovered earlier in the cognitive realm brings anything to bear on the
behavioral realm, and vice versa. The reader should note that the following two chapters (8 & 9)
are exploratory in nature and are intended to fill a data gap in the literature and help generate
future, more psychometrically sound, research. In order to better orient the reader, Figure 8.1
presents key findings from the chapter to come.
Figure 8.1. Chapter 8 Key Findings

o

o

With respect to introducing themselves…
•

…almost three quarters of respondents reported using their title with Clients/Patients.

•

…respondents reported a significant preference for using their title with Undergraduate
Students, Clients/Patients, the Media, and Court/Legal interlocutors.

•

…respondents reported a significant preference for not using their title with one another and
with interlocutors in non-professional settings.

•

…respondents reported no clear preference for title usage with Graduate Students and MDs,
with both interlocutors yielding the biggest, though still nonsignificant, differences in
reported title usage rate between DCTs and non-DCTs.

•

…respondents tend to increasingly report using their title as interlocutors increasingly differ
from them identity-wise.

Conclusion:
•

With respect to stating their title of ‘Doctor’ upon making introductions, respondents have
kept themselves and non-professional interlocutors relatively exempt, opting rather to use
their title with lower status and, even more so, higher status interlocutors, with the exception
of remaining undecided for those interlocutors closest to them in professional identity on
either side of the status divide (Graduate Students and MDs).
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Conceptual Re-Working of Response Options51
Figure 8.2 presents a three-level conceptual re-working of the five response options
provided to respondents who were asked to describe how they currently introduce themselves to
nine different types of interlocutors: 1-Undergraduate Students, 2-Graduate Students, 3Clients/Patients, 4-Clinical Psychologists, 5-Psychiatrists, 6-Physicians, 7-Media, 8Court/Legal, and 9-Non-Professional. The top level of the figure pertains to ‘self-presentation’
(to be covered in the current chapter) and relates to how respondents could select response
options to either report that they introduce themselves by stating their title of ‘Doctor’ (Staters)
or not (Non-Staters). The middle level refers to ‘requested mode of address’ (to be covered in
Chapter 9), whereby respondents could select various response options to report whether they 1)
Request each interlocutor type to address them as ‘Doctor’ (Title Requesters); 2) Request them
not to address them as ‘Doctor’ (No-Title Requesters); or 3) Let them choose how to address
them (Choice Givers). The bottom level of the figure depicts how each of the five response
Figure 8.2. Re-Working of Response Options for Title Usage Survey Question

Stater:

Non-Stater:

"Hello, I'm Dr. Howard"

"Hello, I'm Ruth""

Choice Giver:

Title Requester:
"Call me Dr."

"As you wish..."

Response
option 1

Response
option 2

No-Title Requester:
"Don't call me Dr."
Response
option 3

51

Choice Giver
"As you wish..."
Response
option 4

No-Title Requester:
"Don't call me Dr."
Response
option 5

The data in this chapter and the next will be presented in terms of this conceptual re-working. Appendix P
presents the data both according to the original response options provided and according to the conceptual reworking.
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options actually provided to respondents match up to a combination of the ‘self-presentation’ and
‘requested mode of address’ levels. As will be recalled, the five verbatim response options were:
1) I introduce myself with the title and request to be addressed as 'Doctor';
2) I introduce myself with the title but let the person choose how to address me;
3) I introduce myself with the title but then explicitly request NOT to be addressed as
'Doctor';
4) I do NOT introduce myself with the title and let the person choose how to address me;
5) I do NOT introduce myself with the title and explicitly request NOT to be addressed as
'Doctor'.
Befindlichkeit 7
Rather than use a random name for the example provided in Figure 8.2, I had the idea of
honoring an actual clinical psychologist. I thought I could recognize the first woman who
obtained a PhD in Clinical Psychology. I knew about Margaret Floy Washburn’s PhD obtention
in 1894 but, not feeling close to her, given that she was more of an experimentalist than a
clinician, I decided to Google ‘First woman to get a clinical psychology PhD.’ After spending 20
minutes perusing the Web and not finding anything, I gave up—the preoccupation with primacy
may well be a male thing anyway. So, I decided to honor, not the first, but one of the first female
African American PhD holders, Ruth Winifred Howard, who became a ‘Doctor’ in 1934, feeling
satisfied that she was a clinician and that her dissertation on triplets is somehow fitting with my
nascent realization of the unimportance of who comes first. Looking back at Figure 8.2, I must
admit that the “Hello, I’m Ruth” seems woefully inadequate as a tribute, but so does “Hello, I’m
Dr. Howard”. They both seem to cheapen the accomplishment. Perhaps the key is somewhere in
the middle, with the complete name and title, indicating the full extent of the accomplishment:
Dr. Ruth Winifred Howard. Otherwise, the woman would remain ever hidden behind the
customary title + last name formula…
Preliminary Caveats and Limitations
Before reporting the self-presentation level results, a few caveats are in order. First, it is
important to note that, as depicted in Figure 8.2, the combination of ‘Not introduce myself with
the title’ and ‘Request to be addressed with it’ was not provided as a response option in the
Doctor Survey, under the hopeful assumption that none of my respondents would be cruel
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enough to put their interlocutor in such a double bind. Second, though Psychiatrists and
Physicians were presented as separate categories in the Doctor Survey, every single respondent
selected identical response options for these interlocutors. For ease of reading, these interlocutor
types will hence be collapsed into one and referred to as ‘MDs’. However, all inferential
statistics with interlocutor types collapsed were computed using the nine original types.
Third, the survey question asking about title usage asked respondents to respond
hypothetically if they were not currently interacting with one or more of the different interlocutor
types provided. This is a limitation of my survey design and it is possible that any reported
differences below might be related to differences in ‘actual reports’ vs. ‘hypothetical responses’,
as different types of respondents (DCTs vs. non-DCTs) may have different day-to-day
professional experiences. It is quite possible that for most of my respondents, the responses for
the Media and Court/Legal interlocutor types were hypothetical.
Fourth, another limitation of the Doctor Survey has to do with the order of presentation of
interlocutor types. This may have influenced responses in that the interlocutor types were more
or less placed in order of ‘status’, possibly funneling respondents into a corresponding response
set. Ideally, the order of presentation should have been randomly generated, however, I was
unable to do so with the Surveymonkey software. That being said, all interlocutor types were
presented on one page (see Appendix C) and so respondents had the option to change their
responses in light of getting an overall sense of the different types. Moreover, as will be seen
below, there was variability between respondents in reported title usage and so, it is unlikely that
the order of presentation channeled respondents into responding a certain way.
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Self-Presentation Level: Extreme Respondents
Across-the-board Staters and Non-Staters. Considering the level of ‘self-presentation’,
there were two respondents (7.41%) who could be categorized as across-the-board Staters, that
is, respondents who reported introducing themselves with the title of ‘Doctor’ for all provided
interlocutor types, including those in Non-Professional Settings (DCT8-00s; xDCT8-00s). Four
additional respondents (14.18%)—all DCTs—were almost across-the-board Staters in that they
reported using their title for all interlocutors, but Non-Professional ones (DCT1-70s; DCT1000s; DCT15-70s; DCT17-80s). As for across-the-board Non-Staters, that is, respondents who
reported not introducing themselves by using their title of ‘Doctor’ across all interlocutor types,
there was only one (3.70%) (DCT7-70s), and none could be categorized as being almost acrossthe-board Non-Staters. In sum, 22.22% of the total sample consisted of across-the-board (or
almost) Staters vs. 3.70% for the Non-Stater counterpart measure, suggesting that, overall,
extreme respondents are more pro-title than contra when introducing themselves to various
interlocutors.
‘Self-Presentation’ Level: All Respondents
Respondent type comparisons. Overall, DCTs reported using their title when
introducing themselves across nine possible interlocutors 58.56% of the time (SD = 26.45),
whereas non-DCTs reported doing so 62.33% of the time (SD = 23.91). An independent samples
t-test, showed that the ‘small’ 3.77% difference between both types of respondents was
statistically nonsignificant, t(25) = 0.36, p = .721; gs = 0.14, suggesting it cannot be confidently
attributed to an effect beyond chance. Breaking the data down by interlocutor type, a series of
Chi Square tests for equality of proportions52 between DCTs and non-DCTs was conducted, with

52

Each of these tests contained one or two cells with expected frequencies of less than five, rendering Chi-Square
results less reliable. Fisher’s exact p is therefore also provided in Table 8.1 as correction. The reader should note that
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results presented in Table 8.1. All differences in proportion of reported introductory title usage
between DCTs and non-DCTs for any of the interlocutor types were statistically nonsignificant
and therefore could not confidently be attributed to an effect beyond chance.
Table 8.1. Comparing DCTs and non-DCTs on Reported Introductory Title Usage
Interlocutor Type

DCT vs. Non-DCT
% Title Usage
Undergraduate Studentsa
66.67 vs. 77.77
Graduate Studentsb
61.11 vs. 33.33
Clients/Patientsb
77.78 vs. 66.66
Clinical Psychologistsb
27.78 vs. 12.50
MDsa
50.00 vs. 77.78
Mediab
94.44 vs. 88.89
Court/Legal Settingsb
93.75 vs. 100.00
Non-Professional Settingsb 11.11 vs. 12.50
a
One cell with expected frequency less than 5.
b
Two cells with expected frequencies less than 5.

Chi-Square
χ2 (1) = 0.36, p = .551
χ2 (1) = 1.85, p = .173
χ2 (1) = 0.39, p = .535
χ2 (1) = 0.73, p = .393
χ2 (1) = 1.92, p = .166
χ2 (1) = 0.27, p = .603
χ2 (1) = 0.59, p = .444
χ2 (1) = 0.10, p = .919

Fisher’s Exact
Test
p = .676
p = .236
p = .653
p = .628
p = .231
p = 1.000
p = 1.000
p = 1.000

Whereas for most interlocutor types the differences in reported introductory title usage
between DCTs and non-DCTs were indeed quite small (approximately between 1%-15%), two
interlocutor types (Graduate Students and MDs) yielded a 27-28% difference which, though
nonsignificant, should still be borne in mind as the forthcoming analyses will, in the name of
parsimony and given the aforementioned pattern of nonsignificance, lump respondent types
together. Focusing on these two relatively larger percent differences, it seems that DCTs reported
using their title more with Graduate Students, whereas non-DCTs reported using their title more
with MDs, making these two interlocutor types the ones for which there was the least consensus
between DCTs and non-DCTs.
Befindlichkeit 8
Upon realizing that I could not conduct certain analyses due to low expected values, I started
researching alternative statistical tests that I could use for nominal variables and a small sample
size. I read about Fisher’s test, Barnard’s test, Boschloo’s test, the N-1 Chi-Square test, and so
forth. I am struck at how there doesn’t seem to be much consensus even among statisticians
there is disagreement in the literature as to what alternate test should be provided when cells have expected
frequencies smaller than five (see Lydersen, Fagerland, & Laake, 2009). Thankfully, none of the other
recommended tests (e.g., exact unconditional tests) yielded results contradicting the ones presented here.
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about what test to use, but also, at how, at least on statistical internet forums, the preoccupation
is largely about making sure one’s results are statistically significant (e.g., ‘use this test, it’s more
powerful and you’ll get significant results!’). I certainly feel preoccupied too—I do not have
access to a statistics textbook as I am currently working from a remote location in Alaska and my
informal statistical consultant has left town for graduation. I have been anxiously computing
these different tests and have just spent a great amount of time almost obsessing over making
sure I understand them. My preoccupation though is definitely not about finding a significant
result. To be honest, I don’t care about the p-value. Everything is meaningful and can be put to
interpretation—including nonsignificant results. And yet, I have just spent the better part of an
entire week computing all these different tests, reckoning that once my consultant is back in
town, I can simply ask her which test I should use and then report that one, regardless of whether
it has yielded more or less significant p values than another test. So what is my anxiety about? I
am simply worried about using the wrong test; about someone reading my dissertation and
saying: “You used the wrong test”. I am not worried about the significance of my results. I am
worried about being viewed as incompetent, as… insignificant.
Analysis of preferences with respect to title usage. With all respondent and interlocutor
types collapsed, respondents reported using their title when introducing themselves 59.81% of
the time (SD = 25.23). We have already seen above that the corresponding figures for DCTs and
non-DCTs—with interlocutor types collapsed—were 58.56% (SD = 26.45) and 62.33% (SD =
23.91). In order to determine whether these percentages of reported title usage significantly
differ from a scenario whereby title usage and non-usage would be split right down the middle at
50/50, indicating no preference towards either mode of self-presentation, a trio of Chi-Square
tests for goodness of fit was conducted. Results showed that the proportions obtained
significantly differed from a 50/50 no-preference scenario, indicating a clear, albeit modest,
preference for title usage upon introductions across all interlocutor types and that this was the
case for ALL respondents, χ2 (1) = 9.24, p = .002, for DCTs only, χ2 (1) = 4.90, p = .027, and for
non-DCTs only, χ2 (1) = 4.57, p = .033.
Table 8.2 presents the percent proportions of reported introductory title usage by
interlocutor type, a consideration of which will allow us to fine-tune our analysis of preferences
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with respect to the same. Another series of Chi Square tests for goodness of fit was computed,
this time for the reported introductory title usage proportions obtained for each interlocutor type.
Results showed that, with respondent types collapsed, the differences observed were
significantly different than a 50/50 no-preference scenario for the following interlocutor types:
Undergraduate Students (70.37% reported title usage; χ2 (1) = 4.48, p = .034); Client/Patients
(74.07% reported title usage; χ2 (1) = 6.26, p = .012); Clinical Psychologists (23.08% reported
title usage; χ2 (1) = 7.54, p = .006); Media (92.59% reported title usage; χ2 (1) = 19.59, p < .001);
Court/Legal Settings (96.00% reported title usage; χ2 (1) = 21.16, p < .001); and NonProfessional Settings (11.54% reported title usage; χ2 (1) = 15.39, p < .001).
Table 8.2. Percentage of Introductory Title Staters, by Respondent and Interlocutor Type

%
Title
Staters

1
2

DCTs
n = 18
xDCTs
n=9
ALL
N = 27

Underg
Stdnts
66.67%

Grad Stdnts

Clin
Psychs1
27.78%

MDs

Media

61.11%

Clients/
Patients
77.78%

94.44%

Court/
Legal2
93.75%

NonProfess.1
11.11%

50.00%

77.77%

33.33%

66.66%

12.50%

77.78%

88.89%

100.00%

12.50%

70.37%

51.85%

74.07%

23.08%

59.26%

92.59%

96.00%

11.54%

Due to response omission: NALL = 26 and nxDCTs = 8
Due to response omissions: NALL = 25, nDCTs = 16, and nxDCTs = 9

The only two interlocutor types for which overall respondents seemed to have no
preference with respect to introductory title usage or non-usage were Graduate Students (51.85%
reported title usage; χ2 (1) = 0.04, p = .847) and MDs (59.26% reported title usage; χ2 (1) =
0.93, p = .336). This makes sense, given that Graduate Students and MDs were the interlocutor
types that yielded the biggest, though nonsignificant, differences between DCTs and non-DCTs,
with the net effect of bringing the proportion of reported title vs. non-title usage closer to the
50/50 midline when collapsing respondent types.
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Summing up, with respect to those interlocutor types for which there was a statistically
significant preference over chance levels with respect to title usage, respondents indicated a clear
preference for introductory title use with Undergraduate Students, Clients/Patients, Media, and
Court/Legal interlocutors and an even clearer preference for introductory title non-use amongst
themselves (Clinical Psychologists) and interlocutors in Non-Professional Settings. Finally, MDs
and Graduate Students, as proposed interlocutors, yielded title usage vs. non-usage proportions
comparable to chance levels, indicating no preference, though this may have been due to the fact
that these two interlocutors were the ones for which there was the least consensus between DCTs
and non-DCTs. It is also worthy of note that the Non-Professional, Media, and Court/Legal
interlocutor types, being those for which there was the most consensus between DCTs and nonDCTs, also happened to be the ones that yielded the strongest preferences overall, whether it be
for title non-usage (Non-Professional) or title usage (Media and Court/Legal).
Figure 8.3 reproduces in a bar graph the percentages reported in Table 8.2, with
interlocutor types arranged in the order of those least to most likely to hear our respondents
introduce themselves by using their title of ‘Doctor’ (based on overall sample). The graph shows
that, respondent types collapsed, survey respondents reported using their ‘Doctor’ title the most
when introducing themselves to Court/Legal and Media interlocutors (both 90%+ of the time),
followed by Clients/Patients in third and Undergraduate Students in fourth place (both roughly ¾
of the time), MDs in fifth and Graduate Students in sixth place (both roughly half of the time),
other Clinical Psychologists in seventh place (roughly ¼ of the time) and finally, NonProfessional interlocutors in last place (about 10% of the time).
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Figure 8.3. Percentage of Reported Introductory Title Use, by Ascending Order

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%

DCTs

50%

xDCTs

40%

ALL

30%
20%
10%
0%

Figure 8.4 presents yet again the same data, this time with interlocutor types grouped by
status, with relatively lower status interlocutors to the left and relatively higher status ones to the
right of the mid-point, which can be defined as middle/neutral in terms of status. Whereas the
attribution of interlocutors to either the low or high status grouping was essentially based on my
own prejudice of how society in general would appraise them, the midline/neutral point was
determined from the perspective of my actual respondents, Clinical Psychologists and their NonProfessional lifeworld.53 As for the specific order of interlocutors within the status groupings, I
arranged them in order of most (closer to midpoint) to least (further from midpoint) similar
identity-wise from Clinical Psychologists.

The Non-Professional interlocutor type poses a problem here. We may consider the non-professional as the friend
or the acquaintance—our close ones, so to speak, who resemble us— but also as the stranger, who epitomizes
alterity. In hindsight, it could have been interesting for the Doctor Survey to differentiate between those two possible
and antipodal meanings of ‘Non-Professional’. Nonetheless, I see this type of interlocutor as separate from all the
other professional ones and so, we can bracket out this category and its complexities, for the present analysis.
53
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Figure 8.4. Percentage of Reported Introductory Title Use, by Status Groupings

100%
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10%
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ALL

What becomes immediately noticeable is the U-shaped curve, suggesting that my
respondents’ reports, qua clinical psychologists, show increasing use of the title of ‘Doctor’ as
the introductions move to interlocutors that increasingly differ from them.54 To the left of the
mid-point, we can conceive of an increasing gradient of difference as we move from Graduate
Students (who are on their way to become Clinical Psychologists), to Undergraduate Students
(who may not become ‘Doctors’, but who still study the discipline), and to Clients/Patients (who
tend to be ‘othered’ or differentiated by diagnostic labels and the various distancing parameters
of the therapy session). Similarly, to the right of the midpoint, we can also reasonably envisage
an increasing gradient of difference as we move from MDs (who, like Clinical Psychologists,
purport to heal) to Media (who, hopefully unlike Clinical Psychologists, interrogate, though do

54

The reader is cautioned that I am mostly basing myself on the ‘ALL’ curve in the foregoing analysis and that there
are minor differences if one looks at the ‘DCTs’ and ‘xDCTs’ curves more closely.
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attend to narratives and stories), to Court/Legal interlocutors (who differ even more from us
because we, as clinicians, don’t ‘judge’—in my judgment anyway55).
In short, we can look at the arrangement in terms of status or difference—the nexus of
which can be seen in the term ‘distinction’. With respect to ‘difference’ or—to word it more
closely to a major KeepUseTheme that emerged from the qualitative analysis in Chapter 6—
differentiation, it seems that, in general, respondents’ reports indicated that title usage increases
as identity differentiation increases. With respect to status, however, it seems that title usage
increases on both sides from the neutral midpoint, though unequally so (steeper rise to the right)
making me wonder whether the increase to the left (lower status group) and the more marked
increase to the right (higher status group) relate to different intentions. Does the need for the title
as differentiator differ depending on whether the other is of relatively lower or higher status?
Interlocutor type comparisons. Having compared respondent types and obtained a
pattern of nonsignificant differences in proportions of reported introductory title usage between
DCTs and non-DCTs, and having compared the same proportions to a 50/50 no preference
scenario and obtained significant results for most interlocutors, we now turn to directly
comparing interlocutor types with one another. This requires a flip in perspective, considering
the matter from the standpoint of each interlocutor type and asking whether differences obtained
in reported introductory title usage between any two interlocutor types are statistically
significant. In other words, upon meeting with my respondents, would the odds of hearing
“Hello, I’m Doctor so-and so” significantly differ for any two particular interlocutor types?56
55

Of course, forensic psychologists might quibble with my classification and argue that Court/Legal interlocutors
are closer to Clinical Psychologists than the Media. They may very well have a convincing case. No matter, we
could invert these two and the graph would not change much.
56
An interesting avenue for future research would be to actually ask real people about their experience of this. What
happens to clients or patients when their new therapist introduces himself/herself as ‘Doctor’, or to a physician, or to
an undergraduate student? Is it experienced as a put down? As reassuring? As a dominance claim? As a solidarity
move?
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To this end, I computed pairwise McNemar tests for all 28 possible combinations of ‘x’
vs. ‘y’ interlocutor types, with results presented in Table 8.3 and, perhaps with greater
intelligibility, in Figure 8.5, which summarizes the findings described in the present chapter by
using circles to map each interlocutor type and its associated percentage of reported introductory
title usage (using ALL respondents and rounded off to a whole number). In Figure 8.5, full
circles indicate that a preference for title usage or non-usage was found to be statistically
significantly different from a 50/50 no preference scenario and dotted circles indicate no
preference towards either title usage or non-usage. Spatially, the lower the circles are represented
on the page, the lower the probability that my respondents, upon meeting this type of interlocutor
and introducing themselves, would use their title of ‘Doctor’. Partially overlapping circles
between any two interlocutor types mean that the difference in reported introductory rate of title
usage obtained was not statistically significant as per McNemar test results, meaning that we
cannot conclude with reasonable confidence that any differences obtained between them were
due to an effect beyond chance. Further, all interlocutor types belonging in a chain of
overlapping circles were also shown not to be significantly different from one another in reported
introductory title usage. If any two interlocutors’ circles do not touch, this means that the
difference in the rate of introductory title usage obtained between them was statistically
significant. The double arrowed line represents a bridge of nonsignificant difference that pertains
only to the two circles being bridged.
The reader curious to follow the experience of any specific interlocutor, based on the data
obtained from my respondents, may use Figure 8.5 to do so. Given my interest in clinical
psychology, I will use the Client/Patient as an illustrative starting point. We can see from Figure
8.5 that almost three quarters of my respondents reported using their title of ‘Doctor’ upon
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Table 8.3. McNemar Test Results57 for 28 Interlocutor Type Pairwise Comparisons
Interlocutor Pairs:
Clients/Patients vs. Undergraduates
Clients/Patients vs. Graduates
Clients/Patients vs. Clinical Psychologistsa
Clients/Patients vs. MDs
Clients/Patients vs. Media
Clients/Patients vs. Court/Legalb
Clients/Patients vs. Non-Professionala
Undergraduates vs. Graduates
Undergraduates vs. Clinical Psychologistsa
Undergraduates vs. MDs
Undergraduates vs. Media
Undergraduates vs. Court/Legalb
Undergraduates vs. Non-Professionala
Graduates vs. Clinical Psychologistsa
Graduates vs. MDs
Graduates vs. Media
Graduates vs. Court/Legalb
Graduates vs. Non-Professionala
Clinical Psychologists vs. MDsa
Clinical Psychologists vs. Mediaa
Clinical Psychologists vs. Court/Legalc
Clinical Psychologists vs. Non-Professionala
MDs vs. Media
MDs vs. Court/Legalb
MDs vs. Non-Professionala
Media vs. Court/Legalb
Media vs. Non-Professionala
Court/Legal vs. Non-Professionalc
a
Due to response omission: NALL = 26
b
Due to response omissions: NALL = 25
c
Due to response omissions: NALL = 24

% Reported Introductory
Title Usage
74.07% vs. 70.37%
74.07% vs. 51.85%
76.92% vs. 23.08%
74.07% vs. 59.26%
74.07% vs. 92.59%
72.00% vs. 96.00%
76.92% vs. 11.54%
70.37% vs. 51.85%
69.23% vs. 23.08%
70.37% vs. 59.26%
70.37% vs. 92.59%
72.00% vs. 96.00%
69.23% vs. 11.54%
53.85% vs. 23.08%
51.85% vs. 59.26%
51.85% vs. 92.59%
56.00% vs. 96.00%
53.85% vs. 11.54%
23.08% vs. 57.69%
23.08% vs. 92.31%
25.00% vs. 95.83%
23.08% vs. 11.54%
59.26% vs. 92.59%
64.00% vs. 96.00%
57.69% vs. 11.54%
92.00% vs. 96.00%
92.31% vs. 11.54%
95.83% vs. 12.50%

Significance
p = 1.000
p = .070
p < .001
p = .388
p = .125
p = .031
p < .001
p = .125
p < .001
p = .549
p = .070
p = .031
p < .001
p = .008
p = .754
p = .001
p = .002
p = .003
p = .004
p < .001
p < .001
p = .375
p = .004
p = .008
p = .002
p = 1.000
p < .001
p < .001

introducing themselves to Clients/Patients, placing that type of interlocutor significantly above
the 50-50 no preference line. There was therefore a clear preference for introductory title usage
with Clients/Patients as reported by my survey respondents. We also see that although
respondents reported a higher rate of introductory title usage with Clients/Patients than with
Undergraduate Students, MDs, and Graduate students, these differences were found to be
statistically nonsignificant, as indicated by these four types of interlocutors being part of the
same overlapping chain. It is also interesting to note, however, that of these four interlocutor
57

All p-values are exact, 2-tailed, with the binomial distribution used, as per SPSS output. SPSS defaults to
binomial distribution use when expected frequencies are small.
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Figure 8.5. Conceptual Mapping of Pairwise Comparisons for Interlocutor Types 58

Media
(93%)

Court/Legal
(96%)

50/50 no
preference line
Clients/
Patients
(74%)

Undergraduate
Students
(70%)

MDs
(59%)

Clinical
Psychologists
(23%)

Graduate
Students
(52%)

NonProfessional
(12%)

types, the Clients/Patients were the only ones who did not differ significantly from Media
interlocutors as indicated by the double arrowed bridge allowing only these two circles to touch.
Summarizing Statements
In concluding this section on the ‘self-presentation’ level, we see that a combined reading
of both Figures 8.3 (U-shaped curve) and 8.4 (Circles) shows the following tendencies: 1)
Reported introductory title usage increases on both sides of the status divide centering around the
midpoint of the Clinical Psychologist and his/her adjoining Non-Professional world; 2) The
58

Please note that the percentages in Figure 8.5 may not precisely match those in Table 8.3 as some of the McNemar
Test pairwise comparisons required different combinations of data exclusion given response omissions.
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further the interlocutor is—identity-wise—from the central point of the Clinical Psychologist, the
more reported introductory title usage increases; 3) MDs and Graduate Students, who both flank
Clinical Psychologists in terms of identity in the health care and academic spheres, respectively,
situate around the midline of no-preference with respect to title usage, as if, overall, respondents
know not quite what to do with those professional interlocutors closest to them (and with DCTs
and non-DCTs seeming to be less in agreement); 4) When there is a clear preference for title
usage (circles above the no preference line) it is more marked for higher status interlocutors (to
the right of the U-curve) than for lower status ones (to the left of the U-curve); 5) When there is
clear preference for title non-usage (bottom circles), it is reserved for interlocutors closer to the
self or neutral in status (middle of the U-curve). Succinctly put, my respondents reported
preferring not to use their title amongst themselves and their close ones (Non-Professionals); are
split right down the middle when it comes to those closest to them professionally (Graduate
Students and MDs); increasingly prefer to use their title as interlocutors increasingly differ from
them in identity or status (regardless of valence), and do so even more increasingly with higher
than lower status interlocutors.
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Chapter 9
Requested Mode of Address
In the previous chapter, we focused our analysis on the ‘self-presentation’ level and
found that for most interlocutor types, respondents had clear preferences either for stating their
title upon making introductions (with Undergraduates, Clients/Patients, the Media, and
Court/Legal) or for not stating it (with Clinical Psychologists and Non-Professionals), the only
two exceptions being for Graduate and MD interlocutors, with whom respondents reported no
clear preference. Let us now examine in greater detail the ‘requested mode of address’ level,
which pertains to whether respondents reported providing choice or making requests (either for
title or for no-title) with respect to how they are to be addressed by interlocutors. Figure 9.1
below presents the key findings for Chapter 9.
Figure 9.1. Chapter 9 Key Findings

o

With respect to being addressed…
•

…respondents reported providing choice to interlocutors significantly more often than
making requests to either be addressed or not to be addressed as ‘Doctor’.

•

…respondents reported requesting to be addressed as ‘Doctor’ more often than requesting
not to be addressed as ‘Doctor’, though this difference was only marginally significant.

•

…the overall reported preference for choice giving was the least pronounced for
interlocutors in Non-Professional and Court/Legal settings, who yielded the highest
proportions of No-Title Requesting and Title-Requesting, respectively.

•

…22% of respondents reported requesting their Clients/Patients to address them as ‘Doctor’,
while 0% reported requesting them not to, with Media and Court/Legal interlocutors being
the only other types also never being requested to forego the title in addressing respondents.

o

About a quarter of respondents reported having their title of ‘Doctor’ listed on non-academic ID
cards.

o

Conclusion:
•

Respondents tend to shy away from making requests when it comes to being addressed as
‘Doctor’, preferring to provide choice instead.
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Requested Mode of Address Level: Extreme Respondents
Across-the-board & never-the-case Title Requesters. Among Doctor Survey
respondents, there were none that could be categorized as across-the-board Title Requesters,
meaning that no one reported requesting to be addressed as ‘Doctor’ across all interlocutor types.
However, one respondent (3.70%) (DCT15-70s) came close, reporting making title usage
requests for all interlocutor types but Non-Professionals, for whom he/she reported being a
Choice Giver. It should be recalled (see Figure 8.2 in previous chapter) that, in the Doctor
Survey, the Title Request response option was only paired with a Stater response option and
therefore, being an across-the-board Title Requester would also require one to be an across-theboard Stater, which, as we have seen in Chapter 8, was rendered unlikely by the NonProfessional interlocutor type. As for never-the-case Title Requesters, 11 respondents
(40.74%)—eight DCTs and three non-DCTs—did not report making any title usage requests
across all interlocutor types (DCT4-80s; DCT5-90s; DCT7-70s; DCT9-00s; DCT11-00s;
DCT13-80s; DCT14-80s; DCT16-80s; xDCT2-80s; xDCT3-00s; xDCT9-00s). In short, with
respect to requesting to be addressed as ‘Doctor’, extreme respondents to the Doctor Survey
were more numerous at the ‘never-the-case’ pole than at the ‘across-the-board’ pole.
Across-the-board & never-the-case No-Title Requesters. With respect to across-theboard No-Title Requesters, that is, those who consistently reported requesting not to be
addressed as ‘Doctor’ for all interlocutor types provided, there were none. The respondent who
came closest was just past the halfway mark, reporting requesting not to be addressed by title
with 5 out of 9 provided interlocutors (DCT2-??s). Further, a total of 12 respondents (44.44%)—
9 DCTs and 3 non-DCTs—were never-the-case No-Title Requesters, having not reported
requesting not to be addressed as ‘Doctor’ across all interlocutor types (DCT1-70s; DCT7-70s;
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DCT8-00s; DCT10-00s; DCT11-00s; DCT13-80s; DCT14-80s; DCT15-70s; DCT17-80s;
xDCT2-80s; xDCT6-90s; xDCT8-00s). Summing up, with respect to No-Title requesting, a
similar pattern was found as that obtained for Title Requesting: Extreme respondents were more
numerous at the ‘never-the-case’ pole than at the ‘across-the-board’ pole, suggesting that even
the most extreme respondents tend to shy away from requesting—whether it be for title usage or
non-title usage. In other words, extreme respondents are more extreme in avoiding extreme
entitlement (as indicated by across-the-board Title Requesting) and in avoiding extreme modesty
(as indicated by across-the board No-Title Requesting) than in displaying either.
Across-the-board & never-the-case Choice Givers. Finally, there were a total of five
respondents (18.52%)—4 DCTs and 1 non-DCT—who could be classified as across-the-board
Choice Givers (DCT7-70s; DCT11-00s; DCT13-80s; DCT14-80s; xDCT2-80s), and none as
‘never-the-case’ Choice Givers, indicating that extreme respondents to the Doctor Survey did not
shy away from providing choice to interlocutors.
Summarizing the analysis of extreme respondents on both the ‘self-presentation’ (see
Chapter 8) and ‘requested mode of address’ levels, we can conclude that 1) There was variability
in reported title usage across interlocutor types especially on the ‘self-presentation’ level, but
also on the ‘requested mode of address’ level, in that extreme respondents always accounted for
less than half the total sample size; 2) DCTs tended to be somewhat more extreme in their
reports than non-DCTs as they accounted for 77.78% of the 36 instances of extreme (or almost)
response sets, when a representation proportionate to the DCT sample size would have been
closer to 66.67% ; 3) On the ‘self-presentation’ level, there were more across-the-board (or
almost) Staters than across-the-board (or almost) Non-Staters; 4) On the ‘requested mode of
address’ level, across-the-board Choice Givers were more common than across-the-board Title
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or No-Title Requesters and, for never-the-case extreme response sets, the opposite was the true;
and 5) Looking at year of degree obtention, there were no discernible patterns except for the fact
that the various decades tended to be represented in each category, the only exception being that
both across-the-board Staters reported obtaining their degrees in the 2000s and the only acrossthe-board Non-Stater reported obtaining his/hers in the 1970s. These are small numbers however,
and also, if we consider almost across-the-board Staters, 70s and 80s graduates were also
represented. In conclusion, on the ‘self-presentation’ level, extreme respondents were more protitle usage, but on the ‘requested mode of address’ level, they tended to shy away from making
requests, providing choice instead.
Requested Mode of Address Level: All Respondents
Respondent type comparisons. Table 9.1 presents the mean percentage of respondents
who reported either giving choice, requesting title use, or requesting no title use, with different
interlocutor types collapsed. With respondent types also collapsed, respondents reported
requesting being addressed by their title 22.59% of the time. The corresponding figure for DCTs
was 19.17% and for non-DCTs, 29.44%, yielding a ‘small-to-medium’ difference of 10.27% that
was found to be statistically nonsignificant, t(25) = 0.95, p = .353, gs = 0.37.
Table 9.1. Mean Percentages and Standard Deviations for Requested Modes of Address
Title Requesting
DCTs
19.17%a,d,j (25.19)
(n =18)
Non-DCTs 29.44%a,e,k (29.40)
(n = 9)
ALL
22.59%f,l(26.56)
(N = 27)
a,b,c,e,j,k
: ns
l
: p = .054
d,h,f,g,i
: p < .001

Choice Giving

No-Title Requesting

69.89%b,d,g (27.73)

10.94%c,g.j (16.31)

62.78%b,e,h (26.41)

7.67%c,h,k (8.02)

67.52%f,i (27.00)

9.85%i,l (14.01)
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With respect to requesting not to be addressed by title, respondents overall reported doing
so 9.85% of the time, with DCTs and non-DCTs in particular reporting doing so 10.94% and
7.67% of the time, respectively. Again, the ‘small’ difference of 3.27% between respondent
types was found to be statistically nonsignificant, t(25) = 0.57, p = .577, gs = 0.22 . Finally, taken
all together, respondents reported giving choice 67.52% of the time. The corresponding figures
for DCTs and non-DCTs were 69.89% and 62.78%, respectively. Yet again, the ‘small’
difference of 7.11% between DCTs and non-DCTs was found to be nonsignificant, t(25) = 0.64,
p = .529, gs = 0.25.
In short, for the ‘requested mode of address’ level, differences obtained between DCTs
and non-DCTs, both in giving choice and requesting either title use or non-use, were rather small
and could not confidently be attributed to an effect beyond chance. However, and most
importantly, were the differences obtained between the various types of requested modes of
address (Title, Choice, & No-Title) significant?
Requested modes of address comparisons. To investigate the matter, a series of paired
samples t-tests was computed and revealed that: 1) For DCTs, the difference between mean
percentage of Choice Giving (69.89%) vs. Title Requesting (19.17%) was significant, t(17) =
4.27, p = .001, gav = 1.83; 2) For non-DCTs, the difference between the same (62.78% vs.
29.44%) was nonsignificant, t(8) = 1.81, p = .108, gav = 1.08; and 3) With all respondents
combined, the said difference (67.52% vs. 22.59%) was statistically significant, t(26) = 4.52, p <
.001, gav = 1.63. Taken together, these findings suggest that DCTs (and respondents overall)
reported giving choice to interlocutors about how to address them significantly more often than
requesting them to be addressed by title, but that for non-DCTs, the difference observed could
not conclusively be attributed to an effect beyond chance. Given the smaller sample size for the
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non-DCT group and the fact that the obtained difference between mean percent Choice Giving
and Title Requesting was ‘large’, it is possible that a larger sample size would have yielded
significant results.
Considering the Choice Giving vs. No-Title Requesting mean percentages, again with all
interlocutor types collapsed, results showed that: 1) For DCTs, the difference between mean
percentage of Choice Giving (69.89%) vs. No-Title Requesting (10.94%) was significant, t(17) =
6.61, p < .001, gav = 2.48; 2) For non-DCTs, the difference between the same (62.78% vs.
7.67%) was also significant, t(8) = 6.46, p < .001, gav = 2.55; and 3) With all respondents
combined, the said difference (67.52% vs. 9.85%) was yet again statistically significant, t(26) =
8.87, p < .001, gav = 2.60. With all three effect sizes being ‘large’, we can conclude that
respondents reported Giving Choice significantly more than Requesting No-Title Use.
Having seen that reports of Choice Giving predominate over Title Requesting and NoTitle Requesting, let us now directly compare the two types of requests (to be vs. not to be
addressed as ‘Doctor’): 1) For DCTs, the difference between mean percentage of Title
Requesting (19.17%) vs. No-Title Requesting (10.94%) was nonsignificant, t(17) = 1.08, p =
.293, gav = 0.37; 2) For non-DCTs, the difference between the same (29.44% vs. 7.67%) was
also nonsignificant, t(8) = 1.92, p = .092, gav = 0.91; and 3) With all respondents combined, the
said difference (22.59% vs. 9.85%) was marginally significant, t(8) = 2.02, p = .054, gav = 0.58).
Again, given a ‘large’ effect size for the non-DCT difference, we may surmise that a higher
sample size might have yielded statistical significance.
In sum, having seen in the previous chapter that, for the ‘self-presentation’ level, there
was a statistically significant clear preference for title usage upon making introductions (with
respondent and interlocutor types collapsed), we have learned from the ‘requested mode of
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address’ level that respondents reported favoring providing choice to others over making
requests to be addressed or not addressed by title. This pattern of results is consistent with our
analysis of extreme respondents. Interestingly, we also see that respondents (especially nonDCTs) tended to report making more requests to be addressed by title than requests not to be,
with the caveat that this difference was only marginally significant. Succinctly put, on the
‘requested mode of address’ level Choice Giving largely predominates, followed by Title
Requesting and, closely behind, No-Title Requesting.
Befindlichkeit 9
I’m reviewing my own experience with professors to see how it compares with my findings as
outlined above. At first glance, it seems to fit: I have indeed not received many direct requests to
address my professors as ‘Doctor’ nor many direct requests not to. Does this mean I was given
choice though? Not necessarily! It is possible that my compulsion to play it safe with respect to
title usage may have obviated the need for title usage requests from professors.
Further, what strikes me is the variation in mode of address requests I have been met with by
studying in different parts of the world. Indeed, during my undergraduate studies in Montréal,
Canada, professors tended to be proactive in asking students to address them by first name.
During my MA studies in Delhi, India, however, professors were either addressed as Dr.+last
name or, more frequently, last name+Sir/M’am or first name+Sir/M’am. There seemed to be a
gender and age effect whereby older men were more likely to be addressed as last name+Sir,
whereas younger men and women of any age were more likely to be addressed as first
name+Sir/M’am. These variances aside, it seemed unthinkable to address anyone by first name
only and if I did not experience any title usage requests, it is probably because I never dared
deviate from current and local practice. As for my doctoral studies in the United States, address
etiquette seemed to be more fuzzy, with most professors accepting both address by first name
(usually after the student requested it or specifically asked for the professor’s preference) and by
title (with the only subtle indication of a hinted request not to be addressed as ‘Doctor’ being
signing return emails by first name), with none of them bringing the subject up proactively.
Interestingly, to this day, I address my dissertation director as ‘Doctor’! And though he has
shifted to signing his emails with his first name, he has not explicitly requested me not to address
him as ‘Doctor.’ My sense is that this is so because, being a kind and gentle man, he is not prone
to making requests and because I, myself, fear displeasing others and always play it safe, using
the title until and unless someone specifically spells it out: “Please call me by my first name”.
How strange that my director and I have remained silent about an irony-laden situation wherein
we are working on this joint project to break the silence in the literature around the title of
‘Doctor’, but have not spoken about how the title has manifested itself in our relationship. To be
honest, I am comfortable calling him ‘Doctor’—the part that makes me cringe is the prospect of
him returning the address upon a successful defense. I suspect most of my procrastination in
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writing this dissertation—a trait uncharacteristic of me—has stemmed from wanting to delay this
painful moment.
Interlocutor types comparisons. Table 9.2 presents the percentages of respondents, by
type, who reported being Choice Givers, Title Requesters, or No-Title Requesters for each of the
provided interlocutor types. Figure 9.2 presents the same data in the form of three bar graphs—
one for each requested mode of address (Title, Choice, & No-Title)—with interlocutor types
arranged from lowest to highest in percentages obtained (based on overall sample). An
examination of the table and graphs shows that, generally, rates for DCTs, non-DCTs, and ALL
respondents are similar and vary in similar directions for different interlocutor types, especially
so for the Title Requesting and No-Title Requesting categories (exceptions to this will be noted
below).
Table 9.2. Percentage of Respondents who Reported Title Requesting, Choice Giving, or No-Title Requesting
Underg
Stdnts

Grad
Stdnts

Clients/
Patients

Title
Requesting

Clin
Psychs1

MDs

11.11%
DCTs 33.33% 16.67% 22.22% 5.56%
n = 18
0.00%
xDCTs 33.33% 0.00% 22.22% 0.00%
n=9
33.33% 11.11% 22.22% 3.85%
7.41%
ALL
N = 27
Choice
DCTs 61.11% 55.55% 77.78% 77.78% 83.30%
Giving
n = 18
xDCTs 55.55% 77.78% 77.78% 87.50% 100.00%
n=9
59.26% 62.96% 77.78% 80.77% 88.89%
ALL
N = 27
No-Title
5.56% 27.78% 0.00% 16.67%
5.56%
DCTs
Requesting
n = 18
0.00%
xDCTs 11.11% 22.22% 0.00% 12.50%
n=9
7.41% 25.92% 0.00% 15.38%
3.70%
ALL
N = 27
1
Due to response omission: NALL = 26 and nxDCTs = 8
2
Due to response omissions: NALL = 25, nDCTs = 16, and nxDCTs = 9
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Media

Court/
Legal2

NonProfess.1

33.33%

43.75%

0.00%

33.33%

55.56%

0.00%

33.33%

48.00%

0.00%

66.67%

56.25%

66.67%

66.67%

44.44%

50.00%

66.67%

52.00%

61.54%

0.00%

0.00%

33.33%

0.00%

0.00%

50.00%

0.00%

0.00%

38.46%

Inferential statistics were not conducted due to the small frequencies obtained in the Title
and No-Title Request categories and also because the t-test analyses reported above already
showed that my respondents had an overall clear preference for providing choice to their
interlocutors as to how to address them. We will therefore simply content ourselves with
exploring patterns according to interlocutor types, with respondent types collapsed. Doing so, we
see that the overall preference for providing choice was most pronounced for MDs (88.89%),
Clinical Psychologists (80.77%), Clients/Patients (77.78%), and Media (66.67%), and least
pronounced for Graduate Students (62.96%), Non-Professionals (61.54%), Undergraduate
Students (59.26%), and Court/Legal (52.00%). An examination of the two types of requests
(Title and No-Title) will allow us to determine which contributed more to this relative loss of
choice for the latter four interlocutors.
For Non-Professional interlocutors, the loss of choice is entirely attributable to No-Title
Requests—of all interlocutor types, Non-Professionals yielded the highest percentage for NoTitle Requests (38.46%)—and most definitely not to Title Requests, which had a 0% reported
rate—the lowest rate obtained among all interlocutor types. It is also interesting to note that for
non-DCTs, the ratio of reported Choice Giving to No-Title Requesting with Non-Professional
interlocutors was 50-50, the only instance when Choice Giving did not predominate over NoTitle requesting.
For Court/Legal interlocutors, the situation is reversed: Loss of choice can be entirely
related to Title Requests—of all interlocutor types, Court/Legal yielded the highest percentage of
Title Requests (48.00%)— and most certainly not related to No-Title Requests, which had a 0%
reported rate, the lowest rate obtained tied with Media and Client/Patients. Again, it is worthy of
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Figure 9.2. Percentage of Respondents who Reported Being (a) Title Requesters, (b) Choice Givers,
or (c) No-Title Requesters, by Ascending Order
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note that non-DCTs reported a 55.56% rate of Title Requesting with Court/Legal interlocutors,
the only time that reported Title Requesting superseded Choice Giving.
In short, with Non-Professional interlocutors, those with whom, as seen on the ‘selfpresentation’ level, my respondents reported using their titles the least upon being introduced,
the overall tendency on the ‘requested mode of address’ level is to provide less choice via
increased requests not to be addressed as ‘Doctors.’ With Court/Legal interlocutors, those with
whom respondents reported using their titles the most upon being introduced, the overall
tendency on the ‘requested mode of address’ level was to provide less choice by increasing
requests to be addressed by title.
With respect to the other two interlocutors for whom the provision of choice was not as
marked as with other interlocutors—that is, Undergraduate and Graduate students— the loss of
choice was attributable to a combination of mild comparative increases in both Title and NoTitle Requests, with Title Requests predominating the mixture for Undergraduate Students
(33.33% for Title Requests vs. 7.41% for No-Title Requests) and the reverse being true for
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Graduate Students, whose loss of choice was more related to increases in No-Title Requesting
(25.92%) than in Title Requesting (11.11%).
Figure 9.3 reproduces the ‘requested mode of address’ data in the same way as Figure 8.4
did for the ‘self-presentation’ level, where interlocutor types were arranged according to status
and degree of identity differentiation (see Chapter 8). Considering Title Requesting first (graph
a), we see that the curve is similar to the one discussed for the ‘self-presentation’ level, being
generally shaped like an asymmetrical U, again with the right-side being more steep in rise,
suggesting that Title Requesting, like introductory Title Stating, rises more sharply for the higher
status group (right) than for the lower status one (left). However, the U of the Title Requesting
curve is wider compared to that of the Title Stating one, making the latter almost look like a V.
This suggests that Title Requesting does not increase as much with identity differentiation, at
least for the two interlocutors flanking our mid-point of Clinical Psychologists + NonProfessionals. That is, whereas respondents’ introductory Title Stating seemed to increase more
sharply from the midpoint to MDs and Graduate Students on either side, Title Requesting does
not seem to increase so much. It thus seems that while respondents seem to increase their
introductory Title Stating as they move from interacting with their own to interacting with
Graduates and MDs (changing a ‘no-stating’ policy to an ‘undecided’ one), they tend to provide
a break to these two interlocutor types when it comes to actually requesting them to be addressed
by title. The same break seems to be afforded to Clients/Patients as indicated by a dip to the left
of the Title Requesting curve that was generally not paralleled in the Title Stating curve (with the
exception of non-DCTs).
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Figure 9.3. Percentage of Respondents who Reported Being (a) Title Requesters, (b) Choice Givers (b), or (c)
No-Title Requesters, by Status Groupings
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Considering No-Title Requesting next (graph b), we can notice an inverted-U curve with
a central point that has shifted slightly to the left, making Graduate Students and NonProfessionals the interlocutors that obtained the highest rates of No-Title Requesting, with
Clinical Psychologists in third. The curve is also asymmetrical, suggesting that respondents
reduce their requests not to be called ‘Doctor’ more sharply to the right of the mid-point (higher
status) than to the left (lower status). While this could be interpreted as entailing that respondents
are simply less comfortable making requests with higher status groups than with lower status
groups, the fact that respondents were shown to request title usage more for higher status groups
(see graph a) indicates that this is unlikely. Rather, this differential reduction in No-Title
Requesting from the midpoint might be more suggestive of a slight preference for respondents to
keep having higher status groups (relative to lower status ones) address them by title or to show
magnanimity to lower status groups (relative to higher status ones), or both.
Of course, one must recall that these patterns of Title and No-Title Requesting take place
within an overall and more pronounced preference for Choice Giving. Considering graph (c),
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related to reported provision of choice, we see that the different respondent type curves are less
uniform, with Graduate Students being the interlocutor type for which there is the least
consensus between respondent types. It is also immediately noticeable that MDs dethrone
Clinical Psychologists as the interlocutor type provided with the most choice, though this can be
attributed to respondents reserving more No-Title Requests for their own.
Interaction Between ‘Self-Presentation’ and ‘Requested Mode of Address’ Levels
Interaction with extreme respondents. Whereas we had earlier considered extreme
respondents for the ‘self-presentation’ and ‘requested mode of address’ levels separately, I now
propose viewing them concurrently. It is interesting to note that the lone across-the-board NonStater (DCT7-70s) was also an across-the-board Choice Giver, whereas none of the 6 across-theboard (or almost) Staters were across-the-board Choice Givers. That being said, many of the
across-the-board Choice Givers were not across-the-board Non-Staters. Although the number of
extreme respondents is small, this suggests that those who most stringently introduce themselves
without using the title of ‘Doctor’ may also tend to give choice as to how their interlocutors will
address them, but that the reverse is unlikely to be true: Those who most stringently provide
choice as to how others address them do not necessarily as stringently introduce themselves
without the title.
Moreover, if the one almost across-the-board Title Requester was also an almost acrossthe-board Stater, not all across-the-board (or almost) Staters were across-the-board Title
Requesters, suggesting that stringently presenting oneself with the title of ‘Doctor’ does not
necessarily entail stringently requesting that one be addressed as such, but that perhaps the
reverse might be true: Stringently requesting to be addressed as ‘Doctor’ would entail also
stringently introducing oneself with the title.
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In sum, consistently providing choice would not preclude introducing oneself with the
title and consistently presenting oneself with the title would not entail requesting to be addressed
by it. From this analysis of extreme cases, a tentative hypothesis that would need to be confirmed
by further research can be formulated to the effect that the ‘self-presentation’ and ‘requested
mode of address’ levels may not always hang together.
Interaction with all respondents. Table 9.3 presents the ‘requested mode of address’
categories (Title Requester, Choice Giver, and No-Title Requester) and the associated
percentages of respondents belonging to them (based on total sample) as a function of the ‘selfpresentation’ categories (Title Stater and Non-Stater). That is, the cells under the shaded
‘Requested Mode of Address’ categories contain percentages of percentages that are based on
the proportion of respondents who were either Title Staters or Non-Staters (‘self-presentation’
level). As an example, we can see that with Undergraduates (3rd row from top), 47.37% of the
Title Staters were also Title Requesters, 42.11% were also Choice Givers, and 10.53% were also
No-Title Requesters (in total, these three account for 100% of the 70.37% of the total sample that
were Title Staters—each interlocutor type in the table is flanked by its associated percentage of
Staters and Non-Staters, based on the total sample).
If we consider Title Non-Staters first, we see that, all interlocutors combined (last row),
Title Non-Staters, who represented 40.19% of the entire sample, were overwhelmingly Choice
Givers (79.17%) rather than No-Title Requesters (20.83%). Breaking things down by
interlocutor type, this was unequivocally the case with Undergraduates, Clients/Patients, Media,
and Court/Legal interlocutors, for whom all Title Non-Staters were also Choice Givers, and none
were No-Title Requesters. As will be recalled, these four interlocutor types are the ones that
were pitted at either extreme of the U-Shaped Curves in Figures 8.3 (see Chapter 8) and 9.2.
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Table 9.3. Percentage of Title Requesters, Choice Givers, and No-Title Requesters, Sorted Out by ‘SelfPresentation’ Level

%
Stater

N =27

70.37
51.85
74.07
23.08
59.26
92.59
96.00
11.54
59.81
a
N = 26
b
N = 25

Undergraduates
Graduates
Clients/Patients
Clin. Psychol.a
MDs
Media
Court/Legalb
Non-Professionala
ALL Interloc.

%
NonStater
29.63
48.14
25.93
76.92
40.74
7.41
4.00
88.46
40.19

%Title
Requester
47.37
21.43
30.00
16.67
12.50
36.00
50.00
0.00
30.77

Title Stater
%Choice
Giver
42.11
57.14
70.00
83.33
87.50
64.00
50.00
100.00
65.73

%No-Title
Requester
10.53
21.43
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.50

Title Non-Stater
%Choice
%No-Title
Giver
Requester
100.00
69.23
100.00
80.00
90.91
100.00
100.00
56.52
79.17

0.00
30.77
0.00
20.00
9.09
0.00
0.00
43.48
20.83

Essentially, for these interlocutors, if the title hasn’t been stated during introductions, one can
expect that choice will be freely given and that, should one chose to address the Doctor by title,
he or she will accept the address as an expressed preference and will not explicitly request not to
be called ‘Doctor’. Considering the other four interlocutor types, we see that only 9.09% of the
Non-Staters reported they would make No-Title Requests with MDs, 20.00% reported they
would do the same with Clinical Psychologists, 30.77% with Graduate Students, and 43.48%
with Non-Professionals. We can thus conclude that the general tendency for title Non-Staters to
provide choice rather than request no-title usage is weaker with Graduate Student interlocutors
and almost non-existent for Non-Professionals, the latter of whom almost have a 50-50 chance of
either being given choice or being requested not to use the title when addressing a Non-Stater.
If we consider Staters, Table 9.3 indicates that, all interlocutor types collapsed, they also
predominantly reported providing choice (65.73%— lesser than Non-Staters at 79.17%) but very
rarely making No-Title Requests (3.50% vs. 20.83% for Non-Staters), doing so exclusively with
students (Undergraduates 10.53% and Graduates 21.43%). Therefore, if you were anyone but a
student and met one of my Doctor Survey respondents who reported using their title upon
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making introductions with whatever type of non-student interlocutor you happened to be, you
could be certain that they would not request you to stop calling them ‘Doctor’ if you did.
If, across all interlocutor types, Staters reported providing choice roughly 2/3rds of the
time (65.73%), they reported making requests to be addressed as ‘Doctor’ approximately 1/3rd of
the time (30.77%). Of course, we cannot compare this with the Non-Staters because there was no
response option for reporting Non-Stating and Title Requesting, under the assumption that no
respondents would have chosen it.
Title on ID Card Analyses
A question I added at the last minute to the Doctor Survey was the one about whether
respondents have their title of ‘Doctor’ listed on any of their non-academic ID cards (e.g., bank
cards, credit cards). Seven respondents (6 DCTs and 1 non-DCT) selected “Yes, currently”, with
all others selecting “No, never” (with the exception of 1 non-DCT who skipped the question,
making the total N for ID Card Analyses 26). Being surprised that more than a quarter (26.92%)
of respondents who answered the question reported having their title listed on their nonacademic cards, I decided to create two sub-groups (Carders vs. Non-Carders) to run some
analyses that can best be termed tentative and exploratory, given the very small sample size for
the Carder group.
Among Carders, all decades of PhD/PsyD obtention were represented (one in the 70s, two in
the 80s, one in the 90s, and two in the 2000s), suggesting that recency of title is unrelated to
having one’s title inscribed on non-academic ID cards. Table 9.4 presents some of the dependent
measures we have previously looked at (see Chapters 5, 8, & 9), this time arranged in terms of
Carders and non-Carders. The table shows that none of the t-tests computed to compare Carders
and Non-Carders yielded significance, suggesting that any differences obtained between both
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groups cannot conclusively be attributed to something other than chance. That being said, it is
possible that the small sample size for the Carder group may have caused a Type I error,
rendering statistically significant differences undetectable.
Table 9.4. Carders vs. Non-Carders on Different Measures
Carders
(n = 7)
526.14 (378.16)

Non-Carders
(n =19)
519.53 (370.03)

t(24) = 0.04, p = .968, gs = 0.02

#AttKeepUseArgs

3.00 (1.63)

3.74 (1.20)

t(24) = 1.27, p = .218, gs = 0.54

#AttStopUseArgs

1.29 (1.60)

1.89 (1.85)

t(24) = 0.77, p = .450, gs = 0.33

% Title Stating

64.28 (22.85)

56.05 (25.17)

t(24) = 0.76, p = .457, gs = 0.32

% Title Requesting

28.71 (31.17)

19.79 (25.81)

t(24) = 0.74, p = .466, gs = 0.32

% Choice Giving

59.14 (35.16)

70.63 (24.57)

t(24) = 0.94, p = .356, gs = 0.40

% No Title Requesting59

12.14 (23.88)

9.53 (9.26)

t(24) = 0.28, p = .786, gs = 0.11

%Ratio: Keep/Total Attributed Args.

81.21 (18.81)

72.87 (19.00)

t(24) = 1.00, p = .329, gs = 0.43

%Ratio: End/AttKeepUseArgs

88.57 (30.24)

78.42 (31.54)

t(24) = 0.74, p = .469, gs = 0.31

%Ratio: End/AttStopUseArgs

17.86 (37.40)

25.95 (36.55)

t(24) = 0.50, p = .623, gs = 0.21

%Ratio: Keep/Total Endorsed Args.

89.29 (19.67)

80.50 (23.98)

t(24) = 0.87, p = .396, gs = 0.37

Time of Survey Completion (seconds)

t-test

Despite the nonsignificant results, it is interesting to note that on most measures, Carders
tended to be more predisposed towards title usage or the KeepUse side of the debate than NonCarders’. For instance, Carders reported stating their title more when introducing themselves
(64.28% vs. 56.05% for Non-Carders—8.23% difference); Carders reported requesting title
usage more often (28.71% vs. 19.79% for Non-Carders—8.92% difference); Carders reported
providing less choice with respect to mode of address (59.14% vs. 70.63% for Non-Carders—
11.49% difference); Carders had a lower mean number of attributed StopUseArgs (1.29 vs. 1.89
59

For this test, Levene’s Test for Equality of Variances was statistically significant. Therefore, the statistics reported
are based on those outputted by SPSS when equal variances are not assumed.
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for Non-Carders); Carders’ mean percentage of total attributed arguments that were
KeepUseArgs was higher (81.21% vs. 72.87% for Non-Carders—8.34% difference), as was their
mean percentage of total endorsed arguments that were KeepUseArgs (89.29% vs. 80.50% for
Non-Carders—8.79% difference); Carders’ mean percentage of the attributed KeepUseArgs they
personally endorsed was higher (88.57% vs. 78.42% for Non-Carders—10.15% difference); and
Carders’ mean percentage of attributed StopUseArgs they personally endorsed was lower
(17.86% vs. 25.95% for Non-Carders—8.09% difference).
The only two title-related measures on which Carders were less conservative had to do
with the mean percentage of No-Title Requesting which was slightly higher (12.14% for Carders
vs. 9.53% for Non-Carders—2.61% difference) and the mean number of attributed KeepUseArgs
which was lower (3.00 for Carders vs. 3.74 for Non-Carders), suggesting that Carders reported
making slightly more requests not to be addressed as ‘Doctor’ and that they could come up with
less attributed KeepUseArgs. Finally, Carders took a mere six seconds more to complete the
Doctor Survey than Non-Carders (8min46s vs. for 8min40s), suggesting that they put in as much
effort as Non-Carders.
Befindlichkeit 10
I must admit I was quite surprised that a little more than a quarter of my respondents reported
having their title of ‘Doctor’ inscribed on their non-academic cards. I had expected and hoped
that no one would. Before looking at the data, I had assumed that Carders would represent the
epitome of academic arrogance—a need to show off one’s title when it’s entirely irrelevant to the
situation, where none of the KeepUseArgs my respondents had listed would apply. Why would
the bank teller need to know that you have a ‘Doctorate’ in psychology? I am reminded of a
woman I met on the bus who happened to work as a ticketing agent for an airline. As we were
discussing my dissertation topic, she mentioned that it happens frequently that academics insist
that their title be printed on their tickets, even though booking agents try to dissuade them from
insisting, given the confusion that could come up should a medical health emergency arise on the
flight and flight attendants need to quickly look through the passenger list for a ‘Doctor’—Yes,
the other kind! Is the title so important that even in the face of life and death we would still want
to be addressed by it?!? And yet, my Carder vs. Non-Carder analyses show that Carders were
only a tad more conservative—and not statistically significantly so—than Non-Carders, in what I
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consider, overall, a fairly conservative data set. I am forced to nonetheless revise my initial
suspicion of Carders as arrogant academics—seven of them did take the time to complete my
survey, after all! Clearly they made an effort and that doesn’t strike me as arrogant. I wonder if
'titling’ one’s non-academic ID cards might not be less a measure of arrogance and more a
measure of entitlement (a sense of deservingness in the face of making an effort, on a daily basis,
with clients, as well as during one’s extended period of study). I used to think of entitlement and
arrogance as the same. Now I’m not so sure. After-thought: ‘titling’ one’s ID cards is the
expression I used a few lines above. I had initially written ‘carding’ one’s title and then changed
it to ‘titling’ one’s card, which I thought more accurate because the ID card is needed anyway
and one thereafter decides to add one’s title on it. The thought of using ‘doctoring’ one’s card
also crossed my mind. I’m struck at the connotation of forgery here… Fake IDs, identity theft,
who is the real Doctor on this airline? Does carding one’s title make it more tangible?
Reported Changes in Title Usage & Attitude
As the reader may recall, the Doctor Survey included two questions about whether
respondents had noticed any changes in how they use the title and in their attitude with respect to
the same since having obtained their PhD/PsyD. Although open-ended textboxes were provided,
most respondents responded to both questions by writing ‘yes’ or ‘no’ (or ‘not really’) without
making further comment (11 DCTs and 7 non-DCTs—or 69.23% of the total sample, based on N
= 26 as a non-DCT skipped both questions). With respect to having noticed any changes in how
they use the title since having graduated, 73.08% of respondents (77.78% of DCTs and 62.50%
of non-DCTs) wrote ‘no’ or some variant of ‘not really’ (only 3 DCTs). As for noticing any
changes in their attitude towards the title since graduation, 73.08% of respondents (66.67% of
DCTs and 87.50% of non-DCTs) reported they hadn’t noticed any. All respondents who replied
to the questions in the affirmative wrote additional comments, which are presented verbatim in
Table 9.5 (in addition to the one comment that elaborated on a negative answer).
As can be seen from the table, the comments speak for themselves, though one will readily
notice that several respondents did not answer the question! Essentially, of those that replied to
the change-in-use question in the affirmative, three reported either using it often or more often as
compared to earlier (DCT-8-00s, DCT-17-80s, xDCT6-90s) and only one reported having
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Table 9.5. Verbatim Affirmative Responses to Change in Use or Attitude Survey Questions

DCT-5-90s
DCT-8-00s
DCT-12-00s

Change in Your Use of Title Since Graduation?
fewer people use the title than when I got my degree 30 yrs ago
It depends on the power dynamics of the individual relationship
I use it frequently as it is expected in my field of work
not in particular, though I am in academia, rather than providing direct health care, which is where
this might be more impactful.
I use the title more now than when I was younger
Generally somewhat more
I’ve become less attached to it
Change in Your Attitude Towards Title Since Graduation?
I feel more entitled to parity with physicians as “doctors”
It is an earned title and therefore should be used as appropriate
We are now seen as mid-level practitioners

DCT-14-80s
DCT-17-80s
xDCT6-90s

More importance to using the title
I see how valuable it is
More pro use

DCT-4-80s
DCT-5-90s
DCT-8-00s
DCT-9-00s
DCT-17-80s
xDCT6-90s
xDCT-7-90s

become less attached to it (xDCT-7-90s).60 With respect to change-in-attitude, it seems that most
respondents who endorsed a change stated having become more pro-title, using words like
“entitled”, “earned”, “more importance”, “valuable”, and “pro-use”. Taken together, these data
suggest that in general, and according to self-reports, use and views with respect to the title have
remained stable for most and when they do change in time, they become more pro-title.

60

This respondent seems to have written his/her response in the wrong textbox as it seems to be in answer to the
question about attitude change rather than the question about usage change.
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PART FOUR
The Title in Context

“Because we have come here and shut ourselves within these walls,
we are no holier than those that are outside,
but on the contrary, from the very fact of coming here,
each of us has confessed
to himself [herself] that he [she] is worse than others [...]”
Dostoevsky (1880/2017, p. 332).
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Chapter 10
Therapeutic & Relational Beneficence Revisited
The current chapter and following ones propose to place the title of ‘Doctor’ and what we
have thus far uncovered about it in greater context. This endeavor required a broadening of the
initial literature review provided in Chapter 2, which had been restricted to the PsycINFO
database and articles classified as ‘relevant’ to the topic of interest (see Appendix A). In the
following chapters, however, I will use some of the ‘semi-relevant’ articles obtained from that
initial PsycINFO search, but also articles found by inputting the search terms ‘Title*’ and
‘Doctor*’ into other psychology databases and the databases of other disciplines.61
The method proposed is to put the Doctor Survey findings into dialogue with the various
articles that came up from the broadened literature search. It is important for the reader to
understand that none of the following chapters claim to be exhaustive literature reviews on the
topics they cover. Rather, I decided to represent whatever articles the search terms ‘Title’ and
‘Doctor’ had yielded that spoke to either of the qualitative themes extracted from the Doctor
Survey responses. The following chapters are thus named after some of these themes and seek to
re-visit them in the context of the greater literature.
The reader should also note that many of the articles to be discussed are not on the title of
‘Doctor’ as it applies to clinical psychologists per se (we have already seen in Chapter 2 that
those are few and far between). Rather, they speak in some way to the qualitative themes
uncovered in analyzing responses to the Doctor Survey.62 The main purpose of this extended
analysis is to interrogate one of the main themes uncovered about the title, namely that of
‘Accuracy & Representation’. That is, given the emphasis placed by respondents about the title
61

These databases are: SagePremier, PROQUEST—PSY, SSJ, SCOPUS, PsycARTICLES, America History and
Life, Sociological Abstracts, Worldwide Political Science Abstracts, ASSIA, JSTOR, and Science Direct.
62
Throughout the following chapters, I will use italics both to place emphasis on key ideas, but also to highlight any
words relating to the qualitative themes culled from the Doctor Survey arguments.
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being an accurate representation of our vast amount of education and knowledge, we may, so to
speak, turn the theme on respondents’ arguments themselves and ask whether they are accurate,
and representative of whatever empirical findings are available in the literature, and whether
they indicate extensive knowledge with respect to the history of our title and current status of our
discipline.
Further, the rhetorical means I shall employ to interrogate the themes will also seek to
honor them, in that an effort will be made to be as accurate as possible, to include as much
knowledge as possible, and introduce as many distinctions as possible, in order to shed some
light on the matter at hand. Because this twin method of questioning the themes while embracing
them runs the risk of bringing tedium to the text, an effort will be made to relegate some of the
supporting information to the appendices, so as not to overly burden the reader, but also make
the information available for criticism.
In short, whereas each of the following chapters are graced with the name of some of the
themes uncovered in the qualitative data analysis—with the added qualifier ‘revisited’—in their
entirety, they can be seen as revisiting the theme of ‘Accuracy & Representation’. Before putting
our Doctor Survey findings in greater context, let me first offer a summary and general
interpretation of these findings.
The Doctor Survey: Summary and General Interpretation
From the angle of disciplinary disclosure (Chapters 2 and 3) we have learned that the title
of ‘Doctor’ has largely been passed over in silence and ignored by the discipline of clinical
psychology, not having been extensively examined as a topic for investigation, nor critically
unpacked, and having, rather, made its entry into our discipline’s scholarly literature via the
Dörken Episode, a flurry of protective responses to our title being challenged by physicians.
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With respect to the angle of empirical disclosure (Chapters 5-9), we also came across a
measure of silence or one-sidedness when a sample of prominent clinical psychologists (DCTs
and non-DCTs) were challenged to come up with arguments they reckoned other clinical
psychologists would put forth during an imaginal APA-held debate about continuing vs. stopping
to use the title of ‘Doctor’, and thereafter select therefrom whichever they personally endorse.
Indeed, findings suggested a clear favoring of the KeepUse side of the imaginal debate, as
indicated by a marked quantitative bias for attributing and personally endorsing arguments for
continuing to use the title relative to arguments for stopping to use the title (see Chapter 5).
Of course, some may argue that the relative silence on the StopUse side speaks to it
legitimately being the weakest. This possibility, however, would not account for another bias
observed in respondents namely, their tendency to rhetorically maximize the arguments proffered
on the KeepUse side and to minimize the arguments formulated on the StopUse side (see Meta
Coding in Chapter 7). If the StopUse side were simply weaker, why the recourse to seemingly
more or less conscious rhetorical measures protecting the title?
I would like to remind the reader here that DCTs are in charge of training clinical
psychologists in what can be assumed to be the most prestigious training programs (as indicated
by APA accreditation). What does it say that, out of 18 DCTs, 7 could only think of one
argument for stopping to use the title of ‘Doctor’ and 6 could not think of any! That is, one third
of the DCTs were essentially unable (or unwilling?) to think of ‘an’ (not even ‘their’) argument
for stopping to use the title of ‘Doctor’. This is worrisome to me, given that my initial paper (see
Chapter 3), in addition to pointing out how defensive and territorial the response in the literature
has been in the wake of the Dörken Episode, suggesting that ‘protection of the discipline’ often
masquerades as ‘protection of the public’ and advocating for greater disciplinary self-reflection
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about the title, also put forth at least one compelling argument for doing away with title. Indeed,
holding on to a title that is part and parcel of a system of arranging relationships vertically goes
against the spirit of what we do in the session room—that which we should be most proud of:
Seeking to shift a relational culture of verticality, which in part causes the suffering of our
clients/patients, by way of establishing relational horizontalities.
Another key finding (see Chapters 8 and 9) was that the KeepUse bias observed in
respondents’ attitudes toward the title only manifested itself partially on a behavioral level.
Indeed, while respondents did report an overall preference for introducing themselves with the
title of ‘Doctor’ (Chapter 8), they tended not to report ‘enforcing’ or ‘imposing’ this onto others
by making requests to be addressed by the same, opting to provide choice instead (Chapter 9). As
a general interpretation, we can therefore state that while our discipline’s literature and Doctor
Survey respondents have not been particularly reflective about the title (either being silent about
it or, when challenged to, showing a one-sided bias and some measure of defensiveness), neither
have they been especially oppressive with it (tending to provide choice to interlocutors). That
being said, we can further qualify this general interpretation in several ways.
Firstly, it is interesting to note that the silence and one-sidedness found in the imaginal
debate data was also reproduced in the reported behavioral data, albeit in a more subtle way, with
clinical psychologists (and non-professional interlocutors) being relatively spared from having to
hear respondents’ titles upon making introductions. In short, respondents not only showed a bias
towards arguments for continued title use, but also towards themselves and their close ones as
being exempt from a general preference for introductory title use with other interlocutors. This
fits nicely with one of the major qualitative themes extracted from respondents’ arguments
whereby the title was believed to be useful in differentiating clinical psychologists from others.
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This privilege in the form of an exemption at being receivers of introductory title statements
helps qualify the restraint shown by respondents in making title requests in that the oppressive
quality of the title is simply better hidden. Short of making oppressive requests to be called
‘Doctor’, exempting one another from doing the same with each other, can be conceived of as an
‘apophatic’ form of oppressing others by privileging ourselves.
Secondly, one may wonder just exactly how much the reported ‘restraint’ in requesting
title usage is worth, given reports that the title tends to be used when making introductions in the
first place. Does using the title on the self-presentation level consist of a silent request that
obviates the need for making requests proper to be addressed by title? We have already seen in
one of my Befindlichkeit sections (see Chapter 9) how I myself have tended not to dare switch to
first name address unless specifically requested to, which, judging by respondents’ reports, is
something that is unlikely to happen, with ‘No-Title Requests’ being even less—though
marginally so—frequent than ‘Title Requests’. Maybe explicit Title Requests aren’t required if
interlocutors have a tendency to let themselves be cowed into compliance after the Doctor has
used his or her title in introducing himself or herself. Does the title hold such power to instill fear
in interlocutors?
Morand (2005), writing from the field of Business Administration, provides intriguing
data on what he calls ‘name avoidance’—avoiding referring to superiors altogether for fear of
addressing them incorrectly and risking sounding either too obsequious or too impetuous—and
how it impairs perceptions of communicative freedom and openness in corporations. I have
myself quite a few times racked my brains in trying to figure out how to address a professor
when writing contiguous follow-up emails, usually resorting to “Hi again,”. One may presume
that if such name avoidance does indeed occur, it may foster a felt sense of isolation in titled
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superiors and thus contribute to the perennial need for respect and recognition we have seen
expressed in the data. The title then, would perhaps not be a solution, but a contributor, to felt
deficits in respect and recognition.
And yet, in matters of respect and recognition, the title is indeed powerful—consider the
study by Kunz and Woolcott (1976), who sent Christmas cards to 578 strangers and found that a
sender high status condition—operationally defined as using the title of ‘Dr.’ on the return
address—led to significantly more responses overall, with the effect being driven by lower status
receivers, as defined by occupation. At least in this study, the power of the title influenced lower
status folk to go out of their way and return warm fuzzy Christmas feelings to utter strangers,
which is better than delivering electric shocks (cf. Milgram, 1963).
Therapeutic & Relational Beneficence Revisited
Following the trace of relative silences in the Doctor Survey data also allows for making
some specifications with respect to the second half of the general interpretation provided above.
Although I do appreciate and am heartened by the observed tendency on behalf of respondents to
provide choice and show restraint in requesting others to address them by title, I still find it
unacceptable, for instance, that 22% of respondents reported requesting Clients/Patients to call
them ‘Doctor’. This takes us to the heart of the minor KeepUseTheme of Therapeutic &
Relational Beneficence, with the question of whether there is any evidence that the title helps or
hinders clients/patients in any way.
Is the title helpful to clients/patients? There is little empirical evidence that the title
of ‘Doctor’ benefits clients/patients, whether it be indirectly (by improving client/patient
perceptions of clinical psychologists) or directly (by making clients/patients more likely to adjust
their views in light of therapist feedback). What follows is a review of several studies that
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purported to investigate the effects of prestige, expertise, credibility, status and the like63 on
either the perceptions clients/patients hold towards therapists/counselors or the former’s
propensity to change their attitude in light of feedback provided by the latter.
The reader should note that we owe most of these studies to our sister field of counseling
psychology—further underscoring clinical psychologists’ peculiar avoidance in exploring the
title empirically—and that they are hard to compare with each another given that: 1) some
studies used actual clients/patients and others used ‘prospective’ clients (the latter term being
perhaps too generous a reframe of the fact that study participants were the ubiquitous captive
undergraduate students); 2) some studies had participants view scripted or actual therapy
sessions (either with actual counselors or with graduate students in training) and others had
participants go through actual therapy themselves; and 3) some studies operationally defined
PECS using manipulations that did not include the title of ‘Doctor’, others did, albeit alongside
other contemporaneous manipulations, and only two isolated the title of ‘Doctor’ as the sole
variable. I consider the latter two studies (Holmes & Post, 1986; Reed & Holmes, 1989) as most
relevant to our project of unpacking the meanings around the title of ‘Doctor’ and this is why I
will describe these fully in the main text and content myself with providing a detailed review of
all the other studies in Appendix Q.
PECS and perception. From the studies reviewed in Appendix Q, it can be concluded the
following. Firstly, for PECS studies without a title of ‘Doctor’ manipulation, results are at best
mixed, with two studies showing an effect (Hartley, 1969; Spiegel, 1976), one study showing
none (Merluzzi, Banikiotes, & Missbach, 1978), and two others showing mixed effects
(Greenberg, 1969; Atkinson & Carskaddon, 1975). While this suggests that PECS may have
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Different studies use different terminology. I will hereon refer to prestige, expertise, credibility, status, and the
like with the fitting acronym: PECS.
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some positive effects on client/patient perceptions, this is without having yet considered studies
that have actually used the title of ‘Doctor’ in their design. Further, and most importantly, my
review of these studies also suggests that descriptions of therapist warmth may be more
important than descriptions of therapist expertise in generating positive perceptions, and that
different types of clients/patients may be influenced differently by PECS (see Appendix Q for
more details).
Secondly, for PECS studies actually including a title of ‘Doctor’ manipulation, albeit one
accompanied by other manipulations (see Appendix Q for a detailed review), results suggest
little to no effect, and if a partial effect was found, it was on a minority of the dependent
measures, and with some indications that facilitative counselor behavior is more powerful than
title in generating more favorable impressions (Scheid, 1976) and that the title of ‘Doctor’ may
actually reduce positive perceptions of the counselor, though it may help clients recall better the
session’s content (Guttman & Haase, 1972). Moreover, Clairborn and Schmidt (1977) obtained
data contradicting Doctor Survey respondents’ arguments that the title serves as an efficient and
accurate representation of our expertise. Indeed, while their ‘expertise’ manipulation was able to
influence perceptions, their ‘status’ manipulation (title of ‘Doctor’) was not, suggesting that the
title and the fact of extensive training or experience are not equivalent in having an effect on
potential client/patient perceptions. Further, they found that the title of ‘Doctor’ as a status cue,
when combined with an expert introduction (fact of extensive training/experience), actually
reduced perceived expertise ratings. I take this to be in support of the idea that we might better
foster positive perceptions with the PhD suffix (more of an expertise cue) than with the Dr.
prefix (more of a status cue).
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Finally, given that all the aforementioned studies are quite dated, Appendix Q also
reviews two more recent studies (Kurihara, Maeno, & Maeno, 2014; Panteleo & Internullo,
2005), albeit conducted in an international context, which also indicate little to no effect of title
on perceptions of respectability or feelings of confidence.
Let us now examine more closely the two studies with the methods most relevant to our
present interests (Holmes & Post, 1986; Reed & Holmes, 1989), which showed no convincing
effects of the title of ‘Doctor’, in isolation, on either prospective or actual client/patient
perceptions of the therapist. Holmes and Post (1986) claim to be the first to have considered the
effects of the title of ‘Doctor’ alone, uncontaminated by other variables, in order to determine
whether it would impact how 97 male and 107 female undergraduate students rate an actual male
therapist in a video recording of an unscripted and unrehearsed therapy session with a male
graduate student. As such, their study and its follow-up (Reed & Holmes, 1989—described just
below) are considered of utmost importance with respect to our concerns.
The researchers’ title manipulation involved four different caption modalities shown on
the video recording of the session: Dr. _______ and Client; Mr. _______ and Client; Timothy
_______ and Client; and no caption. Results showed that the title manipulation had no
significant effects on participants’ ratings of the therapist’s formality, ability to help, willingness
to help, ability to maintain confidence, warmth, genuineness, ability to understand, concern for
people, and capacity to make one feel comfortable, as well as on participants’ ratings of their
own willingness to follow a therapist’s advice and to consult the therapist. Unfortunately, neither
the thesis nor published versions of this study provided the mean ratings per title condition, so
one cannot assess the actual direction of any of the nonsignificant differences obtained. The
authors (Holmes & Post, 1986) suggested that the lack of significant findings might have been
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due to their participants being students, who may have become desensitized to the title of
‘Doctor’.
To address this shortcoming, Reed and Holmes (1989) replicated the exact same study,
this time with a sample of 82 male and female psychiatric inpatients. Results again showed no
significant effect of title on 10 of the 11 ratings. The exception was the rating of the therapist’s
‘concern for people’. Although an analysis of variance revealed a significant difference for
therapist title on this rating, the authors conceded that a post-hoc Newman-Keuls test failed to
detect specific between-group effects and therefore dubbed the significant effect as tentative,
with the titles ‘Mr.’ and ‘no caption’ yielding a lower rating. Again, the actual mean ratings
sorted out by title condition were not provided.
PECS and attitude change. Having reviewed studies that investigated PECS and
client/patient perceptions of the counselor, let us now examine those that focused on actual
attitude change. Appendix Q provides a review of two such studies that did not include a title of
‘Doctor’ manipulation (Binderman, Fretz, Scott, & Abrams, 1972; Bergin, 1962). While these
studies found that credibility manipulations did significantly impact attitude change, with high
credibility fostering greater change, a major issue is their low ecological validity, wherein the
discrepant testing feedback given to participants (in an attempt to get them to change their
attitude) was bogus. One could therefore argue that there is something rather healthy in a
scenario whereby participants are less likely to accept made up statements about them. Maybe
having a ‘lower status’ clinician serves as good protection against mindlessly accepting feedback
from an authority who may not even be correct in his or her interpretations (the work of
Milgram, 1963, has shown the shadow side to authority markers and how they can foster
unethical behavior in those subordinated by them). Further, perhaps the more interesting finding
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from both these studies is the one suggesting that PECS’ effects on attitude change are likely to
be unconscious, which should make us extra wary of people in positions of authority telling us
who we are.
Turning to attitude change studies that actually used a title of ‘Doctor’ manipulation—
albeit in conjunction with other manipulations, Strong and Schmidt (1970) had 49 male
undergraduate students rate themselves, among other things, on Need for Achievement on three
different occasions: 1) Three weeks before a 20-minute interview with a counselor (a confederate
male graduate student) who attempted to influence said rating; 2) Right after the interview; and
3) One week after the interview. Participants’ perceptions of the counselor’s expertness were
manipulated in two ways. The ‘role’ manipulation had to do with training the counselors to
behave in expert vs. inexpert ways (e.g., being confident, providing structure and guidance in the
interview, being attentive and responsive non-verbally vs. being confused, seeming nervous and
unsure where to begin, not looking at or not being responsive to the client). The ‘introduction’
manipulation involved either introducing the counselor as ‘Dr. _______’, a psychologist with
several years of experience in interviewing students or introducing the counselor by stating that
Dr. _______ had to cancel and that Mr. _______, a student without interviewing experience,
would take his place.
Results showed that participants significantly changed their self-ratings on Need for
Achievement in a direction concordant with the interviewer’s attempted influence only when
both the expert ‘role’ and expert ‘introduction’ levels were combined and only when the change
was computed between the first and third occasions when self-ratings were obtained, suggesting
a sleeper effect. The authors concluded that “while neither the introduction nor the role alone
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was sufficient to produce a statistically significant effect, role appeared to have more effect than
introduction” (p. 86).
In another similar study, Strong and Dixon (1971) found that their expertness
manipulation (referring to the interviewer as Dr. _______ and having a nameplate with Dr.
_______ on the desk vs. telling participants that Dr. _______ had to be replaced by a student
with little experience and removing the nameplate) had no significant effect on the interviewer’s
capacity to get participants to change their perceptions. We see here yet again that when the title
of ‘Doctor’ manipulation is considered alone, there are no effects, this time on attitude change,
suggesting that clients/patients will not change their attitudes more or less whether the therapist
is addressed as ‘Doctor’ or not. However, when combined with behavioral expertness cues, the
title of ‘Doctor’ is shown to be able to foster greater attitude change in line with the counselor’s
feedback. That being said, actual expert-like behavior has a greater effect than title.
In sum, all these reviewed studies, here and in Appendix Q, suggest that the title of
‘Doctor’ alone does not make clients/patients more likely to benefit from therapy, either by
convincing them to attend or to change as a result thereof, and that descriptions of warmth, actual
behavior, and expertise cues other than the title of ‘Doctor’ (e.g., holding a PhD, having many
years of experience) may.
Is the title harmful to clients/patients? If the data supporting the contention that the
title can help clients/patients have better perceptions of their therapists or better change their
attitudes as a result of therapy—with the latter perhaps not always being desirable64—is rather
unconvincing, there are a few studies suggesting that the title may have a harmful effect on
clients/patients, at least in certain populations. Indeed, there is evidence that markers of
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Again, the question as to whether therapy is always about getting the client/patient to change attitudes is worth
asking.
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authority, including the title of ‘Doctor’, can have adverse effects on stuttering (Sheehan,
Hadley, & Gould, 1967) and that first name usage with staff on psychiatric wards is correlated
with several positive ward characteristics and better post-discharge outcomes (Bradshaw &
Twemlow, 1987; Collins et al., 1985). Let us explore more fully these studies below.
Sheehan et al. (1967) purported to study the impact of authority on stuttering, working
under the assumption that “those occupying positions of power or status are likely to loom as
imposing and as potentially threatening to those in lesser positions” (p. 290). Their withinsubjects design had 32 adults undergoing speech-therapy read two passages aloud five times in
succession to an ‘authority listener’ (males with PhD degrees in psychology, dressed in a suit or
sport jacket and tie, and introduced as ‘Doctor + surname’) and to a ‘peer listener’ (males
dressed in sport shirts sans jacket or tie, introduced by first name or nickname + surname), with
the listener type sequence randomized and counter-balanced. Results showed that significantly
more stuttering occurred in the presence of the authority listener than in the presence of the peer
listener, and that although stuttering lessened with each successive reading, the adaptation was
faster when reading to peer listeners than when reading to the ‘Doctors’.
While the fact that the authority and peer listeners were not the same people may detract
from the findings, while the title of ‘Doctor’ was not examined in isolation from other authority
cues, and while the results may not be generalizable to people who do not stutterer, this study
does throw into question one of the Doctor Survey respondent’s argument to the effect that the
title helps clients to share. Rather than proposing that therapists refrain from using their title with
their patients who stutter, the authors suggest we Doctors help them increase their self-concept
via more therapy, turning a good opportunity to speak critically of the title into a mere stutter.
Furthermore, there is evidence that hospital wards where patients address staff by first
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name are associated with better ward characteristics and greater treatment outcomes. In
investigating the different modes of address used in a psychiatric ward milieu and the
psychodynamics underpinning them, Bradshaw and Burton (1976) found four naming patterns:
1) Symmetrical A, with patient and staff addressing one another by first name; 2) Symmetrical
B, with patient and staff addressing one another by last name; 3) Asymmetrical A, with staff
addressing patients by first name, but patients addressing staff members by last name; and 4)
Asymmetrical B, with staff addressing patients by last name, but patients addressing staff by first
name. The last pattern was found to be significantly less frequent. Further, in order to determine
whether usage of first name was differentially associated with various ward characteristics,
Bradshaw and Twemlow (1987) sought to establish correlations between first name usage with
staff (as reported by patients) and various characteristics across 79 psychiatric wards of 18
Veterans Administration hospitals (as assessed by direct observation, official records/files, and
staff or patient surveys).
With respect to patients addressing staff by first name, it was found to be significantly
positively correlated with the following ward characteristics, listed in order of strongest (.50) to
weakest relationship (.23): 1) Emphasis on patient autonomy; 2) Percentage of nursing personnel
wearing street clothes; 3) Magazines being made available; 4) Provision of aftercare counseling;
5) Number of patients present at their discharge planning meeting; 6) Music being played during
meals; 7) Well supplied bathrooms; 8) Clean bathrooms; 9) Clean dining facilities; 10) Presence
of pre-release orientation to medications; 11) Percentage of active patients; 12) Percentage of
patients who talk with staff about personal problems; 13) Number of SOAP notes per patient; 14)
Belief in milieu therapy; 15) Percentage of chronic patients; 16) Amount of personal possessions
in bedroom; and 17) Percentage of substance use patients. As for negative correlations, the more
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patients addressed staff by first name, the less aftercare medications were required and the lower
in number were hours of seclusion.
In terms of associations less favorable to the first name address with staff by patients, it
was significantly linked to greater anger and aggression expressed by patients, lesser visiting
rooms for visitors, and lower numbers of psychologists per patient.65 The authors concluded that
first name usage was associated with ward characteristics typical of those favoring a therapeutic
community approach and reasoned that the association with greater anger expressed may have
been due to the fact that there is much more tolerance for the expression of negative emotions in
therapeutic community wards. Moreover, they reckoned that the association with lower number
of rooms for visitors may reflect an endeavor to have visitors integrate into the ward rather than
be segregated into a dedicated space.
Interestingly, the strongest correlation obtained (.52) was between first name usage with
staff by patients and percentage of white patients. The relationship between the title of ‘Doctor’
and gender, ethnicity/culture, and class (something Doctor Survey respondents completely
ignored in their arguments) will be further discussed in Chapter 15. Suffice it to say for now that
the high correlation between first name usage and ward ‘whiteness’ may be accounted for either
by the greater solidarity/intimacy between what is usually an overwhelmingly white staff and
their white patients or by differing norms with respect to formality between Caucasian and
African Americans, with the latter tending to be more formal, either to indicate respect, but
perhaps also, in the case of a ward with overwhelmingly white staff, distance (see Appendix R
for a description of Brown & Ford’s, 1961, discussion of how title relates to intimacy/solidarity,
distance, respect, and condescension, depending on the nature of the relationship between
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One may wonder about the negative association between first name usage with staff by patients and psychologist
presence on the ward...
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addressor and addressee).
With respect to the relationship between first name usage with staff and better treatment
outcomes, Collins et al. (1985) conducted a cooperative correlational study through the Veterans
Administration in order to investigate the relationship between post-discharge patient community
adjustment (as assessed by the differentials between scales filled by the all-male patients and
their significant others upon admission and three months post-discharge) and 123 preselected
characteristics of treatment programs offered across 79 psychiatric wards.
Of all these 123 characteristics, only nine were considered ‘important factors’ to be
significantly related to patient community adjustment. Of these nine, the one that had the third
highest average correlation (.29) with all outcome measures was “patients call staff by their first
name” (p. 303). Interestingly, first name usage with staff, as a predictor of good outcomes, came
ahead of dosage of minor tranquilizers and dosage of lithium at discharge, which were on
average, respectively, negatively (-.23) and positively (.22) correlated with outcome measures.
The authors conclude that “wards with open and less restrictive interaction between patients and
staff tended to have better patient outcomes. These wards tended to have patient on a first name
basis with the staff […]” (p. 306).
What do clients/patients actually prefer? I also reviewed studies purporting to
investigate client/patient preferences with respect to addressing their various competing
‘Doctors’ (see Appendix S for a detailed description of such studies) and found a pattern
whereby patients in general prefer to call their physicians or psychiatrists ‘Doctor’ (Długoń,
2001; Gledhill, Warner, & King, 1997; Lill & Wilkinson, 2005; McGuire-Snieckus, McCabe, &
Priebe, 2003; Sim et al., 2012; Swift, Zachariah, & Casey, 2000)—albeit, with some cultural
(Eikhom, Torsaeter, & Wik, 2006) and temporal66 (Ford & Pfeffer, 1997; Gledhill et al., 1997)
66

In the sense of whether the relationship is incipient or familiar or whether the psychiatrists are Junior (younger) or
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variations—but prefer to call their psychologists or other mental health providers by first name
(McGuire-Snieckus et al., 2003; Sim et al., 2012). Unfortunately, there were no American
studies that came up in my broadened literature search that investigated client/patient preferences
with respect to how they wish to address their clinical psychologists. Nevertheless, we can
tentatively surmise that introducing ourselves as ‘Doctor’ to clients/patients may actually go
against their expressed preference, thereby undermining the relational alliance.
Applying the relational alliance question to the academic realm, a study by McDowell
and Westman (2005) also provides data suggesting that not using the title may prove beneficial
for the teacher-student relationship. Surveying 26 graduate students in psychology attending two
Midwestern public universities, the researchers found that students’ reported perceptions of
faculty ‘warmth and approachability’ and ‘value and respect’ were significantly greater with
faculty members they addressed by first name than with those they addressed by title. The items
comprising the ‘value and respect’ score had to do with faculty treating the student like a
colleague, valuing the student’s opinions, being condescending (reverse scored), and assigning
drudgework to the student (reverse scored). The ‘warm and approachability’ score comprised
items having to do with faculty being warm, helpful, unlikely to help with personal problems
(reverse scored), not experienced as being approachable at any time (reverse scored), and not
having a close relationship with the student (reverse scored).
While faculty addressed by first name also yielded higher ratings for students’
perceptions of their own ‘motivation to learn’ and of faculty’s ‘objectivity in grading’, these
differences were not statistically significant. Finally, the authors also report that both faculty and
students surveyed listed three prerequisites for addressing faculty by first name: Faculty
requesting the change (consistent with Brown & Ford, 1961—see Appendix R), a friendly
Senior (older) ‘Doctors’.
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relationship, and the fact of working together. The authors conclude: “because the use of first
name to address faculty members appears to be related to quality interactions, institutions might
consider encouraging faculty members to ask students to use their first names” (para. 12),
suggesting yet again that the title of ‘Doctor’ can hinder the relational alliance, this time with
students.
Summarizing Statement
In short, there seems to be very little empirical support for clinical psychologists to, on
the grounds that it is good for clients/patients, either introduce themselves with the title of
‘Doctor’ (as 74% of my sample reported being wont to) or make unnecessary requests on those
who suffer and may be in states of great vulnerability to be addressed by the same (as 22% of my
sample reported doing). If the client/patient prefers to address his/her psychologist as ‘Doctor’—
although, as we have seen just above, the little data available suggests this is less likely to be the
case—, then so be it; this would fall under the admirable and oft-reported practice by my
respondents of providing choice. However, requesting the client/patient to do so, putatively in
the name of Therapeutic & Relational Beneficence, is dubious and, in my mind, ethically
questionable, given that there is little to no data supporting the benefits of such a practice for
clients/patients and that there is some data suggesting it may actually be harmful for some.
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Chapter 11
Temporalities Revisited
We saw earlier that Doctor Survey respondents, as well as the scholarly responses to the
Dörken Episode, often appealed to history and accuracy in laying claim to the title. Combined
together, accuracy and historical arguments present a beguiling veneer of consensus whereby a
sense is fostered that for centuries an invariant, precise, and accurate title was available to us and
ready-for-use, affording protection from the acquisitiveness of those ‘above’ us and allowing
differentiation from the clamorous claims of those ‘beneath’ us. Let us examine the accuracy of
such appeals to history and the impression of a monolithic unchanging title they create.
Historical Notions on the Title
There seems to be consensus in the literature that the title of ‘Doctor’ harkens back to the
Latin docere (‘to teach’), that the term was used by the early Romans to designate those who
delivered public lectures on philosophical topics, and that it was later applied by medieval
universities to those being awarded Doctorates. However, some specifications must be made in
order to provide a more differentiated picture.
Let us consider Schweitzer (1965), a professor of chemistry who wrote a short book titled
The Doctorate, which provides a history of the degree and title of ‘Doctor’, as well as
recommendations with respect to etiquette and academic regalia.67 While he accurately reports
that the word ‘Doctor’ has been derived from the Latin docere, he, along with all the other
authors (Collier, 1957; Guze & Guze, 1957; Jeffrey et al., 1985; Roper, 1973; Rosenzweig,
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Perhaps most representative of this aforementioned admixture of tradition and accuracy is Schweitzer’s (1965)
detailed proposal for a standardized scheme of color representation in academic garb: “It is suggested that the
following simplified system, if inaugurated would order things measurably [emphasis added] and would in addition
allow subject colors of academic regalia to match the degrees with exactness [emphasis added]” (p. 100). One must
marvel at how the chemist’s ‘solution’ betrays an attempt to infuse science in ceremonials, thereby blotting out the
sacred with the profane.
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1957) having resorted to etymology in staking a claim to the title being legitimately ours,
neglects to provide the complete etymology.
That is, docere means not only ‘to teach’, but also ‘to show’, and originally meant ‘to
make appear right’ (causative form of decēre: be seemly, fitting, decent, proper, or suitable
(Barnhart & Steinmetz, 2015). In short, the ‘Doctor’, in the causative (docere), is the one who
teaches, the one who shows, who makes things appear right (and who therefore cannot have a
claim to Reality) and, in the infinitive (decēre), is the one who seems good enough. This
unreported and silenced etymological echo from the past is redolent, the reader may recall, with
our major KeepUseTheme of Accuracy & Representation. As such, the title of ‘Doctor’ is
inextricably bound to image—the correct one, but also the seeming one.
Of course, the image of the teacher is not some sort of Platonic form; it is one that must
take into account the student or the one who wishes to learn (client/patient). If we dig deeper, we
see that the “Latin decēre is cognate with Greek dokeîn seem good, think, suppose, and Sanskrit
dákṣate (he) is able, strong, from Indo-European *deƙ-/doƙ- receive, be acceptable. […] Related
to DECORATE, DEXTER, DIGNITY, and DOCILE” (Barnhart & Steinmetz, 2015, p. 256). In
short, it seems that as soon as the ‘Doctor’ makes the statement “I teach”, he or she also asks a
question, “Am I acceptable?”, “Am I good enough?”, “Do I deserve the decoration?”, “Would
anyone deign listen to me?” Perhaps then, the ‘Doctor’ is also beset by questions similar to those
haunting the client/patient. Perhaps then, the ‘Doctor’ needs the student to legitimize his or her
goodness, given that perception (seemly, make appear right) is at the root of the term.
Should the reader be tempted to scoff at the use of etymology and defunct languages as
mere anecdotal evidence, let it be recalled that it was the testimony of etymologists that allowed
psychologists to successfully fight back when sued by physicians (see Dörken Episode, Chapter
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3) and let it be recalled that the study of a foreign language (even two, by Schweitzer’s account)
was once criterion for the obtention of title!
Another historical specification worth making is that, initially, usage of the title of
‘Doctor’ and the ceremonials around it were tied to lived experience, and that today’s ritualistic
usage has become divorced therefrom. Take academic regalia, for instance—the multi-colored
gown, hood, and cap that make today’s degree bearers arguably look disconnected by dint of
discord with current American Apparel—these were originally “rooted in the ordinary medieval
apparel worn by almost all persons of the time” (Schweitzer, 1965, p. 60). With respect to the
title of ‘Doctor’, it also seems that the use was initially rooted in mutual interactions of trust,
whereby “any [emphasis added] teacher who gathered a number of students around him was
called a doctor or master” (Schweitzer, 1965, p. 4). It was only later that the approval of a third
party mediating the student-teacher relationship was needed (e.g., the chancellor of the early
cathedral schools—see Schweitzer, 1965).
We thus see a movement whereby ‘doctorship’ could initially be accorded to any teacher
via the consent of willing students based on their perceptions, to it being granted only to some,
based on evidence of competence ascertained by a third party. The initial horizontal pedagogical
‘contract’ was replaced by a top-down vertical certification, with a possible accompanying shift
in the meaning of ‘distinction’ from being merely perceptive (different-than) to comparative
(better-than) taking place. The eventual appearance of various disciplinary groups clamoring for
exclusive right to the title—the professions—may have led to yet another narrowing shift to the
superlative (we’re the best).
The work of other scholars on the history of title conferral also points to this shift from a
diffuse, inter-subjective, relational phenomenon to an evidence-based one supposedly accurate
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and objective. Clark (1963), for instance, makes note of a “certain vagueness” (p. 532)
surrounding the earlier uses of academic titles and discusses the “accidental nature” (p. 533) of
the various distinctions between them, stating that the titles of Master, Doctor, and Professor
were initially fungible, with certain universities preferring one over the other, and that it was
only by the 15th Century that “the custom [emphasis added] spread of appropriating [emphasis
added] the title of Doctor to the faculties of law, medicine and theology, while the title of Master
was reserved to the faculty of arts” (p. 533). We can see here that while Doctor Survey
respondents’ mixed appeals to accuracy and historical convention may serve to convey an
unchanging usage as justification for continued title usage, it seems more likely, as indicated by
historical records, that usage was fuzzier. If anything, if we are to argue on the grounds of
convention, then we might have to concede that lawyers, judges, physicians, and clerics have a
better claim to the title of ‘Doctor’ than we do—though this would depend on whether we
consider clinical psychology as being closer to medicine (‘Doctor’) or closer to the Arts
(‘Master’).
Moreover, Clark (1963) discusses how Bachelors were initially selected by Doctors,
Masters, or Professors to deliver afternoon ‘extraordinary’ lectures, which covered less important
matters or allowed students to ask clarification questions about the core ‘ordinary’ morning
lectures given by the Doctors, Masters, or Professors. It was only in the 15th Century that
‘Bachelor’ came to refer to someone who had actually passed the requisite examination allowing
the delivery of extraordinary lectures. We see here a development similar to the evolution of the
title of ‘Doctor’ discussed above wherein the title-holder is initially chosen or selected
organically and only thereafter admitted or allowed on the basis of an examination/certification.
What is the difference between selection and certification? Is there not a direct relational aspect
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lost in moving from the former to the latter? Choice is between two people, certification brings
in a third to regulate what used to be a relationship of mutual trust. It marks a change from ‘I
trust you’ to ‘You can trust him—he68 is a Doctor’.
Furthermore, writing from a theological perspective, Holmes’ (1968) attempt to trace the
decline of the title ‘Father’ in non-Anglican American Protestantism also speaks to a movement
from selection to certification. Indeed, his survey of various ministers who were addressed as
‘Father’ shows that the title tended to be either 1) spontaneously conferred onto venerable
elders—denoting a “respected minister’s relationship to his parishioners and fellow clergy” (p.
302); 2) given to people credited with awakening others to leading a spiritual life; 3) used with
the founding fathers of certain denominations or religions communities; and 4) for missionary
pioneers working in the community.
In all these cases, Holmes concludes that the title of ‘Father’ placed an emphasis on
relationships, parish life, and community. Further, he reasons that the decline of this title of
‘Father’ “conferred voluntarily [emphasis added] out of respect either by parishes or by
denominational associations” (p. 317) coincided with the practice of handing out honorary
doctoral degrees, initially to ministers of exceptional distinction, with standards eventually
plummeting and clergy themselves directly soliciting colleges for the degree. By the late 19th
Century, “most ministers now looked forward to being called “Doctor”, honoris causa” (p. 317).
We notice again a shift from a more spontaneous, relational address to a vertical conferral,
perhaps more prone to being co-opted by calculated status-seeking moves.
In short, it seems that the argument that we should continue using the title because we
have done so for so long and because it means to ‘teach’—with the subtext that the title is an
68

I use the masculine here quite intentionally. Between two people, it would have been quite possible for a man to
be taught something by a woman. Once the teaching relationship was institutionalized, however, I surmise it became
more vulnerable to whatever social ills (e.g., sexism) plagued the times.
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invariant—is undermined by etymological and historical complications. By that reasoning,
anyone appealing to history in defense of the continued use of the title of ‘Doctor’ would be
more accurate in arguing that we should go back to having students decide who gets to be called
‘Doctor’—which would be tantamount to reverting to the StopUse side of the debate, which, the
reader may recall, advocated for stopping title usage in referring to one another and ourselves.
Not only did the way of giving title change over time, we can also find some measure of
differentiation in what people used to say about it before the advent of modern psychology,
throwing into question the notion of a historically accepted and invariant title. Consider the late
19th Century perspective of the spectacularly titled Thomas (1887), M.D., A.M., M.M.S.S., V.S.,
B.S., M.S.:
Some writers say, “A scholastic title is not appended to a signature, unless it is at the
same time professional.” Now why does one go to the expense and trouble of earning a
degree if he [or she]69 is not to use it when earned? Degrees are taken to be used. The
degree or title becomes a part of one’s name, and should be used just as much, and serves
just as much to identify a person, as his [or her] christian [sic] name. In writing to a
stranger, it indicates your attainments, and is a better introduction to him [or her] than a
whole letter of explanation. (pp. 23-24)
While this can be taken as congruent with Doctor Survey respondents’ arguments
appealing to the title as an efficient communication of educational attainments, this in no way
suggests that our ancestors were uncritical of the title of ‘Doctor’. Indeed, it was not inexorable
that the title survive for this long until today, as further indicated by Thomas:
69

My decision to revise gender-biased language in quotations runs into some conceptual trouble when quoting older
texts. However, given that Juliana Morrell was the first woman to get a PhD (Doctor of Laws) in 1609, we can
surmise that anything written after could technically have used the ‘or her’ formulation, given that a female PhD was
in the realm—albeit a distant one—of the possible. I will thus revise gender-biased language only in texts dated after
1609.
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The greatest and most important move was made a few years ago in conferring degrees in
which no mention was made of the title [emphasis added]: bachelor, master or doctor, the
degree being merely the name of the calling or profession […] I feel sure this is the
coming system, and I hope it will in time give way to the one proposed [whereby only
number of years and place of education is mentioned], which I think still better. The
trouble, to-day, is many care more about a high-sounding title and degree than they do
for the learning which it should be proof of [emphasis added; emphasis on ‘should’ in
original], and if they can get the degree without the presupposed learning they are just as
well satisfied. The only remedy is to stop conferring such, and confer degrees which are
not titular [emphasis added], and only state the work done, or the years spent in the
school.” (pp. 34-35)
Much earlier than that, Erasmus (1466-1536) seemed more reflective about the title than
contemporary clinical psychology scholars have been when he wrote the following in 1500:
There are two things […] which I have long felt to be absolutely necessary […]: one is
that I should visit Italy, in order that the renown of that country may invest my poor
learning with some little authority; the other, that I should take my doctor’s degree. Both
things are really absurd [emphasis added]. “Non animum mutant qui trans mare
currunt”70, as Horace tells us, nor will “the shadow of a great name” make me one whit
the more learned [emphasis added]. But we must comply with the humour of these times,
when no one is accounted learned—I do not say by the common people, but by those who
are the recognized chiefs of learning [emphasis added]—unless he is styled “magister
noster”; and that, too, in spite of the prohibition of Christ (as cited in Littell, 1895, p.
70

The full version of this quote from Horace (20 BCE/2017) is: “Caelum, non animum mutant, qui trans mare
currunt” (epistle xi, li 27), which translates literally as “Sky, not spirit, do they change, those who cross the sea”,
suggesting that traveling does not change one’s disposition.
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780). If the world is to believe in me, I must put on the lion’s skin [emphasis added], I
have to fight with monsters, and I must wear the dress of Hercules. (as cited in Froude,
1894, p. 79)
We see here that as early as 1500, Erasmus was cognizant of the fact that the title was
more an expression of apparent learnedness to satisfy a third party (recognized chiefs of
learning) mediating the direct relationship between teacher and student, a show of strength of
sorts. Of course, the fact that Erasmus wrote the preceding words to the Marchioness of Vere, in
a bid to extract funds for his foreign educational venture, may lead the reader to wonder whether
his apparent criticism of the title was in false humility, a show of weakness of sorts, in order to
elicit the patroness’ largess. However, the fact that years later, Erasmus (1511/2003) wrote just
as critically of titles suggests this to be unlikely:
Finally, they think they are most godlike whenever they are scrupulously addressed with
the title “Magister noster”, for they seem to find in that name something of the same
mysterious profundity that the Jews reverenced in the ineffable four letters of Jahweh.
Hence they say it is quite improper to write MAGISTER NOSTER in anything but
capital letters. But if anyone should say it backwards—“Noster magister”—at one stroke
he has corrupted the entire majesty of the theological title. (p. 98)71
We see here Erasmus being critical of the absurd situation wherein those holding titles
assume themselves to be godlike, and yet evince their lowly status by engaging with petty
distinctions. Moreover, the precision provided in footnote 71 is redolent of Doctor Survey

71

It took quite a bit of research for me to figure out what inverting the title might entail: “it was not at all immaterial
whether noster stood before or after magister. Magister noster means a doctor of theology, but every master of any
of the arts, liberal or illiberal, may be called noster magister” (Strauss, 1874, p. 123). See also Fulke’s (1843) A
defence of the sincere and true translations of the Holy Scriptures into the English tongue (pp. 567-569) as another
instantiation of how some people took their titles seriously at the time.
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respondents’ statements about the title helping in differentiating ourselves from so-called ‘lower
level’ providers, with the difference that earlier, it was the holy Doctors of Theology who sought
to differentiate themselves from the ‘lowly’ Masters of Arts. Perhaps yesterday’s differentiated
are ineluctably fated to become today’s differentiators and we shall consider evidence in the
following chapter that those we have tried to keep in their place have already begun their own
struggles for credentialing and the right to keep others they deem the ‘lesser’ out.
Summing up this section, inasmuch as clinical psychologists have tended to resort to
history in defense of their current use of a title whose usage they present as a long-standing
invariant tradition, one could just-as-much appeal to tradition to argue that we should stop using
the title because, compared to how it used to be, we are actually not ‘real’ doctors anymore.
Moreover, if we were to accept respondents’ uncritical appeals to tradition in using the title, then
why not follow, in the name of tradition, the following as well:
In addressing a woman who has a titled husband use his name and title, or titles, placing
Mrs. before the names and titles: Mrs. Dr. Baker, Mrs. Dr. John Banks, M.S., Mrs. G.
Potts, Ph.D. In addressing a woman who has received a degree write the name as it is
written upon the diploma, add the title, then—if she is married—write her husbands [sic]
surname […]” (Thomas, 1887, p. 25)
In short, seemingly straightforward appeals to tradition in arguing for continued title
usage are fraught with contradictions and the assumption that the historical title is some invariant
object offering ready and accurate justification is untenable. If anything, and as suggested in
Chapter 6, these appeals to the past are marred by contemporary needs and interests.
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Primacy Denied
Inasmuch as I have been critical of clinical psychologists’ simplistic appeals to history in
order to make primacy claims to the title, I must be equally critical and revisit my own primacy
claims made earlier in Chapter 4. The suspicion I had expressed towards them averred to be
wise, as I later found them to be premature. Indeed, widening my search to databases other than
PsycINFO allowed me to find an article that should have come up in my initial search but alas
did not. This article’s reference section also led me to a few other articles that have been written
on the title of ‘Doctor’ as it applies to clinical psychologists, but that had also remained hidden
from my ‘Title*’ and ‘Doctor*’ search terms, due to their having framed the issue as one of ‘first
name address’ in psychotherapy.
I now turn to describe this cluster of articles, which, though they leave much to be desired
with respect to offering a detailed critique of the title, are much more nuanced and less defensive
than those surrounding the Dörken Episode. They also point to a certain arrogance on my part in
initially believing that I might be the first to call forth for greater reflection about the title of
‘Doctor’ and to have surveyed clinical psychologists about it.
Befindlichkeit 11
About being the first… When I was 11 years old, I participated in a track and field meet
with my elementary school. The specifics are vague, but I recall the meet was at some new place
I had never been before, among strangers. As I ran the race, a group of kids started hurling
insults at me: “Caca! Tu sors de mon cul!” [You piece of shit! You came out of my ass!]. A lap
or two later, they began throwing little clumps of earth at me as I ran by. It would be inaccurate
to pretend it was hard growing up brown in a predominantly white locale. In fact, I’d say I had it
easy—I had a mouth on me and deftly fended off any nascent commentary on my brownness
with humor and ease. I’m unsure why—but this one stung. I kept running, out of spite. It no
longer mattered to me whether I’d come in first, in fact, part of me no longer wanted to—perhaps
there was some inner refusal of the allure of rank because I already knew I’d end up being
considered a loser anyhow; from the standpoint of another race, winning this race might make
things even worse—but I knew I just had to keep running, and hold my head up... I realize that’s
pretty much what I have been doing ever since, just running, stuck between the impossibility of
giving up and the reluctance to win. I engage wholeheartedly, but as the finish line comes and
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honors approach, I want to turn back and run the other way or run myself into the ground and be
a clump of earth, indistinguishable.
I would like to credit Knapp, VandeCreek, Handelsman, and Gottlieb (2013) for a first
attempt at critically reflecting on the ethical implications of the title of ‘Doctor’ as it pertains to
clinical psychologists. While I value their call for greater reflection about the title and consider it
to be in agreement with my own, I respectfully disagree with their conceptualization of the issue
as being on the “ethical rim” (p. 378). The authors use the term to emphasize their belief that
while certain decisions and behaviors, including those pertaining to title usage, seem to be
merely reflective of preferences or conventions and thence to fall beyond the purview of
professional ethics, they do still occupy a liminal moral region, on the rim of professional ethics
proper. I beg to differ and would rather relegate APA guidelines and professional ethics to the
rim of ethics proper and reinstate at the ethical core decisions such as the one to use the title of
‘Doctor’—with the admittedly questionable assumption that deciding to use title would be
tantamount to believing in, more or less consciously, all that it entails— for it is indicative of the
way one conceives of relationships (vertically rather than horizontally), which is at the core of
what we do.
Although Knapp et al. conclude, after a very brief survey of the literature, that “we
cannot conclude that the use of the term “Doctor” substantially increases or decreases the quality
of treatment or the treatment relationship”72 (p. 379), they still urge us to reflect on instances
when title usage or non-usage might be ethically questionable. Although this call for greater
reflection on the ethical implications of both using and not using the title achieves some measure
of balance, the examples they provide unfortunately tend to be more in a pro-title direction. For

72

I’d like to remind the reader, though, that I earlier cited evidence that the title can be harmful for people who
struggle with stuttering, and that first name usage with staff has been associated with positive psychiatric ward
characteristics and post-discharge outcomes—see Chapter 10.
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instance, they state that using our first names immediately may unwittingly invite boundary
violations (I reckon one could argue the exact opposite, given that boundary crossings—the
grosser ones at least—are usually more tempting the stronger the boundary and the greater the
potential scandal); that a forensic psychologist appointed by the court may ethically use the title
to ensure clients are not mislead into misreading an evaluative situation as a collaborative one;
and that a psychologist may ethically use the title to ensure credibility in a medical context (this
last one was frequently alluded to by Doctor Survey respondents as well).
Further, again protecting the title, Knapp et al. propose that “although the use of the title
“doctor” is, by itself, unlikely to cure many patients, at times it may be clinically indicated, even
if it is not one’s personal preference” (p. 380). Why not mention anything about the title
sometimes being clinically contraindicated, even if it is one’s personal preference to use it? Of
course, Knapp et al. are likely assuming that their audience is contra-title, basing their statements
on Pope, Tabachnik, and Keith-Spiegel’s (1987) findings suggesting that most psychotherapists
are on a first name basis with their patients. However, given the results of the present study,
indicating that, underneath the apparent generous provision of choice, respondents held a
productivity bias toward generating and personally endorsing arguments in favor of title use and
reported introducing themselves with the title more often than not, it would have been desirable
if Knapp et al. had re-oriented their reflection to provide more examples as to when title usage is
less ethical. Nonetheless, I commend the authors for recommending clinical psychologists to be
“more deliberative” (p. 382) and for urging for more research about the title.
Inasmuch as Knapp et al. can be credited for being the first to call for greater reflection
and more research about the title of ‘Doctor’, Pope et al. (1987) can be credited to be the first to
have asked psychologists about their practices with respect to title usage, albeit indirectly by
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asking about first name usage. In order to determine to what extent practitioners agree and
comply with APA ethical guidelines, they surveyed 456 male and female members of APA
Division 29 (Psychotherapy), asking them to rate 83 behaviors in terms of the degree to which
they engaged in them and the extent to which they believed them to be ethical. More relevant to
our purposes, they found that for the behavior of “having a client address you by your first
name” (p. 996), 3.5% of participants stated never engaging in this practice, 10.5% rarely, 21.9%
sometimes, 21.9% fairly often, 41.9% very often (and 0.4% NA). Results also showed that
female clinicians were significantly more likely to report engaging in this behavior than males.
As for rating their belief that this behavior is ethical, 1.3% stated unquestionably not, 3.3% under
rare circumstances, 7.9% don’t know/not sure, 23.5% under many circumstances, and 63.6%
unquestionably yes.
These findings suggest that respondents on the whole seemed to find that letting clients
address them by first name is ethical. Comparing these findings with those from the Doctor
Survey, where 74.07% of respondents reported introducing themselves with the title of ‘Doctor’
to Clients/Patients, but 77.78% reported thereafter giving Clients/Patients the choice in how to
address them (and 22.22% reporting thereafter requesting them to be addressed by title), we see
that practices with respect to title usage seem to have taken a more conservative turn since the
late 80s. Although it is hard to compare the data directly, we can say that 14% of Pope et al.’s
respondents reported never or rarely letting clients address them by first name and that 85.7%
reported doing so sometimes, fairly often, or very often. Though the difference may be due to
changing times, it seems perhaps more likely due to the fact that my chosen participants were
more elite (DCTs and Training Clinic Directors) than Pope et al.’s, who themselves made the
caveat that Psychotherapy Division members may be different than those who identify as clinical
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psychologists.
Attempting to replicate and extend Pope et al.’s study, Pomerantz, Ross, Gfeller, and
Hughes (1998) surveyed 148 male and female mental health professionals from different groups
(37 psychiatrists, 37 psychologists, 34 social workers, and 40 counselors) asking them only to
rate the ethicality of the 83 behaviors and reporting mean ethicality ratings based on the same 5point Likert-type ethicality scale Pope et al. had used.
Out of the 83 behaviors, “having a client address you by your first name” ranked 7th,
obtaining a mean ethicality rating of 4.00, suggesting respondents felt that this behavior is ethical
‘under many circumstances.’ Further, supporting the findings of Pope et al., women were found
to view the practice of having a client address them by first name as significantly more ethical
than men. Interestingly, of all 83 behaviors, only five yielded significant differences among
professional groups with our behavior of interest being one of them. Indeed, psychiatrists rated
the behavior as significantly more unethical than did psychologists, social workers, and
counselors.
Rather than holding on to the title as one that differentiates us from so-called ‘lower’level providers, might we not consider how not using it might differentiate us from so-called
‘higher’-level psychiatrists and MDs? This would certainly be more in line with the, albeit still
limited, extant research on client/patient preferences as to how they would like to address their
psychologists (see Chapter 10).
Having looked at articles that can claim primacy in investigating the title of ‘Doctor’, let
us end this chapter revisiting temporalities with an article written from the future. It is interesting
that the most critical reflection on the title of ‘Doctor’ as it applies to clinical psychologists I
could find in the published literature was in the form of a joke, perhaps the only rhetorically
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acceptable way to pass the message. Indeed, Miller and Hubble (2004), in their hilarious spoof
Further Archeological and Ethnological Findings on the Obscure, late 20th Century, QuasiReligious Earth Group Known as “The Therapists” (A Fantasy About the Future of
Psychotherapy), write from the fantasied hindsight perspective of an “extraterrestrial
archeological survey team” (p. 38). About the title of ‘Doctor’ it is said:
The title Doctor (abbreviated Dr. in most sources) was reserved (even restricted legally)
for a small segment of the Therapists (specifically, psychologists and psychiatrists) who,
for reasons unrelated to any measurable differences in effect, considered their line of
ecclesiastical authority superior to all others.” (p. 39-40)
Related to the various issues we have been discussing, here are a few more insights from
Miller and Hubble (with all emphases added):
•

In other words, Therapists used “research” for the same purpose a drunk uses a lamp
post; that is, for support rather than illumination. More will be said later regarding the
role that fierce proselytizing may have played in the Therapists’ eventual demise. What
can now be said with certainty is that in the attempt to concretize the ineffable, the groups
in this cluster created a vortex of arcane information that knew no limit. (p. 42)

•

In truth, the tendency to borrow rather than forge an identity and language befitting the
field was a problem that plagued the Therapists throughout their short existence. The
ways this chronic “identity crisis” contributed to their eventual demise are explored later.
(p. 46)

•

Therapists also worked to quell chronic feelings of inferiority by imitating groups they
admired. […] Near the end of their existence, the record shows that the Therapists had
grown particularly fond of the field of medicine. Documents from the time period, for
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example, show an increasing fascination with and use of medical language and
terminology. Beginning with psychologists, an increasing number of Therapeutic orders
even bestowed the title “doctor” on their members. […] All references to the Therapists
as a separate and distinct group cease at this point in the archeological record. For this
reason, it must be concluded that the Therapists were simply assimilated into the field of
medicine. (p. 60)
What does it say about our discipline’s openness to feedback that such cogent critiques
could only be apparently written from an outsider point of view (extraterrestrials), from a
time yet to come (the future), and from a standpoint that can but be wildly speculative?
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Chapter 12
Differentiation & Uniqueness Revisited
“[…] then pay no attention to the differences, for they make no difference”
(Kierkegaard, 1847/2009, p. 80).
One of the major themes that emerged from the qualitative analysis of Doctor Survey
respondents’ arguments for continuing to use the title of ‘Doctor’ was that of Differentiation &
Uniqueness, whereby the title was considered useful in allowing us to differentiate ourselves
from so-called ‘lower’-level mental health service providers. A related, though middling theme,
was that of Equalization & Belonging, whereby respondents also argued that the title allows us to
be on par with medical providers and be respected by them, indicating perhaps a wish to be
considered as belonging to this elite club. In what follows, I wish to flip these two themes around
and apply Differentiation & Uniqueness to medical providers and Equalization & Belonging to
so called ‘lower’-level mental health service providers.
That is, I will attempt to show that, as disclosed by my broadened literature review,
physicians have been unique in being more reflective about the title and issues around it than we
have been, thus differentiating them from us, and that so-called ‘lower-level’ mental health
service providers have been pushing to belong to our club by mimicking the behavior we have
been using in seeking to belong to the medical club, de facto placing us all in the same sinking
ship sailing towards lands of greater prestige. In short, with respect to the title, we are more like
our ‘lower’-level colleagues than our ‘higher’-level ones. In the course of what follows, I shall
also make a few digressions about how other disciplines (e.g., law, surgery, marketing) have, in
their own differentiated and unique ways, taken up the title.
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Physicians Reflect on the Title
In keeping with the theme of differentiation, the title’s propensity for oppression has
tended to be, both in the literature and in the data gathered from the Doctor Survey, projected
onto physicians, whose supposed venal-mindedness and political clout is considered to have led
them to arrogantly arrogate the title for themselves. If we examine the literature from other
disciplines, however, we may conclude that physicians seem to have written more critically
about their title, showing a depth of reflection unparalleled by clinical psychologists, perhaps too
preoccupied with their title being challenged and protecting themselves therefrom. Let us
examine a few of these extra-disciplinary reflections about the title, all of which indicate
something about the relational aspects, as opposed to the possessive/conservative aspect mostly
focused on by clinical psychologists (the reader will recall that there were very few arguments
from Doctor Survey respondents focusing on the former).
Russell (2015), is exemplary in his emphasis on the relational variant of trust, as opposed
to trust of the certified ilk (see Chapter 11) when he criticizes the white coat ceremony, a rite of
passage that became increasingly popular in the 1990s, whereby first year medical students are
donned with the white coat in the presence of faculty, friends, and family. Russell, whom I like
to consider an extra-disciplinary soul mate from the field of medicine, decries the silence around
the adoption and popularization of this ceremony in his own discipline’s literature. Further, in
differentiating between ‘title-based’ and ‘trust-based’ authority, with the former being based on
an instantaneous official certification and the latter, on an officious and voluntary surrendering
of power resulting from beneficial actions and interactions through time, Russell, a 4th year
medical student be it noted, demonstrates an admirable capacity for disciplinary self-reflection.
In his words:
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Rather than create an appreciation that the capacity to confer title-based authority is an
elaborate expression of trust by the population students will eventually truly work for and
serve, the white coat ceremony creates a sense of entitlement: that the respect a student
receives, is theirs by right; that the title-based authority and trust-based authority are one
and the same. (p. 58)
Roy-Bornstein (2011), another physician that has reflected on her title and on the
significance of relationships with her patients, provides an anecdotal illustration of the import of
trust-based over title-based authority. After recounting an episode where the mother of a young
boy stricken with pneumonia who nonetheless did not need hospitalization caused a scene at the
ER, refusing to leave until he was admitted, the author celebrates how, by just a quick phone
conversation with the recalcitrant caretaker, the issue was solved and the reassured mother
returned home with her son. The author attributes this to the long-term relationship she has had
with the mother and her child, rather than to title-based persuasion. She reflects:
We are partners. I have “office cred” with her now. As a doctor, I am used to choosing
my words carefully. I know they have power and import simply by virtue of my title
[emphasis added]. But with this mother, my words have something else. They have
comfort and believability. (p. 20)
Moreover, Bennett (2013), a physician who also took some time to reflect on the title of
‘Doctor’ and how, alongside other indicators of status, its ‘power of persuasion’ can help
compliance73 with treatment, but can also generate the potential for abuse, for instance when
seeking patient participation in protocol research.

73

‘Compliance’ is an apt term for medical treatment, in that the patient must take his or her medication. In the realm
of therapy, however, I prefer the term ‘adherence’. Compliance belies an authority-obedience dynamic that befits
life and death matters. Adherence, which bears an etymological consonance with ‘hesitate’ (Barnhart & Steinmetz,
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Further, consider physician Vaughan-Jones’ (1951) sensible plea for general practitioners
to shift from treating disease to fostering health and relationally address persons rather than
medically address symptoms. While not discussing the title of ‘Doctor’ per se, the author’s
chosen title for her article harkens back to the earlier, ‘un-medicalized’ signification of The
Doctor As Teacher. This unwitting appeal to history serves not primacy claims with respect to
title but rather, the improvement of the doctor-patient relationship, an aspect (the relational one)
that tended to be neglected by Doctor Survey respondents in generating arguments about the title
of ‘Doctor’.
Further still, Addison, Toeppen-Sprigg, Stoller, Farley, and Beckman (1993) reproduced
in a published article the contents of a conference in which four physicians were asked to recount
a vulnerable moment in their career. Their reflections generate some insight about the title of
‘Doctor’ and titles in general. Barbara, for instance, expressed the following after being
introduced by all her titles (MD, MA, Clinical Associate Director, Medical Director of Quality
Care Review, Medical Director for CorpCare, currently completing an MPH): “I just have to
reflect on how it is for me to hear all those titles. Sometimes I feel separate [emphasis added]
from that list and I am not sure where that split [emphasis added] comes [from]” (p. 32). Further,
consider the thoughts of David who, after sharing about a harrowing experience having to lend a
physician’s hand in helping save his own newborn baby girl, stated that it taught him about the
vulnerability inherent in not only being a physician, but also not being one. Realizing he needed
time for himself, he stated “I needed to be David not Dr. Stoller” (p. 42).
Ironically, these four physicians’ rich reflections about feelings of shame, guilt, or
‘impostorship’ and about how titles can alienate one from oneself were made at the behest of a

2015), is more of a relational process, with all the ambivalence this entails: Shall I stick with my therapist; will
he/she stick with me?
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psychologist (the first author) who, while holding the space well, gave the requisite preambular
preaching about the importance of reflecting on one’s vulnerabilities without sharing his own.
There seems to be a disconnect in our own discipline, wherein we claim to value self-reflection,
get others to do so on a daily basis, but have yet to lead the way in earnestly reflecting on our
own relationship to the title of ‘Doctor’.
Goodrich and Wang’s (1999) article The Doctor’s Power: Implications for Training was
also co-published by a psychologist (first author) and a MD (second author). While the
collaborative nature of the endeavor is to be praised, the promisingly titled article—precisely
what I was hoping to find when struggling with doubts vis-à-vis the title—is yet again an
instantiation of psychologists holding the space for others to reflect about their power, while
neglecting to do the same with respect to their own. Indeed, the article is about extant medical
school training models (paternalistic model, contract model), the impacts they have on the
relationship with patients, and the proposal of an alternative training model (power-in-relation
model) that emphasizes being awakened to power dynamics between doctor and patient, “finding
ways to recognize oppression’’ (p. 449), and creating a space for patients to ‘‘experience a
relationship of care without diminishment of self’’ (p. 450).
Applying this to our own field, one may wonder whether introducing ourselves with the
title of ‘Doctor’, as three quarters of Doctor Survey respondents reported doing with
Client/Patient interlocutors, may not inadvertently be anathema to the training model proposed
by Goodrich and Wang. Perhaps we have been focused more on being respected and recognized
(a major KeepUseTheme) than on recognizing the oppressive nature of certain of our practices.
Indeed, Goodrich and Wang seek to train their students to recognize the difference
between ‘power-over’ practices and practices of ‘power-in-relation’ by emphasizing
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that ‘‘behaving in a power-over manner is not inherent in a person or a position but instead is a
stance that can be taken or not taken’’ (p. 453). Moreover, they discuss the importance of talking
with students in training about what makes power-over stances appealing and disclose that, for
many residents, it is about ‘‘getting to do to others what may have been done to them as
students’’ (p. 454). Applying this to our discipline, what do students learn about the nature of
relationships when their professors introduce themselves as ‘Doctors’?74 Is there a risk of some
unconscious resentment resurfacing when the erstwhile student now Doctor interacts in the world
qua titled person?
The authors make another good point with respect to the tendency they have observed in
medical school students to attribute power-over practices to ‘‘anything but power’’ (p. 454),
attributing these instead to being stressed, exhausted, and so forth. This is reminiscent of Doctor
Survey respondents attributing the necessity for continued title usage to things like maintaining
accuracy, following tradition, ensuring differentiation and respect in hierarchical settings,
neglecting the possibility that we might wish to keep our title so as to keep power over others or
to keep feelings of powerlessness—inherent in the work we do—at bay. In short, DCTs could
stand to learn much from this article about how to foster greater reflection in their students (and
themselves) about the privileges of title.
As a final example of physician reflexivity, Kitch, DesRoches, Lesser, Cunningham, and
Campbell (2013) speak of a shift in perspectives with respect to professionalism in the medical
field. They explain that early professionalism, as an offshoot of the guild model, focused on
eradicating the competition in order to secure monopoly in service delivery and thereby protect
financial interests. However, the authors argue that several medical scholars now conceive of
74

As most students will attest, the usage of title once in a great while comes accompanied by other humiliating and
shaming practices. While introducing oneself with the title may not entail ‘power-over’ per se, a student only needs
one bad experience of both coinciding to have difficulty de-coupling them in psyche.
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professionalism “as a bulwark against the commercialization of medicine and […] forms of
social, economic and bureaucratic control” (p. 1) that interfere with patient care. The authors also
do recognize the real temptation physicians may face “to put economic gain ahead of individual
patient or societal needs” (p. 2), an admission that shows how candid physicians can be in
matters clinical psychologists seem more likely to disown and project onto others.
Taken together, all these fairly recent articles from the field of medicine, many of which
by women (and one by a student), suggest that Doctor Survey respondents’ portrayal of
physicians as arrogant and acquisitive may be outdated and more simplistic than warranted.
Furthermore, we might as well start feeling less insecure and more respectable upon seeing that
physicians, in beginning to talk about relationships, self-reflection, power, and vulnerability, are
inspired by what constitutes the very best of our expertise and by what we have been talking
about with clients/patients all this time—this is our tradition. Unfortunately, we sometimes forget
to apply these insights to our disciplinary self.
My sense is that in this current state of mutual borrowing, with clinical psychologists
emulating physicians (e.g., biomedical model, integrated care, health psychology, holding on to a
title associated by the public with medicine in order to feel more prestigious) and with physicians
emulating clinical psychologists (e.g., reflection on the doctor-patient relationship, physician
vulnerability, shame, and other emotions), our discipline stands to become impoverished and
theirs enriched, with the effect on the patient—both physicians’ and clinical psychologists’
raison d’être—being an enriched experience with a medical-now-relational- physician, and an
impoverished experience with a medicalized-symptom-focused-diagnostician- of-a-clinicalpsychologist. It seems to me that, on a disciplinary level75, we have more to offer MDs than they
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On an individual level, the reverse seems to be the case. I gladly yield to medicine’s greater importance (if I must
indulge the comparison game) in curing the sick. If I suffer from a ruptured ego, and there is no PhD clinical
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have to offer us. This is because there are always relational factors impacting their dealings with
patients. However, in our dealings with clients/patients, medical factors are not always involved.
I end this section with a reflection by Selzer (1960), a psychiatrist writing about possible
unconscious factors that may be harmful to the process of psychotherapy. He starts with a
reasonable premise: “Inasmuch as we are concerned with the welfare of our patients, it is vitally
important that we be frequently reminded that everything we do as psychotherapists should be
for the benefit of the patient” (p. 215). I could not agree more and many of the ideas in my initial
paper (see Chapter 3) rested on the very same premise.
In discussing what he believed to be common practice at the time of his writing, Selzer
proposes that addressing adult patients by first name may be deleterious to good therapy as it
bespeaks our need to feel superior, may minimize the patient’s illness (with the implication that
first name usage makes the adult childlike and therefore beset by difficulties than can be
attributed to a mere phase), can indicate our avoidance of therapeutic commitment (deprofessionalizing sessions into socializing ones and thereby reducing the obligation to actually
help), indicates friendship (leading patients to withhold information so as not to ‘lose’ the
friendship or allowing the therapist to avoid the patients’ hostility), and fosters regression (thus
preventing growth). Though much could be said and some of his points could be addressed by
dropping the title of ‘Doctor’ (e.g., its paternalism can also foster regression), I wish to focus on
Selzer’s first point: Feelings of superiority.
It is disconcerting that Selzer chose to go about clinician ‘feelings of superiority’ via first
name address of patients rather than via the fact that we are addressed as ‘Doctors’! He comes
close to addressing the issue in giving an example of how, in state mental hospitals, “attendants
will address patients by their first names although insisting that they be addressed in a more
psychologist around, I have other options. If I have a ruptured spleen, I need a real ‘Doctor’.
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formal manner (i.e., Mrs., Mr., etc.)” (p. 215) and goes on to explain that attendants are often
underpaid, marginalized themselves, and unaware of how useful they can be in helping patients.
Selzer’s apparent lack of awareness of—or resistance to mention—how referring to patients by
first name while expecting them to call us ‘Doctor’ does exactly the same is decidedly
confounding, as is his apparent projection of the arrogance onto ‘lower-level’ staff attendees.
Further, when actually being self-reflexive, for instance by stating that
even competent psychiatrists often harbor feelings of guilt because they are not
personally and professionally perfect. They may attempt to compensate for their real or
fancied deficiencies by attempting to reduce patients to a level where they feel
comfortable enough to deal with them. If the competent therapist can accept the idea that
he [or she] is not supposed to be perfect, there would be less need to place the patient on
a lower plane (p. 216),
he displaces the problem onto calling patients by first name and how that ‘reduces’ the patient,
completely ignoring how introducing ourselves as ‘Doctor’, by ‘elevating us’, is also a
contributor to and symptom of feelings of superiority. Compared to the previous reflections by
physicians, this one, by a psychiatrist actually engaged in psychotherapy, leaves much to be
desired: The ‘Doctor’ title again remains untouched!
The Narratives of Other Disciplines
Having chipped away at the tragic narrative oft presented by clinical psychologists about
greedy physicians stealing a title we have been using since medieval times by demonstrating that
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physicians actually seem to have taken the lead in publically and critically reflecting on their
title76, let us further examine other disciplines’ narratives about the title.
Field of marketing. Bruner (1989) argues that doctoral colleagues in his field are less
likely to use the title and more likely to feel uneasy doing so because of the physician/doctor
confusion and their “poor grasp on the history of the title” (p. 5). There seems to be a tension
emanating from his assertion that, historically, “the doctoral degree gave the right to teach at any
university without further examination [emphasis added]” (p. 5) and the persistent identity
question haunting his article, as exemplified by its very title Identity Crisis: Are we really
Doctors? Perhaps the nub of this tension is best expressed in the fact that both the inspection one
would rather be rid of and the respect one can never get enough of are etymologically related (inspecere: to look in vs. re-specere: to look back at; Barnhart & Steinmetz, 2015), suggesting that
we shall never be rid of being examined whether it be by the scrutinizing or admiring eye—
perhaps this intricate connection between inspection and respect (one cannot go without the
other) is what makes being defensive about the title possible.
Regarding the physician/doctor confusion, Bruner provides two explanations for its
genesis. First, the terms ‘physician’ and ‘doctor’ came to be conflated as a result of “an ignorant
habit [emphasis added] on the part of laity” (p. 6) who did not know that the title of ‘Doctor’ was
historically shared by people in different fields, including but not restricted to, medicine. The
ignorant habit of many ‘Doctors’ who conceive of the ‘masses’ as unknowing (as seen in the
Doctor Survey data and to be further discussed in the following chapter) obscures the possibility
that the physician/doctor confusion arose precisely because of what the masses knew.
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Though I must admit: It may be easier to reflect critically on the title from the heights of a greater prestige, as the
one accorded to our medical colleagues.
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While Bruner acknowledges this only in passing, Schweitzer (1965) describes more
thoroughly the historical circumstances whereby academics ‘lost’ the title due to having isolated
themselves from the people, ensuring that the masses’ only contact with ‘Doctors’ were with
physicians, who are nothing without a real in-the-flesh patient—unlike academics, who had the
luxury of thinking about the masses in abstracto—if at all—from the ivory tower.
Schweitzer goes on to explain that those who held doctoral degrees in medicine from a
university tended to utilize the title of ‘Doctor’ “in order to distinguish themselves from
[emphasis added] charlatans and non-university trained physicians” (p. 32), which outnumbered
them and tended to apply the title to themselves. We can surmise that using the title as a
differentiating factor may have exacerbated rather than prevented the possibilities for those
entertaining ulterior motives to co-opt an indicator of ‘legitimate’ training—indeed the flip side
to the argument that we should keep the title of ‘Doctor’ because it is an easy, rapid indicator of
a vast amount of education and training is that, as such, it is just as easily co-opted and imitated.
That being said, one can question the legitimacy of the then university-trained physicians from
today’s presentist standpoint, just as much as the legitimacy of today’s physicians will also some
day be thrown into question, rendering the legitimacy of legitimacy claims dubious.
Bruner’s second provided reason accounting for the physician/doctor confusion relates to
what he describes as the American medical establishment’s concerted effort, in the face of
competition in attracting students, to rename the entry-level Bachelor of Medicine as the Doctor
of Medicine (MD), stripping away in the process the latter’s advanced training attributes that
made it more akin to a ‘real’ PhD. Bruner therefore turns his initial question as to who is the
‘real’ doctor on its head by questioning whether MDs are the real doctors: “Quite clearly, all
doctorates are not created equal. The time required for attaining a Ph.D. is generally longer than
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that to earn an M.D. degree […] In name only is the M.D. a doctoral level degree” (p. 8).
Perhaps there is no end to Doctors questioning one another as to who is the ‘real deal’ and who is
the better Doctor, for indeed, the very structure of ‘Doctorness’ presupposes an arrangement
whereby people can be rank ordered and compared—perhaps such questionings serve as a
distraction from the most fearsome question: Who am I or How dare I (to claim I am the
‘Doctor’)? In a way, the title, as a supposed accurate representation is contested from within (to
borrow Derrida’s, 1967/2012, phrase ‘contesté de l’intérieur’), as different Doctors cannot even
agree on who should be included in the picture.
In words redolent of one of the Doctor Survey respondents (DCT12), Bruner points out
that lawyers are also guilty of this “bastardization” (p. 8) of the doctorate by having renamed the
entry-level Bachelor of Laws the Juris Doctor (JD) in order to “increase professional prestige”
(p. 8). Whereas the author’s position is that “the practice of awarding the doctorate as the initial
degree in a field degrades the significance of the title”, my own position is that the practice of
publishing articles in order to claim better jurisdiction over the title degrades the significance of
whatever work the discipline should busy itself doing. Moreover, Bruner neglects to consider
that all disciplines have had to let go of certain historical requirements for title obtention (e.g.,
foreign language requirement). Bruner ends his article with what can be termed a classic
academic protective move, warning that the field of marketing must be vigilant in protecting
their title, lest it be lost “to others who are aggressively staking their claim to it” (p. 9), again
suggesting that aggressive claims to the ‘title’ tend to be projected onto others, so as to pit them
against the more ‘legitimate’ struggle for one’s own disciplinary rights.
Field of law. In accusing lawyers of creating the JD for professional prestige, Bruner
completely disregards the fact that the legal profession went through a moment of eschewing the
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prestige that the title of ‘Doctor’ begets. Indeed, Hittner (1969) and Shields (1969) discussed and
decried the American Bar Association (ABA) Committee on Professional Ethics’ Informal
Opinion 1001, which stated that:
In our judgment, the use by a lawyer holding a J.D. degree of the term “Doctor” either
professionally or socially, and either verbally or in writing, would be a form of selflaudation, tending to emphasize the importance of his [or her] position [emphasis added]
(as cited in Shields, 1969, p. 960)
Informal Opinion 1001, according to Shields (1969), was based on Canon 27 of the
Canons of Professional Ethics (1951), which condemned direct and indirect advertisement as
unprofessional because, along with “all other like self-laudation, offend the traditions [emphasis
added] and lower the tone of our profession and are reprehensible […]” (p. 960). Now rather
than marvel at this exceptional—in both meanings of the word—statement of humility from a
discipline whose standard-bearers frequently get a bad rap for rapaciousness and seek the
wisdom therein, lawyers took exception to it, got defensive and threw sundry accusations. In the
words of Roper (1973): “When these opinions were handed down, a plethora of letters appeared
in the American Bar Association Journal, lamenting and criticizing them” (p. 85). One of the
letters contained a statement that Opinion 1001 “takes away property (right to use the title
“Doctor”) without due process of law” (Roper, 1973, p.86), confirming the link I have long
suspected between the title of ‘Doctor’ and title to the land (property).77
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Clark (1963) is also helpful in establishing the connection between title and territory when he states that the title
of ‘Bachelor’ may have been a derivative of the notion of a landless tenant. Indeed, the etymology of the word,
though judged to be uncertain, may possibly harken back to the Medieval Latin baccalarius—the helper or tenant on
a baccalaria, a section of land (Barnhart & Steinmetz, 2015). We see that this possible connection is redolent of
BA-level and MA-level students who must typically choose their thesis topic from within the enclosure of the
Doctor’s research turf.
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In short, this flurry of protestations can be considered similar to psychology’s Dörken
Episode, with the exception that the threat came from within the discipline, rather than from
without. The expressed outrage worked and the opinion was reversed in 1972, at least for the 44
states that had adopted the Code of Professional Responsibility (Roper, 1973).78 It is informative
to examine lawyers’ reactions at the time (before the opinion was reversed) and the arguments
they put forth in defense of their right to use the title.
With respect to the reactions, for instance, Hittner (1969) objected: “how can the lawyer
improve his [or her] image and status before the public […] if the American Bar Association
forbids him [or her] to use publicly the academic title which accompanies his [or her] degree?”
(p. 664). Moreover, Shields (1969) expressed a similar opinion when stating that he “respectfully
dissents” with bar associations who “discriminate [emphasis added] against the J.D. on the basis
that it is not really a doctorate degree comparable to that of doctor of philosophy but is merely a
change in name of a bachelor’s degree” (p. 960). Discriminate? Is there not some hyperbolic
misuse of the word here? Aren’t there graver matters to be dissenting against than not being
allowed to be called ‘Doctor’?
Let us now consider some of the arguments put forth by Shields (1969) and Hittner
(1969) in defense of their right to use their title. Both appealed to what may be termed the
‘Bologna argument’, an attempt at rendering baloney the primacy claims of other disciplines to
the title. Indeed, according to Roper (1973) the title of ‘Doctor’ was first applied to legal scholars
at the University of Bologna in the 12th Century, was only applied to medicine in the 14th
Century, and thereafter to other disciplines. In the prosecutorial words of Shields (1969) the title
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The most recent discussion I could find regarding lawyers’ right to use the title of ‘Doctor’ is by lawyer Kathleen
Maher (2006) who stated that, at the time of her writing, there were no blanket regulations and that, “as a result,
guidance on the issue continues to come primarily from state ethics opinions” (para. 7), with certain states allowing
it and others prohibiting it.
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was “originally restricted to use by the legal profession [until it was] pirated or appropriated by
the educational community because of the public acceptance and esteem given to those people
who devote themselves to a learned branch of human life” (p. 960).
It therefore seems that different disciplines—psychology, marketing, law—bend over
backwards and hark back to putative points of origins to legitimize their claims to the title. Can
they all be accurate in their representations? Whereas clinical psychologists have accused
physicians of stealing the title, we now see lawyers accusing ‘the educational community’ of
doing the same because history shows lawyers used it first. It thus seems that clinical
psychologists’ monolithic narrative about the title is thrown into question by those of other
disciplines.
Finally, both Shields (1969) and Hittner (1969) discussed the possible consequences of
Informal Opinion 1001. For example, Shields concluded that not being called ‘Doctor’ by other
‘Doctors’ “creates a loss of esteem, when we seek acceptance and equality” (p. 962), sounding
almost wistful of a fantasied academic scenario whereby “teachers with different levels of
education work together in harmony, each conferring prestige on the other in accordance with his
academic degrees” (p. 962).79 Further, while Hittner opines that “no harm to the image of the
attorney will result from the professional use of his [or her] earned degree and title. His [or her]
image, and the image of the entire profession, will be enhanced, not degraded” (p. 665), he
completely undercuts his persuasive effort by citing the words of a fellow colleague who extolled
the psychological benefits of having been able to get a better table at a restaurant when using the
title of ‘Doctor’ upon making the reservation.
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See the work of Smuts and Watanabe (1999) on the diddling ritual in olive baboons, considered as reinforcing
already existing or paving the way for future cooperation between male baboons.
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Although there is something absurd about advocating for title usage in order to get better
service, we have at last an explicit admission of the psychology behind the title, something
Doctor Survey respondents shied away from in their attributed arguments. How ironic that I had
to resort to looking at another discipline’s literature in order to finally hear someone admit that
the title is good for the ego. Perhaps the closest Doctor Survey respondents came to an admission
thereof is when almost one quarter reported that they have the title of ‘Doctor’ inscribed on their
non-academic cards.
Field of surgery. If law is the only discipline to have ever placed a formal, albeit
temporary, restriction on using the title of ‘Doctor’, surgery may be the only one that officiously
took pride in being above it. Indeed, Loudon (2000) provides a brief historical portrait of male
surgeons, who initially lacked the formal training of physicians and were once relegated to
second place in the medical hierarchy, being supervised by better-qualified physicians and
addressed only as ‘Mr.’ With the growth of voluntary teaching hospitals in the 18th Century,
Loudon argues, the status of surgeons expanded and surpassed that of their erstwhile superiors to
the extent that they became “so proud to be distinguished from [emphasis added] physicians that
the title of Mr became a badge of honour” (p. 1589) and that “being addressed as Mr ceased to be
a put-down” (p. 1590).
We can see here something about the contingency of ‘titles’—how the honor they confer
can vary depending on context. Further, it seems that as surgeons felt secure in their position,
honorifics became superfluous: “Although surgeons in 1730 had no right to be called Dr.,
hospital surgeons in 1830 had no wish to be” (p. 1590). And yet, when a new hybrid—the
surgeon-apothecary (what we today call General Practitioners)—rose to trouble the neat
categorical distinction between physician and surgeon, hospital surgeons responded by resorting
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to rank and title, distinguishing themselves as ‘pure surgeons’ in contradistinction to those who
engaged in the lowly practices of midwifery and drug peddling (again, we see here that history
teaches us how status is relative—what ‘pure surgeons’ turned their noses up to is today’s
clinical psychologists’ ultimate aspiration and great matter for envy: prescription privileges) and
creating the new rank of Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons (FRCS) to officialize their
position, leaving the title of ‘Doctor’ to physician-accoucheurs as consolation and obstinately
clinging to the title of ‘Mr.’ As opposed to Doctor Survey respondents who tended to call for
continuity with tradition, Loudon (2000) concludes that the tradition of Mr.-calling in the field of
surgery should be broken with:
Now, however, so much of surgery is teamwork that it seems to me that the original and
rather trivial reasons for “mistering” surgeons have disappeared. Would surgeons be
willing to abandon this pretentious anachronism [emphasis added] so that all who
possess a medical qualification that is recognized by the General Medical Council,
regardless of the specialty and the letters after their name, are simply addressed as Dr? It
is at least worth considering. (p. 1591)
How curious that Loudon (2000) decries the tradition of ‘mistering’ qua ‘pretentious
anachronism’ and, rather than suggest doing away with titles altogether, proposes replacing it
with more of the same! Judging by our empirical and disciplinary angles of disclosure, it seems
that whatever serves current interests tends to be deemed a venerable tradition and what does not,
is deemed a pretentious anachronism.
Kindred mental health fields. Other than in law and surgery, rare are the spaces where
the title of ‘Doctor’ has not taken hold.80 With respect to lawyers, the ban was temporary and for
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I did come across an intriguing parenthetical statement in an article otherwise unrelated to our matter of inquiry to
the effect that faculty at the University of Chicago “traditionally eschew the title of “Doctor” as superfluous” (Platt,
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surgeons, it was imposed from without and then maintained for the ‘wrong’ reasons: arrogance
masquerading as humility. And while physicians are publishing articles about helping students
differentiate between symptom and relationship or between power-over and power-in-relation
practices, psychologists and those in related fields are writing about identity differentiation. Let
us now indeed consider a family of disciplines—including our own, but excluding MDs— that
all have some stake in the provision of mental health services. Some of these include those
disciplines Doctor Survey respondents likely alluded to when opining that we need to maintain
our differentiation and uniqueness with the help of the title. We shall see, however, that these
kindred disciplines, including our own, are more alike than different in being preoccupied with
narrow professional status interests, at the expense of critically examining the title of ‘Doctor’ or
attempting to work together to better serve clients/patients.
Consider, for instance, Southern, Cade, and Locke’s (2012) advocacy for the creation of
the Doctor of Professional Counseling (DPC), which speaks to preoccupations of “parity with
other allied health professionals in third-party payment for services” (p. 5) as well as concerns
with the “implicit conflict in professional identity within psychology” (p. 9), as indicated by the
PsyD controversy (see also Brewer, Facer, O’Toole, & Douglas, 1999, for a similar
preoccupation with parity and differentiation with respect to the Doctor of Public Administration
and the PhD in Public Administration degrees).
Further, discussing Behavior Analysis’ own bid for autonomy and, perhaps, monopoly
through licensure, Cautilli and Dziewolska (2008) also speak to issues of parity and
differentiation when stating that:
Opposition to licensing from other mental health professionals is not new either. It seems
2014, p. 115). It would be interesting for future research to investigate what factors may have accounted for that
statement.
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to be the rule in mental health for mental health practitioner groups (psychiatrists, social
workers, psychologists, counselors, etc) to oppose each other’s moves to become
independent. (p. 3)
Leahy (2007), writing from the disciplinary standpoint of nursing, makes use of Erikson’s
notion of identity vs. role confusion in warning advanced practice psychiatric nurses that they
need to “quickly establish a distinct role and identity [lest they be] left in the cold” (p. 137) by
psychologists starting to gain prescription privileges in certain states. Unconvincingly, she
portrays identity consolidation as an imperative “for the sake of children in our country who
struggle with behavioral and emotional issues” (p. 137). Her appeal is ‘contested from within’
(see Derrida, 1967/2012), as demonstrated by her borrowing a notion from another discipline
(ours) to make a disciplinary identity claim! Perhaps the children would be best served if
professionals focused on learning to work together and letting themselves be influenced from
one another rather than on seeking to compete for privileges and establish rigid self-contained
professional identities.
We see the same preoccupation with identity in Fox, Kovacs, and Graham’s (1985)
discussion of the PsyD degree. Consider Principle 6 of the 20 principles they put forth with
respect to issues around training and licensure:
The appropriate degree for those completing doctoral education in professional
psychology is the doctor of psychology (PsyD) degree. We assert that it is time for
professional psychologists to move boldly to embrace a unique identity [emphasis added].
Having its own “name” will aid immensely in giving the profession a sense of uniqueness
[emphasis added]. (p. 1045)
Further, their discussion about the need to reward with a title those who seek further
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specialization seems to seriously undermine the more meaningful intrinsic reward inherent in the
furtherance of deeper learning: “If psychology is to take seriously [emphasis added] its
responsibility for the development of meaningful [emphasis added] specialties, it must create a
structure that rewards its members for going through the additional rigors of specialty
preparation and the board process” (p. 1048).
Randolph (1990) also makes a proposal of his own: Rather than converting doctoral
counselor education programs into counseling psychology ones and thereby seek APA
accreditation (given evidence that the latter lead to better outcomes on the job market), he
suggests renaming them as ‘clinical counseling’ programs. He refers to the former strategy as an
“if you can’t beat them, Join [sic] them” one, and his own proposed plan as an “if we can’t join
them, beat them!” (para. last). His reasoning again suggests motivations related to economic as
well as identity differentiation concerns:
Some other professional specialties have wisely chosen to use the clinical modifier for
their specialty title and have found it very effective in communicating the appropriateness
of specialty title holders for employment in certain settings. Also, the clinical label is
needed to differentiate [emphasis added] training programs from those essentially for
nonclinical educational personnel (para. 22).
What seems to be happening here is that with clinical psychologists holding on to their
title of ‘Doctor’, in part to piggyback on the perceived prestige of medicine and to differentiate
themselves from ‘lower-level’ competitors, the counselor education field responds by seeking to
rebrand itself as clinical counseling likely in part to piggyback on the perceived prestige of
clinical psychology and to differentiate itself from its own ‘lower’-level competitors. Is that the
evolution of professions: Aping those above and keeping those below in their place?
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Case in point, in response to Randolph (1990), Wittmer and Loesch (1990) oppose the
proposed affixation of the ‘clinical’ label on the grounds that it indicates a focus on diagnosis
and remediation. Further, they argue “that use of the term clinical would lead to even more
frequent accusations of counselor education doctoral graduates attempting to be "pseudopsychologists" ” (para. 14). They end by noting the futility of seeking to emulate or being overly
concerned with what other disciplines are doing or not doing in bolstering professional identity,
suggesting rather that “focus on and demonstration of competence and extension of existing
strengths will improve professional identity and employment opportunities […] much faster than
idiosyncratic title change” (para. last). Clinical psychologists would be wise to follow suit, there
being, of course, a difference between vertical emulation and horizontally being inspired by…
Finally, consider Shapiro and Wiggins’ (1994) preoccupation with practitioners having
“no defining degree to differentiate [emphasis added] them from their academic—research
colleagues” (p. 207) and with the fact that “the PhD degree identifies [emphasis added] the
bearer as a scholar, a scientist, or an academician but fails to identify [emphasis added] the holder
as a professional psychologist” (p. 208).
Citing public confusion, as well as difficulties in identifying what kind of psychologist to
recognize as Medicare providers, their recommendation is to actually add the PsyD title to all
those who practice, including those who already hold a PhD, who would need to go through a
credentialing review. In short, to make clients/patients less confused, we need to add yet another
acronym after our name! Clearly, the economic incentive is the driving concern.
Summarizing Statement
Taken together, all these parity-seeking, differentiation-making identity moves by
disciplines who have some stake in the provision of mental health services are ubiquitous, both
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in the literature and in the Doctor Survey responses, where the title was seen as a major factor
allowing us to differentiate and consolidate our identity. However, it seems that the more we
‘Doctors’ seek to differentiate ourselves, the more the ones to be differentiated from will seek
parity, leading to a constant interplay of identity-making claims, suggesting that identity cannot
be self-contained, but always needs an other to momentarily congeal. The question is, are
clients/patients best served by each field seeking to secure a solid identity via over-and-against
hierarchical claims and titles (recovery-based identity) or by different fields seeking to foster
moments of identification with one another based on what they can learn from each other
(discovery-based identification)? In other words, might we not better aspire to become by
learning from one another rather than be in opposition to one another? What would it look like if
clinical psychologists as ‘Doctors’ focused more on teaching and learning from these kindred
disciplines rather than seeking to use their title to protect or recover an identity?
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Chapter 13
Confusing & Misleading Revisited
Doctor Survey respondents’ arguments tended to depict the ‘public’ as a monolithic
opposite to an equally monolithic ‘Doctor’, with the latter being knowledgeable, vastly educated,
and blessed with specialized training, and the former being unknowing, naïve, and prone to
confusion. In keeping with this, the most salient StopUseTheme generated from the Doctor
Survey—though one whose constituent arguments tended not to be personally endorsed—was
named Confusing & Misleading. In what follows, we revisit this theme, as well as the
KeepUseTheme of Credibility & Trust.
Is The Public Confused? Or Are We Confusing the Public?
Another zone of silence in the Doctor Survey data has to do with respondents imputing to
the public certain characteristics that it cannot easily refute by the convenient virtue of it being
an abstract category that cannot talk back. Is it the case, though, that the public is as naïve,
simple-minded, and confused as portrayed in some respondents’ attributed arguments? Is our
title’s supposed and oft-touted accuracy/clarity of representation actually accurate in practice—
to what extent are we clear on this? Is it the case that we need to keep the title of ‘Doctor’ to
ensure we are well perceived and trusted by the public? To address these three questions, we can
fall back on empirical studies about the public’s knowledge and perceptions of psychologists
proper, but also on opinion pieces from other disciplines (e.g., nursing, psychoanalysis), which
afford us more recent reflections about the title and the public.
Public knowledge of psychologists. With respect to the empirical evidence, Wood,
Jones, and Benjamin (1986) surveyed over the phone 201 males and females from Los Angeles,
Milwaukee, Houston, and Washington, D.C. They found that less than 16% reported believing
that psychologists prescribe drugs, seriously undermining the StopUseArg that the public is
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prone to mistakenly assume that we have the ability to prescribe medications. The authors state
that their “respondents demonstrated reasonable accuracy in their views of psychology” (p. 950)
and that recent surveys had “also found that respondents can differentiate psychology and
psychiatry with some accuracy” (p. 951).
Furthermore, Murstein and Fontaine (1993) asked 90 residents of the state of Connecticut
to define various mental health providers (MHPs) and then scored these definitions as per the
following scale: 2 points for essentially knowing the profession, 1 point for having some
knowledge, but lacking one or more essential facts, and 0 points for not knowing, being
confused, or uncertain. The various MHPs provided are ranked below in order of those who
obtained the highest to those who obtained the lowest average ratings: Physician (1.68),
clergyperson (1.65), psychiatrist (1.58), telephone crisis counselor (1.41), psychiatric nurse
(1.34), social worker (1.10), marriage and family counselor (1.03), psychologist (1.03), and
psychotherapist (0.65). These results suggest that respondents knew fairly well the essential
features of physicians and psychiatrists, but that their knowledge of psychologists lacked on
average one or more essential facts. More telling, however, is the fact that inter-rater agreement
for the definition scores is reported to have been between 70%-83%81, suggesting that the
researchers themselves were not too clear on whether the public is clear on their definitions!
When respondents were asked which provider they had consulted for a mental health
problem in the past, physicians were the provider having obtained the highest number of reported
consultations (32), followed by psychologists (24), and psychiatrists (20). Further, when asked
which type of provider they would recommend to a friend, respondents selected marriage and
family counselor (41) more often than any provider, with psychologist (37) in second place,
followed by psychiatrist (32) and physician (25). Finally, with respect to knowledge of licensure
81

The authors did not provide separate inter-rater agreement rates by MHP, reporting a range instead.
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requirements, a large percentage of respondents correctly indicated that physicians (97%),
psychiatrists (94%), and psychologists (81%) require licensure, which, according to the authors
“is fairly impressive” (p. 842).
Taken together, these data suggest that the late 1980s-early 1990s public, while not fully
knowledgeable of what psychologists do, did tend to know that they need to be licensed and that
they do not prescribe medications and therefore, may not be the naïve, vulnerable lot title
advocates would like us to believe. If anything, the data obtained by Murstein and Fontaine for
the psychotherapist provider indicates that when respondents were incorrect in their judgments
with respect to licensure, they erred on the side of being more, not less, cautious with 59% of the
sample erroneously assuming that psychotherapists had to be licensed. The authors conclude
that:
public knowledge of MHPs seems to continue to improve. Respondents were fairly
accurate in their knowledge of licensure and training. Although the role of psychologists
still seems somewhat unclear compared with some other MHPs, this finding should not
be of concern to psychologists. (p. 844)
Given that these studies are rather dated82, let us now turn to scholarly pieces from other
disciplines that recast the relationship between titles and the public in light of more recent
developments, one of which being the Nurse-Doctor controversy, whereby the apparition of
doctorally-trained nurses in the hospital milieu created a measure of scandal for fear that patients
82

A more recent study of public confusion with respect to titles, though one centered on medical titles (chief
physician, attending physician, resident, intern, medical student, pre-medical student), is by Kravetz, Anderson,
Shaw, Basson, and Gauvin (2011). They found that only 44.6% of 365 adult surgical patients were able to correctly
match all six titles with their associated levels of education. More importantly, the researchers found that sending a
document describing the title distinctions prior to surveying another group of patients did not significantly improve
performance, suggesting that would-be information campaigns about clinical psychologists’ titles and level of
education are unlikely to stick in the public’s mind and allow the wished-for differentiation from other sound-alike
mental health providers. One could reckon, however, that a news piece about clinical psychologists being the first to
voluntarily relinquish their title would be memorable to the public indeed.
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would not know who the ‘real’ doctors are.
The issue of public confusion in the field of nursing/healthcare was addressed in the
Journal for Nurse Practitioners, which presented articles using a point/counterpoint format akin
to our imaginal debate, whereby authors holding pro and contra views were placed side by side.
Selway (2009), in introducing the topic, provides some corroboration of Doctor Survey
respondents’ views of the medical establishment as seeking exclusionary use of the title. Indeed,
in 2008, the Illinois delegation of the American Medical Association (AMA) put forth
Resolution 303, stipulating that the title of ‘Doctor’ should be reserved for physicians, dentists,
and podiatrists, with the—as we have seen, ubiquitous—argument that nurses with PhDs being
addressed as ‘Doctor’ would be confusing to patients. The resolution failed to pass due to
protests from the American Nurses Association, the American Psychological Association, and
the Nurse Practitioner roundtable, who, it seems, and in accordance with social psychological
theory, bonded over a common enemy.83
Elwell (in Selway, 2009), arguing on the pro title side, states that physicians’ arguments
for preventing nurses from using the title are underpinned by the elitist assumption that “health
care consumers are not intelligent enough to understand who is taking care of them” (p. 351).
This is echoed by Bradley-Springer (2012), who makes little of the public confusion argument,
stating that it does not give enough credit to patients: “If they can understand how to take their
medications, they can figure out who their providers are” (p. 2).

83

However, contradicting psychologists’ fear of land-grabbing physicians, The American College of Emergency
Physicians (ACEP, 2014) issued a statement approved by its Board of Directors whereby it was recommended that
“individuals in a hospital environment who have direct contact with patients and who present themselves to patients
as “doctors”, and who are not “physicians” […], must specifically and simultaneously declare themselves
nonphysicians and define the nature of their doctorate degree” (p. 573), thus clearly not seeking exclusionary usage
of the title but rather, asking for precisions to be made in order to reduce the potential for confusion. Why the more
parsimonious recommendation of just dropping the title of ‘Doctor’ and have everyone name a descriptive of their
profession was not made is another story…
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In short, the empirical data and scholarly opinions seem to indicate that the public is not
as confused, naïve, and lacking in knowledge as ‘Doctors’ believe them to be, therefore
undermining any appeals to keep using the title because its supposed accuracy helps dispel
public confusion and any appeals to stop using it because the public is caught up in the
doctor/physician confusion.
The title’s accuracy in theory vs. in practice. The reader will hopefully recall that the
issue of public confusion came up quite frequently in Doctor Survey respondents’ StopUseArgs.
This issue is also related to the KeepUseTheme of Accuracy & Representation, whereby clear
and accurate representation is the opposite of confusion. However, this presentation of the title
qua accurate representation is contested by reports in the literature about how the title has
actually been used or called to be used in practice. Moreover, when advocating for and making
precisions, certain authors seem to make a muddle of things, confusing self- or disciplinaryinterests with protection of the public.
I will start easy and discuss a study from our sister discipline of sociology, in the hopes
that this will soften up the reader a little bit, before moving on to our own disciplinary
confusions. When Bishop (1979) asked 152 junior and senior sociology undergraduates to rank
order various degrees (Associate, Bachelor’s, Master’s, Doctorate) and various academic
positions (Teaching Assistant, Instructor, Assistant Professor, Associate Professor, and
Professor), 38% and 34%, respectively, could not correctly do so. Working under the assumption
that “students of sociology should be more capable of discerning social forces that influence their
everyday life”, the author concludes that “the popular conceit that our sociology majors are
aware of the political and social forces around them needs to be challenged” (p. 99).
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And yet, it seems to me that being aware of the correct rankings in no way indicates that
the critical appraisal of the effects of hierarchy one would expect sociologists to enlighten us
with has taken place. If anything, it seems likely that knowing the correct rankings may just as
well betray a wholesale acceptance of the game, whereby students know precisely whom to
ingratiate themselves with! Case in point:
these forces should be of real concern for the students. Letters of references for jobs and
graduate school are often read in the context of the academic status system. Being in the
good graces of a full professor has greater utility than having impressed an instructor.
(Bishop, 1979, p. 99)
Almost as an afterthought, he adds: “this is not an argument that this status game must be
played by the student, but they should at least recognize it” (p. 99), bypassing the opportunity for
a detailed sociological critique of academic hierarchy. Nevertheless, the data and the author’s
interpretation do suggest that even in sociology programs, at least in the late 1970s, the thorny
issue of titles was not being expressly talked about and that, when it was, the self-interest factor
(climbing up the academic ladder) took precedence over protection of the public (e.g., outlining a
cogent sociological critique of academic hierarchy and, say, how it may affect transmission of
knowledge to the public via the mutually reinforcing relationship of rank to clout).
I would now like to discuss two pieces in the literature suggesting that, at least in
practice, the title of ‘Doctor’ as applied to clinical psychologists is not as accurate as Doctor
Survey respondents portrayed it to be, undermining claims that we need to keep the title because
it is an exact indicator of our level of education and thereby indicating that the confusion—of
another kind—often lies with the discipline, whereby the importance of maintaining status
overrides concern with public interest.
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The first study was inspired by Jeffrey et al.’s (1985) concern that “the psychology intern
in the fourth or fifth year of doctoral training is afforded less status” (p. 724) than medical interns
because the former have not yet received their PhDs and the latter already have their MDs,
making for a situation wherein psychology interns are the ones that cannot be addressed as
‘Doctor’. In order to examine this issue in the context of local practice, the authors surveyed
predoctoral psychology interns at 50 APA-accredited hospital or medical center settings. They
found that interns from 54% of the sites reported that staff sometimes introduced them to
patients with the title of ‘Doctor’, albeit with two thirds of interns from these sites reporting
much variability in the practice. Further, interns from 36% of the sites reported that staff
introduced them to physicians and staff with the title of ‘Doctor’ and interns from 28% of the
sites reported introducing themselves to physicians and staff with the title. Finally, interns from
22% of the sites reported identifying themselves as ‘Doctor’ when answering the phone and
interns from 12% of the sites stated having used the title in informal written communications.
Unfortunately, no data is reported with respect to interns directly introducing themselves
to patients with the title of ‘Doctor’—did the authors not ask about this perhaps being reticent in
possibly opening a Pandora’s box revealing that interns are directly lying to their patients? Either
way, we see that the Doctor Survey respondents’ ubiquitous Accuracy & Representation
arguments are challenged by what is actually done in practice, with not-yet-doctors already
inaccurately being addressed by title. An intern from one site actually reported that the site
inscribed the title of ‘Doctor’ on psychology interns’ badges! How is that for accuracy and
avoiding public confusion?
Interestingly, results of the study also show that in 56% of the sites, physicians went
along with the muddling practice and referred to interns as ‘Doctor’, clearly challenging the view
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of physicians as hogging the title. Citing APA ethical regulations about accurately representing
one’s qualifications, the authors nonetheless counter-argue that “quality of patient care is
enhanced if one is seen as a doctor” (p. 726) without offering an iota of evidence other than a
vague reference to the power of suggestion (we have already seen in Chapter 10 that such
empirical evidence is currently lacking). Indeed, the authors posit that the title may be one of
those nonspecific factors contributing to healing. We now know that one of the greatest common
factors is the quality of the relational alliance (see Wampold, 2001/2009). How does
misrepresenting oneself to the patient beget a trusting alliance?
Of course, another common factor is ‘expectation’, but this has less to do with the title of
‘Doctor’ than with the client/patient’s belief that his or her suffering is being conceptualized in a
meaningful way and that treatment consistent with the now shared conceptualization will beget
positive results (Wampold, 2015). It seems to me that being on par status-wise with physicians
has been so important, making possible confused and absurd-sounding statements such as the
following: “Requiring an internship prior to degree completion [emphasis added] may place the
psychology trainee in a disadvantageous position with respect to medical colleagues and may
adversely impact on patient-therapist relationships [emphasis added]” (Jeffrey et al., 1985, p.
727).
The second study providing an instance of disciplinary confusion is by Martin (2011),
who, in advocating for the greater promotion of clinical psychology in Australia, bemoans the
fact that in other disciplines, holders of the Masters Degree (Extended), a relatively new 3-4 year
degree focused on preparation for professional practice, can be called ‘Doctor’. This is indeed
the case, he reports, for medical practice, physiotherapy, dentistry, optometry, veterinary
practice, but not for clinical psychology. In arguing that clinical psychologists should try to get
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in on this, he states, on the pro side that: “the consequence of not being added to the list is that
psychology may head towards becoming unique in the health system as the only profession for
which its practitioners cannot use the title “doctor” ” (p. 100). The fact that Martin advocates for
Masters’ holders to be called ‘Doctor’ challenges the KeepUseTheme of Accuracy &
Representation, whereby Doctor Survey respondents tended to argue that we should continue
being called ‘Doctor’ because we have a Doctorate. By that token, we should therefore not argue
that Master’s holders also be addressed by the title of ‘Doctor’. If precise accuracy is not the
actual guiding line in practice, then surely, it must be professional interests that ground
Accuracy & Representation arguments.
Further, much like the Doctor Survey respondents shying away from making and
endorsing StopUseArgs, Martin gives the contra side short shrift:
What are the arguments against being on the list? In the past, practitioners with Masters
Degrees have made the case for being able to use the courtesy title “doctor.” The case
was that medical practitioners could use the courtesy title “doctor” after 6 years of
university study (now 5 years) so why should a psychologist with a Masters [sic] degree
requiring 4 + 2 = 6 years not be able to use the title? The counter argument was that other
psychologists had spent 4 + 3 = 7 years to gain a Doctoral degree so that the Masters
graduates would be getting the title on the basis of a shorter training. However, the
Masters degrees (extended) are the same length as Doctoral degrees, so this counter
argument does not apply to them. (p. 100)
Martin also states his objection with respect to how the Psychology Board of Australia
(PBA) recommends that registered psychologists referring to themselves as ‘Doctor’ specify in
brackets that they are psychologists so as to avoid having the public confuse them for
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psychiatrists, though without making a counterpart recommendation that psychiatrists also
include “Psychiatrist” in brackets after their name so that they are not confused with
psychologists. Apparently, misleading the public into believing that psychiatrists are
psychologists and therefore have high-level psychology competencies is not a concern.
(p. 101)
This is patent nonsense. How about debating the real issue: What does the title of
‘Doctor’ entail for clients/patients, not for the ego-laden question of who gets what privilege
according to how many years of education they have and who gets to escape having to qualify
their title with parenthetical precisions.84
Unfortunately, Martin refers to the struggle over such petty differentiations as “advocacy
and political action” (p. 101). Are there not more profound and needed ways for clinical
psychologists to engage in advocacy and political action (this will be further taken up in Chapter
15)? In the context of physicians becoming more and more reflective about issues of oppression
and power that come with titles and hierarchy and how these impact the quality of the DoctorPatient relationship (see Chapter 12), is this the best we can do in our publications? Comparing,
contrasting, and complaining about privilege and status?
Do we need the title to ensure public trust? Having reviewed above studies (Wood et
al., 1986; Murstein & Fontaine, 1993) suggesting that the public has been for a long time
reasonably knowledgeable about what we do and about the licensure requirements allowing us to
do what we do; having cited data suggesting that educating the public about titles is unlikely to
lead to greater clarity with respect to the same; and having suggested that the focus on holding an
accurate title in order to supposedly clarify things for the public tends to be contradicted in
practice and overridden by interests in preserving disciplinary status, let us now cover studies
84

See Erasmus’ comments on the ‘importance’ of capitalizing MAGISTER NOSTER in Chapter 11.
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and scholarly pieces about the public’s perceptions of psychologists, in order to address the
question as to whether we still need the title to ensure its trust and respect.
In the late 1950s, Nunnally and Kittross (1958) surveyed 207 members of the general
public about their attitudes with respect to various titled mental health professionals. While their
conclusions may help understand the pervasive interest in protecting our title of ‘Doctor’ as a
way to piggyback on the prestige of medicine, they also show that clinical psychologists, at least
in those years, were in general well perceived by the public:
public attitudes are generally high toward those professions that deal directly or indirectly
with mental health problems. It is to be expected that the public holds all professionals in
high esteem, including those studied here. However, the public attitude is definitely more
favorable toward those professionals identified with physical medicine, such as the
Doctor and Nurse, than toward those professionals identified in the public mind with
mental problems. (p. 594)
The authors also found that differences in public attitudes among the various titles
beginning with psych- were nonsignificant, which they averred to be “in sharp contrast to the
care which mental health professionals take to distinguish themselves [emphasis added] as
clinical rather than experimental psychologists, as psychoanalysts rather than psychiatrists, and
as psychiatrists rather than psychologists” (p. 594).
Furthermore, Wood et al. (1986) found that 91.35% of their general public sample held
highly or somewhat favorable attitudes towards psychologists and stated that “in general it seems
that overall attitudes toward psychology have been positive over the past 40 years; there is also
some evidence that opinions have become slightly more favorable during that time period” (p.
951).
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Taken together, all these findings suggest that the public is not as affected by the
physician/doctor confusion as one would think and that psychologists have had the respect of the
public for a fairly long time. It surely may be argued that the title of ‘Doctor’ is precisely what
has allowed us to garner such positive reviews. As we will see shortly, however, more recent
scholarly pieces suggest that, currently, the biggest loss we must guard ourselves against is that
of autonomy of practice and that holding on to status and title may no longer be the best way to
do so…
Writing from a psychoanalytic perspective, Eisold (2007), offers some interesting
insights with respect to renewing our trust-based—rather than title-based— authority with the
public. In seeking to account for what he calls the “erosion of our profession” (p. 1), he puts
forth two culprits: economically-driven pressures and the alliance with medicine, which “once
enhanced our professional authority [but] now has become something of a handicap” (p. 1),
pressuring us “into misrepresenting the nature of the work we do to fit expectations that our
medical identity arouses” (p. 1). While Eisold does not discuss the title of ‘Doctor’ per se, we
can link his thought with the fact of Doctor Survey respondents’ omnipresent concerns with
physicians and the healthcare setting in arguing for continued title use.
Perhaps these concerns speak to how the title of ‘Doctor’ helps maintain the
physician/doctor confusion on an altogether different level than that of public confusion. Perhaps
we ourselves, as well, risk getting confused, especially with ‘integrated care’ being oft presented
by the APA as the wave of the future for clinical work (Clay, 2012).85 Paradoxically, then, the
title, seen by Doctor Survey respondents as fostering identity differentiation, may also, as a
symbol of the medicalization of our profession, toll the death knell of the specificity of what we
85

My brief and unfortunate experience in an integrated care setting as part of my doctoral internship makes me
wonder whether ‘assimilated care’ might not be more fitting a moniker, as the risks of psychotherapy being
phagocytized by medicine seem to me a legitimate concern.
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do (see Miller & Hubble, 2004, described in Chapter 11).
Further, Eisold (2007) seems to be more transparent than Doctor Survey respondents and
psychologists responding to the Dörken Episode about territoriality and service monopolyseeking being intrinsic to the development of any profession—not just something that ‘arrogant’
physicians do—as he laments the fact that, due to economic and political pressures, professions
as we knew them no longer exist because “we still have the responsibilities and obligations of
professionals but not the autonomy and privileges that once were part of the package” (p. 5).
In light of this, Eisold concludes that striving to protect or preserve the profession is “no
longer an adequate defense” and that “our identity as professionals provides us no leverage” (p.
3). Again, while he does not discuss the title of ‘Doctor’ specifically, his thought does detract
from Doctor Survey respondents’ arguments about it being useful in ensuring our power to do
what we do and to contribute what we have to. As an alternative, Eisold, emboldened by the fact
that, despite having lost autonomy to managers and politicos, we still hold the expertise, suggests
that we need to decouple with medicine for “the link with medicine makes us seem relevant in
emergencies, oriented to suffering and disease, part of pathology, not part of life” (p. 9) and to let
the public know what we do and regain their trust. With respect to the latter, Eisold suggests we
need to convince the public that
we are not indifferent and aloof, primarily concerned with our own status, salaries, and
working conditions, [I would add here: title] rather than their needs [emphasis added]. In
our present condition, mourning the erosion of our profession, preoccupied with losses of
our social standing and control over our work, we do not present an attractive picture. (p.
9)
I cannot help but notice that above, when paraphrasing Eisold, a psychoanalyst, I used
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‘we’, which I had heretofore reserved only to refer to us ‘clinical psychologists’. Perhaps the
minor inaccuracy conveys how apt and inspiring his words could be for clinical psychologists
also. His cogent article makes me inclined to revert back to the silly wish I had expressed in my
initial paper (see Chapter 3) that we clinical psychologists might be the first to jettison our title,
as a matter of principle and as a clear sign to the public that we have moved beyond being
preoccupied with our professional status to being engaged with the state of our vocation.
Siegel (in Selway, 2009), in arguing against nurses’ right to use the title of ‘Doctor’,
offers a thought quite germane to the present discussion as she subverts expectations by stating
that the title may actually reduce positive public perceptions:
Medicine has done a wonderful job of using the title “doctor” to isolate itself from being
perceived by most patients as a “person who cares about me as a person.” I am concerned
that the negative perceptions of the title could carry over to us. We must be careful what
we wish for; by insisting on being called “doctor,” we could separate ourselves from the
very thing that sets us apart. (p. 351)
The reader would be right in supposing that some of her statements are close to my own
views (see Chapter 3) about how taking pride in a title that arranges relationships on the vertical
happens at the expense of taking pride in what we actually do namely, relating on a horizontal
plane with those who suffer.
The thought of Raoult (2006) is also pertinent here as he posits that psychology in
France, historically fractured along several lines, is currently losing the field to medics and
businesses, and that the dénouement of this crisis will be related to our capacity to “prendre
position dans le débat public et à dépasser, au-delà des intérêts immédiats et des narcissismes
exacerbés, les conflits structurels, historiques, idéologiques et institutionnels [trans. mine: take a
stance in the public debate and go beyond immediate interests and narcissistic outrage to
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transcend structural, historical, ideological, and institutional conflicts]” (p. 485). Raoult also
offers a great insight with respect to psychologists “s’illusionnant dans la position « d’expert
excentré »” [trans. mine: deluding themselves in the position of “dethroned86 experts”] (p. 488)
and perhaps reveling in it. The insight is this, that it reveals the ethical failings of the
psychologist, as well as his or her great vulnerability.
Although Raoult does not go into further detail, one can apply his line of thought to the
tendency we have seen thus far for clinical psychologists (and other mental health providers) to
complain about physicians stealing their title, be preoccupied with improving disciplinary status,
and publish articles about how many years of education they have and what privileges should
ensue and for whom… The fact of the matter is that these would be moot questions if we focused
on improving the lot of those who are truly marginalized, rather than picking away at and
thereby refreshing the scabs of our wounded narcissism.
Finally, I was happy to belatedly find some support in the literature for my suspicion that
protecting the title has more to do with protecting disciplinary than public interests (see initial
paper in Chapter 3). Indeed, while not mentioning the title of ‘Doctor’ per se, Canadian
psychologist Pettifor (1996) is one of the rare ones to admit that “professionalization strategies
are part of psychology’s political agenda to secure public support, for research, teaching and
practice, and i.e. develop credibility as deserving power, status, income, privilege, and other
rewards” (p. 2). Further, he argues that we need to go back to virtue ethics in guiding behavior
and, after discussing APA’s aspirational principles, mentions an evocative paradox plaguing the
ancient Greeks, whereby two moral ideals stood in contradiction: “(a) to assert themselves
always to be first, best, and superior to others, and (b) to live in harmony by guarding against
arrogance and excess of all kinds […]” (p. 5). This conflict helps inform ethical issues around the
title of ‘Doctor’: Is it ethical to take great pains in differentiating ourselves from others in order
86

Literally: de-centered or off-centered.
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to ostensibly gain the respect and trust enabling us to help others live more harmoniously with
themselves and others?
Given that the public does not seem to be that confused about what we do, given that its
perceptions of our discipline are fairly positive, and given that the notion of the title of ‘Doctor’
as accurate representation is contested by what goes on in practice and that it seems to lead us to
make confused and confusing statements, is it possible that the discipline’s credibility could be
better maintained without it? Absolutely. I hope the reader will forgive my misguided attempt to
bring in a neurological case study to give credence to this emergent idea.
In seeking to support Hughlings Jackson’s notion of volitional processes as being more
vulnerable to physiological insult than automatic ones, Levin (1939) reports the case of a
delirious patient who was able to spontaneously address him as ‘Doctor’ but could not
voluntarily name a descriptive of Levin’s profession when prompted to. In explaining the
principle of “reduction to a more automatic condition” (p. 1043), Levin states that Jackson had
noticed how voluntary utterances were mostly impacted in aphasia, followed by propositional
ones and finally, emotional ones, indicating a progression, in vulnerability to degeneration, from
least to most automatic. Levin concludes that, with respect to the word ‘Doctor’,
(1) The utterance is most automatic when employed emotionally, as when the patient in
distress implores the doctor for help. (2) It is less automatic when employed as a
salutation in the simple give-and-take of ordinary conversation. (3) It is least automatic
(i.e., most voluntary) when the patient replies “Doctor” or uses an equivalent expression
when asked the interrogator’s vocation. Here he says “Doctor” with forethought, while in
the previous instances he says it “without thinking”. (pp. 1045-1046)
Given our tendency to slavishly gob up hard medico-scientific facts, I thought that this
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case study of Levin’s could convince us that ‘imploring’, ‘addressing’, and ‘describing’ are
different functions of words and that, given our other tendency to have let the title of ‘Doctor’
pass unexamined, it would make more sense to adopt a ‘title’ that is neurologically as close to
deliberative thought as possible—for after all, aren’t we ourselves proponents of getting folks to
reflect on their processes rather than engage in them automatically? Perhaps then, simply
adopting a descriptive title such as ‘clinical psychologist’ would be for our clients/patients and
ourselves a good reminder of what we do, unlike the more automatic term of address ‘Doctor’
which—with a due deliberation it cannot afford—reminds us more, really, of what we
(medically) cannot do.
Of course, I don’t disagree with this title of ‘clinical psychologist’ being protected in
some way. One point worth making with respect to the title of ‘Doctor’ conferring protection for
the public and ensuring our credibility is that there are other ways to achieve this, most notably
through credentialing. Indeed, Nelson (2007), in discussing the history of training and
credentialing in psychology, suggests that, beginning shortly after World War II and “for
approximately the next 30 years, professional education and training in psychology (primarily
through the accreditation process) and professional credentialing in psychology (through
licensure) developed in virtual independence of each other” (p. 3-4). This is a useful reminder
that the title of ‘Doctor’, conferred upon obtaining one’s PhD, is part of the ‘training’ aspect,
whereas the ‘credentialing’ aspect, although contingent upon having a PhD, has little to do with
the title of ‘Doctor’ and more to do with passing licensure exams. Whether these exams are a
guarantor of competence is a different issue (see Nelson, 2007, on knowledge vs. competency
benchmarks)—the point is that credibility can be secured through the credentialing process,
which would change little whether we continued or stopped using the title of ‘Doctor’.
Indeed, Cautilli and Dziewolska (2008), in arguing for the licensure of Behavioral
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Analysts, make the point that certifications (i.e., getting the proper degree) “are not regulated by
law” and that certification boards “have no enforcement power” (p. 8), whereas licensing boards
do. Thus, licensing has more protective bite than certification of training. It is quite telling indeed
that a clinical psychologist sleeping with clients/patients might very well lose his or her license
to practice, but, by the dictates of academic tradition, could still keep the title of ‘Doctor’. In fact,
once one is granted a PhD, assuming it is not an honorary one that could be revoked by
dishonorable behavior, the title of ‘Doctor’ stays. As such, the title seems more a protection for
the holders’ privilege than for the public.
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Chapter 14
Education & Expertise Revisited
“[…] education repeatedly has the highest in its vocabulary. Yes, no bird which has learned only
one word cries out more continuously this single word and no crow caws more continuously its
own name than education cries out about the highest” (Kierkegaard, 1847/2009, p. 71).
“The willingness to admit, not only to patients but to the world at large, the limitations of our
knowledge is important”
(Marmor, 1953, p. 375).
The reader will recall that a major theme culled from Doctor Survey respondents’
KeepUseArgs was that of Education & Expertise, whereby the title was considered to be an
accurate indicator of our vast level of education. Though not specifically about the title of
‘Doctor’ per se, several scholarly pieces that came up in my broadened search of the literature
undermine our claims to vast levels of education and that this vast knowledge actually matters
from the client/patient’s standpoint.
Doctoral Education and The Myth of Expertise
Consider the critique formulated in 1908 by Babbitt (cited in Ziolkowski, 1990), an
untenured MA-level assistant professor of literature: “the work that leads to a doctor’s degree is
a constant temptation to sacrifice one’s growth as a man [or woman] to one’s growth as a
specialist” (p. 180). Closer to our own discipline, William James himself made statements
critical towards doctoral education and indicated his concerns about the “Doctor-Monopoly in
teaching” (p. 178) and the “increasing hold of the Ph.D. Octopus upon American life” (p. 178).
Ziolkowski (1990), a professor of comparative literature, further chimes in:
Today American universities, including the best ones, award the Ph.D. to foreign students
who can barely speak English, to U.S. students who cannot understand a foreign
language, to humanists who have no grasp of mathematical or statistical or scientific
reasoning, and to scientists and engineers who can barely construct a coherent paragraph
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of English prose. (p. 180-181)
Ziolkowski’s point about the increasing specialization of knowledge may lead one to
wonder: Can the title of ‘Doctor’ really be indicative of vast amounts of education?87 Some,
however, in defense of our privilege to be addressed by title, may contend that at least we have
more education than MA-level providers and are therefore better therapists.
Levant, Moldawsky, and Stigall (2000), in commenting on the Master’s issue and siding
against those advocating for MA holders to be licensed and accredited, may just be such
contenders. And yet, they attempt to state their point from a promising standpoint of humility, in
stating that doctoral students, in exit interviews, often express being
awed by what they learned. They did not know what they did not know, and 2 years in a
doctoral program brought up their perception of the vastness of information they needed
to acquire and the sense that now, as doctors, they did not know very much. In other
words, they acquired some humility about the complex nature of our field and how much
they had grown in the space of 2 years. It is very hard to tell folks that they are not very
well prepared with just a master's degree […] Yet, the approach of some of those who
espouse master's education is to denigrate the doctoral preparation, which is unfortunate.
(p. 346).
I see here a curious appeal to humility (i.e., Doctors having learned about not knowing)
being offset by a statement about the insufficiency of just a Master’s degree that comes across as
all-too-knowing. What is even more striking is that the tendency to denigrate is projected onto
those who advocate Master’s level education, with the doctoral degree being presented as the
sullied victim. We have seen earlier how one of the Doctor Survey respondents could barely
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Admittedly, some of the Doctor Survey respondents’ arguments coded under the theme of Education & Training
did specify the specialized nature of the training.
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contain his/her scorn for PsyD-holders, and that other respondents also expressed milder ‘putdowns’ at physicians and consumers, suggesting that PhD holders are able to hold their own in
matters of denigration. Is the denigration, however, warranted?
Kupfersmid (1983), in discussing an “embarrassing moment” (p. 155) for psychology
whereby providers with an MA degree are labeled ‘assistant’ due to licensing regulations, avers
that “for the PhD practitioner, therapeutic effectiveness is not the concern—the issue is thirdparty payments for psychotherapy. To compete with psychiatrists for insurance monies,
psychologists claim that only [emphasis added] holders of the PhD are on a par with MDs” (p.
156). Kupfersmid goes on to point out that the main support for this claim is formal training,
which provides justification for both claiming parity with psychiatrists and for seeking to prevent
so-called ‘lower-level’ providers from having their share of the doughy pie. This is reminiscent
of the suggestion earlier made, in light of the Doctor Survey qualitative data analysis, that the
title is the fastest way to communicate our formal training in order to let us in on the economic
action, while keeping out others—differentiated as they are by not holding title. Here, however,
is where the claim does not hold water: “convincing data that a PhD psychologist is a more
effective psychotherapist than an MA psychologist, social worker, or allied professional have not
been provided” (Kupfersmid, 1983, p. 156).
Further, Bickman (1999) more recently wrote about our having been too protective of our
discipline at the expense of meeting social needs and argued that our means of quality control for
the services we provide have been flawed all along. In his article, he first lists four external
pressures that have caused research and practicing psychologists to move out of their respective
niches of isolation: 1) The growth of managed health care; 2) The rise of evidence-based
medicine; 3) The emerging voice of consumers; and 4) Pressures on governments to fund
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services that are cost-effective. Thereafter, he outlines six ‘myths’ he believes have been used to
justify the effectiveness of mental health services (narrowly defined as per ‘clinical outcomes’)
and, short of attempting to refute them, he demonstrates how they currently lack empirical
validation. Most relevant to our topic of exploration are the following myths he outlines: “We
can depend on experienced clinicians to deliver effective services” (p. 968); “Advanced degree
programs produce more effective clinicians” (p. 970); and “Licensing helps assure that clinicians
will be effective” (p. 971). More specifically, Bickman concludes that:
whatever studies are included or excluded, findings still indicate no clear differences in
outcome between professionals and paraprofessionals who lack an advanced degree.
Until additional research demonstrates consistent results, we should consider the belief
that degree programs produce better clinicians a myth. (p. 971)
Of course, such findings do not necessarily refute Doctor Survey respondents’ arguments
that the title of ‘Doctor’ should continue to be used because it speedily indicates our vast amount
of education—for indeed it does, with the caveat that the education is more ‘specialized’ than
‘broad’. However, they bring into question how any of that translates into something good for
the suffering person seeking our services. Admittedly, the absence of evidence is not the
evidence of absence, but it does etiolate arguments appealing to the utility of the title in
differentiating us from so-called ‘lower’-level providers with less expertise and education on the
grounds that this differentiation entails better services. So, the appeal to the title being effective
in communicating expertise makes more sense from a monopoly-seeking than a communityservicing standpoint.
And perhaps, maybe perhaps, these findings make our claim of having a vast amount of
education that positively correlates with the public benefit sound like boasting. Consider the
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etymology of quackery: from Dutch ‘quacksalver’ or ‘quack doctor’, “literally, a hawker of salve
(from Middle Dutch quacken [italics in original] to boast of [emphasis added], quack, make a
noise like a duck or goose + salve)” (Barnhart & Steinmetz, 2015, p. 870). Essentially, the
quacksalver is the one who boasts of one’s ability to heal spiritually (literally: to apply the
salve), showing a pride that is unwarrantedly excessive in light of the imitative (like a duck)
aspects of ‘the real thing’.
Ironically, in our rush to avoid being associated with quacksalvers by using and clinging
on to a medical-sounding title that indicates a seemingly legitimizing vast amount of education
and, thanks to the physician/doctor confusion, conveniently allows us to piggyback on the
prestige of medicine, certain aspects of which our practice seeks to emulate, we seem to have
fallen into the twin trap of boasting and imitation—perhaps coming closer to the quackery we
had sought to avoid in the first place.88 For to strenuously keep something at bay also requires
reaching out towards it.
This may not altogether be a bad thing, considering that ‘charlatan’ harkens back to the
Italian ciarlatano, meaning either mountebank (one who deceives others for a profit89), babbler
(one who talks enthusiastically, excessively, or utters meaningless or unintelligible sounds) and
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Schulman (2006) makes a similar connection between ‘medicine envy’ and credential usage in defense from
accusations of quackery. Exploring the history of the question of lay analysis, whereby Freud and the American
psychoanalytical establishment butted heads on whether to restrict the practice of psychoanalysis to MDs or keep it
open to laypersons (with Freud being a proponent of the latter), he proposes that the wish to be respected, be
associated with medical prestige, and thus reap the financial benefits, informed the resistance to lay analysis in the
American camp. Further, protection from quackery was often appealed to as an argument against lay analysis,
whereas for Freud, the main requirement for being granted entry into the field was “characterological, not academic”
(p. 709). More specifically, Schulman posits that:
A psychoanalyst, simply stated, is one who has been trained as such. You may notice that there is no
reference to prior education, degrees, fields of specialization, or licensing. We can conclude that quackery
is in this case an obfuscation used to keep psychoanalysis in the United States medicalized. With that, the
dichotomy becomes not trained as opposed to untrained but medical versus nonmedical, and the resultant
[is the] advent of professional guildism. (p. 706)
89

Unlike the etymological bit, which is taken from Barnhart & Steinmetz, 2015, the parenthetical definitions are
based on Webster (2017b, 2017c).
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alteration (Barnhart & Steinmetz, 2015). Is that not approximately what many of us do—sell our
attempts to talk in sometimes excited, sometimes not yet fathomable, and at times foolish ways
in order to induce change? Of course, the key difference here is that there is, hopefully, no
witting and crass deception of the public involved in our healing endeavors. After all, we do, as I
do, believe in what we do—barring the odd moment of uncertainty.
If anything, perhaps the only deception is ours to suffer—to think that our title is an
accurate representation of who we hope to be or should be: Decisive, knowing, and educated,
when really, a good therapist is not the same as a good physician. A good therapist wants to
make sure, wishes to know, hopes to learn and is therefore almost and always tentative, ignorant,
and uneducated—albeit in the best possible way… That does not make him or her a quack,
though, inasmuch as he or she uses the title, possibly a close estimation thereof, thus an
estimation of an imitation. Perhaps that’s why we must always live and work in fear of the
accusation, but live and work we must!
What would make for a ‘real quack’—an oxymoron if there ever was one, for the quack
can never be the real thing—so, perhaps a closer approximation thereof, is fully and uncritically
believing in the title, assuming ourselves to be real doctors (decisive, all-knowing, and superior
by virtue of education and, as a result, able to fix and cure), deceiving ourselves and the public
in the process, all for a fee. The deception is of a different kind than the pecuniary one usually
associated with quackery—it is the deception that the title is ‘real’ rather than a mere strategy,
defense, or reassurance. The title of ‘Doctor’ is a flirtation with the evidence-based, but if there
is one thing we do know is that the session room is best entered diffidence-based. I humbly
suggest that whenever we happen to find ourselves in a position where, for whatever reasons or
sufferings, we do not wish or cannot stand to know this any longer, is when we become prone to
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turn to title as something to cling on to and defend, with the associated danger of actually coming
to believe in it uncritically.
One may counter that this belief, both ours and the public’s, in the title as accurate in its
representation of a vast education that can translate into cure is what makes for the placebo
effect, without which there would be no relief from psychological suffering. My contention,
however, is that the belief that psychological suffering needs to be relieved at all costs and that
experts can provide that is part of a greater socio-cultural illness that creates a supplementary and
unnecessary distress. Sometimes the best we can do, as clients/patients and/or ‘Doctors’ is to
‘come to terms’ with our limitations.
Given this emerging portrayal of the myth of third party- and self- proclaimed expertise,
perhaps our clients/patients would best be left to pass judgment on our expertise, much like in
the days of old, when titles were bestowed spontaneously and voluntarily by those directly
receiving the service. À propos, in an effort to understand non-experts’ perspectives on counselor
expertise, Schmidt and Strong (1970) asked 37 male undergraduate students to view the first five
minutes of counseling sessions conducted by six different counselors of varying experience (all
counselors had the same confederate client) and rate each counselor on ‘expertness’, as well as
specify reasons justifying their ratings.
Results showed an inverse relationship between actual counselor experience and
expertness ratings, with less experienced counselors obtaining better ratings. Whereas the three
least experienced counselors (one 1st year and two 2nd year graduate students) obtained mean
ratings placing them between ‘slightly’ to ‘moderately’ expert, the three most experienced ones
(advanced graduate student, recent PhD in counseling psychology, and PhD counseling
psychologist with five years of experience) obtained mean ratings placing them between
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‘slightly’ to ‘moderately’ inexpert.
It is important to note here that no inferential statistics were reported allowing to assess
whether differences in ratings were statistically significant. Most interesting for our purposes,
however, were the qualitative justifications provided by students for giving expert or inexpert
ratings. The ‘expert’ counselor was said, among other things, to talk at the student’s level, not be
arrogant towards the client, treating him or her as an equal. However, the ‘inexpert’ counselor
was said to, among other things, seem too cold, strict, and dominating, and too formal in attitude
and action.90 One may therefore question Doctor Survey respondents’ argument that using the
title of ‘Doctor’ conveys our expertise to the public well.
Quackery Projected & The Fear of Inferiority
In his book about the history of the doctorate, Schweitzer (1965) classifies doctoral
degrees, and by implication the title of ‘Doctor’, into three subtypes: ‘earned’, ‘honorary’, and
‘spurious’. In so doing, he seems to rhetorically project outwards any potential problems that
could come with ‘earning’ the title. That is, stating that ‘honorary’ degrees “have been bestowed
for publicity purposes, for commercial gain, for political considerations, and for personal vanity
and power seeking” (p. 25) and that ‘spurious’ degrees are sought out by those seeking to
fraudulently benefit seems to confer an aura of legitimacy to ‘earned’ degrees, as if they were the
result of some sort of pure and noble endeavor, unsullied by greed, acquisitiveness, and ego.
I see here an unfortunate projection of our academic narcissism and entitlement outward,
especially since legitimately titled ‘Doctors’ have many a time acted fraudulently, out of
personal vanity and/or for economic gain (examples of such relating to psychology will be
provided in the Closing Remarks section). I contend that the title of ‘Doctor’ offers no protection
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These findings fit with those earlier reviewed in Chapter 10, whereby behavioral indicators of expertise were
found to be more salient that status-based indicators in yielding better clients/patient perceptions.
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against the likes of these, nor against degree mills but rather, is what in part makes them
possible. If we were merely content with being licensed and policed according to protected
occupational descriptive designations, without having the ego-boosting privilege of being
addressed as ‘Doctor’ and thereby being imputed with some sort of superiority over others, then
perhaps our discipline would attract less people with misguided motivations and imposters would
be less tempted to co-opt proprietary designations for vanity and various nefarious purposes.
As a case-in-point aside, consider, for example, Carpenter’s (1998) effort to clarify why
Haller Nutt, a 19th Century southern plantation owner has been referred to as Dr. Nutt by 20th
Century writers in spite of no evidence of him ever having been a physician or holding a
doctorate degree. The author, through the painstaking use of historical documents, suggests that
it was his son who, having substituted one type of crown jewel for another by changing his name
from Nutt to Knut (after the line of medieval Kings of Denmark he imagined himself to be
descended from), then inserted the spurious title in a sketch he wrote about his father for a
publication entitled Memoirs of Mississippi.
Another example is provided in van der Kroef’s (1959) article ‘The Cult of the Doctor’:
An Indonesian Variant, which discusses how Dutch title consciousness found fertile ground in
Indonesia due to a pre-existing culture of hereditary nobility, allowing colonizers to rule by
proxy via the most aristocratic ‘native’ elements of Indonesian society and leading to the
formation of an educational system whereby the achievement of title took preeminence over
“achievements of the mind” (p. 384). Further, the author states that “to meet the vastly increased
demand for diplomas and titles” (p. 388) in the postcolonial era, an unfettered growth of private
schools and sundry educational scams took place. He provides the example of a 22 year-old
young man who appended to his name the letters M.A. “to give the impression he had a master's
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degree. He admitted that M.A. stood for the initials of his father's name” (p. 389).
The point of the latter two historico-cultural digressions is that the title of ‘Doctor’ (as
well as the title of MA) is vague and more prone to confusion than descriptive occupational
designations, and as such, as well as combined with the associated prestige, is easier corrupted
and co-opted.
This preoccupation with the ‘spurious’ and the problem of credibility for psychologists
has long plagued our field and still does today, as indicated by Edens, Smith, Magyar, Mullen,
Pitta, and Petrila’s (2012) survey of legal cases where disparaging references were made towards
mental health professionals. Searching through the LexisNexis Academic law database between
1978 and 2009, they found 160 cases where statements were made alluding to mental health
expert bias and categorized them according to whether the accusations were about being for sale
(28%), partisanship (27%), nonspecific bias (21%), engaging in pseudoscience, charlatanism,
junk or fraudulent science (14%), or some form of mysticism including witch doctoring, voodoo,
hocus pocus, and the like (6%). While 47% of derogatory statements were made against
psychiatrists, 42% were aimed at psychologists. If we restrict ourselves to those cases (25% of
total hits) where disparaging comments referred to the mental health field in general, rather than
to a specific mental health expert, we see that 45% of them comprised accusations of being for
sale, and 43% of engaging in pseudoscience.
This suggests that our discipline has had ongoing difficulties distancing itself from
accusations of quackery, which may explain why we hold on to the title as reassurance of our
legitimacy.91 Interestingly, the authors found a strong positive correlation (.62) between year of
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For an entire book detailing the supposed quackery of forensic mental health experts, see Hagen’s (1997)
incendiary Whores of the Court: The Fraud of Psychiatric Testimony and The Rape of American Justice. The reader
would be mistaken in assuming this citation to be an endorsement on my part. Though her warning about the title
garnering a credibility that can pave the way for abuse of power is worth heeding, many statements in her book are
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case publication and number of cases that were a hit for disparaging comments, suggesting that
all the efforts we have made to secure legitimacy via the title of ‘Doctor’ have not been effective
and challenging Doctor Survey respondents’ KeepUseArgs about the title conferring greater
credibility or respect.
However, and the authors acknowledge this, the increase in hits over time may be a
function of a proportionate increase in mental health expert testimony itself. The authors,
themselves psychologists who refrained from taking a stance on whether some of the accusations
might actually be justified and attributed the badness to “unethical lawyers” (p. 268), recommend
that mental health professionals testifying in court “should consider means by which they might
be able to minimize the impact of such aspersions” (p. 268). While this recommendation might
help put into context the finding that Doctor Survey respondents reported stating their title and
making requests to be addressed by title the most with Court/Legal interlocutors, Edens et al. do
not mention using the title as protection but rather, discuss behavioral ways of “maximizing
perceptions that one is in fact a credible expert” (p. 268), which is consistent with my review of
the literature suggesting that behavioral cues of expertness may have more impact than the title
in fostering more positive perceptions (see Chapter 10).
Considering our disciplinary training from a historical perspective, one can say that from
its early beginnings, and at important stages in its development, psychology has been worried
about inferiority. Though Lightner Witmer, who opened the first psychology clinic, is the one
credited for establishing the doctoral dissertation and the Doctor of Philosophy degree as the
standards for clinical psychologists in 1926, Leta Hollingworth had earlier advocated, in vain, for
a Doctor of Psychology degree in 1918, with an apprenticeship rather than a research component

generalizations, rife with judgment, or plainly ill-informed. I have cited her book here not as exemplary, but as an
example as to why it might still seem relevant for psychologists to ensure respect.
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(Routh, 2000). A closer look at Hollingworth’s (1918) early advocacy for the adoption of the
doctoral degree as de rigueur training for psychologists sheds some light on early disciplinary
preoccupations and assumptions. For one, there was the assumption that being a good clinical
psychologist is about intellectual ability and that clinical psychology is about the “direction and
control of behavior” (p. 281). Further, we also see a preoccupation with hierarchy and money,
when Hollingworth, in speaking about the possibility of also certifying MA-holders as assistant
psychologists, states:
the more closely I consider the question the more convincing seem to me the arguments
against certifying an inferior grade of training [emphasis added]. Will not such
certification tend to create a supply of certified inferior [emphasis added] and hence
inexpensive service, the inferiority [emphasis added] of which will be condoned in many
quarters for the sake of the inexpensiveness? (p. 81)
Hollingworth is certainly to be commended for her honesty with respect to directly
stating the motive of disciplinary protection, which, as we have seen earlier, has tended to be
kept hidden or ascribed to physicians. Indeed, in addition to the protection of the public—for
which, as we have already seen, there is little compelling evidence—she believed that
certification of PhD-holders would allow “to protect those who are able and willing to undertake
thorough preparation against the competition of those who are unable or unwilling [emphasis
added] to undergo the same training” (p. 282). We see more clearly here an assumption that
‘winning’ a PhD vs. ‘not winning’92 one tends to be equated with ability and willingness, with
the shaming implication that those who don’t win are unable and unwilling—defective in some
way. There thus seems to be a notion of survival of the fittest, with those who can withstand the
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Hollingworth uses this curious-sounding expression of ‘winning’— “those who have won the doctorate in
psychology” (p. 282), as if it were a game (or a war) with winners and losers.
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academic struggle through ability and sheer will reaping the privilege and protection.93
Would Hollingworth, however, argue that women, early on in our discipline’s history, did
not obtain PhDs because they were wanting in ability and willingness (of course, she didn’t)? Or
would she recognize that socio-economic forces and ideologies of rank are what largely
prevented them from doing so? In arguing that we deserve some sort of honor for the supposed
heroics of having seized the chance to avoid real life and immerse ourselves in thinking, reading,
and writing, we seem to forget that having gotten to devote that much time to our education is
the privilege. The prize has already been won. When I think of what some of my clients/patients
have gone through and the effort they have had to put in just to make it in the world or make it
through the day, not having the privilege to escape through the protected confines of the ivory
tower, I wonder… surely they are more deserving of protection and respect than many of us
are.94
The fact of the matter is that we are already afforded protection by our education. This
misguided rank-ordering of beings and knowledge is what has kept people out from a chance at
participation and the title of ‘Doctor’ is part and parcel of such thinking. It seems naïve to think
that it does not affect the way we perceive others and the ethical choices we make. We thus find
ourselves in the hypocritical position of being spokespersons for social and cultural diversity and
93

One of my dissertation committee members proposed an intriguing alternate feminist reading of the above
paragraph and quote, pointing to a possible subtext that I completely missed: The preoccupation with money and
hierarchy found in Hollingworth’s article may also have had to do with gender issues (read: Women getting paid
less or being kept out of doctoral programs). That is, it could be that Hollingworth—an early female pioneer in
psychology—argued against certifying M.A. degrees because of her worry that this would become a consolation
prize for women, thereby reifying oppressive patriarchal practices. This interesting reading is easy to miss and
speculative in that the ‘woman question’ is not mentioned at all in her article. However, Hollingworth’s not spelling
things out in no way takes away from the proposed alternate reading. If anything it seems to bolster it, for it better
underlines the fact of oppression (much like when writers in totalitarian régimes must bypass censors by saying the
thing without saying it). Bringing in a ‘feminist’ angle of disclosure also helps qualify my impression expressed in
the footnote just above that the expression ‘winning’ a PhD is a strange one. Of course there are winners and losers
when one takes into consideration the battle for gender equality! One can see that the ‘curious-sounding’ expression
becomes less curious when placed in the context of the women’s movement.
94
Of course, this us vs. them separation is too simplistic, but does not one at times have to speak in those terms
when arguing against the same?
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yet we still refuse to shake off the title as the very legacy of a thought-process that rank-orders
that which differs.
Of course, if we agree with Hollingworth’s assumption that our job is to ‘direct and
control’ human behavior, it makes sense that we should impart ourselves with the aura of
authority that the title of ‘Doctor’ confers and that we advertise ourselves as those most
intellectually able. If our work is to join with95 and co-create meaning with our suffering fellows,
then surely our authority comes from a different place—not from the words that come before or
after our name, but from the words we speak in the name of connection.
Negating a lengthy history when there was no such thing as ‘Doctors’, Hollingworth
avers that “the general public is disinclined to accept the advice of one who lacks the title of
doctor in his [or her] field” (p. 283). Assuming that Hollingworth’s statement is likely to be one
of the earliest ones in the field of clinical psychology about the title of ‘Doctor’ and that it must
have influenced this tradition of seeking to protect it at great lengths, we may wonder whether, in
hindsight, it was not a miscalculation. Consider Hornstein’s (2009) book Agnes’s Jacket: A
Psychologist’s Search for The Meanings of Madness, which details the mushrooming of
psychiatric survivors networks—including the Hearing Voices Network— some of which keep
‘Doctors’ out and, when they exceptionally admit them, give them a name tag true to the name:
At the registration desk, a young man hands me a badge that simply has my name, no title
[emphasis added] or workplace information. He smiles broadly. “The conference
organizers don’t want people to meet each other in stereotypic ways,” he tells me. “You
can’t tell who’s who just by looking at people’s name tags.” (p. 15)
Another key juncture point in the history of our discipline that could have afforded us a
95

I am indebted here to my professor Anthony Barton (2012) who taught me the importance of 'joining-with' the
patient in the therapeutic endeavor.
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much needed in-depth reflection about the title of ‘Doctor’, but ended up being yet another
circumvented opportunity, was the debate surrounding the PsyD around the time of the 1973
Vail Conference. Unfortunately, despite a major overhaul in doctoral training, the title of
‘Doctor’ passed through unexamined, as a silent given.96
For instance, Peterson (1976) argued that psychology does not hold exclusive ownership
of the PhD degree but that it could own the PsyD and therefore control its use. That I know of,
no one in the PsyD debate used this sound argument to propose that, given our control of the
PsyD, we could actually break with titling traditions. Of course, this would have been an unlikely
proposition given that, according to Peterson (1976), the main opposition to the PsyD degree was
that it would be a second-rate, inferior degree. Making the same point as Hollingworth (1918),
he states that “my main presumptions are that most people employing the services of
psychologists […] are comforted when they hear they are dealing with “doctors” ” (p. 797),
though admits that his appraisal of what the public wants is “based more on presumption than
fact” (p. 797). We now have some intimation, though, that the title of ‘Doctor’ is unlikely to
influence the public’s perception much (e.g., Holmes & Post, 1986—see Chapter 10).
Rather than taking a moment to reflect about the title, the same old preoccupations with
maintaining privilege were re-inscribed onto the PsyD debate. Consider anew Peterson (1976),
who, in advocating for the Doctor of Psychology degree, reasoned that the PhD degree is too
general a title, not necessarily indicating knowledge of professional psychology. In his words:
How much simpler it is to follow the semantics of professional designation already
established in our culture and employ the name of the pertinent discipline in certifying
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Consider also the Proceedings of the Conference on the Professional Preparation of Clinical Psychologists
(Chicago, 1965), which also did not contain any reflections specific to the title of ‘Doctor’, despite one of the factors
ascribed for holding the conference was our profession’s “habit of periodic self-evaluation” (Hoch, Ross, & Winder,
1966, p. 7). Rather, the same preoccupations with prestige, rank, and identity differentiation infused the discussion.
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professional competence within each field. A Doctor of Medicine is professionally
competent in medicine. A Doctor of Psychology is professionally competent in
psychology. (p. 797)
Peterson’s argumentation is sound, but incomplete, as he fails to address the fact that
even if the degree name fitted the descriptive, the title of ‘Doctor’ would remain whether one has
an MD, a PhD, or a PsyD. Further, in speaking of the benefit of professional degrees such as the
PsyD in “prohibiting unqualified people from the use of influential, hence potentially dangerous,
practices” (p. 797) and of the necessity for our profession to “rid its ranks of all except
comprehensively educated, thoroughly trained practitioners” (p. 797), Peterson is, like many of
his peers, failing to consider that the title or the degree is flawed as a protection mechanism, for
the prestige associated with the title of ‘Doctor’ is what in part helps ensure that mainly egodriven practitioners will be attracted to our field for the wrong reasons.
It seems indeed that clinical psychologists are more invested in (silently) protecting their
title and monopoly from unqualified others (e.g., by keeping so-called ‘lower’-level providers
out), when they should rather seek to protect others from the unqualified who ‘legitimately’ hold
the title. It is my sense, albeit limited to my experience as a graduate student, that the
gatekeeping function in our discipline is broken: We have focused way too much on keeping
non-titled others from practicing (because this serves our economic and prestige interests) and
not enough on making sure that those that are actually granted the title are of sound practice. I
have witnessed a few times, passed under silence, reprehensible behavior from PhD-trained,
Doctor-titled, licensed psychologists and seen some be granted the title in spite of major red
flags—only because keeping silent serves the interests of academic or internship programs who
wish to avoid heavy attrition statistics and the interests of students who just want to get their
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degree and not be bothered with their classmates’ ethical lapses. In my mind, a loose-canon with
the title of ‘Doctor’ is much more dangerous to the public than a non-Doctor mental health
provider seeking to help others in their suffering with less course credit under his or her belt.
Lawson (1950), in writing about legislative means to protect professional psychologists,
argued that psychology, still a fledgling discipline at the time, was in the process of “fighting
against superstition and quackery” (p. 727). In providing a list of “things to watch for” (p. 731),
allowing the reader to identify the quack or what he calls the self-styled “psychologist”, he may
have unwittingly challenged the title of ‘Doctor’. Consider point number “1. He [or she]
advertises. Qualified psychologists don’t need to.”; point number “5. He [or she] speaks
disparagingly of known psychologists or of recognized professional services and organizations.
If he [or she] indicates that the medical fraternity or any other organized profession is trying to
suppress him [or her], he [or she] is surely an imposter [emphasis added]”; or point number “7.
He [or she] may talk about himself [or herself], his [or her] successes, his [or her] education, his
[or her] degrees. Watch him [or her]” (p. 731).
These red flags are oddly reminiscent of Doctor Survey respondents’ tendency to endorse
KeepUseArgs to the effect that the title is useful in indicating (advertising?) our vast amount of
education and that it is important to ensure respect in the face of arrogant physicians trying to
undermine us. Also telling is point number “3. He [or she] may wear unusual regalia—turban,
gown, etc.” (p. 731). What about the gowns and funky colored capes worn by ‘legitimate’
Doctors on their official day of becoming such? Could it be, then, that there is a fine line
between quackery and clinical psychology and that we hold on to the title as reassuring evidence
to the contrary? Case in point, consider one of Lawson’s (1950) example of legitimate nonquackery clinical work:
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James B—was charged with homosexuality [emphasis added], incorrigibility, and
stealing. The records show that his case was in the clinic’s active file for nine months.
That was nine years ago. Today he is happily married, has a son, and when he was in the
Army regularly sent home as fine letters as any proud wife ever received from her
husband [emphasis added]. (p. 738)
Seemingly unaware of the plight James B may have suffered, going through what sounds
like some variant of now-discredited conversion therapy, and missing the irony that hindsight
now begets, he concludes:
until the legislation is devised to protect the legitimate psychologist from the misuse of
his title by charlatans, every imposter is free to damage the lives and happiness of all the
unfortunate and desperate people who constantly seek his [or her] aid and pay him [or
her] for services he [or she] is incapable of rendering (p. 739).
A certain leitmotif emerges from the empirical and disciplinary angles of disclosure
whereby badness is project onto the outside—whether it be blaming physicians for protecting
their turf while extolling our own attempts to do the same or projecting quackery onto others
while ignoring how our own efforts stand to be considered similarly with the passage of time.97
One refreshing exception to the trend comes from a wall hanging in the home of Saul
Rosenzweig (as described by Duncan, 2002, who visited him for an interview), which he
designed at around the time he got his PhD from Harvard, with the executive help of colleague
Christiana Morgan, an unnamed art student, and a clinic patient named John. Rosenzweig calls
the wall hanging the Panorama of Psychotherapy and it presents various scenes of what may
have been and might still be construed by some as ‘quackery’: The Hindu God Indra bringing a
97

The clever reader here may also wonder whether this entire dissertation might not be guilty of the same and is
urged to hold that tantalizing thought until I return to the autoethnographic angle of self-disclosure and discuss the
Befindlichkeit sections in my Closing Remarks.
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boy back to life, the Zodiac man, the confessional, the Asclepieion (healing temple) at
Epidaurus, King Louis X giving the royal healing touch, Jesus driving out evil, Egyptian
Goddess Isis curing her son Horus, a Native Indian medicine man, Mesmer engaged in a séance,
Pinel freeing the ‘insane’ at Bicêtre, the revolving chair treatment, a protective amulet against the
evil eye, a biblical scene with David playing healing music for Saul, an etching of Freud, and
finally, the rod of Asclepius, symbol of modern medicine.
In the words of Rosenzweig: “Keep in mind that I am interpreting all these methods of
healing as predecessors of psychotherapy” (as cited in Duncan, 2002, p. 18). Rather than trying
to differentiate clinical psychology from presumed lower-level providers or so-called quackery,
Rosenzweig seems able to integrate and let these attempts at healing coexist. For more than
‘Doctors’ who cure, we are mere attempters and perhaps the healing partly comes from having
someone care enough in the attempt. Not surprisingly, Rosenzweig (1957) was the only
contributor to the Dörken Episode who, after giving the necessary basic historical/etymological
precisions about the title of ‘Doctor’, actually suggested—albeit in passing and with a
hypothetical ‘if’—that the title could be surrendered:
If all professional groups would agree to do without the title Doctor and, like the citizens
of the French Revolution, be satisfied with the simple Mister [or Ms.], all would be well;
or, if it is too late—or too early [emphasis added—will this time ever come?]—for this
recommendation, the alternative is to allow the title to anyone with the appropriate
academic degree. (p. 38)
Equally heartening, at least to me, is Rosenzweig’s seeming indifference at not having
received proper credit for some of his ideas. In the words of his interviewer:
His refreshing attitude toward his work and his lack of resentment toward others
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achieving far more credit for similar ideas were astounding. It stimulated a reevaluation
of my own reactions to whether or not my colleagues and I are referenced, and an
enhanced appreciation of the privileges inherent to the intellectual pursuit of ideas and
their sharing with others [emphasis added]. (Ducan, 2002, p. 28)
In an academic world where career-oriented publications, academic rank, impact factors,
and the competition for tenure are rife and all the vogue, Rosenzweig is a good model of
humility to be inspired by.
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Chapter 15
Equalization & Belonging Revisited
“To be present at the dawn of the world […] because one has suppressed in oneself everything
that prevents us from slipping between things and growing in the midst of things”
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1980/2011, p. 280).
One notable area of silence in Doctor Survey respondents’ generated arguments for either
continuing or stopping to use the title of ‘Doctor’ has to do with sociocultural factors such as
gender, ethnicity, and class, none of which were mentioned by respondents. Schweitzer (1965)
affirms that one of the boons of doctorship is that “the holder of a doctorate gets the feeling that
he [or she] is part of a much larger intellectual community, a community of persons with the title
“Doctor” which knows no national boundaries” (p. 30). From a diversity perspective, however,
one may wonder whether this sense of belonging fostered by having worn the doctoral hood,
which “communicates the maximum amount of information concerning the status of the wearer
[…]” (p. 64) is not one that also works to exclude others? The question is, who gets excluded?
Consider Strickland’s (2000) article98, which details “misconceptions about difference
within contemporary psychology” (p. 331). Though not referring to the title of ‘Doctor’ per se,
but rather, to various practices psychology partook in that were derogatory to women, ethnic
minorities, and people with intellectual disabilities, Strickland asks a thought-provoking
question: “What is this sense of wanting to be with others like ourselves and of feeling different
from and perhaps frightened of others who are not like us” (p. 331)? Is not this question,
associated by the author with oppressive practices of the past, redolent of themes extracted from
the Doctor Survey: Differentiation & Uniqueness, Equalization & Belonging? Is there not an
uncanny parallel between setting up and playing by academic hierarchies and rank-ordering
98

The article reproduces an acceptance speech she gave for winning the Distinguished Contributions to Psychology
in the Public Interest award. In a commendable move, commensurate with the spirit of her speech’s content, she
ended her talk by taking the time to recognize her students, naming them and their contributions one by one.
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others in terms of gender, ethnicity, or intelligence?
Further, consider Strickland’s apt response to a quotation she provides from another
psychologist:
While we are approaching a new millennium, I am afraid that psychology and
psychologists have not learned some of the important lessons of our first hundred years,
especially in regard to diversity and difference. A letter to the editor in the June issue of
the APA Monitor begins, “I speak for many psychologists who feel APA's past and
current governance does not often address issues at our hearts . . . . Recently President
Suinn has focused on ethnic diversity and new understanding of cultures encountered.
Laudable but not the life-and-death and hostile issues we face” (Spindell, 1999; this
particular psychologist was concerned about the need for prescription privileges
[emphasis added]). I would like to suggest that ethnic diversity and the understanding of
other cultures and other classes were clearly life-and-death issues for people like Abner
Louima, sodomized in New York by police officers committed to his protection; for
James Byrd, Jr., dragged to his death in Tyler, Texas, because of the color of his skin; and
for Matthew Shepard, tied to a fence and left to die, and Billy Joe Gaither, clubbed to
death, because of whom they chose to love. Issues of difference and diversity are lifeand-death concerns for all of us. (p. 335)
Her response forcefully demonstrates how a misguided focus on disciplinary privileges
and perceived hostility from the competition (themes that readily came up in the Doctor Survey)
can obscure the importance of what we do: Creating a space for those who don’t count, the ‘part
of no part’.99 There is an ethical choice to be made between focusing our energies on getting a
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I am referring here to Rancière’s (2010) supplementary part of no-part, namely, “the one who is ‘unaccountedfor’, the one who has no speech to be heard” (para. 13). For Rancière, the work of politics, though we may extend
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bigger part of the pie for ourselves and letting others in on the sharing.
It is the nature of diversity to overflow conceptualization and always call forth more of
itself, negating itself in the process, as to call oneself forth is to already be conceptualized. This
difficulty entails that interrogating the title of ‘Doctor’ from a diversity perspective, if properly
done, will likely not lead to any settled answer. The paradox lies herein: Whenever I find myself
critical of clinical psychologists for holding on to a title that is part of a system whereby
relationships are arranged vertically—the very same system of thought that has led (and still) to
the rank-ordering of people according to gender, color, wealth, sexual orientation, ability and the
oppressive practices that ensue—, I also cannot help but wonder about the liberatory potential of
the title for those who struggle from the margins of dominant society. Perhaps the paradox might
be solved by postulating that the ethical dividing line is between that which is status-maintaining
and that which is status-seeking, with the former being mainly focused on keeping certain people
out to protect and guard one’s preexisting privileges and the latter simply being an attempt to
throw off the shackles of oppression and make a better life for oneself and one’s community.
When I was working alongside a predominantly African American underserved
community in Pittsburgh and saw the youth address one of their own community members who
had gotten his doctorate as ‘Dr.’, it made sense. Not because of some platitude about ethnic
differences in title usage (which shall be discussed further below) but rather, because the title can
give hope to those who struggle with sociocultural, rather than personal, narcissistic wounds.

this to a politically-informed clinical psychology, is in rendering “what was unseen visible; in getting what was only
audible as noise to be heard as speech” (para. 23), and to constantly remake a new partition of the sensible, always
making room for a part of no-part that does not yet count or matter (e.g., ethnic minorities, women, sexual
minorities, the differently abled). And yet, the examples I have just given to illustrate the part of no-part are
misleading, for Rancière is adamant that his notion of the supplementary part of no-part is structural rather than
populist, meaning that the part of no-part does not necessarily refer to ‘people’ specifically as the poor or the
oppressed per se, but rather, to the ‘people’ as an abstract supplement that is always in addition to the empirically
countable parts of society at any given epochal moment.
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While personal narcissism may be related to advancement of the self against others; healing a
sense of community pride that was socio-culturally wounded may be more related to bettering
oneself alongside and for the sake of one’s community. If, for a disadvantaged Black youth,
hoping to be called ‘Doctor’ by her community’s members some day is what helps her focus on
her education and, hopefully, return and contribute to the community, then by all means, let us
unfetter the title’s ‘prestige’ in the name of community pride, but harness it when it comes to
petty personal gain. I now turn to discussing scholarly work related to the title and sociocultural
variables, in order to give voice to issues critically ignored by Doctor Survey respondents.
The Title & Gender (or Merit & Compensation Revisited)
Early female psychologist Christine Ladd-Franklin, who was awarded her PhD 42 years
after the completion of her dissertation—which I presume required a double defense: one related
to content, one related to sex— wrote that “as long as women are thought to be not worthy of
being college professors, it will be impossible for them to receive equal pay with men in the
secondary schools” (cited in Milar, 2000, p. 618). Applying this to the title of ‘Doctor’, we can
surmise that when conferred, however so belatedly, to early women psychologists, it must have
helped in some way the ongoing movement towards the equality of the sexes. While Doctor
Survey respondents were quick to make historical arguments in favor of keeping the title, none
mentioned how, historically, the title may have been helpful in lending legitimacy to women’s
scholarly pursuits.
And yet, looking at the issue contemporarily, we see that these gains are far from
complete and that the title may also hurt women in certain ways. For example, Takiff, Sanchez,
and Stewart (2001), citing historical evidence of women being kept away from positions of status
in psychology, sought to explore whether such trends are still evident in a small, Liberal Arts
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College in the northeastern United States by conducting two studies (reviewed in detail in
Appendix T). They found that the likelihood of being addressed as ‘Professor’ was significantly
greater for male than female professors (study 1), and that female teachers thought to be
addressed as ‘Professor’ by their students were rated as significantly less ‘accessible’ by
participants than those believed to be addressed by first name, a pattern that was reversed for
male teachers.
From these two studies, even though not about the title of ‘Doctor’ per se, we can posit
that academic titles are linked with another kind of differentiation, one we call gender-based
discrimination whereby women pay a price for improving their status, losing out in perceived
accessibility. We may even wonder how this might apply to clinical psychology: Would a female
therapist introducing herself as ‘Doctor’ be experienced by clients/patients as lacking in
accessibility? Whether the solution is to reinforce title usage and make sure students give women
their due title-based respect or to simply chip away at the academic hierarchy by cancelling titles
altogether remains an open question. Or perhaps should we feminize the title in an attempt to
combine traditionally masculine status and feminine approachability? The next two studies
reviewed help address this question.
Liben, Bigler, and Krogh (2002) had 64 six to eleven year old boys and girls decide
whether different occupational titles could be applied to males, females, or both. Some of the
occupational titles were linguistically marked for gender, whether strongly (e.g., fireman) or
weakly (e.g., postmaster), and others were unmarked (e.g., doctor). One of the study’s findings
was that for unmarked titles, children gave significantly more ‘both’ answers (i.e., this title can
be applied to both males and females) for job titles that were neutral in terms of cultural gender
stereotypes (e.g., artist) than for those that were stereotypically male (e.g., doctor) or female
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(e.g., librarian). The authors concluded that “children do not universally understand that genderneutral titles are applicable to both men and women” (p. 815). This suggests that feminizing the
title of ‘Doctor’ might help young girls perceive possibilities for academic careers earlier on.
However, Lortie-Lussier and Crampont-Courseau (1991) obtained results (see Appendix
T for a detailed description) indicating that the French language feminized form of titles may
lead to the devaluation of at least some traditionally feminine traits. In short, while having a
feminized form of the title of ‘Doctor’ might help children realize that women can be ‘Doctors’
too, it is likely that, assuming both grammatical forms could be used for a women, women
requesting the feminized form would be judged as being even less approachable.
Finally, results from Cowan and Kasen’s (1984) two studies of title usage in academic
letters of recommendation (see Appendix T for a detailed description) suggest that men operate
more from the ‘solidarity perspective’ (they interpret first name usage as indicting liking rather
than condescension; see Brown & Ford, 1961, as described in Appendix R)—and view title
usage more ambiguously, as indicating either high status or distance. Women, on the other hand,
tend to interpret title usage mostly as indicating high status (suggesting they operate more from
the ‘status perspective’), and view first name usage as indicating closeness, but also low status.
The authors conclude that “because female letter-writers accord high status to title attributions,
accord low status to first-name attributions, and omit distance attributions, we infer that females
are more concerned with the status than the solidarity norm” (p. 644) and that “the striking use of
first name for male but not female candidates by the predominantly male recommenders in Study
1 strongly indicates that the solidarity rule is applied only to male proteges [sic]” (p. 644).
Summarizing this section on title and gender, we see that while the title of ‘Doctor’ may
have helped women gain status and close part of the status gap vis-à-vis their male counterparts,
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this has come at a price with respect to being perceived as accessible. Given that our field of
clinical psychology, at least from the client/patient’s perspective, thrives on accessibility, one
may wonder how damaging the title may be to female practitioners who use it. And yet, because
women may tend to view the title more as indicative of ‘status’ or ‘respect’ than ‘distance’
(compared to men), they may not be fully aware of how distancing it can feel for those they seek
to help when they introduce themselves as ‘Doctor’. Similarly, because men’s blind spot seems
to obscure how first name usage can indicate condescension— something which women are
more aware of, possibly due to having long borne the brunt of it— they may not be fully aware
of how hurtful it might be for clients/patients to be addressed by first name as they address their
therapist by title. Of course, these interpretations are based on a few studies, most of which did
not even address the academic title of ‘Doctor’ as it applies to clinical psychology directly. More
pointed and recent research is needed on this matter, though suffice it to say that there is enough
to ponder about how the title may manifest itself differently depending on the clinician’s and
client/patient’s gender.
The Title & Culture (or Spatialities Revisited)
Cultural factors were not mentioned at all by Doctor Survey respondents either in arguing
for continuing or for stopping to use the title of ‘Doctor’. This is a factor I had myself neglected
to consider in my initial paper (see Chapter 3). Yet, from a cultural diversity perspective, title
usage can be either of help or of hindrance when working across cultural divides.
Consider Cree’s (2012) anecdote, which illuminates how the title of ‘Doctor’ might be
alienating to someone coming from a different culture. She recounts how a male supervisee
newly arrived to the United Kingdom from Bangladesh to study social work at the doctoral level
stated “I’d like to call you my mother” after she had provided some measure of support and
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mentions how a Nigerian female student addresses her as ‘Ma’. She concludes:
As a beginning supervisor, I was over-anxious [emphasis added] and, at times, over
attentive to detail, making communication more, not less, difficult between the student
and myself. I was also unsure [emphasis added] what the ‘rules’ were in terms of the
supervisory relationship, and I probably relied too heavily on my own prior experience as
a ‘home’ PhD student. This led me to be too formal in my approach [emphasis added]
and not sufficiently attentive to the student’s need for support. (p. 457)
Kaslow (2000), a psychologist, also discusses cultural variations in accepted degree of
formality, giving the example of how academic colleagues who know each other well in Hong
Kong, Tokyo, and the Philippines still address each other by the title of ‘Doctor.’ She cautions
Americans that prematurely dropping the title may be perceived as flouting the dictates of
civility. More interesting, however—and this resonates with my own internship experience in
remote rural Alaska, where introducing oneself as ‘Doctor’ would be a sure way of eliciting the
(legitimate) mistrust felt towards institutions and authorities historically at fault (and sometimes
still) for oppressive practices—Kaslow also gives the example of certain cultural locales where
informality prevails, such as in Latin America and southern Europe, were clients/patients may be
greeted with a familial hug, as well of certain countries where, for historical reasons, trust
towards authorities leaves much to be desired, leading those in distress to seek out family and
friends for psychological help in a bid to bypass the institution. If clinical psychologists
attempting to work in these spaces wish to preserve any chance of making therapeutic inroads,
they would do best to keep their title to themselves.
Finally, Dale (2008), a psychologist identifying as African American, warns those who
wish to work in the community to be aware of their verbal and non-verbal communication cues
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“because self-assuredness can easily be viewed by others as being haughty or arrogant” (p. 794).
While this may be recast as an argument to stop using the title of ‘Doctor’—because it can
prevent any emergent sense of connection with a community—Dale also specifies that one
should
always remember to show respect by using formal titles (Mister, Missus, Doctor,
Reverend, Professor, or Sir) when addressing members of the minority community, until
and unless they invite one to do otherwise. Overlooking this important gesture of respect
will be viewed as condescending and will greatly diminish one’s efforts to build rapport
among the very people with whom one wishes to establish friendly relationships. (p. 795)
In short, if one lacks faith in one’s sincerity and feels the need to be reassured by protocol
when interacting with the other, it would seem advisable, as hinted by Dale’s guidelines, to avoid
using the title in referring to oneself, but to make sure to use it in referring to cultural minorities.
However, that double standard may very well end up being perceived as condescending (‘I don’t
need the title, but you do’), so perhaps the best plan is not to plan ahead and go with one’s
sincerity. When one feels the need for guidelines before going into the community, it may be an
indication that the endeavor is contraindicated! That being said, Dale’s thoughts are a helpful
reminder that the title, in the hands of those less privileged, takes on a different meaning than in
the hands of those dwelling in the dominant culture by accident of birth or pigmentation.
The Title & Class (or Status & Hierarchy Revisited)
With respect to social class, Calia (1966), from the discipline of counseling psychology,
cautions that “counselors, inexperienced in the ways of the poor, are likely to be perplexed and
ineffectual in their initial encounters with these strange and formidable clients” (p. 100). Further,
he posits that, “in reactivating the deprived client’s feelings of responsibility, optimism and
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worth”, counselors should be immersed in the belief “that the individual, irrespective of his [or
her] economic and cultural status, is a person of genuine dignity and worth [emphasis added]”
(p. 104). Furthermore, Freire (1970/2013) speaks of ideologically-induced feelings of inferiority
in the oppressed who “totally lack confidence in themselves” (p. 64) and issues a note of caution
with respect to well-intentioned allies who turn to the oppressed with the noble goal of helping
them: “They almost always bring with them the marks of their origin [emphasis added]” (p. 60),
thus making them prone to proffer a “false generosity” (p. 60) which reinstates the very
oppressive conditions they seek to transform.
While neither Freire nor Calia refer to the title of ‘Doctor’ per se, one may wonder what
double message is being sent in empathically working with the downtrodden and yet introducing
oneself with a title that, as we have seen, is valued as serving to differentiate ourselves over-andagainst others. It is my conviction that clinical psychologists must do away with such elitist
modes of thinking if they are to work and connect with the underserved without being seduced
by, or bearing too much of a trace of, a capitalistic ideology that ranks people as ordinary or
extraordinary on the basis of accumulated wealth or knowledge. Those who have been oppressed
have been primed by their wretched conditions to be on the scent for condescension and any
perceived vestiges of superior airs in clinical psychologists will likely cause further alienation
and undermine the chance of establishing sustainable and meaningfully therapeutic relationships.
Gordon (1965), in discussing mental health services for the poor and the importance of
training ‘subprofessionals’ to meet the demand makes a valid point when he states that
students of counseling and guidance, psychology, and social work typically come from
marginal middle-class backgrounds. Their need to confirm and enhance their social status
leads them to a preference for the accoutrements of a professional identity […] they
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prefer to work with people who will enhance their identities [emphasis added], and they
tend to feel threatened by association with the milieu from which the marginal middle
class is so anxious to separate itself [emphasis added]. (p. 335)
Although Gordon does not mention how the title of ‘Doctor’ may directly hinder the
therapeutic alliance with the poor, his reasoning offers a developmental and socioeconomic
perspective that helps put into context Doctor Survey respondents’ emphasis on the identity and
differentiation afforded by the title. It is not just that the title serves current economic interests,
but it may also serve psychological-developmental ones.
Furthermore, Gordon’s insight that “the university community […] tends to further attract
students whose interests and attitudes are consonant with the university ethos and which are
therefore inappropriate for work with disadvantaged youth […]” (p. 336) may be applied to the
title of ‘Doctor’ and how, as part and parcel—and perhaps most representative— of the academic
class-system, it can foster a situation wherein those already indoctrinated in the status game
make it through, and those who aren’t, might, but contingent upon internalizing these values.
That being said, and as already mentioned above, the title, when held by members of
disadvantaged groups, may also persuade those whose narcissistic wounds were socio-culturally
inflicted to pursue their education, certainly a better choice than seeking power and privilege
“out of the barrel of a gun” (Tse-tung, 1938/1965, p. 224).100
Gordon’s (1965) commentary is especially damning with respect to how the prestige
inherent in academia can translate to lack of services for the underserved:
For years we have been telling ourselves that we were not turning out enough qualified
professionals to meet the social needs, and some of the leading universities have even
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Though this blanket statement is debatable, depending on the severity and type of oppression one is smarting
under.
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abdicated from any attempt to meet the needs by concentrating their efforts on turning out
theoreticians and researchers and leaving others to turn out practitioners. The others, of
course, attempt to emulate the leaders, and in the scramble for academic prestige few
concern themselves with whether anybody has picked up the responsibilities of which the
leaders have divested themselves. (p. 337)
In advocating for psychologists working together with (rather than against) other types of
mental health providers, Gordon makes a sound point about indigenous leaders who may not
have a Doctor’s title or training but
can communicate instantly to the suspicious and distrustful client, avoiding noblesse
oblige [emphasis added], in a way that many middle-class professionals cannot do when
dealing with disaffected, hostile, anomic youths who see the middle-class agency worker
as part of the system against which he [or she] is fighting. (p. 340)
Finally, Gordon provides a thought-provoking statement with respect to those who seek
to keep lower-level mental health providers out with the rationalization of protecting professional
standards:
I see little use for high and restrictive standards for professional treatment if, because of
those standards, treatment is completely denied to those needing it. And the data clearly
indicate that effective and appropriate treatment is being denied to the disadvantaged
youth of today. While such denial may not be willful or intended, its reality testifies that
opposition to an expansion of appropriate services in the service of a defense of
standards is in the interests of maintenance of the Establishment rather than in the
interests of those needing help [emphasis added]. (p. 343)
Given that gender, cultural, and class factors were not considered at all by Doctor Survey
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respondents in reflecting about the title, it can be stated that much work remains to be done by
our disciplinary leaders and teachers on matters of social justice, equity, and diversity.
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Closing Remarks:
Coming to Terms
But can you really be so credulous as to think that I will print all this and give it to you to read
too? [...] Anyway, I am not strong-minded enough for that, and I don’t see why I should be [...] I
write only for myself, and I wish to declare once and for all that if I write as though I were
addressing readers, that is simply because it is easier for me to write in that form. It is a form, an
empty form—I shall never have readers
(Dostoevsky, 1864/2017, p. 60-61).
Taking stock of where this dissertation project has led us, we initially saw in Chapter 1
how a before-the-fact pre-planned method was not best suited for following a relatively underinvestigated topic and that the present dissertation would rather seek to speak of methodology
and method by way of during-the-fact transparency—which entailed letting the reader in on my
methodological and methodical commitments and missteps along the way—and after-the-fact
accountability—which I propose to now address, before moving on with a chapter-by-chapter
summary and concluding statements.
On Methodology—After The Fact
Considering my dissertation’s methodology and method from the vantage point of having
completed it101, it can be stated that the path charted involved moving from an initial, felt
disclosure that something was amiss (i.e., my initial reservations about the title of ‘Doctor’);
gathering information here and there from a variety of texts and disciplines, more or less directly
relevant to the topic at hand (for bricolage purposes), but also collecting and more systematically
representing thoughts, ideas, and reports from other clinical psychologists to inform the process;
writing about the interconnections between the former and the latter materials, striving for a
rhetorical strategy in apparent consonance with the themes uncovered in the data, albeit in an
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Or almost? In actuality, the present section and the one on limitations that follows exceptionally aren’t presented
chronologically—that is, I already know what comes after these sections, though the reader does not. The sections
can be seen as foreshadowing the concluding statements to come, and also placing them in the elevating context of
various thinkers and sobering context of my project’s limitations.
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attempt to better interrogate them102—with of course my own unbridled ‘intrusions of self’ (see
Chapter 7), flippantly flipping things around, uncovering assumptions and, in this process,
reflecting on what got disclosed both about the topic and about myself moving through the topic.
This process of writing about that which feels amiss, flippantly flipping things around,
and uncovering assumptions is much more than a method, it is how I live, how I think, how I
love: Feeling amiss, doubting, flipping things around, forever stuck between being critical and
being charitable. It is the story of growing up between two cultures in a predominantly white
locale, not quite ever knowing where to stand and constantly having to switch perspectives. Of
course, it would be absurd to claim primacy over such a method and I gladly pay tribute to those
thinkers who have used it in a more thoroughgoing and inspiring way than I ever could.
In some ways, my manner of having engaged with the topic is akin to Derrida’s
(1990/2010) structural deconstruction, Kristeva’s (1969/1978) notion of ‘intertextuality’ (i.e.,
that meaning overflows from any supposedly self-contained text by virtue of referring to
something beyond what it can barely contain within its margins), or Deleuze and Guattari’s
(1980/2011, p. 241) notion of “unnatural participation” (where the heterogeneous can comingle
into new becomings). Furthermore, in emphasizing the construction of meaning via writing, my
evolving method had a certain affinity with van Manen’s (2014, p. 240) philological methods,
which have to do with the “actual process of phenomenological writing.” Finally, allusions to
power, interests, and socio-cultural factors grounded in a critical stance were redolent of critical
psychology (Parker, 1999) and discourse analysis (Gill, 1996).
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As such, I sought to mimic, with a twist, the process of co-optation whereby the title of ‘Doctor’ has tended to
get harnessed and hijacked by various disciplines (and imposters) for prestige/material purposes, undermining in the
process the actual good work that does and could get done. The twist is that, this time, I harnessed the discourse of
scientific, empirical, evidence-based accuracy (consonant with the major KeepUseTheme of Accuracy &
Representation), not to artificially elevate us but, rather, in order to show how questionable many of the claims
around the title of ‘Doctor’ have been.
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However, after having mentioned a few ‘methods’ such as deconstruction, intertextuality,
philological methods, critical psychology, and discourse analysis, it strikes me that some of these
are not even methods per se, but rather, orientations. Indeed, Derrida cautions against
conceptualizing deconstruction as a method: “Deconstruction is not a method and cannot be
transformed into one. Especially if the technical and procedural significations of the word are
stressed” (Derrida, 1983/1985, p. 3). Moreover, what these orientations all have in common, for
me, is their emphasis on what I subjectively experience the method to be as it manifests itself
through me: Flipping things around.
What I find most valuable in conceptualizing the method as an ‘orientation to flipping’ is
that it refers to an embodied experience (the excitement one feels when coming across a good
flip) and also, that no particular school of thought can lay claim to it. To substantiate my point,
below are a few varied instances of thinkers who tend to flip. Notice that an implied exclamation
point [!] tends to follow the moment of flip, provoking the reader into wonder.
From a socio-political standpoint, Marx does the flip when he uses the very concepts of
political economy only to better undermine it. He begins with the conventional and, using this as
a base to undermine it, thereby brings forth an original ‘thwarting of expectations’ (to use a
Gadamerian term; see Gadamer, 1960/2006). An exemplary instance of this is when, in the
Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844, Marx (1844/1988, p. 25) begins with a
conventional use of statistics and then provocatively applies a statistical concept to a very human
experience in order to convey how absurd and dire the existing state of affairs is for the worker:
While the rent of the lazy landowner usually amounts to a third of the product of the soil,
and the profit of the busy capitalist to as much as twice the interest on money, the
“something more” which the worker himself [or herself] earns at the best of times
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amounts to so little that of four children of his [hers], two must starve and die [!]
From a phenomenological stance, Heidegger frequently flips things around on us who
habitually believe ontic events to be the ground for our lived experience, when in fact, something
ontologically prior is presupposed by these ontic events. Consider, for example, his take on guilt:
“This implies, however, that Being-guilty does not first result from an indebtedness, but that, on
the contrary, indebtedness becomes possible only ‘on the basis’ of a primordial Being-guilty”
(Heidegger, 1927/2008, p. 329). In clearer language, Heidegger flips guilt and the crime around:
We are not guilty because of a crime but rather, committing crimes is possible only inasmuch as
we are structurally guilty beforehand. It is not the crime that grounds the (ontic) guilt, but the
(ontological) guilt that grounds the crime [!]
From a literary-philosophical position, Dostoevsky (1864/2001) has his character the
underground man do the flip when he criticizes the philosophy of utilitarianism and its utopian
socialist offshoot, which postulates that if one could only tabulate all of man or woman’s selfinterests and organize society accordingly, harmony would prevail. The flip occurs when his
character postulates that there is a self-interest above all other self-interests, what he calls the
“most advantageous advantage” (p. 19), which is dearer to [man or woman] than everything
else” (p. 16) and which may even lead him or her to “even desire something opposed to [his or
her] own advantage ” (p. 19). This most advantageous advantage is ‘‘one’s very own free,
unfettered desire, one’s own whim, no matter how wild, one’s own fantasy, even though
sometimes roused to the point of madness [!]” (p. 19). In short, Dostoevsky’s flip consists in
using the very notion (self-interest) at the heart of the philosophy he wishes to criticize
(utilitarianism) and then tweaking the notion to better undermine the philosophy.
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From a postmodern perspective, Derrida (2003/2005), perhaps the master flipper if there
ever were one, also does something similar when he, for instance, describes the aporia at the
heart of democracy: By being open to all, it contains the very seeds of its destruction because it
must also be open to those that are bent on destroying it [!]
There were several instances of such flips in the preceding dissertation, with the biggest
one still to come, when my own—some will say dogged—attempt at criticizing the title and
redressing the balance towards the neglected StopUse side of the debate will get subverted…
What all these flip examples have in common is a penchant for subversive criticism,
which can be said to operate on the basis of a hermeneutic of suspicion (Ricoeur, 1965/1995) and
an attunement to the aporetic and the apophatic103: Things are not the way they seem, discourse
is permeated by hidden assumptions, absences, contradictions, and paradoxes that have positive
disclosive powers. It is partly with this frame of mind that I sought to unpack the title of
‘Doctor’, albeit with two important and related caveats.
Firstly, I sought to cultivate some form of love amidst what can sometimes too easily
become irascible, dismissive, and trenchant critique. To ‘flip’, after all, etymologically derives
from ‘to fillip’ or to toss with the thumb” (Barnhart & Steinmetz, 2015), ultimately suggesting a
cavalier gesture of dismissal. If the flip requires a narrowing of the eyes and a sharp critical turn
of the mind, my experience teaching and doing clinical work leads me to contend that the heart
must have a compensatory movement, perhaps a skip, to slow things down.
This is far removed from Marx’s ‘class struggle’, Heidegger’s ‘destruction’,
Dostoevsky’s underground man’s ‘spite’, and Derrida’s ‘deconstruction’, all of which are
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An attunement to the ‘aporetic’ and the ‘apophatic’ refers to keeping an eye out for paradoxical internal
contradictions and attending to that which is absent from a particular phenomenon presenting itself for
consideration, respectively.
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brilliantly subversive, but at times antagonistic and thus lacking in love.104 Indeed, the word
‘subvert’ contains the proto-Indo-European root ‘wer’—to turn, bend and thus implies a turn or
flip, but one that seeks to raze, destroy, or overthrow. There is also a notion of secrecy inherent
in the term: “to secretly try to ruin or destroy a government, political system, etc.” (Webster,
2015b, emphasis added).
Is it possible to turn the dismissive flip of the thumb into an embrace that turns the other
around? Being subversive, yet loving may very well require a new term, perhaps something like
‘provokative’, which contains an element of subversion, but also an element of love, by inserting
the proto-Indo-European root for liking or desire (‘ka’—e.g., Sanskrit Kama, name of the Hindu
God of love). Being provokative would then entail being subversive and calling people out… out
of care (ka). It is my hope that whatever sharp critical turns were taken in the dissertation that
preceded can be taken by the reader as acts of provokation. If that still feels difficult, the reader
is urged to read on for a ‘softer’ ending or to recall initial efforts on my part at being charitable in
my initial paper (Chapter 3), efforts which the rest of the dissertation, however critical, was in no
way an attempted repudiation thereof.
Secondly, whereas some critical methodologies, such as Foucauldian Discourse Analysis,
focus exclusively on issues of power (Gill, 1996) and seek to ferret out hidden assumptions that
highlight discourses of or knowledge as power, I did not wish to foreclose other possibilities for
disclosure. Indeed, if anything, clinical psychology teaches is that powerlessness does not lag far
behind assertions of power. Whereas certain ways of wielding power tear us apart, a more
fundamental powerlessness binds us together, and, in my dissertation process, I sought to keep
an eye out not only for power, but also for powerlessness, as a way to ensure that love, as a
104

That being said, I do appreciate Derrida’s generosity in culling out things that are already there in the authors he
criticizes. Perhaps there is some love in deconstruction, in that it better embraces things that have been disowned or
dismissed.
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binding force, still had a place in the analysis. While an emphasis on power readily opens up a
space for postmodern and critical approaches, an emphasis on powerlessness opens up
possibilities for bringing in spiritual-existential themes and traditions, which we saw expressed
mostly in Chapter 3 and which will come again in my closing statements.
Caveats & Limitations
“[…] for it is always easier to prove one’s superiority by being fastidious about everyone else
rather than being severe towards [one]self”
(Kierkegaard, 1847/2009, p. 156)
With respect to my dissertation’s limitations, I sought to point those out as we went along
and so will content myself with restating these altogether for the reader’s consideration.
Choice of participants. Given that participants were all Directors of some sort—either
Directors of Clinical Training or Training Clinic Directors, it is likely that they represented a
subsection of clinical psychologists more conservative105 about the title than clinical
psychologists in less prominent positions. That being said, it is also likely that, of this targeted
pool of participants, those who actually chose to submit themselves to the exercise of
questioning the title, may differ in some way from those who chose not to participate and this in
two ways. I suspect some of those who chose to participate may have been more open to
reflecting on the title, but that others may have chosen to participate precisely because they had
strong thoughts about it they wanted to express. Given that the goal of the Doctor Survey was not
one of accurate representation, the aforementioned are more caveats than limitations. Further, it
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As suggested by a member of my dissertation committee, DCTs have a stake in protecting the professional
standing of the next generation of clinical psychologists and are therefore involved in the business of title protection.
Though this may help explain why DCTs tended to be pro-Title in their views, it does not fundamentally change the
point that, when asked to reflect on the title regardless of their own opinions about it, they were largely unwilling or
unable to dis-appoint themselves from the role and consider the title more critically.
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is possible that the relatively impoverished reflections obtained may have been due to
respondents wanting to oblige my student request, but not having the time to fully engage with it.
To address that, most of the claims made about clinical psychologists in the dissertation were
typically made in light of both the empirical and disciplinary (scholarly literature) angles of
disclosure, in an attempt to give them more credence.
Furthermore, one major limitation has to do with the decision not to collect gender and
age of respondents as demographic variables, with the rationale that such analyses were of little
interest with only one group of participants. However, the later decision to recruit a second group
of participants (non-DCTs) to increase sample size introduced the issue of between-group
comparisons, where gender and age variables would have been helpful to account for any
obtained differences between groups. That being said, most between-group comparisons did not
yield statistically significant differences between DCTs and non-DCTs.
Doctor Survey design. The fact that the Doctor Survey was framed as a debate may have
worked to exclude certain thoughts or ideas respondents have about the title. As a partial remedy,
a textbox was provided at the end of the survey for respondents to add any further thoughts they
might have.106 Furthermore, with respect to survey design: 1) The fact that there is no guarantee
respondents typed their arguments as they came to mind in the same order as the various textbox
provided detracts from analyses having to do with ‘argument position’; 2) Some respondents
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Other than DCT6-90s, who used this additional textbox to wish me luck on my dissertation, three respondents
chose to share further thoughts, all of which are in keeping with the general conclusion that respondents were overall
pro-title: “We are increasingly having our specialty downgraded and stripped of meaning. To lose the title of
“doctor” would further limit us in the field” (DCT8-00s); “I will fight having this title removed, but I get the
argument. When schools let in someone with a pulse and an ability to completed [sic] a Federal loan application, our
product become [sic] diluted. I am shocked by the poor quality of student selection in PsyD schools. Many of the
graduates are mid-level practitioners and not the most advanced graduate degree. The field is broken and this is a
symptom” (DCT12-00s); “I would like to underscore that as a faculty member and as a clinician, the title of doctor
creates a professional distance that I think is very helpful and is necessary” (DCT17-80s). Finally, one non-DCT
mentioned a certain law with respect to the title of ‘Doctor’ in his or her state (I will not divulge the specifics so as
not to provide any identifying information).
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may not have had actual contact with certain of the interlocutors provided and were prompted to
respond hypothetically if that was the case—there is hence no way to ascertain which
respondents responded factually and which responded hypothetically for which interlocutors,
causing difficulty in comparing interlocutors with one another; 3) The interlocutor types were
presented in fixed order, possibly leading to response sets—however, the fact that all
interlocutors were provided simultaneously in a table helped reduce this possibility; 4) The NonProfessional interlocutor type poses conceptual problems in that it may be read as ‘family and
friends’ or ‘strangers on the street’. Perhaps future research should split this category
accordingly.
Data analysis. With respect to quantitative data analysis, low sample size prevented the
conduction of inferential statistical analyses for much of the data reported in Chapter 9, related to
requested mode of address with various interlocutors. This exploratory data was presented with
the sole aim of filling a data gap and generating hypotheses for future, more psychometrically
sound research and should thus not be given as much weight as the imaginal debate data. With
respect to the qualitative data analysis, coding always contains a certain measure of
subjectivity—another interpreter might have coded some of the arguments differently; anchor
codes were provided to help the reader detect ‘weaker’ coding instances.
Literature review and critical analysis. Although many databases were used, my search
terms were limited to ‘Title*’ & ‘Doctor*’ and, as such, it is quite possible that I may have
missed scholarly pieces about the title of ‘Doctor’. Further, the reader should be aware that in the
broadened literature review comprising Part Four, where some of the themes culled from the
Doctor Survey qualitative analysis were juxtaposed with the scholarly literature in order to
disclose further meanings about the title of ‘Doctor’, I did not conduct extensive searches based
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on the named themes. For instance, when revisiting, say, the theme of Confusing & Misleading
(see Chapter 13), I did not conduct an exhaustive search of the literature on the public’s
confusion with respect to psychologists. Rather, I went through the articles found under my
‘Title*’ and ‘Doctor*’ search and reported what was said about the matter in that pool of articles
(though sometimes also read other articles found in the reference sections of articles in the initial
pool). All this to say: There might be other articles relevant to the Doctor Survey themes that
would further qualify my analysis.
Moreover, the reader may be critical of the extensive use of etymology in the critical
analysis. It is hoped that this will be understood as a rhetorical strategy to evoke wonder in the
reader more than an effort to accurately prove a point. Besides, in most cases, the etymology
underscored a point made elsewhere in the data set, supported either by the literature or by
Doctor Survey responses. Furthermore, the polemical nature of some of the passages have
sometimes led me to present ‘false dichotomies’ such as ‘patient’ vs. ‘Doctor’. It is hoped the
reader will forgive my resorting to simplistic ‘us vs. them’ schemes and understand that this was
usually a strategy to evoke or jolt consciences and consciousness.
Further still, although I did not perceive this myself as a limitation, two of my
dissertation committee members expressed some disappointment that I did not elaborate further
on the emotional meaning the title may hold for those historically deprived of it. While I agree
that this is an important aspect and did touch upon it briefly in Chapter 15, a chapter devoted to
issues of cultural diversity, gender, and class, the reason why I did not unpack this further was
for reasons of scope, as well as reluctance to write about women and oppressed minorities’
possible experiences of and with the title of ‘Doctor’ as it applies to clinical psychologists. I was
more content, perhaps erroneously, with pointing out how diversity was conspicuously absent
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from my data set (narrow disciplinary literature and Doctor Survey responses), with the
exception of my own self-reflective Befindlichkeit sections, in which issues of gender and
ethnicity turned up.
In short, if established or aspiring researchers would like to ask female clinical
psychologists about what the title means to them in the context of the struggle for women’s
rights and empowerment, let them do it! I welcome it—whatever the findings! If an international
student wants to do a phenomenological study by asking his or her countrymen and
countrywomen what the title means to them in the context of their culture as it lives out its
postcolonial moments, let it be done! If someone wants to study how ‘Doctors’ who self-identify
as having emerged from dispossessed backgrounds take up their title in practice and thought, I
would be the first one to read it! A member of my dissertation committee indeed informed me
that there is a sizable postcolonial literature with respect to title and honorifics (though not
specifically on the title of ‘Doctor’ as it applies to clinical psychologists) and the reader
interested in digging deeper in that respect is encouraged to refer to it.
That being said, what has hopefully been learned from the present dissertation—the
tendency to use title to keep others out—can also be applied to feminist and postcolonial issues
in the manner of a cautionary note. One must be watchful of uncritically equating having
obtained the title of ‘Doctor’ with having completed the process of emancipation. Having women
and minorities access the upper echelons is but a partial emancipation and feeling like one has
achieved the title risks obfuscating the work that remains to be done. The obfuscation, as I see it
currently, can work in two ways. First, the newly emancipated ‘dispossessed’ can start
uncritically believing in the title, be possessed by it so to speak, and therefore start oppressing
others.
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Perhaps the nub of the issue is this: Is the point of feminism and postcolonialism to
acquire what has been denied or to recognize what has been debased? The likely answer is both,
for oppression is both material and psychological! Equal pay, admittance into colleges, right to
vote, right to own title to the land, right to do a PhD—these have to do with compensation,
obtaining privileges that have been denied. And this is valid—I cannot emphasize this enough.
Only focusing on that, however, comes with a major risk. By its association with “I want to be
like those who have the power”, the danger is that one may also take on the characteristics of the
oppressor. This warping of an initially noble intention may lead to a sort of ‘fratboy feminism’107
or a ‘picket-fence postcolonialism’. This is what worries me: How looking up to the privileged
term and seeking compensation contains the risk of turning a blind eye to how easily ideologies
of patriarchy and racism can reinscribe themselves even into emancipatory practices. Thus, the
importance for the to-be-erstwhile ‘dispossessed’ to also reflect critically on the title of ‘Doctor’
as he or she fights the legitimate fight to obtain it.108
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Perhaps the coming quote best encapsulates the ambiguity of titles with respect to feminism and postcolonialism
and how they can both symbolize emancipation from oppression and, by their very structure, easily re-oppress.
Although what follows was uttered in a 1973 conference by a prominent feminist, similar debates are taking place
nowadays with respect to the place of transgendered people within the fold of the feminine:
“I will not call a male “she”; thirty-two years of suffering in this androcentric society, and of surviving,
have earned me the title [emphasis added] “woman”; one walk down the street by a male transvestite, five
minutes of his being hassled (which he may enjoy), and then he dares, he dares to think he understands our
pain? No, in our mothers’ names and in our own, we must not call him sister.” (Morgan, as cited in
Goldberg, 2014)
108

Another way in which the title of ‘Doctor’ can contribute to partial emancipation is that it can serve as a ‘goodie
goodie’ prize to better hide how certain oppressive practices are part and parcel of the process of obtaining title.
Most notable is an internship process that sets up a system of economic exploitation whereby interns’ thirst for
experience and/or fear of failure after having made it this far are converted into cheap labor and this after a process
of application so grueling that one can only feel grateful to have gotten in, thus obfuscating the subterfuge. The title
of ‘Doctor’ may lead one to erroneously assume one has ‘made it’, making one blind to how very partial one’s
emancipation is (ask any graduate crumbling under several hundreds of thousands of dollars in debt—thankfully, my
program was fully funded, so I cannot claim to be as ‘dispossessed’ as certain of my colleagues). Another example
is the predatory practice of some private clinic owners on the hunt for freshly minted ‘Doctors’ basking in their
recent achievement and thus all the more unaware of the excessive ‘cut’ taken from their wages. Perhaps in this way,
the title of ‘Doctor’ is akin to those little trinket mirrors given to indigenous peoples by early European colonizers:
While the former were taken with looking at themselves, resources could be better plundered by the latter.
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Finally, another limitation pointed out by two of my dissertation committee members has
to do with the lack of an overarching theoretical statement about the title of ‘Doctor’, but also
about titles or ‘titling’ in general. What does it do, how does it function? I had initially refrained
from doing this because I thought an overarching reflection might foreclose opportunities for the
reader to do his or her own reflective work. That being said, one of the goals of theory is to
generate hypotheses or further research and so, to palliate this, I offer a tentative theoretical
statement about the function of titles in Appendix V, alongside with recommendations to address
a possible sense in the reader of “now what?”
Chapter-by-Chapter Summary
I earlier summarized Chapter 1 stating that during-the-fact transparency and after-the-fact
accountability were privileged over before-the-fact accuracy. In Chapter 2, which covered the
angle of disciplinary disclosure, we saw that the discipline of clinical psychology has largely let
the title of ‘Doctor’ pass unexplored, rarely examining it empirically and critically, with the
exception of a dated defensive disciplinary response to the title having been (unsuccessfully)
challenged in court by physicians (Dörken Episode); a more recent, though also somewhat
defensive attempt to put a critique across via humor and extra-terrestrials (Miller & Hubble,
2004); and two pieces I belatedly chanced upon when broadening my initial literature search to
other databases and that brought into question my own scholarly claims to primacy (see Chapter
11) namely, a rudimentary first call for greater reflection and research about the title made by
Knapp et al. (2013), as well as a survey by Pope et al. (1987) asking about the frequency with
which psychotherapists let clients/patients address them by first name and the extent to which
they believe this to be ethical.
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Chapter 3, in an attempt to be transparent about my own fore-understandings about the
title before going into dissertation proper, reproduced an initial paper I had written, which
described an early wish I had had that we clinical psychologists could simply surrender the title
of ‘Doctor’ as representative of a mode of thinking that arranges relationships vertically and
hence goes against the spirit of our counter-cultural work to relate to those who suffer on a
horizontal plane.
In Chapter 4, I outlined the method proper for the empirical angle of disclosure, the
rationale for which was to offer a dialogical corrective to my initial paper, which had merely
generated propositions and counter-propositions about the title based on my limited student
conception of what straw-doctors might say about it. The Doctor Survey indeed sought to
enliven and enrich my thought with respect to the title of ‘Doctor’ by consulting with the leaders
in our field: Directors of Clinical Training from APA-accredited PhD programs in clinical
psychology. Given a disappointing response to the invitation, another group of respondents was
solicited from a listserv of Directors of Training Clinics.
In Chapters 5, 8, and 9, I reported quantitative results from the Doctor Survey which
showed that: 1) Respondents, when faced with an unlikely imaginal debate wherein clinical
psychologists would have to argue either ‘for continuing’ or ‘for stopping’ to use the title of
‘Doctor’ in referring to themselves and each other, showed a marked bias in both generating
attributed arguments and personally endorsing arguments ‘for continuing’ to use the title,
neglecting the StopUse side of the debate (Chapter 5); and 2) Respondents reported an overall
preference for introducing themselves with the title of ‘Doctor’ (Chapter 8), but tended not to
report ‘enforcing’ or ‘imposing’ this onto others by making requests to be addressed by the same,
opting to provide choice instead, and only rarely (more so than either of the two preceding
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options) being proactive in equalizing rapport by making explicit requests not to be addressed by
title (Chapter 9).
In Chapters 6 and 7, I provided a qualitative analysis of respondents’ attributed
arguments for continuing and for stopping to use the title and found that arguments for
continuing to use the title yielded major themes relating to Temporalities, Accuracy &
Representation, Education & Expertise, Respect & Recognition, Differentiation & Uniqueness;
middling themes having to do with Equalization & Belonging, Merit & Compensation, Power &
Influence; and minor themes about Status & Hierarchy, Therapeutic & Relational Beneficence,
Spatialities, and Credibility & Trust. Themes extracted from the less numerous arguments for
stopping to use the title were named: Confusing & Misleading, Difference & Otherness,
Equalization Strivings, Depreciation of Worth, Distancing, Elitist & Alienating, and Time/Space
& Necessity. Further, it was found that arguments generated for the StopUse side of the debate
tended to be rhetorically minimized in their formulation, whereas those for the KeepUse side, to
a lesser extent, rhetorically maximized. Summarizing the thematic content on each side of the
debate, regardless of personal endorsement, we saw how respondents seemed to be saying that:
•

We should continue using the title of ‘Doctor’ because it is a time-tested and time-efficient
accurate representation of our education and expertise, allowing us to be recognized as
distinct from those with less training within our field and be respected as equals with those
similar to us in rank in the healthcare field—for we deserve it on the basis of merit, but also
because it allows us to have the power and influence to do what we do; besides, it also helps
patient outcomes by establishing boundaries and expectations, and is especially important in
settings where we need to establish credibility and trust, such as the healthcare field.
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•

We should stop using the title of ‘Doctor’ because it is confusing and misleading to the
public, who may forget that there is a difference between different ‘Doctors’ and assume that
we have the power to do things beyond our competencies; because it creates a power
differential that we must seek to equalize for it may be harmful to the therapist-patient
relationship by being distancing and alienating; and because it has been rendered unnecessary
and irrelevant due to recent changes such as the introduction of the PsyD.
Finally, in Chapters 10-15, we revisited Doctor Survey KeepUseThemes by placing some

of them in the context of a renewed literature review broadened to other disciplines’ databases
and were able to see that: 1) There is little to no empirical evidence to suggest that clinical
psychologists using their title of ‘Doctor’ will, in doing so, benefit clients/patients, though there
is some, albeit limited and dated, evidence that it may indirectly cause therapeutic harm, and that
it would go against client/patient preferences, thus impeding the relational alliance (Chapter 10);
2) The historical angle of disclosure discredited the idea that we have been using an objective,
invariant title since the Middle Ages as being overly simplistic and inaccurate, suggesting that
arguments appealing to history and primacy are really arguments appealing to present day
interests (Chapter 11); 3) The projection of our own monopolization efforts onto supposedly
venal physicians is not fully warranted, given recent scholarly and critical reflection about the
title by physicians, and the strategy of using the title in differentiating ourselves from so-called
‘lower’-level providers has merely led these providers to emulate us and seek to differentiate
themselves from others as well, de facto making us the same, with the overall effect of
impoverishing the field we share (Chapter 12); 4) Given evidence that the public is not as
confused about psychologists as it has been assumed and holds favorable perceptions towards us;
and given that it is us who seem confused and inaccurate about our usage of the title in practice,
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it seems the title of ‘Doctor’ might not be needed to ensure our credibility with the public—if
anything some scholars suggest we might gain credibility if we ceased focusing on taking narrow
measures of professional protectionism and appealed directly to the public to show interest in
their needs (Chapter 13); 5) There is little empirical evidence supporting the notion that the
greater training indicated by our title actually translates into better outcomes for clients/patients
and as such the accusation of quackery we have long sought to protect ourselves from by
philosophical, methodological, and titular rapprochements with physicians is never too far
behind (Chapter 14); and 6) Clinical psychologists have not given much consideration to the
relationship between the title of ‘Doctor’ and various sociocultural variables (gender, culture,
and class), with these indicating that perhaps a diversity of title usages might be better indicated
when engaging with diverse populations (Chapter 15).
As a general statement then, we can conclude that whereas our discipline’s literature has
not been particularly reflective, but rather defensive, about the title of ‘Doctor’; whereas Doctor
Survey respondents—some in charge of training the future of our discipline—were biased
towards continued usage of the title, generating and endorsing significantly more KeepUseArgs
than StopUseArgs and rhetorically minimizing the latter, as well as reporting an overall
preference for title usage with most interlocutors but themselves and Non-Professional
interlocutors; whereas the quality of the argumentation put forth by respondents left much to be
desired either by not being supported by the extant research or being inaccurate with respect to
the history of the title and the literatures of other disciplines—It can be said that we, as the
discipline most poised to understand and explore the relational dynamics underpinning title
usage— have failed at ‘coming to terms’ with the title of ‘Doctor’ in any balanced way and in
providing opportunities for students in training to do the same.
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The Harm Psychology Has Done
It was suggested earlier how the title, as a means to ensure our profession’s credibility,
has not been shown to be successful and also, how it has reified a mode of thinking whereby
others who differ can be ranked and thus, by omission, may have led us to avoid truly putting
inclusion into practice rather than merely talking about it ‘aspirationally’. However, there are
also ways in which psychologists have caused more harm than healing by commission. If we
consider that many of the protective means taken to ensure disciplinary standards, such as
training, titles, and licensing operate under the presupposition that the profession’s credibility
can mostly be safeguarded by keeping non- or lesser-titled people out, I would like to argue that
this purpose might best be served by better weeding certain titled people out. Or better yet,
weeding out the title so as to avoid attracting those whose incapacity or lacking capacity for selfreflection is offset by an insatiable hunger for recognition.
Before considering instances of this, I would like to appeal to Williamson’s notion (2010)
that whereas “most doctors are conservative to varying degrees, accepting the status quo […], a
minority of doctors are radical, questioning the status quo […]” (p. 157). Though writing from a
medical perspective, Williamson’s typology of radical doctors is informative. She calls ‘latent’
radicals those doctors who have yet to become aware of their radical potential, ‘overt’ radicals,
those who take a stance without pressing too strongly, and ‘intolerable’ radicals, those who
“introduce practices into their own clinical work that deviate so far from their colleagues’
policies, practices and standards that those colleagues cannot tolerate them and act against the
deviant doctor” (p. 159).109
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It is my hope that this dissertation can be conceived as overtly radical, and that, as a measure of its success, it
may uncover in the reader any latent radical potentialities. Nothing intolerable, no major overhaul of traditions, but
simply the radical act of giving thought to the title and being more intentional about one’s decisions about it.
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Williamson (2010) also wisely avers that “doctors seem to become radicalised through
observing harms caused to patients by the medical profession’s accustomed ways of doing
things, its standards of care” (p. 160). Applying her insight to clinical psychology, we Doctors
sure have a lot to be sorry about. And while some of the examples provided below might not all
be directly related to the title of ‘Doctor’, they do speak to the themes evoked by respondents’
arguments for its continued or discontinued use. Moreover, they seek to help redress what we
have seen to be a projection onto physicians of our own aggressive, arrogant, acquisitive, and
politically power-hungry tendencies.
For example, Pope (2011) describes how the American Psychological Association
courted the US Senate Select Committee on Intelligence with a statement detailing how
psychologists could contribute to the process of detainee interrogations and how the endeavor
was so persuasive that Pentagon officials opted to recruit psychologists over psychiatrists, given
the American Psychiatric Association’s reluctance in lending a (heavy) hand due to ethical
qualms. Even more telling, is Pope providing evidence that the American Psychological
Association Board of Directors not only bypassed the elected Council of Representatives in
approving and incorporating the report of the Presidential Task Force On Psychological Ethics
and National Security (PENS Task Force) into its ethics policy, therefore bypassing customary
debating and critical review procedures, it lied about it in APA publications and press releases,
giving the impression that adequate consultation had taken place.
Furthermore, Pope affirms that various organizations such as Amnesty International,
Physicians for Human Rights and several authors affiliated with medicine roundly critiqued
APA’s participation in what they decried as abusive interrogation techniques, as well as a
conscious deviation from the Nuremberg Ethic, a derivation that lasted for a period of eight years
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(2002-2010). It can be argued that in this case, the supposedly arrogant and power-hungry MDs
had the moral high ground. To wit, Pope cites the words of Dr. James, a still licensed clinical
psychologist, Fellow of APA Division 12 (Society of Clinical Psychology) and member of the
PENS task force who oversaw interrogation procedures at Guantanamo Bay:
At a meeting of the American Psychological Association in 2006, I confronted one of my
critics and threatened to shut his mouth for him if he didn’t do it himself. I’m told it was
the most excitement at an APA meeting in about 20 years. (as cited in Pope, 2011, p.
156)
Furthermore, consider a recent three article feature on scientific dishonesty published on
Montréal newspaper LaPresse’s website suggesting that the problem is rife and indicating that
‘Doctors’ would be better at preserving their credibility through the avoidance of improper
behavior rather than with the display of impressive titles. In the feature, journalist Malboeuf
(2017) details how in the past five years, Canadian universities have forwarded to federal
authorities 192 cases of suspected scientific dishonesty, 83 of which were appraised to be
dishonest practices. She gives the example of McGill University psychology professor Avi
Chaudhuri, who traveled 14 times in India ostensibly for research, when in fact running his
business.
Further, she points out that Canadian universities get to investigate their own researcher’s
lapses, making the process biased and marred with conflicts of interest. In fact, three Québec
universities (McGill, Concordia, and UQAM) refused to grant LaPresse access to the contents of
their investigations into fraudulent research practices. The feature also discusses how fake
academic journals and conferences publicize substandard works for a fee and cites examples of
American researchers sentenced to prison for their scholarly transgressions. In discussing the
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reasons informing these practices, she proposes competition, vanity, illness, obsession with
results, extreme insecurity, and money—many of which we have already seen to be related to the
title of ‘Doctor’.
More specifically, consider the case of Dutch social psychologist Diederik Stapel, who
was suspended from his university professorship and voluntarily surrendered his PhD title110
after having been investigated for and found guilty of ‘doctoring’ his research results over the
course of several years, with some 55 publications reportedly affected. Stapel (2014) published a
book about his downfall and his insights about what led him to damage his career and those of
his students and colleagues are worth pondering about, especially those relating to the title of
‘Doctor’, as they indicate how inextricably bound it is to ego concerns, no matter how we would
like to think that it is only about protection of the public or protection from other disciplines’
attempts at usurping what is our so-called due.
So over time, my need to score and my quest for applause came to dominate. Scoring gets
you applause, and an objective high score gets you loud applause. And loud applause is
great, because it drowns out some of the doubts you’re having about whether what you’re
doing and who you are is really worth anything. (Stapel, 2014, p. 97)
About the aftermath of his fall, Stapel writes “I was no longer a doctor [emphasis added],
or a professor, or a dean of faculty, or a scientist of any kind. Just a body, breathing in and out
[emphasis added]” (p. 18), indicating how the title, for some, can mean so much that no
identifications beyond it can be conceived of other than those associated with biological
function.

110

What does it say about the title of ‘Doctor’ that there is nothing one can do to lose it (lest one surrender it
voluntarily like Stapel)? See Stuyling de Lange, 1983, who decried the fact that in The Netherlands, members of the
Netherlands Psychological Association can be expelled, but cannot lose their title.
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Turning to a more cheerful outlook, Louis, Mayor, La Macchia, and Amiot (2013) give
due recognition to the hurt and injustice psychology has caused, but express disagreement with
the more pessimistic view that its positivistic stance is incompatible with social critique and
change by highlighting the paradox that the purported objectivity of psychology—and might I
add, its insecurity vis-à-vis it— is what makes possible both its ills (i.e., fostering the protection
of disciplinary interests at the expense of social justice) and its benefits (i.e., giving us the
authority and political capital to speak out). Applying this to the title of ‘Doctor’, we may
conceive of title usage (no longer in the earlier sense of whether it is used or not, but more in the
sense of how it is used) as crucial in determining whether it is beneficial or not.
Coming to Terms with The Title of ‘Doctor’
Given our discipline’s potential for oppression, worrisome has been our avoidance in
questioning the title as one of the remaining legacies of a long-established practice of rankordering relationships that, when personalized, leads to much of our clients/patients’ anguish
and, when systematized, has lead to widespread suffering in the world. And all this in the name
of protecting our discipline, making it sound more scientific, objective, and medical than it really
is, and protecting our egos by making ourselves sound more competent than we really are—for
how can we not but fail in the face of a fellow suffering being? Is there not a greater pride in
attempting and failing together than in getting it right over-and-against?
Enter the other kind of π111 mentioned earlier in Chapter 1—an attempted depiction of the
unfathomable that seems precise, even predictable, but can never quite settle into representation
111

I am aware of Sokal’s (see Sokal & Bricmont, 1998; Sokal, 2008) critique of social scientists borrowing notions
from the hard sciences they have very little understanding about in order to either criticize science or push their own
postmodern agendas. I would like the reader to know that I do not claim any understanding of π beyond a
layperson’s namely, that it goes on and on and thus can never quite be represented or encompassed. My utilization
of π here in no way implies a criticism of mathematics, of which I blissfully admit my ignorance. Rather, it is a
metaphorical bridge I am using to criticize the title as an apparent fixed representation of a competence that is
always to come or to be brought into question.
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and is always ‘to come’ (see Derrida’s, 2003/2005, notion of ‘to come’). Perhaps the title of
‘Doctor’ is a trap, an attempt to “concretize the ineffable” (in the deadly serious words of
jokesters Miller & Hubble, 2004, p. 42). The unfathomable cannot be stated lest it be betrayed,
and its betrayal is an act of boasting, a quackery of sorts, whereby all we can muster up in
defense of ourselves is a cheap estimation of a reality that constantly eludes and escapes us: We
can only be and always are almost competent. The title as a certification of competence is
certainly only an estimate, not an accurate representation.112
No matter how hard we try to represent our wish for competency in ways that seem
concise, precise, and predictable, the ‘Doctor’ is never in the room, but always to come… The
title escapes a positive definition, and perhaps can only be known best by what it’s not—
whenever it fails… We have indeed seen several indications in the preceding text that the title of
‘Doctor’ comes out from its silent operations upon being challenged. Thus, the title qua attempt
at accurate representation usually surfaces in response to inaccuracies being pointed out.
Therefore, the title of ‘Doctor’ as an accurate representation is always to come, and, given its
variegated history, also never was...
Further, the title of ‘Doctor’ is forever haunted by the question posed by an identity that
needs a non-Doctor or another kind of Doctor to recognize and respect it; thus the constant need
to safeguard or defend it. To be recognized and to be respected is to be seen (“respicere look
back at113, regard, consider”; Barnhart & Steinmetz, 2015, p. 917). To be seen, however, runs the
risk of being seen for what one ‘really is’ or rather, is not; To ‘recognize’, however, has
112

Lest we apply to ‘representation’ an alternate meaning of ‘accurate’, stemming from the Latin accuratus,
“prepared with care” (Barnhart & Steinmetz, 2015, p. 8)—in this case, the apposition makes more sense: The title of
‘Doctor’ is more of a representation ‘prepared with care’ than an ‘exact’ one, admitting the notion of it being
interested, rather than disinterestedly scientific.
113
Much like a child looks back at its attachment figure as it ventures out into the world. I wonder whether the title
of ‘Doctor’ disrespects respect: turning what could be a beautiful movement of looking back for guidance and
support as one advances into the world into a slavish one of looking up to authority figures, like a supplicant.
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etymological roots in the resumption of possession (Onions, 1966). Therein lies the paradox of
titled address, whereby being called ‘Doctor’ provides a visible (qua tantalizing) opportunity to
be respected and recognized, but also, the invisible—should one remain blinded by the
privilege— risk of being detected. For whoever accepts to be called as such, must also accept the
possibility of being called out [!] Called out for failing to be an accurate representation of the
supposedly accurate representation.
At the risk of contradicting a key assumption underlining much of what I have written
prior, the title, inasmuch as it is a privilege, is also a burden. Not merely in the sense of noblesse
oblige—where privilege is granted in exchange for service or obligation— but also in the sense
of the very privilege being the burden, or being what makes the burden possible. For indeed,
narcissism contains a curious constituent of humility, whereby the lofty elevation it seeks makes
possible the brutal dressing down.
Perhaps the very outrage, sometimes barely contained in the preceding pages—I’m
unsure whether the reader could feel it with me—is made possible by the title. That is, not only is
the title allowed to come forth from the silent depths by being challenged, it also, by holding us
together swept up into the higher ‘term’, makes possible the accusation [!] Perhaps this is the
most persuasive KeepUseArg—one that was not mentioned by Doctor Survey respondents—and
perhaps this is what helps me come to terms with both the title, as well as my resistances to it.
Let us cover each in turn.
With respect to title, considering the harm psychologists have done, the fact that we have
been given due recognition by being called ‘Doctor’ makes possible for an outrage that can seek
resumption of possession by taking it back: And you call yourself a ‘Doctor!’ I wrote earlier (see
Chapters 13, 14) about being in favor of labeling ourselves with a descriptive term (e.g., licensed
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clinical psychologist) rather than with a term of address. I must confess I am not so sure
anymore. Perhaps there is something to being addressed that makes for being called out, making
the title of ‘Doctor’ a double-edged sword that allows for abuse of power, but also
empowerment. Perhaps if we trained students to embrace the ‘calling out’ aspects of the title, or
rather, if we accepted collectively to call each other out, the potential for abusing the title might
be lessened. This, however, requires hardiment—an obsolete word used in my
Acknowledgements that used to mean ‘courage’ and whose letters recombine as mindheart.
In fact, the title is also what allowed for the possibility of my having written in the above
paragraph “the harm psychologists have done”, without having to point out that not all of us have
tortured POWs, not all of us have ‘doctored’ our results. The title of ‘Doctor’, however, as an
address, holds us together, and together accountable. In short, this is the flip—one that makes me
feel perhaps more confused than when I began: Perhaps, we should continue using the title
because it makes possible an outrage that allows for the detection/accusation of abuse of power
and also because, far from being an accurate representation of how far we have come and how
good we currently are, it is a good reminder of how long we have to go together, as a
discipline—not a discipline that needs title for protection, but a title that keeps us disciplined in
the protection of others.
“For know, dear ones, that every one of us is undoubtedly responsible for all […]”
(Dostoevsky, 1880/2017, p. 333).
“But how can I possibly be responsible for all”
(Dostoevsky, 1880/2017, p. 617)?
“The psychotherapist in practice needs to be constantly on guard against the defensive tendency
of the ego to take refuge in arrogance” (Marmor, 1953, p. 375).
Befindlichkeit 12
With respect to my resistances to becoming a ‘Doctor’, in addition to everything I have
outlined in this dissertation that is problematic with our discipline and title, perhaps they were
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also due to the fear of holding a title that could lead me to being called out. Deeply
uncomfortable with the elevation, I also feared the corollary put down. Indeed, the Befindlichkeit
sections, when taken together (these are reproduced in Appendix U so that the reader may read
them all at once), also speak to themes having to do with being seen vs. being invisible and how
this ties in to preoccupations growing up as a visible minority114; being envied for being
successful and the resulting guilt for standing out; having the wish for primacy and dreading the
wish; having a fear of being deemed incompetent (and yet, as exemplified by the entire
dissertation, being very critical of others). Whereas my resistances to title of ‘Doctor’ as a
marker of success were fairly transparent to me from the get-go (self-reflexivity), I have now
come to realize that part of it is also related to the sense that hiding behind being just a student is
no longer possible once one is perceived as the Doctor… When I will be called ‘Doctor’, I will
be responsible, accountable, and seen… I will have to stand accused… for all my arrogance! A
much tougher position to be in than that of the smart-alecky student throwing sundry criticisms
from the underground. Could it be that I have projected all this psychological baggage onto the
discipline? Or is it more that the baggage provided a bridge for me to visit, revisit, and hopefully
critically understand something about its darker spaces?115 Were my criticisms of the title
informed by the very same reasons that have led some to defend it? Arrogance, elitism, and the
fear of not being good enough? Likely… Who knows? I sure don’t—at this time of writing, I can
still escape this by stating that I’m still just a student…
And so, dear reader, here ends this attempt at coming to terms with the title of ‘Doctor’,
an attempt that, as it must, ends in failure… I’m still unsure how to feel about the title, have not
made any firm decisions about it, have not come close to pinning down exactly what it means,
but at least took some time to think about it before being granted it. I apologize if anything I have
written was hurtful or sounded overly critical and hope you will understand that even the most
virulent critiques require consideration. Perhaps the only wish I’d like to express in closing is
that the persons responsible for training students make some space in the curriculum for thinking
about the title and considering how our silent history of clinging on to it speaks to a shared
vulnerability in facing the impossibilities of our profession—a shared vulnerability that, when
fully exposed and lived, may change our profession into a vocation… truly something to be
proud of!

114

Interestingly, a lot of the material that came up in these spontaneous Befindlichkeit sections speaks to the very
things critically ignored by Doctor Survey respondents—the socio-cultural variables.
115
See Heidegger (1927/2008) and Gadamer (1960/2006) for a different take on projection-as-understanding (unlike
the Freudian conceptualization that emphasizes the misunderstanding aspect).
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And in the mean time…

…“I shall stick pins in the fat balloons of pomposity and pretension,
particularly in myself”
(Lawrence, 1963,
A Hippocratic Oath For a Doctor Of Human Letters).
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Appendix B
Survey Literature Review & Rationale for Choosing Web-Based Survey
To address the issue of whether to administer the Doctor Survey by mail or via the
Internet, I searched the PsycINFO database (search date: May 5th, 2015) using the terms ‘Web
and Mail Survey’ (selecting ‘TI Title’ as the search field) and obtained 23 hits. Excluding
dissertations and restricting myself to post-2000 empirical studies only, I reviewed 15 studies
that investigated the effects of survey administration mode (mail vs. email/web): Barrios,
Villaroya, Borrego, and Ollé (2011); Beebe, Locke, Barnes, Davern, and Anderson (2007);
Börkan (2010); Carrozzino-Lyon, McMullin, and Parkhurst (2013); Converse, Wolfe, Huang,
and Oswald (2008); Hardigan, Succar, and Fleisher (2012); Heerwegh (2005); Heerwegh and
Loosveldt (2007); Kaplowitz, Hadlock, and Levine (2004); Kiernan, Kiernan, Oyler, and Gilles
(2005); Kroth, McPherson, Leverence, Pace, Daniel, Rhyne, and Williams (2009); Medway and
Fulton (2012); Porter and Whitcomb (2005); Shih and Fan (2008); Yun and Trumbo (2000).
Survey Administration Mode and Response Rate
Many of the studies I reviewed provided data comparing response rates (RR) for paper
vs. electronic surveys. Table B.1 presents a summary of these findings, which are all statistically
significant below the .05 level, unless indicated otherwise by ‘ns difference’ in the last column.
These findings suggest that, on the whole, paper surveys administered via mail lead to
significantly better response rates than electronic surveys administered via the Internet. Indeed, if
one calculates the weighted average percent response rate across the first eight studies in Table
B.1, one obtains a rate of 40% for mail administered surveys and 23% for electronically
administered surveys. This is consistent with the data obtained by Shih and Fan’s (2008) metaanalysis of 39 studies, which yielded overall response rates of 45% and 34%, for paper and
electronic surveys, respectively (see Table B.1, last row).
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That being said, the reader may notice that the only two studies in Table B.1 that yielded
significantly higher response rates for electronically delivered surveys were the ones that had
PhD professors as the survey respondents. There has been some discussion in the literature about
Internet surveys being more suited to younger, well educated, and university populations (see
Carrozzino-Lyon et al., 2013). Shih and Fan (2008) caution that, while
college and universities have been on the forefront of implementing Web technology for
years[,] it appears that noncollege populations, including those with sufficient educational
and professional training (e.g., doctors, school teachers), showed considerable preference
for mail surveys over Web surveys.” (p. 260)
Table B.1. Percent Response Rates for Mail-Delivered vs. Electronically-Delivered Surveys
First Author

Year

Participants

Barrios116

2011

PhD Academics

Beebe

2007

Physicians

Börkan

2010

Teachers

Carrozzino-Lyon

2013

Hunters & Anglers

Converse

2008

Teachers

Hardigan

2012

Dentists

Kaplowitz

2004

Students

Kiernan

2005

Shih

2008

Educators
(University &
Community)
Misc.—Meta-Analysis
(39 studies; N =
102,007)

116

Paper
%RR
(total n)
48.80
(n = 386)
57.40
(n = 244)
44.29
(n = 500)
48.00
(n = 1156)
80.70
(n = 748)
25.00
(n = 1978)
31.50
(n = 2594)
79.20
(n = 106)

Electronic
%RR
(total n)
64.80
(n = 127)
46.90
(n = 245)
21.38
(n = 1000)
46.00
(n = 305)
41.80
(n = 746)
11.00
(n = 1973)
20.70
(n = 4440)
95.00
(n = 101)

45.00

34.00

Best Choice
Electronic
Paper
Paper
ns difference
Paper
Paper
Paper
Electronic
Paper

The Barrios et al. (2011) study is the only one that did not use random assignment; their results should therefore
be viewed with caution.
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Survey Administration Mode and Data Quality
Among the studies reviewed that investigated the effect of survey administration mode
(paper vs. electronic) on incomplete/missing quantitative data, most found no significant
differences (Börkan, 2010; Hardigan et al., 2012; Kiernan et al., 2005). Kaplowitz et al. (2004)
did report obtaining minor, though statistically significant, differences in incomplete data
between paper and electronic modes of administration. However, they attributed these effects to
large sample sizes and did not report the specific direction of these differences. Finally,
Carrozzino-Lyon et al. (2013), found that respondents randomly assigned to a paper mode of
administration completed on average 86% of the questionnaire whereas respondents randomly
assigned to an electronic mode completed on average 88% of the questionnaire, a difference that
was statistically significant. Overall, it thus seems that there isn’t much difference in terms of
incomplete/missing data between paper and electronic survey administration modes. However,
Converse et al. (2008) did find that electronic delivery resulted in a significantly higher number
of ‘nondeliverables’ (16.1%; n = 746) than paper delivery (4.1%; n = 748).
With respect to the quality of open-ended responses, there seems to be consensus that
electronic administration leads to greater length and better quality (see Yun & Trumbo, 2000,
who cite several studies). For instance, Kiernan et al. (2005) found that their two open-ended
questions yielded, on average, 20.6 words and two independent ideas for paper surveys vs. 38.8
words and three independent ideas for electronic surveys. Yun and Trumbo (2000) found that
email respondents tended to provide open-ended responses even when none were requested.
Survey Administration Mode and Monetary/Time Costs
There is a clear consensus in the literature surveyed that electronic delivery saves both
money and time (unless one resorts to sophisticated computer graphics). For instance, Hardigan
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et al. (2012) found electronic surveys to be 2.68 times more cost effective than paper surveys and
Kroth et al. (2009) calculated that electronic surveys cost only $14.20 per usable response,
compared to $62.39 for paper surveys. Finally, several studies have found that the time elapsed
between sending out the surveys and obtaining responses was much shorter for electronic than
for mail-delivered surveys (Beebe et al., 2007; Carrozzino et al., 2013; Kroth et al., 2009).
Survey Administration Mode and Planetary Costs
As I was reviewing these 15 studies, I was surprised to find that most did not discuss the
possible environmental drawbacks of paper surveys (exempt from this criticism are Heerwegh,
2005, Heerwegh & Loosveldt, 2007, and Porter & Withcomb, 2005, whose work, which we will
review below, did not actually involve comparisons between paper and electronic modes of
administration). In fact, only the last study I reviewed (Yun & Trumbo, 2000) mentioned waste
of paper in passing, citing the work of Tse (1998), whose study I had initially disregarded
because it was pre-2000. Could it be that the environmental disadvantage of paper surveys be so
obvious post-2000 that it need not even be mentioned? All the more surprising is that two of the
studies reviewed (Carrozzino-Lyon et al., 2013 and Kaplowitz et al., 2004) compared modes of
admistration for surveys about attitudes toward the environment!
Mixed-Mode Survey Administration
Börkan (2010) discusses the ‘mode effect’, a problem that may arise when using mixed-mode
surveys and combining them into the same data set: The actual survey responses may be
influenced by the mode of administration and therefore may not be comparable. That being said,
Börkan (2010) did not find any evidence of the mode effect in his data.
Table B.2 presents data obtained from mixed-mode surveys and, more specifically, about
what happens to the response rate when using the mail mode first (Mail-to-Web) vs. when using
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the electronic mode first (Web-to-Mail). From this table, we see that sending mail first leads to a
better response rate. Kroth et al. (2009) also found that in addition to an initial five rounds of
electronic invitations to complete a web-based survey that led to a 75.2% response rate, a
subsequent dual round of mailed paper-surveys led to a response rate of 24.1%. The authors
therefore recommend using a mixed-mode approach.
Table B.2. Percent Response Rates for Mail-to-Web vs. Web-to-Mail Mixed-Mode Surveys
First Author

Year

Participants

Beebe

2007

Physicians

Börkan

2010

Teachers

Converse

2008

Teachers

Mail-to-Web %RR
(total n)
70.50
(n = 244)
51.43
(n = 500)
82.20
(n = 748 )

Web-to-Mail %RR
(total n)
62.90
(n = 245)
39.89
(n = 1000)
70.40
(n = 746)

Best Choice
ns difference
(but, p = .07)
Mail-to-Web
Mail-to-Web

Another option for mixed-mode surveys is to offer a choice (this is called ‘concurrent’
mixed-mode survey, as opposed to ‘sequential’ mixed-mode, which simply sends mail and web
surveys in sequence, without offering choice). According to Converse et al. (2008), giving
choice does not help improve the response rate. Indeed, Table B.3, which presents results from
an empirical study and a meta-analytic study that compared response rates depending on whether
respondents were assigned to paper mode, electronic mode, or given the choice between both,
also shows that providing choice does not increase response rate except when compared to
electronic mode only. Further, Table B.3’s last column indicates that, when given the choice, the
vast majority of respondents chose mail, as indicated by the low percentage of respondents who
indicated a preference for web over mail delivery. Given that these data make the electronic
option seemingly less appealing, one may wonder if there is anything one can do to boost
response rates when using electronic surveys?
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Table B.3. Percent Response Rates for Paper only vs. Electronic only vs. Choice Surveys
First Author

Year

Participants

Hardigan

2012

Dentists

Medway

2012

Misc.—Meta-Analysis
(19 studies; N =
333,399)

Paper
%RR
(total n)
25.00
(n = 1978)
57.60

Electronic
%RR
(total n)
11.00
(n = 1973)
n/a

Choice
%RR
25.00
53.00

% Who
Chose Web
over Mail
6.00117
16.60

Tips for Electronic Survey Administration: Personalization and Subject Heading
Heerwegh and Loosveldt (2007) found that ‘personalizing’ emails when sending
electronic surveys to Belgian students (i.e., using their full name—‘Dear John Doe’, as opposed
to the more impersonal ‘Dear Student’) led to significantly higher login rates (68.1% for
personalized vs. 61.2% for non-personalized) and significantly higher response rates (61.2% for
personalized vs. 53.4% for non-personalized). However, there were no significant differences in
breakoff rates (i.e., giving up the survey midway). In an earlier study, Heerwegh (2005) obtained
a similar pattern of results.
Heerwegh and Loosveldt (2007) suggest that personalizing emails makes potential survey
respondents more likely to comply given a reduced ‘diffusion of responsibility’ and given the
tenets of social exchange theory (‘They are nice to me; I will be nice to them’). However, they
caution that ‘personalization’ may lead to a reduced impression of anonymity. It is therefore
important to emphasize how anonymity will be preserved in email solicitations. Further, the
authors found that personalization led to no significant social desirability effects on responses to
questions about sexual practices (Heerwegh & Loosveldt, 2007) or attitudes towards immigrants
and asylum seekers (Heerwegh, 2005), even though, in the latter study, holding face-to-face
interviews did foster significantly more positive expressed views for immigrants/asylum seekers
117

Hardigan et al. (2012) have not considered that by offering their respondents the choice between paper and
electronic via a mailed letter, they may have influenced respondents to just stick with paper.
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than anonymous surveys, thereby demonstrating the topic’s potential for social desirability
effects.
Given the lower response rates associated with Web surveys, what is written in the
subject line—that is, the first point of contact with the respondent that may lead him or her to
delete or open the email—might aver to be crucial. In their study of email subject lines and
student response rates to surveys, Porter and Withcomb (2005) divided various subject lines into
three factors: 1) Reason for email; 2) Survey sponsor; and 3) Request for help. They used eight
subject lines that represented different combinations of these three factors across low and high
involvement conditions, with ‘low involvement’ being operationalized as respondents that were
prospective students only and ‘high involvement’ being operationalized as respondents that were
current students of the college administering the survey.
In the low involvement condition, they found that students clicked significantly less on
the survey URL when the reason for the email (e.g., ‘Survey’) was included in the subject line
than when it was omitted and when the survey sponsor (e.g., ‘Duquesne University’) was
included in the subject line than when it was not. However, in the high involvement condition,
no significant effects were found on ‘clicking’ rate, suggesting that the particular subject heading
matters less with highly involved participants. With respect to completed surveys, in the low
involvement condition, the authors found that the response rate was significantly lower when the
reason for the email was included in the email subject than when it was not. Again, no significant
effects were found in the high involvement condition.
Of all eight different subject lines (1: No subject, 2: ‘Survey’, 3: ‘Liberal Arts
University’, 4: ‘Request for Assistance’, 5: ‘Survey: Request for Assistance’, 6: ‘Liberal Arts
University: Request for Assistance’, 7: ‘Liberal Arts University: Survey’, and 8: ‘Liberal Arts
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University Survey: Request for Assistance’) and across both involvement conditions (high and
low), the subject line that gathered the greatest clicking and response rates was the absence of a
subject! The authors stipulate that curiosity may have induced respondents to click and then
complete the survey. The second best choice was ‘Request for Assistance’, especially in the low
involvement condition (however, the authors caution that nowadays, such a subject line is
redolent of internet scammers baiting techniques) and ‘Liberal Arts University: Request for
Assistance’.
Another interesting finding was that, regardless of subject line, click and response rates
were much higher in the high involvement (range: 49.6%-58.9%) than in the low involvement
(range: 14.0%-24.2%) condition. This is consistent with Barrios et al.’s (2011) results with
respect to ‘topic salience’, which they define, citing the work of Lavrakas (2008), as “the
importance that the population being surveyed attach to the subject matter” (p. 209). Given that
Barrios et al.’s survey was about scientific productivity, they operationalized topic salience as
the output of respondents’ scientific productivity qua number of publications. The authors found
a positive association between topic salience and response rate. That is, people who responded to
the survey about scientific productivity tended to have a higher scientific productivity than those
who did not.
On Pre-Survey Notices and Reminders
Kaplowitz et al. (2004) state that “the widely followed elements of the “tailored design
method” for mail surveys (Dillman, 2000) were the product of years of research and intensive
study” (p. 94-95). Indeed, most of the studies I reviewed sought inspiration from Dillman’s
(2000) method in designing their respective survey architectures (see Barrios et al., 2011; Beebe
et al., 2007; Converse et al., 2008; Kiernan et al., 2005). Such a method requires successive
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volleys of contacts, starting with a pre-survey notification, the survey proper, a thank
you/reminder, and one or two additional transmissions of the survey, making for a total of four to
five contacts, usually with a week in between each contact.
According to Kaplowitz et al. (2004), adding postcard (PC) pre-survey notices and
reminders to email surveys helps to increase response rates. Consider the response rates they
obtained for the following conditions: (1) Email only (20.7%); (2) Email + PC reminder
(25.4%); (3) PC notice + Email + PC reminder (28.6%); (4) PC notice + Email (29.7%). When
considering that the mailed paper survey obtained a response rate of 31.5%, we see that adding a
postcard pre-survey notice to an email survey boosted the response rate to the extent that the
difference with the mailed survey response rate was no longer statistically significant.
The authors also found that there was a statistically significant difference between email
survey recipients who got a pre-survey notice versus those who did not, with the notice
significantly increasing response rates. The postcard reminder led to a significant increase in
response rate, albeit, only in those students who did not receive the pre-survey notice. The
authors conclude the following:
The findings of this research suggest that, in a population in which each member has Web
access, a Web survey application can achieve a comparable response rate to a questionnaire
delivered by surface mail if the Web version is preceded by a surface mail notification. (p.
100)
Summary of Findings
In a nutshell, what I found from reviewing the literature on survey administration modes
was that, compared to paper surveys, electronic surveys lead to: 1) Lower response rates (safe
perhaps for university respondents); 2) No difference in incomplete/missing data & possibly
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better quality open-ended data; 3) Less monetary/time costs; and 4) Less wastage of trees. Given
that I considered the most important part of my survey to be comprised of qualitative, openended data, given my relatively modest means as a graduate student who also happens to love
trees, and given that I expected my respondents to be university-based, I opted for a web-based
survey as the best option. Moreover, my prior review of the research suggested that there are
ways to increase response rates for electronic surveys and I sought to incorporate those into my
own.
Furthermore, I also followed some dos and don’ts I gathered from the literature. For
instance, some authors pretested their survey (Barrios et al., 2011; Beebe et al., 2007) and so I
did the same with three helpful professors from my department who took the time to complete it
and provide feedback for improvement. This also allowed me to estimate how long it would take
respondents to fill the survey and work out any unforeseen issues. Hardigan et al. (2012)
included a refusal postcard and a refusal web link so that respondents could signify that they did
not want to participate. And yet, of all the studies reviewed, they obtained the most abysmal
response rates (see Table B.1). I thus avoided providing my potential respondents with such an
easy out. Finally, given that Shih and Fan (2008), in their meta-analysis, found that incentives
did not account for variance in response rates and given my limited means, I opted not to provide
payment to respondents hoping that ‘topic salience’ would draw them in.
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Appendix C
The Doctor Survey118

118

In this reproduction, ‘paper pages’ are not equivalent to ‘monitor pages’ (for instance, the first page of the
survey as it appeared to respondents on their monitor is outlined on two paper pages in this Appendix). The reader is
therefore encouraged to consider that ‘monitor pages’ were separated by the ‘next’/’prev’ buttons. Further, the
screenshot of the page containing questions 11. and 12. only contains checkboxes without any reproduced
arguments, as this would look different for each respondent.
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Appendix D
Survey Literature Review & Rationale for Participant Selection/Recruitment
In order to guide me in the process of participant selection and recruitment, I searched the
PsycINFO database (search date: May 5th, 2015), using the terms ‘Survey’ and ‘Clinical
Psychologists’ (selecting ‘TI Title’ as the search field) and obtained 47 hits. In order to get an
idea of the sampling methods used and the survey response rates obtained in an American
context (as there may very well be cultural factors impacting response rates), I restricted myself
to reviewing the 16 studies conducted in America. Below, in square brackets, are their associated
usable survey response rates, expressed as a percentage either of the total number of surveys
mailed or of the total number of surveys mailed successfully (i.e., excluding surveys that were
returned as undeliverable): Baird, 2007 [37.4% of 819 successfully mailed]; Bergstein, 1998
[26.6% of 500 mailed]; Evans and Murphy, 1997 [60% of 164 mailed]; Fulero and Wilbert, 1988
[71% of 331 successfully mailed]; Garfield and Kurtz, 1974, 1975a, 1975b [69% of 1239
mailed]; Guy, Brown, and Poelstra, 1990 [48.5% of 701 successfully mailed]; Merenda, 2008
[27.4% of 500 mailed]; Murphy, Rawlings, and Howe, 2002 [33% of 378 successfully mailed];
Norcross and Prochaska, 1982a, 1982b, 1982c [48.2% of 993 successfully mailed]; Phillips and
Brandon, 2004 [26.3% of 1000 mailed]; Polusny and Follette, 1996 [22% of 1000 mailed]; Wade
and Baker, 1977 [50.1% of 471 successfully mailed].
My analyses of these 16 studies’ sampling methods and outcomes led to the following
conclusions: 1) The overall usable survey response rate when surveys were sent to clinical
psychologists was about 42%; 2) Considering only the four post-2000 studies, the rate dropped
to 31% (this is consistent with reported evidence of a recent overall decline in survey response
rates [see Shin, Baker, & Briers, 2007]); 3) Considering only the two studies that were
dissertations (Bergstein, 1998; Merenda, 2008) rather than publications, the rate dropped to 27%
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(the two dissertations were in the lowest tier with respect to usable response rates); 4) The survey
strategy that seemed to yield the greatest return for the smallest effort (60%–third highest rate of
all studies reviewed—from only 164 mailed packets—lowest number across all studies) was to
mail surveys to the Directors of Clinical Training (DCTs) of all 164 APA-accredited doctoral
programs in clinical psychology and using postcards to send reminders (Evans & Murphy, 1997);
5) With one exception, all studies using a list of APA Division 12 (Clinical Psychology)
members yielded stronger response rates, whereas those studies using specific state registers
obtained variable response rates.
In light of my review of surveys administered to clinical psychologists in an American
context, I decided to administer the Doctor Survey to the DCTs of the current 171 APAaccredited clinical psychology programs leading to PhD degrees. Another reason for choosing
DCTs was an assumption that their being conversant in both clinical and academic work would
likely yield richer data. Furthermore, given that one of the goals of my dissertation was to put the
title of ‘Doctor’ on the map as a topic for investigation and reflection, I reasoned that sending the
survey to DCTs and having them reflect on the title might lead to the topic being talked about
more in training programs, given that DCTs are the main disseminators of knowledge in the
field.
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Appendix E
Survey Notifications to Participants
Pre-Survey Voicemail Notification (April 23-25, 2016)
Hello Dr. __________
My name is Laurent Dharmoo and I’m a clinical psychology doctoral student at Duquesne
University. I’m calling you with an invitation to participate in my dissertation research, which
involves surveying DCTs about the title of ‘Doctor’ for clinical psychologists. In the coming
week, I’ll be emailing you a hyperlink to a short, anonymous 10-15 minute survey. The subject
of that email will be: “Doctor Survey”.
Among other things, I’ll be asking you to imagine a hypothetical and unlikely situation where
APA would hold a debate about whether clinical psychologists should continue or stop using the
title of 'Doctor' and then will ask about what arguments you think clinical psychologists in
general would put forth with respect to either side of the debate.
I appreciate how busy you must be as DCT but still hope you will take some time to help me
explore a topic that matters to me. In the coming week, please keep an eye out for an email with
“Doctor Survey” as the subject. Thanks and have a great day!
(Duration: 1 minute)
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Initial Individualized Email Survey Volley (April 28, 2016)
Subject: DCT DOCTOR SURVEY
Dear Dr. ____________,
My name is Laurent Dharmoo and I am a clinical psychology doctoral student at Duquesne
University, Pittsburgh, PA. You may have received my message in your voicemail earlier this
week inviting you to participate in my research study, which purports to survey DCTs about the
title of ‘Doctor’ for clinical psychologists.
For more information about the study’s rationale, requirements for participation, informed
consent and contact information, please read further below.
To access the 10-15 minute online anonymous survey, please click or copy-paste in your
browser address bar the hyperlink provided below. By submitting the completed
questionnaire, you are agreeing to voluntarily consent to participate in this study.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/KBTM8TJ
Study Rationale, Participation Details, Informed Consent & Contact Information
While much has been written in the literature about the words we clinical psychologists use to
refer to the people we work with (e.g., labeling and stigma theory), comparatively little has been
said about the words we use to refer to ourselves. The present study is part of a wider doctoral
dissertation research project that aspires to unpack and further reflect upon the title of ‘Doctor’
as it pertains to clinical psychologists in the hopes of fostering greater reflexivity with respect to
something that is perhaps so close to the disciplinary home, it has heretofore escaped thorough
investigation. I chose DCTs as participants to help me explore this topic because, working as
they do from the interface of academia and the clinic, they are well poised to give informed
comment and better sustain my reflection.
My study is performed as partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Doctoral degree in
Clinical Psychology at Duquesne University, has been approved by the Duquesne University
Institutional Review Board (Protocol #2016/03/9), and is under the directorship of Dr. Will W.
Adams, Associate Professor, Department of Clinical Psychology, Duquesne University.
To participate in this study, you will be asked to complete a 10-15 minute online survey. There
will be no compensation for your participation in this study, nor will it require any monetary cost
to you. Please rest assured of the following: Your completed survey will not be traceable to your
institutional email and your responses are therefore completely anonymous; Any personal
information that you might provide in completing the survey will be kept confidential at all times
and to every extent possible; The minimal risks associated with your participation are no greater
than those encountered in everyday life; Your participation will likely help shed some light on a
topic that has so far been little investigated.
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In closing, please know that you are under no obligation to participate in this study, that you are
free to withdraw your consent to participate at any time, and that a summary of the results will be
supplied to you, at no cost, upon request. Should you have any further questions about your
participation in this study, you may email or call me, Laurent Dharmoo
(turgeondharmool@duq.edu, 412-315-****) or my Dissertation Director, Dr. Will W. Adams
(adamsw@duq.edu, 412-396-4348). Further, should you have questions regarding protection of
human subjects issues, you may call Dr. Linda Goodfellow, Chair of the Duquesne University
Institutional Review Board, at 412-396-1886.
Thanking you in advance for your help,
Laurent Turgeon-Dharmoo
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First Mass Email Reminder (May 5, 2016)
Subject: DCT DOCTOR SURVEY--REMINDER
Hello,
Please accept this friendly reminder to complete my doctoral dissertation research survey. The
survey should take you about 10-15 minutes to complete and your answers are completely
anonymous. To get to the survey, please click on the hyperlink below or copy-paste into your
browser address bar.
If you have already completed the survey, please disregard.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/KBTM8TJ
Study Rationale, Participation Details, Informed Consent & Contact Information
While much has been written in the literature about the words we clinical psychologists use to
refer to the people we work with (e.g., labeling and stigma theory), comparatively little has been
said about the words we use to refer to ourselves. The present study is part of a wider doctoral
dissertation research project that aspires to unpack and further reflect upon the title of ‘Doctor’
as it pertains to clinical psychologists in the hopes of fostering greater reflexivity with respect to
something that is perhaps so close to the disciplinary home, it has heretofore escaped thorough
investigation. I chose DCTs as participants to help me explore this topic because, working as
they do from the interface of academia and the clinic, they are well poised to give informed
comment and better sustain my reflection.
My study is performed as partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Doctoral degree in
Clinical Psychology at Duquesne University, has been approved by the Duquesne University
Institutional Review Board (Protocol #2016/03/9), and is under the directorship of Dr. Will W.
Adams, Associate Professor, Department of Clinical Psychology, Duquesne University.
To participate in this study, you will be asked to complete a 10-15 minute online survey. There
will be no compensation for your participation in this study, nor will it require any monetary cost
to you. Please rest assured of the following: Your completed survey will not be traceable to your
institutional email and your responses are therefore completely anonymous; Any personal
information that you might provide in completing the survey will be kept confidential at all times
and to every extent possible; The minimal risks associated with your participation are no greater
than those encountered in everyday life; Your participation will likely help shed some light on a
topic that has so far been little investigated.
In closing, please know that you are under no obligation to participate in this study, that you are
free to withdraw your consent to participate at any time, and that a summary of the results will be
supplied to you, at no cost, upon request. Should you have any further questions about your
participation in this study, you may email or call me, Laurent Dharmoo
(turgeondharmool@duq.edu, 412-315-****) or my Dissertation Director, Dr. Will W. Adams
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(adamsw@duq.edu, 412-396-4348). Further, should you have questions regarding protection of
human subjects issues, you may call Dr. Linda Goodfellow, Chair of the Duquesne University
Institutional Review Board, at 412-396-1886.
Best Wishes,
Laurent Turgeon-Dharmoo
turgeondharmool@duq.edu
412-315-7886
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Final Mass Email Reminder (May 16, 2016)
Subject: DCT DOCTOR SURVEY—FINAL REMINDER
Hello,
Here is one last reminder to complete my doctoral dissertation research survey, which will
remain open for another week. The survey should take you about 10-15 minutes to complete and
your answers are completely anonymous. To get to the survey, please click on the hyperlink
below or copy-paste into your browser address bar.
If you have already completed the survey, please disregard.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/KBTM8TJ
Study Rationale, Participation Details, Informed Consent & Contact Information
While much has been written in the literature about the words we clinical psychologists use to
refer to the people we work with (e.g., labeling and stigma theory), comparatively little has been
said about the words we use to refer to ourselves. The present study is part of a wider doctoral
dissertation research project that aspires to unpack and further reflect upon the title of ‘Doctor’
as it pertains to clinical psychologists in the hopes of fostering greater reflexivity with respect to
something that is perhaps so close to the disciplinary home, it has heretofore escaped thorough
investigation. I chose DCTs as participants to help me explore this topic because, working as
they do from the interface of academia and the clinic, they are well poised to give informed
comment and better sustain my reflection.
My study is performed as partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Doctoral degree in
Clinical Psychology at Duquesne University, has been approved by the Duquesne University
Institutional Review Board (Protocol #2016/03/9), and is under the directorship of Dr. Will W.
Adams, Associate Professor, Department of Clinical Psychology, Duquesne University.
To participate in this study, you will be asked to complete a 10-15 minute online survey. There
will be no compensation for your participation in this study, nor will it require any monetary cost
to you. Please rest assured of the following: Your completed survey will not be traceable to your
institutional email and your responses are therefore completely anonymous; Any personal
information that you might provide in completing the survey will be kept confidential at all times
and to every extent possible; The minimal risks associated with your participation are no greater
than those encountered in everyday life; Your participation will likely help shed some light on a
topic that has so far been little investigated.
In closing, please know that you are under no obligation to participate in this study, that you are
free to withdraw your consent to participate at any time, and that a summary of the results will be
supplied to you, at no cost, upon request. Should you have any further questions about your
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participation in this study, you may email or call me, Laurent Dharmoo
(turgeondharmool@duq.edu, 412-315-**** or my Dissertation Director, Dr. Will W. Adams
(adamsw@duq.edu, 412-396-4348). Further, should you have questions regarding protection of
human subjects issues, you may call Dr. Linda Goodfellow, Chair of the Duquesne University
Institutional Review Board, at 412-396-1886.
Warmly,
Laurent Turgeon-Dharmoo
turgeondharmool@duq.edu
412-315-7886
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Appendix F
Analysis of Participant Recruitment Results
With respect to the Pre-Survey Voicemail Notification step, I was able to leave a
voicemail to 159 of the 174 DCTs on my contact list (91%). I was unable to leave a voicemail
with 15 (9%) of the DCTs for the following reasons: 1) I spoke directly to four of them as they
picked up the phone when I called (2% of total 174); 2) I left a message with an administrative
assistant for five of the DCTs as some departmental webpages did not list individual office
phone numbers for faculty members, listing a common departmental number instead (3% of the
total 174); and 3) I was unable to leave any message whatsoever for six of them (4% of the total
174). In sum, 168 (96.5%) of the 174 DCTs were notified in some way about the upcoming
email volley of surveys.
Of the 159 DCTs that did receive a voicemail as planned, 135 (85%) had a recorded
greeting stating their name and confirming that this was their personal voicemail, allowing me to
be certain I had reached the right person, 11 (7%) had a Department-, Lab-, or Center-affiliated
voicemail system; 8 (5%) had no recorded greeting allowing to ascertain whether I had the right
person, phone number, or extension number; and 4 (3%) had a voicemail greeting confirming
only the phone number or extension, but not the name. In short, it can be safely assumed that I
was able to reach the vast majority of DCTs on my original list.
Once the Doctor Survey was emailed individually to each of the 174 DCTs, different
responses started trickling in. A total of 11 DCTs returned the survey on April 29th, 2016, that is,
a day after the Initial Individualized Email Survey Volley. Two DCTs returned their completed
survey on April 30th, 2016, two days after the initial volley. One DCT returned his/her completed
survey on May 2nd, 2016 and another on May 4th. This makes for a total of 15 returned surveys in
the time span between the initial volley and the first reminder (sent on May 5th). The first
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reminder was followed by an additional completed survey, after which no more surveys were
returned, even after the final reminder sent on May 16th.
In short, out of the 174 DCTs contacted once by voicemail (when possible), and thrice by
email (initial volley, first reminder, and final reminder), only 16 returned their completed Doctor
Survey. Given that two emails bounced back as undeliverable, that one prospective participant
wrote back saying that he/she was not a DCT, and that another graciously wrote back providing
me the contact information of his/her co-DCT (which I did not have on my original list), the total
number of DCTs that were actually recruited to participate went from 174 to 172, yielding a
paltry response rate of 9.30%, considerably lower than that obtained by any of the 16 studies
reviewed above (see Appendix D), which purported to survey clinical psychologists in America
(of these 16 studies, the one with the lowest response rate, 22%, was the study by Polusny &
Follette, 1996).
How to interpret the obtention of such a low response rate? Surely, it cannot be due to
‘undeliverables’, that is, to too many surveys having been sent to the wrong addresses, as
indicated above. Another possibility is that the low response rate obtained was due to the recent
overall decline in survey response rates reported in the literature (see Shin et al., 2007). Yet,
given that I have calculated (see Appendix D) the mean response rate for recent (post-2000)
studies surveying clinical psychologists to be around 31% (based on four studies)—much higher
than my obtained response rate—, this also seems unlikely to be the only cause.
Moreover, given that I earlier found response rates for dissertations to be lower than
those for published studies (see Appendix D), perhaps the low response rate obtained might be
due to my project not having been taken seriously because it is a mere dissertation. And yet, my
response rate (9.30%) is still much lower than the average response rate (27%) of the two
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dissertation studies reviewed earlier that also purported to survey clinical psychologists
(Bergstein, 1998; Merenda, 2008).
Yet another possibility is that my choice of DCTs as respondents was ill advised, given
that they most likely stand to be the busiest members of our discipline. And yet, I chose DCTs as
my respondents partly because, among all the studies I reviewed (see Appendix D), the one that
yielded the greatest return rate for the least effort made (as measured by a relatively lower
amount of participation requests sent out) was the one that used DCTs (Evans & Murphy, 1997),
yielding an impressive response rate of 60%.119
Still it is possible that DCTs were overwhelmed by requests for participation in research
and that this may have accounted for the low response rate obtained. I sought to verify the
credence of this possible explanation by asking the DCT in my program whether she had been
assailed by research participation requests during the period of time when I myself solicited the
DCTs. She stated that it had not struck her as a particularly busy time for research participation
requests, recalling only two instances over the past month or so.
Having received fourteen ‘out of office’ automated notification emails, I also examined
those closely to find that all indicated a return to work well before the May 16th final reminder,
with the exception of one DCT whose automated response stated he/she was on sabbatical, but
would still check email 2-3 times per week. This suggests that the reason behind the low
response rate obtained is also unlikely to have been related to prospective respondents not having
read my emails due to being out of the office during the time span the Doctor Survey was
available for completion.

119

Interestingly, the Evans and Murphy (1997) study surveyed DCTs about the practicalities of predoctoral
prescription training for psychologists—could the fact that theirs was survey about something that might make
psychologists more powerful and closer to ‘real’ doctors and that mine was a survey that proposed an imaginal
debate with one side actually arguing to stop using the title explain the difference in response rate? I wonder….
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Appendix G
Solicitation Letter Posted on Training Clinic Directors Listserv
Hello,
My name is Laurent Dharmoo and I am a clinical psychology doctoral student at Duquesne
University, Pittsburgh, PA. I am writing with a request for your participation in my
doctoral research study, which purports to survey Clinic Directors about the title of ‘Doctor’ for
clinical psychologists.
For more information about the study’s rationale, requirements for participation, informed
consent and contact information, please read further below.
To access my 10-15 minute online anonymous survey, please click or copy-paste in your
browser address bar the hyperlink provided below. By submitting the completed
questionnaire, you are agreeing to voluntarily consent to participate in this study.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/KBTM8TJ
Study Rationale, Participation Details, Informed Consent & Contact Information
While much has been written in the literature about the words we clinical psychologists use to
refer to the people we work with (e.g., labeling and stigma theory), comparatively little has been
said about the words we use to refer to ourselves. The present study is part of a wider doctoral
dissertation research project that aspires to unpack and further reflect upon the title of ‘Doctor’
as it pertains to clinical psychologists in the hopes of fostering greater reflexivity with respect to
something that is perhaps so close to the disciplinary home, it has heretofore escaped thorough
investigation. I chose Clinic Directors as participants to help me explore this topic because I
believe they are well poised to give informed comment and better sustain my reflection.
My study is performed as partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Doctoral degree in
Clinical Psychology at Duquesne University, has been approved by the Duquesne University
Institutional Review Board (Protocol #2016/03/9), and is under the directorship of Dr. Will W.
Adams, Associate Professor, Department of Clinical Psychology, Duquesne University.
To participate in this study, you will be asked to complete a 10-15 minute online survey. There
will be no compensation for your participation in this study, nor will it require any monetary cost
to you. Please rest assured of the following: Your completed survey will not be traceable to your
institutional email and your responses are therefore completely anonymous; Any personal
information that you might provide in completing the survey will be kept confidential at all times
and to every extent possible; The minimal risks associated with your participation are no greater
than those encountered in everyday life; Your participation will likely help shed some light on a
topic that has so far been little investigated.
In closing, please know that you are under no obligation to participate in this study, that you are
free to withdraw your consent to participate at any time, and that a summary of the results will be
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supplied to you, at no cost, upon request. Should you have any further questions about your
participation in this study, you may email or call me, Laurent Dharmoo
(turgeondharmool@duq.edu, 412-315-****) or my Dissertation Director, Dr. Will W. Adams
(adamsw@duq.edu, 412-396-4348). Further, should you have questions regarding protection of
human subjects issues, you may call Dr. Linda Goodfellow, Chair of the Duquesne University
Institutional Review Board, at 412-396-1886.
Thanking you in advance for your help,
Laurent Turgeon-Dharmoo
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Appendix H
Roadmap for Quantitative Data Analysis
Figure H.1 provides a roadmap for the various statistical analyses performed (see Chapter
5). The white boxes with full borders represent a priori variables that were part of the original
design, the white boxes with dotted borders represent variables that were created from the data
after-the-fact, the black boxes represent independent samples t-tests and the gray boxes represent
paired samples t-tests, all of which were two-tailed and with a selected 95% confidence interval.
The reader should start at the bottom left black box (t-test 1a) and follow the numbered black or
gray boxes to follow the path of analysis, while bearing in mind that the gray boxes are of prime
interest. Indeed, the black boxes came into existence due to the later decision to go for a second
round of participant recruitment (non-DCTs), in light of the meager response rate obtained in the
first round (DCTs). In Chapter 5, each test will be referred to by its associated number in Figure
H.1.
Figure H.1. Conceptual Roadmap Guiding Inferential Statistics Testing
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Appendix I
Data Exclusion Criteria for Quantitative Analysis
Non-Arguments
I excluded non-arguments from the quantitative analysis reported in Chapter 5. A ‘nonargument’ was labeled as such whenever a respondent wrote something in the textbox that was
clearly not meant to be an argument. In all cases, this had to do with a respondent writing
something to the effect that he/she could not think of any other arguments, that there were none
in the first place, and so forth. Interestingly, this happened exclusively when respondents were
required to think of StopUseArgs. A total of 12 responses were thus excluded from being
counted as StopUseArgs in order to avoid inflating that category with irrelevant frequency
counts. These 12 instances are reproduced in Table I.1 below. Looking at the table, the reader
will notice that one respondent (xDCT5-00s) wrote “none” in each of the five textboxes provided
for StopUseArgs, clearly wanting to emphasize the point. It is interesting that this same
respondent came up with five unique KeepUseArgs.
Table I.1. Non-Arguments Excluded from Quantitative Analysis
DCT2-??s-1S-Y
DCT13-80s-1S-Y
DCT14-80s-1S-Y
DCT17-80s-1S-Y
xDCT5-00s-1S-x
DCT6-90s-2S-Y
xDCT5-00s-2S-x
xDCT5-00s-3S-x
xDCT5-00s-4S-x
xDCT1-00s-5S-x
xDCT5-00s-5S-x
xDCT6-90s-5S-Y

there are no good ones.
I cannot think of any compelling or defensible argument for stopping the use of the
title of “doctor” for those who earn doctorates and practice within their level of
competency.
None
I have no argument for stopping the use of the title “Doctor”
none
I’m sorry, but I really can’t think of another argument for stopping the use of the
title “Doctor”.
None
None
None
Dk
None
I can’t think of any other reason

As stated previously when introducing the respondent tagging system (see Chapter 4), the
last letter of the respondent tag is either Y (YES—meaning that the argument was personally
endorsed) or N (NO—meaning that the argument was not personally endorsed). As the reader
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may recall, the survey asked respondents to check a box to indicate whichever of their previously
outlined attributed arguments they personally endorsed. An unchecked box was presumed to
mean non-endorsement. However, in the case of non-arguments, it stands to reason that an
unchecked box did not entail negating what was written in the textbox. Rather, it was likely
meant to indicate ‘skipping’ the item because what was put forth was not an argument. The
presence in Table I.1 of an ‘x’ in lieu of Y or N thus signifies that a particular respondent did not
check the box in order to indicate skipping the question. In half the cases, non-arguments that
were initially put forth were subsequently personally endorsed, and in the other half, respondents
did not check the box to indicate they were skipping a question rendered irrelevant by their
response not actually containing an argument.
Redundant Arguments
I decided to include only unique arguments in the quantitative analysis. That is, if a
respondent repeated the same argument in his or her response set, I did not count the repetition,
so as to avoid inflating the mean number of KeepUseArgs or StopUseArgs. For instance, one
respondent gave the response —“We have doctoral degrees” (DCT5-90s-1K-Y) in the first
textbox and repeated it in the fourth textbox, this time adding only a smiley face for emphasis—
“We have doctoral degrees :-)” (DCT5-90s-4K-Y). Of course, the mere fact of repetition and the
smiley face is interesting and meaningful, and this shall be cherry-picked for further analysis in
the qualitative section (see Chapter 7). However, for the purposes of quantitative comparisons
(e.g., comparing the mean number of KeepUseArgs to the mean number of StopUseArgs
respondents could come up with), inflating the means with repeated arguments would be an
affront to accuracy.
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Fortunately, DCT5-90s’ repeated response was the only one excluded. I strove to be very
conservative in excluding data, being generous in considering how two similar sounding
arguments could have different meanings. For instance, one respondent wrote “creates power
differential between mental health professional and clients they serve” (DCT4-80s-3S-Y) and
“elitist” (DCT4-80s-4S-N) as two StopUseArgs. While elitism, in referring to a dominant class
that rules over others, speaks to the ‘power differential’ alluded to in the first argument, I decided
to count those as two separate arguments. Firstly, I did so because the respondent him/herself
personally endorsed one and not the other, indicating that he/she saw them as having two
different meanings. Secondly, even if this had not been the case, the former argument is specific
to the relationship between mental health professionals and the clients they serve, whereas the
latter argument, being worded more generally, might refer to something on a broader societal
level. Further, elitism also has the connotation of ‘snobbery’ and this has more to do with a
mental attitude of superiority—imagined or real—, whereas the power differential alluded to in
the first argument is relational and more concrete. Essentially, my criterion for excluding an
argument as ‘repeated’ was that the exact same wording was used.
Weak Arguments
Weak arguments were deemed so if they were incorrect (based on faulty facts),
unconvincing (based on faulty logic), or obfuscated (embedded in a rant). These will be
discussed in greater detail in the qualitative data analysis (see Chapter 7), as well as in Part Four
(Chapters 10-15). With respect to the quantitative data analysis, I decided to include those as
bonafide arguments for several reasons. Firstly, given that the respondents were instructed to
think of what other clinical psychologists in general would argue, regardless of their own
personal opinion about it, it stands to reason that respondents could imagine their colleagues in
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either camp of the debate putting forth weak arguments. Secondly, the designation of a weak
argument is my own and as such, others may very well disagree. Therefore, it made more sense
to include even arguments I thought of as weak because, regardless of my own personal opinion
about it, they could still be meaningfully included in what really, is a measure of productivity in
coming up with KeepUseArgs and StopUseArgs. As mentioned above, however, including nonarguments and redundant arguments, would clearly have distorted this measure.
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Appendix J
Why Ratios in Comparing Endorsed KeepUseArgs and StopUseArgs?
Using raw numbers to directly compare personally endorsed KeepUseArgs and
StopUseArgs in order to see if their means are significantly different would be unfair to the
StopUseArgs category because it had a smaller quantity of attributed StopUseArgs to choose
from. That is, because in the first phase of the survey, respondents came up with significantly
more attributed KeepUseArgs than StopUseArgs (see t-tests 2a, 2b, 2c in Chapter 5), directly
comparing the output of endorsed KeepUseArgs and StopUseArgs obtained in the second
phase— as a subset of the attributed arguments—, would not be accurate.
To remedy this, two new ratio variables were created that would take into account the
different quantitative starting points for endorsed KeepUseArgs and StopUseArgs. The first ratio
variable was named “Endorsed/Attributed KeepUseArgs”, and represents the proportion of
endorsed KeepUseArgs to attributed KeepUseArgs. That is, a respondent who, in the second
phase, indicated personally endorsing two of the four attributed KeepUseArgs he/she had
outlined in the first phase, would have a ratio of 0.5. The second ratio variable was the
counterpart measure for StopUseArgs. That is, a respondent who reported endorsing one of
his/her two attributed StopUseArgs, would have an Endorsed/Attributed StopUseArgs ratio of
0.5 also. Comparing those two ratios, we see that this exemplar respondent endorsed his/her
attributed KeepUseArgs and StopUseArgs in the same proportion (50%). If we executed that
same comparison via the raw numbers though, we’d conclude that he/she endorsed more
KeepUseArgs (2) than StopUseArgs (1), which is misleading.
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Appendix K
Seven-Step Qualitative Coding Method
In interpreting the qualitative data obtained from the Doctor Survey, I followed seven
steps that oscillated between the arguments outlined by respondents and the various themes I
culled therefrom.
Step One: Broad-Strokes Coding for Themes in Verbatim Arguments
In the first step, I reproduced verbatim each attributed argument in separate tables based
on argument position (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, or 5th textbox) and argument type (KeepUseArgs vs.
StopUseArgs). That is, I essentially dedicated a separate table to each of the ten textboxes
provided in the survey (1st to 5th KeepUseArg + 1st to 5th StopUseArg), listing in the rows
respondents’ arguments in order of respondent number. All ten tables had three columns, with
the first containing the respondent’s label as per the previously discussed respondent tagging
system (see Chapter 4), the second containing the verbatim argument listed by that respondent
[with anything added in square brackets being mine and serving clarification purposes], and the
third containing a blank space for me to code for various themes emerging from each argument
listed in the rows.
For example, in the table for respondents’ 2nd KeepUseArgs (that is the KeepUseArgs
listed in the second textbox of the survey), I wrote respondent “DCT15-70s-2K-Y” in the first
column, his/her verbatim response of “Used for years” in the second column and, in the third
column, I wrote “Traditional-Historical”120 to indicate a theme I had abstracted from this

120

I wish to make the reader aware that the coding examples provided in this appendix may have different names
than those retained in the final analysis (presented in Chapters 6 and 7) and are only provided to indicate how I went
about coding in these preliminary steps. Further, frequency counts provided in the examples below may also not
match the final counts, as the several steps involved in the coding process served to further refine my coding
classifications.
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respondent’s argument. I made sure to use the underline function to highlight the specific parts of
the argument that pertained to the specific code being rendered.
In keeping with what was described earlier regarding the rationale for the respondent
tagging system, I sometimes glanced at the respondent labels as I coded, just to take stock as to
whether certain arguments were personally endorsed or not, or whether they came from more
recent or long-standing Doctors. This was done quite informally and I basically followed my
whims and curiosity as I coded along. If any ideas for further analyses struck me, I kept track of
these in a separate document. Further, when coding during this first step, I found myself adopting
a nonchalant attitude, maybe akin to Freud’s evenly suspended attention, coding for whatever
struck me, and being content with letting the data find me. I found myself not too concerned with
preserving uniformity for my emerging coding nomenclature, sometimes giving slightly different
names for what would eventually be lumped under the same unified theme. It was important for
me to just write whatever came to mind, sometimes writing alternate names separated by slashes
to indicate that they were part of the same code, sometimes even flouting the rules of grammar.
For instance, for respondent xDCT8-??s-2K-Y’s second listed KeepUseArg of “Others in
different fields with doctorates are referred to as ‘Doctor’ ”, I wrote “Just-as-goodas/sameification/others do it” in the third column. The reader should note that I first coded all the
KeepUseArgs in this way, and then proceeded to code the StopUseArgs.
Of course, as I progressed in my coding, if a memory surfaced about a previously coded
argument and how it could retroactively be given a code that I had just created from the data, I
would go back and add the code. However, in this first step of broad-strokes coding, I did not do
this systematically, as I strove to keep my mind as broad and open-to-surprise as possible, rather
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than tried to maintain a narrow focus on accuracy and standardization. I sought to save the
nitpicking for a later stage.
It is important to note that the codes I came up with during this stage cut across different
conceptual areas. Some of the codes focused on the argument’s content (from hereon referred to
as ‘Content Codes’). For example, the Traditional-Historical code mentioned above would be a
Content Code in that it attempts to encapsulate how the respondent is appealing to history, time,
and tradition (“used for years”) in order to argue for the continued use of the title of ‘Doctor’.
In addition, I sometimes found myself coding for units of meaning having not so much to
do with the argument per se, but with the use of certain expressions that nonetheless referred to,
either implicitly or explicitly, the theme at hand. Such codes, which provide clues to meanings
that gather around the title of ‘Doctor’ without being part of the argument’s content, will from
hereon be referred to as ‘Reference Codes’. For instance, consider the following KeepUseArg by
DCT1-70s-1K-Y: “stay at a professional level similar to physicians and not be assumed to be
more like other allied health professionals who typically work under the physician.” While this
argument is not appealing to time and tradition per se in arguing for continued usage of the title
and as such, would not deserve a Content Code of Traditional-Historical, I nevertheless rendered
a Traditional-Historical code, this time as a Reference Code, because the word “typically” refers
to convention/tradition or that which is done time and again.
Finally, other types of codes were more relevant to the manner of argumentation, or how
the arguments were put forth (from hereon referred to as ‘Meta Codes’). For instance, for DCT900s-1S-N’s StopUseArg: “potentially confusing to the public”, I rendered a ‘Content Code’
named “Confusing to public”, but also, a ‘Meta Code’ named ‘Minimization’, because the
qualifier “potentially” minimizes or softens the argument put forth.
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In short, I rendered codes related to argument content (‘Content Codes’), to implicit or
explicit references to possible meanings gathering around the title (‘Reference Codes’), and to
the manner of argumentation (‘Meta Codes’).
Another important aspect of my coding methodology is that I worked under the
assumption that meaning is multi-determined and therefore, not only did an argument listed by a
respondent could obtain many codes, even the very same words could elicit two different codes.
For instance, consider DCT12-00s-2K-Y’s second attributed KeepUseArg: “It acknowledges the
highest level of education that can be obtained”. In this case, I rendered, among other codes, both
a ‘hierarchy’ and ‘education’ code for the expression “highest level of education”. While the
‘education’ code is a Content Code in the sense that the respondent is appealing to the vast
amount of education or training indicated by the title as a reason to keep using it, the
‘hierarchical’ code is an implicit Reference Code in that if there is a ‘highest’ level of education,
then, by implication there must be a ‘lowest’ one also.
Step Two: Alphabetical Listing of Raw Codes
In the second step of my qualitative data analysis, I recopied every single code rendered
in its original wording, thereby creating two code lists, one for KeepUseArgs and one for
StopUseArgs. When making these lists, I arranged each code in alphabetical order and included
the frequency count in parentheses, making sure to provide separate tallies for DCTs and nonDCTs, as this would help me to determine later on the extent to which each theme is represented
by codes from each respondent type. I first created a list of codes for KeepUseArgs and, once
this was completed, subsequently created a counterpart list for StopUseArgs. Whenever I was
met with the realization that a certain code lower down in the alphabetical list was conceptually
related to another one higher up in the list, I would ‘cut’ the former and ‘paste’ it near the latter.
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More concretely, Figure K.1 reproduces a portion of the alphabetical list of codes for
KeepUseArgs, with frequency counts in parentheses (DCT/non-DCT). As can be noticed, the
Good-for-Patient/Beneficence/Prognosis code was lumped under the codes starting with the
letter ‘B’ because it is conceptually related to that cluster of codes.
Figure K.1. Portion of Alphabetical Code List for KeepUseArgs
Accuracy (2/1)
Accuracy—representation (1/0)
Accuracy/Representation (1/1)
Accuracy/Literal/Representation (/1)
Achievement (1/0)
Beneficence (2/1)
Beneficence (for patients) (1/0)
Beneficence/relational clarity (1/0)
Good-for-patient/Beneficence/Prognosis (0/1)
Clarity (1/2)
…

Step Three: Pooling Related Raw Codes and Provisionally Naming Themes
The third step involved pooling all related raw codes together and systematizing the
haphazard nomenclature begotten in Step One by giving a related cluster of codes a
representative name, a theme. As in the previous steps above, I first completed this with the
KeepUseArgs, and then with the StopUseArgs. Figure K.2 below reproduces a section of the
KeepUseArgs list obtained in Step Three. The bold and underlined heading is the name of theme
representing the cluster of related raw code names beneath it and the equation in parentheses is
the frequency count as per the following: DCTs + non-DCTS = Total. The rationale for including
a frequency count for each theme was to identify themes that might contain such a low number
of codes under them that they might be more meaningfully related to a more populous theme,
hopefully without losing important distinctions.
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Figure K.2. Portion of List of Themes Generated for KeepUseArgs
Accuracy & Representation (16+6 = 22):
Accuracy (2/1)
Accuracy—representation (1/)
Accuracy/Representation (1/1)
Accuracy/Literal/Representation (/1)
Literal (4/1)
Literal/accuracy (2/)
Literal/accuracy/representation (6/1)
Literal/representation (/1)
…

Step Four: Reading Respondents’ Arguments Grouped by Theme
After cleaning up the raw codes and tentatively naming a theme for clusters of related
codes, I went back to the respondents’ actual responses and listed under each theme the
arguments that had received a code subsumed under that theme. I always reproduced the
arguments in their entirety so as to preserve the larger context within which each code had been
rendered, with the underlined part of the argument serving to clarify what had led me to render a
particular code. This fourth step allowed me to verify my codes and also read through the data in
a different order than in Step One. Indeed, in Step One I had read the respondents’ responses
horizontally (between respondents). In other words, I read in terms of argument position (1st
KeepUseArgs listed for all respondents, then 2nd KeepUseArgs listed, then 3rd, 4th, and 5th; and
then the same sequence for StopUseArgs). In the fourth step, I was now reading the data ‘zigzagilly’ (by theme), first reading all the KeepUseArgs that fit under one theme, then moving on
to the next theme and so on; and then, same procedure for StopUseArgs). It occurred to me at
this point that it would be worthwhile, once the themes were finalized and interpreted, to give
one last reading of all responses, but this time vertically (within respondents), that is, reading
KeepUseArgs and StopUseArgs for each respondent, one after the other, as this might generate
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further insight as to patterns of argumentation proper to each respondent. I decided to defer this
vertical reading to the finalization of Meta Codes (see Step Seven below).
Reading the data per theme allowed me to focus my mind more narrowly this time, being
more systematic and making sure that the themes did not contain inappropriate codes. Moreover,
going over the responses a second time, with a clear idea of what my themes were, allowed me to
code more responses that I had missed on my first impressionistic reading in Step One. With
respect to the KeepUseArgs, this second reading did not alter any of the themes, but did change
the frequency counts within each theme, with some themes showing an increase in frequency
count, as more responses were coded, other themes showing a decrease in frequency counts, as
inappropriate codes were removed after careful re-consideration, and one theme showing no
change. Overall, from this second reading, the total number of codes (Content and Reference)
across all themes and all respondents increased from 189 to 196 for KeepUseArgs (for DCTs it
increased from 119 to 132, and for non-DCTs it decreased from 70 to 64).
With respect to StopUseArgs, the second reading did alter the themes in that some of the
theme names were modified and, most importantly, some themes were collapsed together. For
instance, the four themes of ‘Maleficence’, ‘Distancing & Alienating’, ‘Elitism & Humility’, and
‘Addressing Power Differentials’ were re-configured into two themes named ‘Relational
Maleficence: Distancing, Alienating, Elitist’, and ‘Equalization Strivings’. Further, a new theme
named ‘Competence & Incompetence’ was created. Overall, from this second reading, the total
number of codes (Content and Reference) across all themes and all respondents increased from
70 to 107 for StopUseArgs (for DCTs it increased from 39 to 59, and for non-DCTs it increased
from 31 to 48).
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Step Five: Re-Reading, Finalizing, & Coding the Codes
In the fifth step, I basically repeated the fourth step, that is, I re-read all arguments within
each theme, this time to re-verify that each code was representative of its associated theme. In
this reading, I also attempted to rearrange my list of coded arguments, which until then had been
divided by respondent type (DCT vs. non-DCT) and, within this division, arranged by
respondent number. This time, I divided the list of coded arguments according to code type
(Content vs. Reference) and, within those divisions, grouped them by considering similarity in
meaning as well as persuasiveness (putting stronger or more convincing coding instances ahead
of weaker or less convincing ones). Moreover, for each theme, I coded some of the codes,
assigning ‘flagship’ codes (given to coding instances I believed best represented the theme and
that would likely yield quick assent from a different interpreter) and ‘anchor’ codes (given to
coding instances I felt weighed down the analysis and with which another interpreter might
disagree).
The rationale for this new arrangement was to facilitate things for the reader going
through the lists of coding instances under each theme (reproduced in Appendices M and N),
allowing him or her to quickly grasp the meaning of each theme, locate which coding instances
hang together within each theme, and locate the strongest and weakest coding instances. Further,
the anchor codes were part of an effort to be transparent with the reader about limitations to my
analysis and to emphasize that a different interpreter might have coded some of the responses
differently. The trusting reader who wishes to get a quick grasp of what any particular theme is
about may seek out the flagship code(s) first (indicated by a O symbol in Appendices M and N).
The skeptical reader who wishes to critically examine my coding decisions may want to seek out
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the anchor code(s) first (as indicated by a ⚓ symbol in Appendices M and N), whenever present,
as not all themes contain anchor codes.
As a result of this fifth step, performed first with the KeepUseArgs and then with the
StopUseArgs, I was able to adopt final names for each theme, some of which were modified in
light of the names adopted in the counterpart argument type (KeepUse vs. StopUse). Going
through Step Five also led to some minor changes in coding frequency counts, with the final tally
of codes (Content and Reference) being 185 for KeepUseArgs and 80 for StopUseArgs.
Step Six: Writing About Each Theme
This step essentially entailed writing out a prose description of my argument-derived
themes and their associated coding instances, including a consideration of any or all of the
following, depending on relevance: 1) Variations in meaning under the same theme (using
flagship codes); 2) How codes were generated for that theme and a consideration of any coding
limitations or difficulties encountered (using anchor codes); 3) How quantitatively dominant a
particular theme is compared to others with respect to the number of codes under the theme in
question, how personal endorsement varies according to theme, and any noteworthy patterns
within and between themes with respect to respondent type (DCTs vs. Non-DCTs), argument
position (1st to 5th textboxes), and decade of degree obtention.121
Step Seven: Meta Codes
Although I had started rendering Meta Codes in Step One, albeit in an informal way as
this step involved spontaneously being met with the data rather than attempting to meet the data
from the top-down, I decided to defer a more systematic coding of Meta Codes until I had
written about each theme (see Step Six). This may come across as anathema to those who adhere
121

The considerations under point 3) were applied only to Content Codes (as Reference Codes are less amenable to
such analyses, given that they are more subtle in nature and are not associated with argument content).
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to the scientific method, which favors a more linear conception of research where method
precedes coding, which precedes results, which precedes discussion. Working from a
hermeneutic framework—which, in contradistinction to the positivistic linear framework,
proceeds circularly, or perhaps more accurately, like a spiral, zoning in on the phenomenon by
spiraling around and always returning to and fro between the literature, the data, the
interpretation, and the writing, as each step ceaselessly informs the other— I thought it might be
interesting to write about the themes first, in order to better inform the process of Meta Coding.
For Meta Coding purposes, I read the data vertically, that is coding for KeepUseArgs and
StopUseArgs one respondent at a time, starting first with DCTs and then coding for non-DCTs.
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Appendix L
Salience Variables for KeepUseThemes & StopUseThemes
Table L.1. Salience Variables for KeepUseThemes, Arranged Alphabetically
Theme:
Accuracy &
Representation
Credibility &
Trust
Differentiation
& Uniqueness
Education &
Expertise
Equalization
& Belonging
Merit &
Compensation
Power &
Influence122
Respect &
Recognition
Spatialities
Status &
Hierarchy
Temporalities
Therapeutic &
Public
Beneficence
TOTAL:

#Content
Codes
17
5
15
15
9
9
9
20
6
8
14
8
135123

Personal
Endorsement
14
(82.35%)
2
(40.00%)
14
(93.00%)
13
(86.67%)
5
(55.56%)
8
(88.89%)
6
(75.00%)
15
(75.00%)
3
(50.00%)
6
(75.00%)
14
(100.00%)
5
(62.50%)

1st
Textbox
8
(47.06%)
0
(0.00%)
3
(20.00%)
6
(40.00%)
2
(22.22%)
3
(33.33%)
1
(12.50%)
3
(15.00%)
2
(33.33%)
1
(12.50%)
6
(42.86%)
2
(25.00%)

2nd
Textbox
6
(35.29%)
2
(40.00%)
2
(13.33%)
3
(20.00%)
4
(44.44%)
0
(0.00%)
3
(37.50%)
6
(30.00%)
1
(16.67%)
2
(25.00%)
4
(28.57%)
1
(12.50%)

3rd
Textbox
1
(5.88%)
1
(20.00%)
6
(40.00%)
4
(26.67%)
1
(11.11%)
2
(22.22%)
2
(25.00%)
4
(20.00%)
1
(16.67%)
1
(12.50%)
3
(21.43%)
1
(12.50%)

4th
Textbox
2
(11.76%)
2
(40.00%)
3
(20.00%)
1
(6.67%)
1
(11.11%)
3
(33.33%)
2
(25.00%)
5
(25.00%)
2
(33.33%)
3
(37.50%)
1
(7.14%)
2
(25.00%)

5th
Textbox
0
(0.00%)
0
(0.00%)
1
(6.67%)
1
(6.67%)
1
(11.11%)
1
(11.11%)
0
(0.00%)
2
(10.00%)
0
(0.00%)
1
(12.50%)
0
(0.00%)
2
(25.00%)

106
(79.10%)

37
(27.61%)

32
(23.88%)

27
(20.15%)

27
(20.15%)

9
(6.72%)

122

Although the theme of Power & Influence had nine associated Content Codes, the personal endorsement and
textbox position analyses were conducted with only eight arguments (based on a total n of 134) as two codes were
rendered for the same argument.
123
ibid.
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Table L.2. KeepUseThemes Rank Ordered According to Three Salience Variables
#
Content Codes
Resp. & Recog.
(20)
Accur. & Rep.
(17)
Diff. & Uniq.
(15)
Educ. & Expert.
(15)
Temporalities
(14)
Merit & Comp.
(9)
Power & Infl.
(9)
Equaliz. & Belong.
(9)
Status & Hier.
(8)
Ther. & Publ. Benef.
(8)
Spatialities
(6)
Cred. & Trust
(5)

Personal
Endorsement
Temporalities
(100.00%)
Diff. & Uniq.
(93.00%)
Merit & Comp.
(88.89%)
Educ. & Expert.
(86.67%)
Accur. & Rep.
(82.35%)
Resp. & Recog.
(75.00%)
Power & Infl.
(75.00%)
Status & Hier.
(75.00%)
Ther. & Publ. Benef.
(62.50%)
Equaliz. & Belong.
(55.56%)
Spatialities
(50.00%)
Cred. & Trust
(40.00%)

1st
Textbox Position
Accur. & Rep.
(47.06%)
Temporalities
(42.86%)
Educ. & Expert.
(40.00%)
Merit & Comp.
(33.33%)
Spatialities
(33.33%)
Ther. & Publ. Benef.
(25.00%)
Equaliz. & Belong.
(22.22%)
Diff. & Uniq.
(20.00%)
Resp. & Recog.
(15.00%)
Power & Infl.
(12.50%)
Status & Hier.
(12.50%)
Cred. & Trust
(0.00%)
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4th+5th
Textbox Position
Ther. & Publ. Benef.
(50.00%)
Status & Hier.
(50.00%)
Merit & Comp.
(44.44%)
Cred. & Trust
(40.00%)
Resp. & Recog.
(35.00%)
Spatialities
(33.33%)
Diff. & Uniq.
(26.67%)
Power & Infl.
(25.00%)
Equaliz. & Belong.
(22.22%)
Educ. & Expert.
(13.34%)
Accur. & Rep.
(11.76%)
Temporalities
(7.14%)

Table L.3. Salience Variables for StopUseThemes, Arranged Alphabetically

Theme:
Confusing &
Misleading
Depreciation
& Worth124
Difference &
Otherness
Distancing,
Elitist, &
Alienating
Equalization
Strivings
Time/Space
& Necessity
TOTAL:

#
Content
Codes
20
7
7
11
8
5
51

Personal
Endorsement

1st
Textbox

2nd
Textbox

3rd
Textbox

4th
Textbox

5th
Textbox

5
(25.00%)
5
(88.33%)
2
(28.57%)
5
(45.45%)

11
(55.00%)
1
(16.67%)
4
(54.14%)
2
(18.18%)

2
(10.00%)
2
(33.33%)
1
(14.29%)
5
(45.45%)

5
(25.00%)
1
(16.67%)
2
(28.57%)
1
(9.09%)

1
(5.00%)
1
(16.67%)
0
(0.00%)
2
(18.18%)

1
(5.00%)
1
(16.67%)
0
(0.00%)
1
(9.09%)

3
(37.50%)
2
(40.00%)
17
(33.33%)

3
(37.50%)
2
(40.00%)
22
(43.14%)

1
(12.50%)
3
(60.00%)
12
(23.53%)

3
(37.50%)
0
(0.00%)
11
(21.57%)

1
(12.50%)
0
(0.00%)
4
(7.84%)

0
(0.00%)
0
(0.00%)
2
(3.82%)

Table L.4. StopUseThemes Rank Ordered According to Three Salience Variables
#
Content Codes
Confus. & Misl.
(20)
Dist., Elit., Alien.
(11)
Equaliz. Striv.
(8)
Diff. & Othern.
(7)
Deprec. & Wor.
(7)
Tim./Spa. & Nec.
(5)

1st
Textbox Position
Confus. & Misl.
(55.00%)
Diff. & Othern.
(54.14%)
Tim./Spa. & Nec.
(40.00%)
Equaliz. Striv.
(37.50%)
Dist., Elit., Alien.
(18.18%)
Deprec. & Wor.
(16.67%)

Personal
Endorsement
Deprec. & Wor.
(88.33%)
Dist., Elit., Alien.
(45.45%)
Tim./Spa. & Nec.
(40.00%)
Equaliz. Striv.
(37.50%)
Diff. & Othern.
(28.57%)
Confus. & Misl.
(25.00%)

124

4th+5th
Textbox Position
Deprec. & Wor.
(33.34%)
Dist., Elit., Alien.
(27.27%)
Confus. & Misl.
(10.00%)
Equaliz. Striv.
(12.50%)
Tim./Spa. & Nec.
(0%)
Diff. & Othern.
(0%)

Although the theme of Depreciation & Worth had seven associated Content Codes, the personal endorsement and
textbox position analyses were conducted with only six arguments as two codes were rendered for the same
argument. Further, because the same theme’s associated Content Codes overwhelmingly came from the same
respondent’s highly idiosyncratic arguments (see Chapter 7 for details), rendering the variables of personal
endorsement and textbox position irrelevant for the present salience analysis, its data was not included in the
TOTAL row of Table L.3, as indicated by the data being shaded out.
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Appendix M
Coding Instances for KeepUseArgs, by Theme
Table M.1. Coding Instances for ‘Temporalities’ Theme
O

O

O

1.

Content Codes
To ensure continuity with prior convention

DCT3-00s-1K-Y

2.

tradition

xDCT1-00s-1K-Y

3.

The norm

DCT15-70s-1K-Y

4.

Custom and courtesy. As far back as I remember psychologists (clinical, DCT8-00s-1K-Y
research, educational) have used the title of Doctor.

5.

It has been applied to academics for over 1000 years

DCT12-00s-3K-Y

6.

Used for years

DCT15-70s-2K-Y

7.

The term means “to teach” in Latin. It should be used for those that
reach the highest level of education.

DCT12-00s-1K-Y

8.

The term “doctor” was first used for people with Ph.D.s

DCT5-90s-2K-Y

9.

PHYSICIANS were allowed to call themselves “doctor” after those with DCT5-90s-3K-Y
Ph.D.s, as a COURTEY [courtesy?]

10.

“Doctor” is an academic degree and one that is advanced and terminal

DCT13-80s-1K-Y

11.

Recognition of terminal degree attainment

DCT16-80s-4K-Y

12.

Immediately communicates level of education

DCT17-80s-3K-Y

13.

length of training time

xDCT9-00s-2K-Y

14.

conveys extensive years of training and education

DCT18-00s-2K-Y

15.

Reference Codes
stay at a professional level similar to physicians and not be assumed
to be more like other allied health professionals who typically work
under the physician

DCT1-70s-1K-Y

16.

To avoid confusion by changing the title

DCT3-00s-2K-Y

17.

It allows young clients to feel comfortable with sharing

DCT10-00s-1K-Y

18.

Because doctors are generally trustworthy and reliable

xDCT7-90s-4K-N
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Table M.2. Coding Instances for ‘Accuracy & Representation’ Theme
O

1.

Content Codes
Reflects the fact that we have a doctoral degree

DCT6-90s-1K-Y

O

2.

It is accurate

xDCT6-90s-1K-N

O

3.

Because you have a doctoral degree

xDCT7-90s-1K-Y

4.

We have a Ph.D.

DCT2-??s-1K-Y

5.

We have doctoral degrees

DCT5-90s-1K-Y

6.

We have doctoral degrees. :-)

DCT5-90s-4K-Y

7.

we have a “doctoral” degree

DCT18-00s-1K-Y

8.

Doctor is the terms [sic] used to refer to anyone with a doctoral degree

DCT11-00s-1K-Y

9.

Because you are a doctor

xDCT7-90s-2K-N

10.

A doctorate degree is received

xDCT8-??s-1K-Y

11.

Ph.D. is a doctorate—why not use the title?

DCT3-00s-3K-Y

12.

PhD = doctor

DCT7-70s-2K-Y

13.

The name of the degree is doctor therefore the title befitting the person having it DCT8-00s-2K-Y
is doctor

14.

Captures our level of education

DCT10-00s-4K-Y

⚓

15.

To avoid confusion by changing the title

DCT3-00s-2K-Y

⚓

16.

confusing with medical profession

xDCT2-80s-2K-N

⚓

17.

With no disrespect to physicians and the advanced medical and professional
training they receive, the title “doctor” is conflated with the more appropriate
title “physician.” If physicians insist on using the title “doctor”, then it should
be appropriately qualified as “medical doctor” so as to avoid confusion and
inappropriate use of that designation.

DCT13-80s-2K-Y

18.

clearly delineates the role

xDCT3-00s-1K-N

19.

Clearly indicates the expertise of the professional

xDCT5-00s-1K-Y

Reference Codes
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Table M.3. Coding Instances for ‘Education & Expertise’ Theme
Content Codes
O

O

1.

Indication of high level of education

xDCT8-??s-3K-Y

2.

conveys extensive years of training and education

DCT18-00s-2K-Y

3.

Clearly indicates the expertise of the professional

xDCT5-00s-1K-Y

4.

It indicates expertise and knowledge in a specific field.

DCT8-00s-3K-Y

5.

Captures our level of education

DCT10-00s-4K-Y

6.

Describes extreme training

DCT15-70s-3K-Y

7.

It acknowledges the highest level of education that can be obtained.

DCT12-00s-2K-Y

8.

honors our training

xDCT2-80s-1K-N

9.

The term means “to teach” in Latin. It should be used for those that reach the
highest level of education.

DCT12-00s-1K-Y

10.

Because doctors are knowledgeable

xDCT7-90s-5K-N

11.

“Doctor” is an academic degree and one that is advanced and terminal

DCT13-80s-1K-Y

12.

Related to reason #2, our clinical and research training are far more extensive
than that obtained by masters’ level clinicians who do not use that title

DCT6-90s-3K-Y

13.

equivalent amount of training as MDs and other PhDs (if not more)

DCT9-00s-1K-Y

14.

length of training time

xDCT9-00s-2K-Y

15.

Highly specialized field of study/practice

xDCT9-00s-1K-Y

16.

Reference Codes
The honorific is applied to other clinical fields in which someone obtains the
highest level of education

DCT12-00s-4K-N

17.

With no disrespect to physicians and the advanced medical and professional
training they receive, the title “doctor” is conflated with the more appropriate
title “physician.” If physicians insist on using the title “doctor”, then it should
be appropriately qualified as “medical doctor” so as to avoid confusion and
inappropriate use of that designation.
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DCT13-80s -2K-Y

Table M.4. Coding Instances for ‘Respect & Recognition’ Theme
Content Codes
O

O

⚓

1.

respect

xDCT1-00s-4K-Y

2.

respectful

xDCT2-80s-3K-N

3.

Sign of professional respect

DCT11-00s-2K-N

4.

Grants us the opportunity to gain respect in the community

DCT10-00s-3K-Y

5.

Greater respect from other health care providers

DCT4-80s-3K-N

6.

respects role of clinical psychologists as health care professionals

DCT9-00s-2K-Y

7.

Probably most importantly, it helps us to better advocate for our patients in the DCT6-90s-4K-Y
hierarchical world of medical care. Like it or not, someone with the title of
“Dr.” will have more respect from medical doctors and will, therefore, be better
able to advocate for the behavioral/mental health treatment needs of the
patients we share with physicians.

8.

Important for respect in strongly hierarchical settings

xDCT5-00s-4K-Y

9.

is recognition of the degree

xDCT-3-00s-2K-Y

10.

Recognition of professional skills/role

DCT16-80s-1K-Y

11.

Recognition of patient care responsibilities

DCT16-80s-2K-Y

12.

Recognition of terminal degree attainment

DCT16-80s-4K-Y

13.

Recognizes the hard work of students in doctoral programs

DCT17-80s-4K-Y

14.

prestigious

xDCT-2-80s-5K-N

15.

confers greater prestige than social worker or counselor

DCT1-70s-2K-Y

16.

PHYSICIANS were allowed to call themselves “doctor” after those with
Ph.D.s, as a COURTEY [courtesy]

DCT5-90s-3K-Y

17.

Custom and courtesy. As far back as I remember psychologists (clinical,
research, educational) have used the title of Doctor.

DCT8-00s-1K-Y

18.

honors our training

xDCT2-80s-1K-N

19.

It acknowledges the highest level of education that can be obtained.

DCT12-00s-2K-Y

20.

It is a distinguishing title that differentiates us from other level of therapists

DCT8-00s-5K-Y

Reference Codes
21. The honorific is applied to other clinical fields in which someone obtains the
highest level of education

DCT12-00s-4K-N

With no disrespect to physicians and the advanced medical and professional

DCT13-80s-2K-Y

22.
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training they receive, the title “doctor” is conflated with the more appropriate
title “physician.” If physicians insist on using the title “doctor”, then it should
be appropriately qualified as “medical doctor” so as to avoid confusion and
inappropriate use of that designation.
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Table M.5. Coding Instances for ‘Differentiation & Uniqueness’ Theme
O

1.

Content Codes
Provides unique identity for clinical psychologists compared to other allied
health professionals

DCT3-00s-4K-Y

O

2.

differentiates psychologists from masters level counselors or therapists

DCT1-70s-3K-Y

3.

differentiates from master’s level clinicians

xDCT9-00s-3K-Y

4.

differentiates psychologist from other health care workers at a BA or MA
level

xDCT3-00s-4K-Y

5.

It is a distinguishing title that differentiates us from other level of therapists

DCT8-00s-5K-Y

6.

distinguishes from Master’s level mental health providers

DCT9-00s-3K-Y

7.

distinguish between master’s levels [sic] therapists and psychologists

xDCT1-00s-2K-Y

8.

distinguishes PhD credential from other counselors or paraprofessionals

xDCT5-00s-3K-Y

9.

separates us from Master’s degree providers

DCT18-00s-3K-Y

10.

stay at a professional level similar to physicians and not be assumed to be
more like other allied health professionals who typically work under the
physician

DCT1-70s-1K-Y

⚓

11.

communicates our standing in the mental health field

xDCT2-80s-4K-Y

⚓

12.

clearly delineates the role

xDCT3-00s-1K-N

⚓

13.

Maintains a psychological boundary between psychologist and patient

DCT17-80s-1K-Y

⚓

14.

With no disrespect to physicians and the advanced medical and professional
training they receive, the title “doctor” is conflated with the more appropriate
title “physician.” If physicians insist on using the title “doctor”, then it should
be appropriately qualified as “medical doctor” so as to avoid confusion and
inappropriate use of that designation.

DCT13-80s-2K-Y

⚓

15.

Professional groups of physicians (e.g., American Medical Association and
American Psychiatric Association) spend lots of money to lobby congress
members and state legislators in an effort to have exclusive use of the term
“doctor” to prevent other doctorally trained behavioral health providers from
using that term. This appears to be directly related to efforts to ensure
exclusive access and rights to reimbursement and practice as a licensed
independent practitioner.

DCT13-80s-3K-Y

16.

Reference Codes
confers greater prestige than social worker or counselor

DCT1-70s-2K-Y

17.

The term “doctor” was first used for people with Ph.D.s.

DCT5-90s-2K-Y

18.

Related to reason #2, our clinical and research training are far more extensive
than that obtained by masters’ level clinicians who do not use that title

DCT6-90s-3K-Y
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19.

In some orientations it helps to establish boundaries and expectations of the
relationship

DCT8-00s-4K-Y

20.

equivalent amount of training as MDs and other PhDs (if not more)

DCT9-00s-1K-Y

21.

The term means “to teach” in Latin. It should be used for those that reach the
highest level of education.

DCT12-00s-1K-Y
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Table M.6. Coding Instances for ‘Equalization & Belonging’ Theme
O

O

⚓

1.

Content Codes
Others in different fields with doctorates are referred to as “Doctor”

xDCT8-??s-2K-Y

2.

The honorific is applied to other clinical fields in which someone obtains the
highest level of education

DCT12-00s-4K-N

3.

Is consistent with use of Dr. for other academic [sic] with PhD

xDCT5-00s-5K-N

4.

stay at a professional level similar to physicians and not be assumed to be more
like other allied health professionals who typically work under the physician

DCT1-70s-1K-Y

5.

parity with physical health providers

DCT16-80s-3K-Y

6.

equivalent amount of training as MDs and other PhDs (if not more)

DCT9-00s-1K-Y

7.

respects role of clinical psychologists as health care professionals

DCT9-00s-2K-Y

8.

confusing with medical profession

xDCT2-80s-2K-N

9.

Sign of professional respect

DCT11-00s-2K-N

10.

Reference Codes
They have earned a doctoral degree (PhD, PsyD, EdD)

xDCT4-90s-1K-Y

11.

Custom and courtesy. As far back as I remember psychologists (clinical,
research, educational) have used the title of Doctor.
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DCT8-00s-1K-Y

Table M.7. Coding Instances for ‘Merit & Compensation’ Theme
Content Codes
O

1.

money

xDCT1-00s-5K-Y

2.

More likely to get reimbursement from managed health care

DCT4-80s-4K-N

3.

Professional groups of physicians (e.g., American Medical Association and
American Psychiatric Association) spend lots of money to lobby congress
members and state legislators in an effort to have exclusive use of the term
“doctor” to prevent other doctorally trained behavioral health providers from
using that term. This appears to be directly related to efforts to ensure
exclusive access and rights to reimbursement and practice as a licensed
independent practitioner.

DCT13-80s-3K-Y

4.

People have earned a doctorate degree so you should be able to use it

DCT4-80s-1K-Y

5.

They have earned a doctoral degree (PhD, PsyD, EdD)

xDCT4-90s-1K-Y

6.

earning the ph.d. conveys the title

DCT14-80s-1K-Y

7.

Recognizes the hard work of students in doctoral programs

DCT17-80s-4K-Y

⚓

8.

Recognition of terminal degree attainment

DCT16-80s-4K-Y

⚓

9.

parity with physical health providers

DCT16-80s-3K-Y

O
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Table M.8. Coding Instances for ‘Power & Influence’ Theme
Content Codes
Probably most importantly, it helps us to better advocate for our patients in the DCT6-90s-4K-Y
hierarchical world of medical care. Like it or not, someone with the title of
“Dr.” will have more respect from medical doctors and will, therefore, be better
able to advocate for the behavioral/mental health treatment needs of the
patients we share with physicians.

O

1.

O

2.

Psychologists influence with words, and this increases that influence

xDCT6-90s-3K-N

3.

Facilitates communication with the medical profession in an interprofessional
practice setting.

DCT17-80s-2K-Y

4.

Society needs to listen to psychologists more, not less

xDCT6-90s-4K-N

5.

Gives enhanced credibility to the services we provide, particularly when we are DCT6-90s-2K-Y
working in medical settings.

6.

Establishes the role of clinician as a treatment provider

xDCT5-00s-2K-Y

7.

Enhances authority of role

DCT7-70s-1K-Y

8.

Professional groups of physicians (e.g., American Medical Association and
DCT13-80s-3K-Y
American Psychiatric Association) spend lots of money to lobby congress
members and state legislators in an effort to have exclusive use of the term
“doctor” to prevent other doctorally trained behavioral health providers from
using that term. This appears to be directly related to efforts to ensure exclusive
access and rights to reimbursement and practice as a licensed independent
practitioner.

9.

Professional groups of physicians (e.g., American Medical Association and
DCT13-80s-3K-Y
American Psychiatric Association) spend lots of money to lobby congress
members and state legislators in an effort to have exclusive use of the term
“doctor” to prevent other doctorally trained behavioral health providers from
using that term. This appears to be directly related to efforts to ensure exclusive
access and rights to reimbursement and practice as a licensed independent
practitioner.

10.

Reference Codes
respects role of clinical psychologists as health care professionals

DCT9-00s-2K-Y

11.

Recognition of professional skills/role

DCT16-80s-1K-Y

12.

Recognition of patient care responsibilities

DCT16-80s-2K-Y

13.

clearly delineates the role

xDCT3-00s-1K-N

14.

Highly specialized field of study/practice

xDCT9-00s-1K-Y
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Table M.9. Coding Instances for ‘Status & Hierarchy’ Theme
Content Codes
O

O

⚓

1.

Increased sense of status

DCT4-80s-2K-N

2.

status

xDCT1-00s-3K-Y

3.

confers greater prestige than social worker or counselor

DCT1-70s-2K-Y

4.

communicates our standing in the mental health field

xDCT2-80s-4K-Y

5.

stay at a professional level similar to physicians and not be assumed to be
more like other allied health professionals who typically work under the
physician

DCT1-70s-1K-Y

6.

Important for respect in strongly hierarchical settings

xDCT5-00s-4K-Y

7.

Probably most importantly, it helps us to better advocate for our patients in
the hierarchical world of medical care. Like it or not, someone with the title
of “Dr.” will have more respect from medical doctors and will, therefore, be
better able to advocate for the behavioral/mental health treatment needs of
the patients we share with physicians.

DCT6-90s-4K-Y

8.

A PhD is a more advanced degree than an MD

xDCT6-90s-5K-N

9.

Reference Codes
The term means “to teach” in Latin. It should be used for those that reach the
highest level of education.

DCT12-00s-1K-Y

10.

It acknowledges the highest level of education that can be obtained.

DCT12-00s-2K-Y

11.

The honorific is applied to other clinical fields in which someone obtains the
highest level of education

DCT12-00s-4K-N

12.

Indication of high level of education

xDCT8-??s-3K-Y

13.

Related to reason #2, our clinical and research training are far more extensive DCT6-90s-3K-Y
than that obtained by masters’ level clinicians who do not use that title

14.

Highly specialized field of study/practice

xDCT9-00s-1K-Y

15.

“Doctor” is an academic degree and one that is advanced and terminal

DCT13-80s-1K-Y

16.

differentiates psychologists from masters level counselors or therapists

DCT1-70s-3K-Y

17.

distinguish between master’s levels [sic] therapists and psychologists

xDCT1-00s-2K-Y

18.

differentiates psychologist from other health care workers at a BA or MA
level

xDCT3-00s-4K-Y

19.

distinguishes from Master’s level mental health providers

DCT9-00s-3K-Y

20.

differentiates from master’s level clinicians

xDCT9-00s-3K-Y

21.

Captures our level of education

DCT10-00s-4K-Y
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22.

Immediately communicates level of education

DCT17-80s-3K-Y

23.

It is a distinguishing title that differentiates us from other level of therapists

DCT8-00s-5K-Y
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Table M.10. Coding Instances for ‘Therapeutic & Public Beneficence’ Theme
Content Codes
O

O

⚓

1.

It informs the public

DCT12-00s-5K-N

2.

Provides a title that consumers can build some trust around

DCT10-00s-2K-Y

3.

some clients respond better to receiving treatment from a “doctor”

xDCT3-00s-5K-N

4.

It allows young clients to feel comfortable with sharing

DCT10-00s-1K-Y

5.

Probably most importantly, it helps us to better advocate for our patients in the DCT6-90s-4K-Y
hierarchical world of medical care. Like it or not, someone with the title of
“Dr.” will have more respect from medical doctors and will, therefore, be better
able to advocate for the behavioral/mental health treatment needs of the patients
we share with physicians.

6.

In some orientations it helps to establish boundaries and expectations of the
relationship

DCT8-00s-4K-Y

7.

Maintains a psychological boundary between psychologist and patient

DCT17-80s-1K-Y

8.

helps to maintain boundaries

xDCT3-00s-3K-N

9.

Reference Codes
Recognition of patient care responsibilities

DCT16-80s-2K-Y
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Table M.11. Coding Instances for ‘Spatialities’ Theme
Content Codes
O

O

1.

helps to maintain boundaries

xDCT3-00s-3K-N

2.

Maintains a psychological boundary between psychologist and patient

DCT17-80s-1K-Y

3.

In some orientations it helps to establish boundaries and expectations of the
relationship

DCT8-00s-4K-Y

4.

clearly delineates the role

xDCT3-00s-1K-N

5.

Others in different fields with doctorates are referred to as “Doctor”

xDCT8-??s-2K-Y

6.

The honorific is applied to other clinical fields in which someone obtains the
highest level of education

DCT12-00s-4K-N

7.

Reference Codes
It is appropriate in the context of a health service

xDCT6-90s-2K-Y

8.

Gives enhanced credibility to the services we provide, particularly when we
are working in medical settings.

DCT6-90s-2K-Y

9.

Facilitates communication with the medical profession in an interprofessional
practice setting.

DCT17-80s-2K-Y

10.

Probably most importantly, it helps us to better advocate for our patients in the
hierarchical world of medical care. Like it or not, someone with the title of
“Dr.” will have more respect from medical doctors and will, therefore, be
better able to advocate for the behavioral/mental health treatment needs of the
patients we share with physicians.

DCT6-90s-4K-Y

11.

Important for respect in strongly hierarchical settings

xDCT5-00s-4K-Y

12.

Grants us the opportunity to gain respect in the community

DCT10-00s-3K-Y

13.

It indicates expertise and knowledge in a specific field.

DCT8-00s-3K-Y

14.

communicates our standing in the mental health field

xDCT2-80s-4K-Y

15.

Highly specialized field of study/practice

xDCT9-00s-1K-Y

16.

More likely to get reimbursement from managed health care

DCT4-80s-4K-N
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Table M.12. Coding Instances for ‘Credibility & Trust’ Theme
Content Codes
O

O

⚓

1.

Because it fosters credibility

xDCT7-90s-3K-N

2.

Gives enhanced credibility to the services we provide, particularly when we
are working in medical settings.

DCT6-90s-2K-Y

3.

Provides a title that consumers can build some trust around

DCT10-00s-2K-Y

4.

Because doctors are generally trustworthy and reliable

xDCT7-90s-4K-N

5.

Society needs to listen to psychologists more, not less

xDCT6-90s-4K-N

6.

Reference Codes
distinguishes PhD credential from other counselors or paraprofessionals

xDCT5-00s-3K-Y
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Appendix N
Coding Instances for StopUseArgs, by Theme
Table N.1. Coding Instances for ‘Confusing & Misleading’ Theme
O

1.

Content Codes
confusion with other types of doctors (e.g. physicians, nurse practitioners,
physical therapists, pharmacists, etc.)

xDCT1-00s-3S-N

2.

I guess that someone could say that there’s a chance of confusing
psychologists with medical doctors.

DCT6-90s-1S-N

3.

Potential for confusion with a medical doctor

DCT11-00s-1S-N

4.

avoid confusion with medical doctors

DCT18-00s-1S-N

5.

confusion with physicians

DCT16-80s-1S-Y

6.

Confusion with MD

DCT7-70s-1S-Y

7.

Confusion with medical doctor

xDCT8-??s-1S-Y

8.

Potentially confusing to consumers who don’t understand the difference
between PhD and MD

xDCT9-00s-1S-N

9.

The title confuses people

DCT8-00s-2S-N

10.

potentially confusing to the public

DCT9-00s-1S-N

11.

[stopping use] Is simpler for naive [sic] consumers to understand

xDCT6-90s-3S-N

12.

it can confuse the public who think of doctor as a person who can prescribe
medication

DCT1-70s-1S-N

13.

Because it is misleading; you are not a medical doctor

xDCT7-90s-3S-N

14.

misleading

xDCT2-80s-5S-N

15.

We are not MDs

DCT8-00s-1S-N

16.

conveys medical training

xDCT2-80s-3S-Y

17.

clients will be less likely to make incorrect assumptions about our ability to
prescribe medication

xDCT3-00s-3S-N

18.

People sometimes assume there is the ability to prescribe

xDCT8-??s-2S-Y

⚓

19.

Our doctorates are in Psychology so we should be called Psychologists. But,
then, Medical Doctors should be called Physicians, not doctors, by the same
logic.

DCT5-90s-1S-N

⚓

20.

If you are seeing “clients”, then you are not a “doctor”

xDCT7-90s-4S-N

O
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Table N.2. Coding Instances for ‘Difference & Otherness’ Theme
Content Codes
O 1.

Difference from MD

DCT15-70s-1S-Y

2.

Potentially confusing to consumers who don’t understand the difference between xDCT9-00s-1S-N
PhD and MD

3.

confusion with other types of doctors (e.g. physicians, nurse practitioners,
physical therapists, pharmacists, etc.)

xDCT1-00s-3S-N

We are not MDs

DCT8-00s-1S-N

5.

Because it is misleading; you are not a medical doctor

xDCT7-90s-3S-N

6.

other professions with doctorate as terminal degree don’t typically refer to
themselves as doctor

DCT4-80s-1S-N

doing so [using the title] is evidence of psychologists’ need to assert themselves
in a competitive landscape

DCT9-00s-2S-Y

O 4.

⚓ 7.

8.

Reference Codes
it can confuse the public who think of doctor as a person who can prescribe
medication

DCT1-70s-1S-N

9.

clients will be less likely to make incorrect assumptions about our ability to
prescribe medication

xDCT3-00s-3S-N

10.

People sometimes assume there is the ability to prescribe

xDCT8-??s-2S-Y

11.

The honorific has been diluted, especially with the introduction of the PsyD

DCT12-00s-1S-Y

12.

The PsyD is not the highest level of educational achievement and bastardizes the
historical application of the term

DCT12-00s-2S-Y

13.

The lack of quality control on who becomes a “Doctor”, specifically with for
profit or seemingly for profit PsyD schools is giving the title to individuals that
can’t even pass the EPPP

DCT12-00s-3S-Y

14.

Spme [sic] psychologists, especially those from PsyD programs, are best
characterized as mid-level practitioners

DCT12-00s-4S-Y

15.

PsyD students haven’t earned it

DCT12-00s-5S-Y

16.

I cannot think of any compelling or defensible argument for stopping the use of
the title of “doctor” for those who earn doctorates and practice within their level
of competency.

DCT13-80s-1S-Y
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Table N.3. Coding Instances for ‘Equalization Strivings’ Theme
O

O

⚓

1.

Content Codes
contributes to the power hierarchy that we try to deemphasize

xDCT3-00s-1S-Y

2.

Because it creates an unhelpful hierarchical relationship

xDCT7-90s-2S-Y

3.

creates power differential between mental health professional and clients
they serve

DCT4-80s-3S-Y

4.

[stopping use] Promotes Marxism

xDCT6-90s-4S-N

5.

other professions with doctorate as terminal degree don’t typically refer to
themselves as doctor

DCT4-80s-1S-N

6.

Lawyers don’t call themselves doctor so why should psychologists

DCT8-00s-3S-N

7.

appear more humble

xDCT1-00s-3S-N

8.

Our doctorates are in Psychology so we should be called Psychologists.
But, then, Medical Doctors should be called Physicians, not doctors, by
the same logic.

DCT5-90s-1S-N
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Table N.4. Coding Instances for ‘Depreciation of Worth’ Theme
O 1.

Content Codes
The honorific has been diluted, especially with the introduction of the
PsyD

DCT12-00s-1S-Y

2.

The PsyD is not the highest level of educational achievement and
bastardizes the historical application of the term

DCT12-00s-2S-Y

3.

The lack of quality control on who becomes a “Doctor”, specifically with
for profit or seemingly for profit PsyD schools is giving the title to
individuals that can’t even pass the EPPP

DCT12-00s-3S-Y

4.

Spme [sic] psychologists, especially those from PsyD programs, are best
characterized as mid-level practitioners

DCT12-00s-4S-Y

5.

PsyD students haven’t earned it

DCT12-00s-5S-Y

[stopping use] Allows insurance companies to pay psychologists less

xDCT6-90s-2S-N

The lack of quality control on who becomes a “Doctor”, specifically with
for profit or seemingly for profit PsyD schools is giving the title to
individuals that can’t even pass the EPPP

DCT12-00s-3S-Y

O 6.
7.

8.

Reference Codes
The lack of quality control on who becomes a “Doctor”, specifically with
for profit or seemingly for profit PsyD schools is giving the title to
individuals that can’t even pass the EPPP

DCT12-00s-3S-Y

9.

[stopping use] Protects the sensitive feelings of physicians

xDCT6-90s-1S-N

10.

[stopping use] Is simpler for naive [sic] consumers to understand

xDCT6-90s-3S-N

11.

Potentially confusing to consumers who don’t understand the difference
between PhD and MD

xDCT9-00s-1S-N

12.

clients will be less likely to make incorrect assumptions about our ability
to prescribe medication

xDCT3-00s-3S-N

13.

I cannot think of any compelling or defensible argument for stopping the
use of the title of “doctor” for those who earn doctorates and practice
within their level of competency.

DCT13-80s-1S-Y

14.

The PsyD is not the highest level of educational achievement and
bastardizes the historical application of the term

DCT12-00s-2S-Y
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Table N.5. Coding Instances for ‘Distancing, Elitist, & Alienating’ Theme
O

O

O

1.

Content Codes
formal titles put distance between psychologist and client

xDCT-1-00s-2S-Y

2.

potentially creates distance with clients

DCT16-70s-2S-Y

3.

creates power differential between mental health professional and clients
they serve

DCT4-80s-3S-Y

4.

can be off-putting

xDCT2-80s-2S-N

5.

Because it is elitist

xDCT-7-90s-1S-Y

6.

elitist

DCT4-80s-4S-N

7.

pompous

xDCT2-80s-1S-N

8.

arrogant

xDCT2-80s-4S-N

9.

It could make people feel like you can’t relate

xDCT7-90s-5S-N

10.

Because it creates an unhelpful hierarchical relationship

xDCT7-90s-2S-Y

11.

some clients might respond better without the term doctor

xDCT3-00s-2S-N

12.

Reference Codes
The PsyD is not the highest level of educational achievement and
bastardizes the historical application of the term

DCT12-00s-2S-Y

13.

Spme [sic] psychologists, especially those from PsyD programs, are best
characterized as mid-level practitioners

DCT12-00s-4S-Y

14.

I cannot think of any compelling or defensible argument for stopping the
use of the title of “doctor” for those who earn doctorates and practice
within their level of competency.

DCT13-80s-1S-Y
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Table N.6. Coding Instances for ‘Time/Space & Necessity’ Theme
Content Codes
O

O

⚓

1.

antiquated

xDCT1-00s-1S-N

2.

The PsyD is not the highest level of educational achievement and
bastardizes the historical application of the term

DCT12-00s-2S-Y

3.

doing so [using the title] is evidence of psychologists’ need to assert
themselves in a competitive landscape

DCT9-00s-2S-Y

4.

in academic setting unnecessary; can use title Professor

DCT4-80s-2S-N

5.

Our doctorates are in Psychology so we should be called Psychologists. DCT5-90s-1S-N
But, then, Medical Doctors should be called Physicians, not doctors, by the
same logic.

6.

Reference Codes
other professions with doctorate as terminal degree don’t typically refer to
themselves as doctor

DCT4-80s-1S-N

7.

other professions with doctorate as terminal degree don’t typically refer to
themselves as doctor

DCT4-80s-1S-N

8.

formal titles put distance between psychologist and client

xDCT1-00s-2S-Y
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Appendix O
Meta Codes
Symbol Key
é Rhetorical Emphasis
(via repetition, persuasive side-comment, hyperbolic language, CAPS)

ê

Rhetorical Restraint
(via use of probability/conditional words, reducing scope of argument applicability, concessions to
other side)

!

Intrusion of Self
(first person use, parenthetical asides, emoticon, cross-referencing another argument, sarcasm,
reference to the task)

"
⌫

Statement of No Argument
Undoing an Argument
(via subversion/sarcasm, arguing for the other side)

Table O.1. Maximizing Meta Codes
1.

Ph.D. is a doctorate—why not use the title?

DCT3-00s-3K-Y

é

2.

Related to reason #2, our clinical and research training are far more
extensive than that obtained by masters’ level clinicians who do not use
that title

DCT6-90s-3K-Y

é

3.

equivalent amount of training as MDs and other PhDs (if not more)

DCT9-00s-1K-Y

!é

4.

With no disrespect to physicians and the advanced medical and
DCT13-80s-2K-Y
professional training they receive, the title “doctor” is conflated with the
more appropriate title “physician.” If physicians insist on using the title
“doctor”, then it should be appropriately qualified as “medical doctor” so
as to avoid confusion and inappropriate use of that designation.

5.

Describes extreme training

DCT15-70s-3K-Y

6.

We have doctoral degrees.
We have doctoral degrees. :-)

DCT5-90s-1K-Y
DCT5-90s-4K-Y

!é

7.

PHYSICIANS were allowed to call themselves “doctor” after those with
Ph.D.s, as a COURTEY [courtesy]

DCT5-90s-3K-Y

!é

8.

Related to reason #2, our clinical and research training are far more
extensive than that obtained by masters’ level clinicians who do not use
that title

DCT6-90s-3K-Y

!

9.

Custom and courtesy. As far back as I remember psychologists (clinical,
research, educational) have used the title of Doctor.

DCT8-00s-1K-Y

!
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é

é

Table O.2. Minimizing Meta Codes
1.

Gives enhanced credibility to the services we provide, particularly when DCT6-90s-2K-Y
we are working in medical settings.

ê

2.

It indicates expertise and knowledge in a specific field.

DCT8-00s-3K-Y

ê

3.

In some orientations it helps to establish boundaries and expectations of
the relationship

DCT8-00s-4K-Y

ê

4.

It is appropriate in the context of a health service

xDCT6-90s-2K-Y

ê

5.

I cannot think of any compelling or defensible argument for stopping the DCT13-80s-1S-Y
use of the title of “doctor” for those who earn doctorates and practice
within their level of competency.

ê⌫

6.

Probably most importantly, it helps us to better advocate for our patients DCT6-90s-4K-Y
in the hierarchical world of medical care. Like it or not, someone with
the title of “Dr.” will have more respect from medical doctors and will,
therefore, be better able to advocate for the behavioral/mental health
treatment needs of the patients we share with physicians.

ê

7.

With no disrespect to physicians and the advanced medical and
DCT13-80s-2K-Y
professional training they receive, the title “doctor” is conflated with the
more appropriate title “physician.” If physicians insist on using the title
“doctor”, then it should be appropriately qualified as “medical doctor”
so as to avoid confusion and inappropriate use of that designation.

ê

8.

some clients respond better to receiving treatment from a “doctor”

xDCT3-00s-5K-N

ê

9.

it can confuse the public who think of doctor as a person who can
prescribe medication

DCT1-70s-1S-N

ê

10.

I guess that someone could say that there’s a chance of confusing
psychologists with medical doctors.

DCT6-90s-1S-N

ê

11.

I guess that someone could say that there’s a chance of confusing
psychologists with medical doctors.

DCT6-90s-1S-N

ê

12.

potentially confusing to the public

DCT9-00s-1S-N

ê

13.

Potential for confusion with a medical doctor

DCT11-00s-1S-N

ê

14.

potentially creates distance with clients

DCT16-70s-2S-Y

ê

15.

can be off-putting

xDCT2-80s-2S-N

ê

16.

some clients might respond better without the term doctor

xDCT3-00s-2S-N

ê

17.

It could make people feel like you can’t relate

xDCT7-90s-5S-N

ê

18.

People sometimes assume there is the ability to prescribe

xDCT8-??s-2S-Y

ê

19.

Potentially confusing to consumers who don’t understand the difference
between PhD and MD

xDCT9-00s-1S-N

ê
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20.

I guess that someone could say that there’s a chance of confusing
psychologists with medical doctors.

DCT6-90s-1S-N

!

21.

Our doctorates are in Psychology so we should be called Psychologists.
But, then, Medical Doctors should be called Physicians, not doctors, by
the same logic.

DCT5-90s-1S-N

!⌫

22.

The honorific has been diluted, especially with the introduction of the
PsyD

DCT12-00s-1S-Y

⌫

23.

The PsyD is not the highest level of educational achievement and
bastardizes the historical application of the term

DCT12-00s-2S-Y

⌫

24.

The lack of quality control on who becomes a “Doctor”, specifically
with for profit or seemingly for profit PsyD schools is giving the title to
individuals that can’t even pass the EPPP

DCT12-00s-3S-Y

⌫

25.

Spme [sic] psychologists, especially those from PsyD programs, are
best characterized as mid-level practitioners

DCT12-00s-4S-Y

⌫

26.

PsyD students haven’t earned it

DCT12-00s-5S-Y

⌫

27.

appear more humble

xDCT1-00s-3S-N

⌫

28.

[stopping use] Protects the sensitive feelings of physicians

xDCT6-90s-1S-N

!⌫

29.

[stopping use] Allows insurance companies to pay psychologists less

xDCT6-90s-2S-N

!⌫

30.

[stopping use] Is simpler for naive [sic] consumers to understand

xDCT6-90s-3S-N

!⌫

31.

[stopping use] Promotes Marxism

xDCT6-90s-4S-N

!⌫

32.

there are no good ones

DCT2-??s-1S-Y

"!

33.

I’m sorry, but I really can’t think of another argument for stopping the
use of the title of “Doctor.”

DCT6-90s-2S-Y

"!

34.

I cannot think of any compelling or defensible argument for stopping the DCT13-80s-1S-Y
use of the title of “doctor” for those who earn doctorates and practice
within their level of competency.

35.

none

DCT14-80s-1S-Y

"

36.

I have no argument for stopping the use of the title “Doctor”

DCT17-80s-1S-Y

"!

37.

dk

xDCT1-00s-5S-x

"!

38.

none

39.

I can’t think of any other reason

xDCT5-00s-1S-Y
xDCT5-00s-2S-Y
xDCT5-00s-3S-Y
xDCT5-00s-4S-Y
xDCT5-00s-5S-Y
xDCT6-90s-5S-Y
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Appendix P
Percentages for Title Usage, by Original Options & Conceptual Re-Working
Table P.1. Percentages (and Frequency Counts) for Title Usage Question, by Original Response Option

Undergraduate
Students

Graduate
Students

Clients/Patients

Clinical
Psychologists*

MDs

Media

Court/Legal
Setting*

ALL
N = 27
DCTs
n = 18
xDCTs
n=9
ALL
N = 27
DCTs
n = 18
xDCTs
n=9
ALL
N = 27
DCTs
n = 18
xDCTs
n=9
ALL
N = 26
DCTs
n = 18
xDCTs
n=8
ALL
N = 27
DCTs
n = 18
xDCTs
n=9
ALL
N = 27
DCTs
n = 18
xDCTs
n=9
ALL
N = 25

Title Stated;
Use
Requested

Title
Stated;
Choice Given

Title Stated;
Non-Use
Requested

Title
Unstated;
Choice Given

33.33%
(9)
33.33%
(6)
33.33%
(3)
11.11%
(3)
16.67%
(3)
0.00%
(0)
22.22%
(6)
22.22%
(4)
22.22%
(2)
3.85%
(1)
5.56%
(1)
0.00%
(0)
7.41%
(2)
11.11%
(2)
0.00%
(0)
33.33%
(9)
33.33%
(6)
33.33%
(3)
48.00%
(12)

29.63%
(8)
27.78%
(5)
33.33%
(3)
29.63%
(8)
33.33%
(6)
22.22%
(2)
51.85%
(14)
55.56%
(10)
44.44%
(4)
19.23%
(5)
22.22%
(4)
12.50%
(1)
51.85%
(14)
38.89%
(7)
77.78%
(7)
59.26%
(16)
61.11%
(11)
55.56%
(5)
48.00%
(12)

7.41%
(2)
5.56%
(1)
11.11%
(1)
11.11%
(3)
11.11%
(2)
11.11%
(1)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)

29.63%
(8)
33.33%
(6)
22.22%
(2)
33.33%
(9)
22.22%
(4)
55.56%
(5)
25.93%
(7)
22.22%
(4)
33.33%
(3)
61.54%
(16)
55.56%
(10)
75.00%
(6)
37.04%
(10)
44.44%
(8)
22.22%
(2)
7.41%
(2)
5.56%
(1)
11.11%
(1)
4.00%
(1)
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Title
Unstated;
Non-Use
Requested
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)
14.81%
(4)
16.67%
(3)
11.11%
(1)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)
15.38%
(4)
16.67%
(3)
12.50%
(1)
3.70%
(1)
5.56%
(1)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)

NonProfessional
Settings*

DCTs
n = 16
xDCTs
n=9
ALL
N = 26
DCTs
n = 18
xDCTs
n=8

43.75%
(7)
55.56%
(5)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)

50.00%
(8)
44.44%
(4)
11.54%
(3)
11.11%
(2)
12.5%
(1)

0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)

6.25%
(1)
0.00%
(0)
50.00%
(13)
55.56%
(10)
37.5%
(3)

0.00%
(0)
0.00%
(0)
38.46%
(10)
33.33%
(6)
50.00%
(4)

*Some respondents did not provide responses for these categories of interlocutors and so the percentages are based
on different totals. See second column for these totals.
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Table P.2. Percentages for Title Usage Question, by Conceptual Re-Working

Undergraduate
Students

Graduate
Students

Clients/Patients

Clinical
Psychologists*

MDs

Media

Court/Legal
Setting*

ALL
N = 27
DCTs
n = 18
xDCTs
n=9
ALL
N = 27
DCTs
n = 18
xDCTs
n=9
ALL
N = 27
DCTs
n = 18
xDCTs
n=9
ALL
N = 26
DCTs
n = 18
xDCTs
n=8
ALL
N = 27
DCTs
n = 18
xDCTs
n=9
ALL
N = 27
DCTs
n = 18
xDCTs
n=9
ALL
N = 25
DCTs
n = 16
xDCTs
n=9

Staters

Non-Staters
29.63%

Choice
Givers
59.26%

Title
Requesters
33.33%

No-Title
Requesters
7.41%

70.37%
66.67%

33.33%

61.11%

33.33%

5.56%

77.77%

22.22%

55.55%

33.33%

11.11%

51.85%

48.14%

62.96%

11.11%

25.92%

61.11%

38.89%

55.55%

16.67%

27.78%

33.33%

66.67%

77.78%

0.00%

22.22%

74.07%

25.93%

77.78%

22.22%

0.00%

77.78%

22.22%

77.78%

22.22%

0.00%

66.66%

33.33%

77.78%

22.22

0.00%

23.08%

76.92%

80.77%

3.85%

15.38%

27.78%

72.23%

77.78%

5.56%

16.67%

12.50%

87.50%

87.50%

0.00%

12.50%

59.26%

40.74%

88.89%

7.41%

3.70%

50.00%

50.00%

83.33%

11.11%

5.56%

77.78%

22.22%

100.00%

0.00%

0.00%

92.59%

7.41%

66.67%

33.33%

0.00%

94.44%

5.56%

66.67%

33.33%

0.00%

88.89%

11.11%

66.67%

33.33%

0.00%

96.00%

4.00%

52.00%

48.00%

0.00%

93.75%

6.25%

56.25%

43.75%

0.00%

100.00%

0.00%

44.44%

55.56%

0.00%
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NonProfessional
Settings*

ALL
11.54%
88.46%
61.54%
0.00%
38.46%
N = 26
DCTs
11.11%
88.89%
66.67%
0.00%
33.33%
n = 18
xDCTs 12.50%
87.50%
50.00%
0.00%
50.00%
n=8
*Some respondents did not provide responses for these categories of interlocutors and so the percentages are based
on different totals. See second column for these totals.
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Appendix Q
Review of PECS Studies
Let us begin by first considering studies focusing on the impact of prestige, expertise,
credibility, status and the like (PECS) on client/patient perceptions and, thereafter, those
focusing on client/patient attitude change.
PECS and Perception (Studies Without a Title of ‘Doctor’ Manipulation)
Greenberg (1969) had 112 undergraduate students watch a simulated therapy session on
video and sought to determine whether pre-session descriptions of the therapist as warm vs. cold
and/or experienced vs. inexperienced impacted 1) ratings of attractiveness and receptivity
towards the therapist; 2) a measure of therapist ‘persuasibility’ (the extent to which the
therapist’s own ratings about the session influenced participants’ ratings); and 3) a measure of
participants’ intent to meet with the therapist to talk about problems. With respect to the
experienced/inexperienced variable, the therapist was described either as having 20+ years of
experience and having lectured at leading universities and medical schools or as being a student
whose first experience in psychotherapy was being shown on the tape.
Results showed that, compared to the ‘cold’ description, the ‘warm’ description yielded
significantly higher ratings on attractiveness and receptivity, higher scores on ‘persuasibility’,
and a greater likelihood of respondents’ signifying intent to meet with the therapist. The
‘experienced’ description, compared to the ‘inexperienced’ one, however, only lead to significant
increases in attractiveness and receptivity ratings. Further, participants were more attracted to a
‘warm+inexperienced’ than a ‘cold+experienced’ therapist. The authors concluded that trait
information (warm/cold) was “apparently more powerful in biasing perceptions” (p. 428) than
role information (experienced/inexperienced).
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Merluzzi et al. (1978) had 112 male and female undergraduate students read therapy
transcripts that varied with respect to how the counselor was initially introduced—either as an
‘expert’ (recently finished PhD, extensive training and experience, published, working at the
Mental Health Center) or as an ‘inexperienced’ counselor (received BA in English 4 years ago,
no experience as a counselor, employed as a teacher, just completed a semester-long course in
introductory principles of communication).
The manipulation of expertise did not cause significant differences in dependent
measures relating to participant ratings of counselor’s attractiveness, trustworthiness,
understanding, expected outcome from the therapy, and likelihood that participants would refer
the counselor to strangers, acquaintances, or close friends. The only main effect found was for
ratings of counselor’s expertness—which basically served as a manipulation check for the
‘experience’ independent variable.
Spiegel (1976) had 277 university students read the biographical summary sheet of a
male counselor, listen to a tape recording of a simulated initial counseling session between that
counselor and a male client, and then rate the counselor on competence. Three independent
variables were examined, under the assumption that both ‘expertness’ and ‘similarity’ would
increase perceived competence, albeit differently, depending on the ‘presenting problem’. The
‘expertness’ independent variable had two levels, high vs. low (extensive vs. minimal training
and experience) and the ‘similarity’ independent variable likewise, high vs. low (22 year old
student peer counselor vs. 39 year old non-student counselor). These two variables’ levels were
combined with one another in unique counselor descriptions. The third independent variable,
‘presenting problem’, had two levels, wherein participants were informed that the client either
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had a friend problem (high peer instrumental value) or an academic problem (high professional
instrumental value).
Results did not confirm the hypothesis of differential effects of ‘expertness’ and
‘similarity’ variables on competence ratings depending on type of presenting problem in that
only ‘expertness’ significantly impacted competence ratings, with counselors introduced as high
in expertness yielding higher competence ratings. The author concluded: “attributed expertness
was far more effective than attributed similarity in facilitating perceptions of high counselor
competence, regardless of the nature of the client’s presenting problem” (p. 441).
Atkinson and Carskaddon (1975) had 48 male and 48 female participants recruited from
three different settings (undergraduate community college, mental health clinic, and drug abuse
program in correctional setting) watch a video interaction between a male client and male
counselor and then rate the counselor on his knowledge of psychology, comprehension of the
problem, ability to help, willingness to help, and the likelihood that the counselor would be
“someone I would see.” Participants were randomly assigned to a combination of high vs. low
prestige condition and a high vs. low abstraction condition, with ‘prestige’ relating to how the
experimenter introduced the counselor in the video (highly regarded counseling psychologist that
received his PhD four years ago, does private practice and consultation, recently published his 5th
major article, and is currently completing his first book vs. first year graduate student training to
be a counselor, who got his BA four years ago, has never worked as a professional counselor
before, but has taught school for three years) and ‘abstraction’ relating to whether the counselor
used psychological jargon vs. layperson’s terms in providing an interpretation in the final five
minutes of the video.
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Focusing on the ‘prestige’ findings, as these are most related to our topic of
investigation, results showed that, with participant type and level of abstraction collapsed, the
high prestige condition yielded significantly higher means only for the “someone I would see”
rating. For the ‘knowledge of psychology’ and ‘comprehension of the problem’ ratings, there
was a significant interaction effect wherein the high prestige condition yielded higher mean
ratings, but only for the mental health clients. For the substance use inmates and undergraduate
students, the high prestige manipulation either had no effect or the opposite effect, albeit of a
lesser magnitude. While the authors concluded that counselors “should attend to showmanship
attributes that affect their credibility” (p. 184), they also recognized that “some evidence was
found that not all populations were equally impressed by a prestigious introduction” (p. 185),
noting that inmates with substance use problems may have “disillusionment with and distrust of
persons who have titles and academic credentials” (p. 185).
Hartley (1969) had 5th grade elementary school students rate their counselor on perceived
source credibility at the beginning of a five-week course of group therapy and after every other
twice-weekly session, with the counselor having previously been introduced as being either of
high credibility (highly qualified and experienced professional counselor with positive personal
attributes mentioned) or of low credibility (graduate student with limited experience and
qualifications, with no positive personal attributes mentioned).
Results showed that the high-credibility condition generated significantly higher rates of
perceived source credibility than the low-credibility condition and that this difference persisted
over the five weeks. Further, the perceived credibility of the counselors significantly increased
on a week-by-week basis and this in similar proportions whether the counselor had been
introduced under the high- or low-credibility conditions, suggesting that actual interactions with
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a ‘so-introduced’ inexperienced counselor can contribute to increase credibility over time,
though not enough to offset the initial credibility debt generated by the less charitable
introduction.
To summarize, these five studies’ results are of limited utility for our project given that
none of them used the title of ‘Doctor’ in operationally defining PECS. Nonetheless, they already
give us some intimation of mixed results, with two studies showing an effect (Hartley, 1969;
Spiegel, 1976), one study showing none (Merluzzi et al., 1978), and two others showing mixed
effects (Greenberg, 1969; Atkinson & Carskaddon, 1975). While this suggests that PECS may
have some positive effects on client/patient perceptions, we have yet to review studies that
actually used the title of ‘Doctor’ in their design. Further, and most importantly, the studies just
reviewed suggest that descriptions of therapist warmth may be more important than descriptions
of therapist expertise in generating positive perceptions, and that different types of
clients/patients may be influenced differently by PECS.
PECS and Perception (Studies Including a Title of ‘Doctor’ Manipulation)
Clairborn and Schmidt (1977) sought to investigate whether four different pre-session
descriptions that varied according to counselor power base (expert introduction vs. referent
introduction) and counselor status (high vs. low) would impact how 48 female undergraduate
student volunteers would rate a female counselor with respect to expertness, attractiveness, and
social powerfulness after watching a ten minute video session of female counseling graduate
students posing as both the counselor and the client.
While the authors found that a pre-session introduction focusing on the counselor’s
extensive training, knowledge, skills, and reputation (expert introduction) generated higher
scores on perceived expertness than an introduction stating that the counselor had no experience,
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but a similar background with the client and congruent attitudes/feelings about the client’s
problem (referent introduction), no main effects were found for the counselor status variable,
which entailed referring to the counselor either as Dr. + Last Name, a psychologist with a PhD
doing a postdoctorate (high status) or as First name + Last name, a person having undergraduate
training and doing volunteer work at a community agency (low status). If anything, there was an
interaction effect whereby low status + expert introduction yielded significantly higher scores on
perceived expertness than high status + expert introduction, indicating that the title of ‘Doctor’ as
a status cue, not only did not increase perceived expertness ratings but, when combined with the
expert introduction, actually reduced it. Finally, none of the independent variables had
significant effects on perceived attractiveness and social powerfulness.
Scheid (1976) had 120 male and female undergraduate students read introductions about
a male counselor they were about to view on a video-recorded simulated counseling interview
with a male client. The purpose of his study was to determine whether counselor behavior (as
defined per Rogers’ facilitative core therapeutic conditions) or counselor status (as defined by
counselor introduction) was more preponderant in influencing participants’ perceptions of the
counselor. The introductions were either ‘high status’ (title of Dr. used, PhD from Columbia,
private practice for a number of years, teaching graduate courses at Stanford) or ‘low status’ (no
Dr. title, just beginning to learn counseling, client in the video is his first, and has had no prior
counseling experience). Further, the video depicted level 1 vs. level 3 of the facilitative core
conditions. Dependent measures included scales on counseling climate, counselor comfort, client
satisfaction, counselor competence, counselor warmth, and general counselor appeal.
Results showed that the counselor ‘behavior’ manipulation significantly impacted all six
dependent variables, with counselors exhibiting high levels of the facilitative core conditions
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generating higher ratings than those exhibiting low levels. However, the counselor ‘status’
manipulation only impacted two of the six dependent variables, namely the scales measuring
counselor competence and counselor comfort, with the high status condition yielding
significantly higher ratings than the low status condition. The author concluded that “untrained
subjects seem to be very aware and discriminating in regard to counselor behavior” (p. 505) and
reasoned that the four dependent measures that were unaffected by the status manipulation were
more related to the counselor’s “personal-affective” (p. 506) qualities and that these may be less
susceptible to status cues.
Guttman and Haase (1972) had 31 male freshmen university students undergoing
vocational therapy take a test, discuss it with a counselor that was either made to seem ‘high in
expertness’ (introduced as Dr. David Smith, staff member + large office with diplomas,
certificates, large number of books and attractive furnishings) or ‘low in expertness’ (introduced
as Dave Smith, graduate student + small, barren office, with only a small number of books), and
thereafter rate the counselor on various effectiveness outcomes.
Results showed that the expertness manipulation had no effects on a 33-item scale of
counselor effectiveness and on how well the clients rated the counselor on his communication of
test results. However, the clients’ perceptions of how much they had learned and how much the
session had helped clarify their vocational goals were significantly higher under the ‘low
expertness’ condition. Finally, clients were significantly better at recalling their three highest and
lowest vocational interests under the ‘high expertness’ condition. The authors concluded that:
In general, those criteria that seem to relate to the qualitative judgment of the interview
by the client (client satisfaction variables) tend to favor the nonexpert counselor.
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Evaluations of the interview on the basis of the more quantitative dimensions (transfer of
information) tend to favor the expert counselor. (p. 176)
To sum up, the studies that investigated the effects of PECS on client/patient perceptions
of counselor by actually manipulating the title of ‘Doctor’ (alongside other manipulations) have
found little to no effect, and if a partial effect was found, it was on a minority of the dependent
measures, with indications that facilitative counselor behavior was more powerful than title in
generating more favorable impressions (Scheid, 1976) and that the title of ‘Doctor’ may actually
reduce positive perceptions of the counselor, though may help clients recall better the session’s
content (Guttman and Haase, 1972). Moreover, Clairborn and Schmidt (1977) obtained data
contradicting Doctor Survey respondents’ arguments that the title serves as an efficient and
accurate representation of our expertise. Indeed, their ‘expertise’ manipulation was able to
influence perceptions but not their ‘status’ manipulation (title of ‘Doctor’), suggesting that the
title and the fact of extensive training or experience are not equivalent in effects on public
perceptions.
PECS and Perception (More Recent, Though International, studies)
Less dated studies, with the caveat that these were conducted in different cultures, point
to the same conclusions as above. Panteleo and Internullo (2005) had a sample of 44 Italian
university students view photographs of males in different types of dress (casual vs. white coat
vs. jacket and tie) and with different accompanying titles (Signore or Mister vs. Dottore or
Doctor vs. Professore or Professor) and thereafter rate their ‘respectability’ on a 7-point scale,
with respectability being defined as someone who enjoys the consideration and esteem of others
in the collectivity. It is important to note here that in Italy, the title ‘Dottore’ is applied to anyone
with a university degree and, as such, is lower in the hierarchy of titles than ‘Professore’, which
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is reserved for those who teach at university. The results from this Italian study showed main
effects for both title and dress, though the effect was smaller for title, with only the mean ratings
between the ‘Professor’ and ‘Mister’ titles being significantly different (mean respectability
ratings for Mister, Doctor, and Professor were 4.58, 4.52, and 4.43, respectively).
Finally, Kurihara et al. (2014) asked 491 Japanese patients or their caretakers to rate on a
5-point Likert-type scale the importance of six various factors in fostering their sense of
confidence in doctors. Results showed that they rated ‘way of speaking’ (4.60), reputation (4.06),
and attire (4.00) as most important, with title (professor, PhD, etc.) (3.04), age (3.01), and gender
(2.73) being “less crucial factors” (p. 4), again suggesting the greater importance of personal
behavior over title.
PECS and Attitude Change (Studies Without a Title of ‘Doctor’ Manipulation)
In order to determine whether counselor credibility affects acceptance of testing feedback
discrepant with self-concept, Binderman et al. (1972) manipulated the ‘title’ of the person
providing the feedback to 100 undergraduate student volunteers. The feedback giver either
introduced himself as a PhD and counselor at the counseling center (high credibility condition)
or as a psychology practicum student at the counseling center (low credibility condition).
Results showed that the high credibility condition resulted in greater change from pre- to
post-feedback self-report measures of endurance, intraception, and autonomy. When the
feedback discrepancy was positive (participants told they were better than they thought), the high
credibility condition yielded greater feedback-congruent change in self-report than the low
credibility condition, regardless of discrepancy magnitude (low or medium). When the feedback
discrepancy was negative (participants told they were worse than they thought), high credibility
also generated greater feedback-congruent change in self-report, but only when the discrepancy
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magnitude was high (there was no ‘high’ discrepancy condition for the positive feedback
discrepancy). Binderman et al. (1972) concluded that
Since the credibility results indicated that subjects do not change their self-ratings as
much in response to test results given by a practicum student as a PhD counselor,
counseling centers and other agencies must give careful consideration to the assignment
of test interpretation to a paraprofessional or junior staff. (p. 403)
The assumption lurking beneath this apparently reasonable conclusion is that testing
feedback/interpretations are ‘accurate’ and that the client has no right to question that. In the
actual study, however, the feedback was actually totally bogus. One could therefore argue that
there was something rather healthy in a scenario whereby participants were less likely to accept
made up statements about them. Maybe having a ‘lower status’ clinician serves as good
protection against mindlessly accepting feedback from an authority who may not even be correct
in his or her interpretation (the work of Milgram, 1963, has shown the shadow side to authority
markers and how they can foster unethical behavior in those subordinated by them). Perhaps the
more interesting finding from the study was the fact that the ‘credibility’ manipulation failed to
create a significant difference in participants’ ratings of the feedback giver’s credibility,
indicating that the effect on attitude change is likely to be unconscious, something which the
authors do not address, but again, should make us wary of people in positions of authority telling
us who we are.
Bergin (1962), in seeking to explore the relationship between the social psychological
theory of attitude change and personality modification in the context of clinical work, also
obtained data suggesting that attitude change in the face of discrepant feedback may not be
conscious. His study design involved having 60 male and female college students rate
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themselves on masculinity-femininity and then be given three different levels (moderate, high,
and extreme) of feedback discrepant with their self-ratings, under two credibility conditions.
Participants randomly assigned to the high credibility condition were directed to a prestigious
location (Psychiatry Department at Stanford Medical Center; ushered in by a receptionist; room
full of sophisticated medical equipment, books, and a portrait of Freud) and received discrepant
feedback on the basis of objective tests conducted while they were hooked up to a (fake)
machine that—they were told—could precisely pinpoint their actual personality dispositions.
Participants in the low credibility condition, however, were directed to a shabby room in the
basement of the Department of Education, were simply matched with a high school student
(confederate) who posed as a fellow participant, with the requirement that both participants
assess one another on masculinity-femininity. After the discrepant feedback was provided to
participants assigned to either the high or low credibility and moderate, high, or extreme
discrepancy conditions, they were asked to re-rate themselves on masculinity-femininity, with
the change from pre- to post-discrepant feedback self-ratings being taken as a measure of
resulting attitude change.
Results showed that participants in the high credibility condition showed more attitude
change in the face of high and extreme discrepancy feedback than those in the low credibility
condition, and that, whereas attitude change significantly increased with increasing levels of
discrepancy under high credibility, the reverse pattern was found under low credibility, with
attitude change decreasing with increasing levels of discrepancy, though not significantly so.
Further, the researchers found that the difference in attitude change between high and low
credibility conditions was significantly greater with extreme than moderate discrepancy levels.
Again, the criticism of the low ecological validity inherent in delivering bogus discrepant
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feedback applies: In the case of this particular study, we would want clients/patients to be less
accepting of bogus feedback and to be all the less accepting the more discrepant the feedback is.
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Appendix R
Modes of Address & Solidarity, Intimacy, Respect, and Distance
In their paper Address in American English, Brown and Ford (1961) offer the insight that
that linguistic forms of address “follow a rule that is truly relational” (p. 375) and that the proper
unit of analysis is therefore the dyad. This serves as a potent reminder: Though clinical
psychologists may rationalize their introductory title usage with patients, stating that they have to
do so because they work in a hospital context and need to be respected by medical staff, the word
is still addressed to the patient and must have an impact of some sort.
Based on data gathered from four sources (literary usage in modern American plays,
actual usage in a Boston business, reported usage of business executives, and usage in research
records pertaining to the lives of children in the Midwest—interestingly, the authors did not seek
to gather data from their own academic institution), Brown and Ford propose a general system of
address whereby forms of address can serve to indicate both status and solidarity.125
More specifically, they mention that relationships of unequal status beget the rule of
asymmetry, whereby the superior party refers to the subordinate by first name or informal
pronoun (such as the French ‘tu’) and the subordinate refers to the superior party by title + last
name or formal pronoun (the French ‘vous’). Further, they posit that symmetrical relationships
require a solidarity norm, whereby strangers both use formal modes of address with one another
and those better acquainted with one another use informal modes. In short, whereas using first
names conveys intimacy in reciprocal relationships, it can indicate condescension in
asymmetrical ones. And whereas use of title and last name conveys distance in reciprocal
relationships, it indicates respect or deference in asymmetrical ones.

125

Given the qualitative themes culled from the Doctor Survey data, respondents seem to have focused more on the
status than the solidarity aspect. Perhaps one’s position with respect to the title may be influenced by whether one
wishes to display status to one’s patients or show solidarity with them.
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Though Brown and Ford did not specifically discuss the title of ‘Doctor’, we can apply
their theoretical formulation to the psychologist-patient relationship. If we deem it asymmetrical
in nature (which I believe it is), then Brown and Ford’s classification leaves us only with the
option of a deferring patient and a condescending therapist (whenever we decide to use our title),
when in fact, one might presume that what the client/patient needs most amidst what can be great
suffering is solidarity. In short, title usage can either convey distance or respect and title nonusage can either convey solidarity/intimacy or condescension, depending on the nature of the
relationship—symmetrical vs. asymmetrical, respectively.
In terms reminiscent of the way I had characterized relationships in my initial paper (see
Chapter 3), the authors distinguish the asymmetrical and symmetrical patterns of address in the
following way: “If the intimacy dimension that governs reciprocal address is the horizontal
[emphasis added] of social relationship, then the status dimension that underlies the nonreciprocal pattern may be called the vertical [emphasis added] of social relationship” (p. 377).
Given their statement that “among the behavioral manifestations of intimacy, a relatively
complete and honest self-disclosure is important” (p. 377), we can surmise that not using the title
of ‘Doctor’ with our patients might make them feel more comfortable in sharing. This stands in
contradiction with one of the Doctor Survey respondent’s KeepUseArg that the title “allows
young clients to feel comfortable with sharing” (DCT10-00s-1K-Y).
Finally, Brown and Ford assert that once the superior party starts using the subordinate
party’s first name, the latter must wait “for the initiation of additional acts of intimacy before
taking [the same] step on his [or her] own” (p. 384). They conclude that
The practice of using the intimate form to a subordinate and the distant form to a superior
[…] prevails because in the progression towards intimacy of unequals the superior is
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always the pacesetter initiating new moves in that direction. The superior is the pacesetter
because the willingness of the person of lower status to enter into association can be
taken for granted and there is little risk that a superior will be rebuffed whereas the risk
would be great if the inferior were to initiate acts of association. (p. 385)
In light of this, if we expect our patients to share intimate details about their lives, must
we not help them along by indicating to them a wish for a rapport with less formality?
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Appendix S
Review of Studies on Patient and Staff Preferences for Mode of Address
Patients and Physicians
Regarding patient preferences for mode of address with physicians, Lill and Wilkinson
(2005) asked 606 male and female inpatients and outpatients in a New Zealand hospital how they
would like their physicians to introduce themselves and provided them with four possible
introductory presentations. They found that 46% preferred physicians to introduce themselves by
title + first + last name (Dr. Jane Doe); 15% preferred by title + last name (Dr. Doe); 27% by
first + last name (Jane Doe); and only 10% by first name (Jane).
Moreover, Bergman, Eggertsen, Phillips, Cherkin, and Schultz (1988)—in the only
American study reviewed here—surveyed 604 patients visiting three different family practice
clinics about preferences for first name vs. last name address and about actual practices with
respect to the same. The authors did not specifically address whether last name address entailed
the title of ‘Doctor’, though in stating that they did not provide any options for expressing
preferences for ‘slang addresses’ such as ‘Doc’, we can presume that they assumed addressing
the physician by last name would entail using ‘Dr.’, rather than ‘Mr.’ or ‘Ms.’
Among other things, results indicated that 40% of patients reported preferring addressing
their physician by first name, but that only 14% reported actually doing so. To me, this suggests
the power of the title, whereby it leads patients to refrain from behaving in accordance with their
preference. Further, men were significantly more likely than women to report preference for and
actual use of first name address with their physician. With respect to age, the 30-49 group was
significantly more likely to report preferring addressing the physician by first name than the 1629 and 50+ groups. The authors conclude that “it is clear that a […] significant percentage of
patients might be grateful if the physician made them feel comfortable addressing them [the
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physicians] by first name” (p. 401).
Patients and Psychiatrists
With respect to the psychiatric context, Swift et al. (2000) asked 145 patients from four
Irish psychiatric outpatient clinics about their preferences and actual behaviors with respect to
modes of address with their psychiatrists. Results showed that 49% preferred to be addressed by
first name, 50% had no preference, and only one respondent expressed a preference to be
addressed by title and surname. However, 95% of the sample reported that they addressed their
psychiatrists by title and surname, suggesting an asymmetry in naming practices (consistent with
Bradshaw & Burton, 1976—see Chapter 10).
Długoń (2001) surveyed 146 male and female psychiatric inpatients and outpatients, as
well as 29 male and female junior and senior psychiatrists from several psychiatric treatment
centers in Poland. While I was unable to obtain their complete article and have it translated into
English, their abstract indicates that the majority of patients preferred to address their
psychiatrists by title and that psychiatrists also preferred to be addressed by title.
Further, Gledhill et al. (1997) asked 49 male and female psychiatric inpatients and 69
senior and junior psychiatrists in London, UK about their preferences with respect to address.
Whereas only 15%126 of patients preferred their psychiatrists (whether senior or junior) to
address them by title and surname, 81% reported preferring to address senior psychiatrists by
title and surname (the corresponding figure was 62% for addressing junior psychiatrists).
As for junior and senior psychiatrists’ preferences, 92% reported preferring to be
addressed by patients with surname and title. However, the authors found that senior
126

These percentages do not exactly match those reported in the article, given that the authors reported raw numbers
totaling slightly less than their sample size, but seem to have calculated percentages based on the latter. I have
slightly adjusted the percentages so that they are based on the actual raw numbers reported, factoring in what are
likely to be omitted responses.
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psychiatrists were significantly more likely to report also addressing their patients by title and
surname, leading them to conclude that more experienced psychiatrists prefer formal, but
symmetrical patterns of address127, whereas training ones prefer asymmetry in address. The
authors reasoned that this may be due to seasoned psychiatrists feeling more confident about
their ability. One may wonder, however, if another factor might not be defensiveness on behalf of
junior psychiatrists, whom, as suggested by the data in the paragraph above, may be less likely to
be addressed as ‘Doctor’ by patients—assuming, of course, that patients behave in accordance
with their stated preferences.
In response to Gledhill et al. (1997), Eikhom et al. (2006) sought to determine whether
psychiatric patients in Norway would express less formal preferences, given their assumption
that British culture is more “distant and formal” (p. 270). To this end, they surveyed 110 male
and female inpatients and outpatients receiving services from a psychiatric hospital in rural
Norway. Unfortunately, they made a minor change in the design and instead of asking whether
patients preferred calling hospital staff by first name vs. by title + surname, they offered a choice
between first name or surname (omitting to mention the title).
Their results relating to terms of address nonetheless indicated that the patient-doctor
relationship in Norway may be less formal than in the UK (though this may also be due to a
rural-urban difference, something the authors do consider), given that most inpatients expressed
a preference for addressing their staff by first name, whether it be their doctor (53% vs. 47%
preferring surname address), a junior doctor (66% vs. 35%), a nurse (96% vs. 4%), or assistant
127

Although this is not discussed by the authors, one may certainly quibble with deeming ‘symmetrical’ a situation
wherein patient and doctors address themselves by title and surname, for it stands to reason that for the patients—
given the typical comorbidity of social ills and psychiatric illness—this would most likely entail being called Mr. or
Ms., and not ‘Doctor’. Clearly, even the symmetrical pattern of address in a psychiatric context contains a power
imbalance. Perhaps patients prefer being addressed by first name precisely because of a felt sense that they will
never quite be able to tip the hierarchical scales in their favor.
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personnel (96% vs. 4%). Results for outpatients were similar, with the exception that the
reported first name preference in addressing nurses and assistant personnel was a tad more
restrained (77% vs. 23% for nurses; 84% vs. 16% for assistant personnel). Unfortunately,
psychologists were not included as possible interlocutors.
Ford and Pfeffer (1997) also obtained results that question the apparent preference of
inpatients for addressing psychiatrists by first name due to the modulation begotten by increasing
familiarity. That is, they surveyed 97 inpatients in three psychiatric hospitals in London, UK, and
found that whereas the proportion of patients expressing a preference to address nurses, ward
doctors, or consultants by title upon first meeting them was greater than the proportion of patients
preferring to address them by first name (26% vs. 18%), the proportions were reversed for
reported preferences of address once having become more familiar with staff (19% vs. 27%).
Unfortunately, the authors do not account for the fact that the percentages do not add up to
100%, perhaps indicating that a large proportion of inpatients endorsed not having any
preference either way. Further, the fact that 47 inpatients refused to partake in the study indicates
that a lot of voices may have been lost. Finally, the authors also found that roughly three quarters
of the sample reported feeling that title usage was polite (77%) or offered respect (73%) and that
first name usage was more friendly (81%). Short of taking a stance, the authors simply ask
“should medical staff consider inviting the use of their own first names?” (para. last).
In sum, we see that in a psychiatric setting, the general trend is for patients to want to be
addressed by first name and to want to address their psychiatrists by title + last name, and that
this pattern suits psychiatrists just fine, with the caveat that this state of affairs may be modulated
as familiarity sets in (with patients wanting to switch to first name), according to level of
formality within a specific culture, and according to whether the psychiatrist is well established
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or a novitiate.
Patients and Psychologists
While there seems to be good evidence that patients in general prefer to call their
physicians or psychiatrists ‘Doctor’, the few studies that have included psychologists as
providers seem to suggest that a distinction ought to be made. Indeed, McGuire-Snieckus et al.
(2003) surveyed 133 male and female psychiatric outpatients with severe mental illness in
London, UK. When asked if they preferred to address various types of professionals by first
name or title + last name, most participants reported preferring addressing general practitioners
and psychiatrists by title (81% and 80%, respectively), whereas most reported preferring
addressing other mental health workers by first name (53% reported preferring addressing
psychologists by first name, 39% by title, and 8% had no preference). The authors conclude that:
An asymmetrical or authoritative form of address appears to be preferred with GPs and
psychiatrists (evidenced by a preference to be addressed by their first name, to address
the professional by title and last name and to see the professionals ‘smartly’ rather than
‘casually’ dressed). By contrast, participants appear to prefer a more symmetrical or
familiar relationship with community psychiatric nurses, psychologists, occupational
therapists and social workers (evidenced by their preference for mutual address on a first
name basis and the professional to be ‘casually’ rather than ‘smartly’ dressed), which
may suggest different role expectations of familiarity versus authority. (p. 307)
Sim et al. (2012) obtained similar results when they surveyed 132 Irish psychiatric
inpatients and outpatients, as well as 97 mental health professionals about preferences with
respect to dress and address. Results showed that more patients reported a preference for
addressing physicians (consultants or non-consultant hospital doctors) by title (67%) than by first
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name, whereas with psychologists, the pattern was reversed: 60% of patients reported a
preference for addressing them by first name vs. 31%, by title.
With respect to results obtained for staff, it is unfortunate that the researchers only had
four psychologists in their sample. Nonetheless, they found that whereas 61% (n = 20) of
medical doctors expressed a preference to be addressed by title, all of the psychologists
expressed a preference to be addressed by first name. Further, when asked what they believed
patients would prefer in terms of addressing them, all psychologists reported believing patients
would prefer to call them by first name. The authors conclude that “attendees and doctors have a
preference for a more hierarchal form of interaction, in contrast to the more collaborative
relationship with nurses or allied mental health professionals” (p. 29).
In sum, studies on client/patient preferences with respect to addressing their various
competing ‘Doctors’ suggest a pattern whereby patients in general prefer to call their physicians
or psychiatrists ‘Doctor’ (Długoń, 2001; Gledhill et al., 1997; Lill & Wilkinson, 2005; McGuireSnieckus et al., 2003; Sim et al., 2012; Swift et al., 2000)—albeit, with some cultural (Eikhom et
al., 2006) and temporal (Ford & Pfeffer, 1997; Gledhill et al., 1997) variations—, but most
patients prefer to call their psychologists or other mental health providers by first name
(McGuire-Snieckus et al., 2003; Sim et al., 2012). Unfortunately, no American studies on
client/patient preferences with respect to how they wish to address their clinical psychologists
came up in my broadened literature search.
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Appendix T
Review of Studies About the Title and Gender
Takiff et al. (2001)
The authors surveyed 243 male and female undergraduate students attending a small,
American Liberal Arts College, asking them to list their current professors and to answer the
following question: “What do you (or would you be most likely to) call this teacher (i.e., term of
address)?” (p. 137). Unfortunately for our topic of interest, given that 95% of the students
reported either calling their teacher by first name or by the title of Professor + last name, with
only 4.1% using alternate titles such as Mr., Ms., or Dr., the latter were dropped from analyses.
Results nonetheless showed that the likelihood of being addressed as Professor was significantly
greater for male (50%) than for female (29%) teachers and that this differential effect was driven
by addresses to older (40+) professors. Given that less than .03% of the students reported that
teachers had previously made requirements with respect to terms of address, the authors
concluded that the obtained difference reflects students’ spontaneous preferences.
In a second study, the authors had 120 male and female undergraduate students read a
transcript from a History of Psychology class delivered by what they were told was either a male
or female professor, whom the students either addressed by first name or title, with participants
randomly assigned to either one of four transcript conditions (gender x term of address).
Participants then had to rate their various perceptions of the class, with the two dependent
variables of interest being: Perceived instructor status and accessibility. Results showed that,
regardless of their gender, teachers thought to be addressed by the title of ‘Professor’ were rated
significantly higher in status. However, the gender of the professor did not yield significantly
different mean status ratings. Further, and more importantly,
professors with a term of address inconsistent with their gender role (i.e., female
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professors addressed by title and male professors addressed by first name) were given
lower accessibility ratings than professors with a term of address consistent with their
gender role (i.e., female professors addressed by first name and male professors
addressed by title). (p. 140)
Lortie-Lussier and Crampont-Courseau (1991)
The researchers had 197 male and female university students in Québec read introductory
vignettes about abstract females from different professions (plumbers, pharmaceutical
researchers, and physicians) who were stated to have a preference with respect to title of address
for either the epicene form of the title (plombier, chercheur, docteur) or the feminized form
(plombière, chercheure, docteure). The participants were then asked to rate the women presented
in the vignettes on several characteristics, some positive, others negative, some stereotypically
female, others stereotypically male, using a 7-point Likert-type scale. These characteristics were
then lumped into seven traits, whose mean ratings constituted the dependent variables: Success,
Competency, Conscientiousness, Sociability, Affectivity, Physical Appearance, and
Aggressiveness.
Among other results, the authors found main effects for form of title (epicene vs.
feminized) on the Affectivity and Aggressiveness ratings, with women being stated as preferring
to be addressed with the epicene form being judged as significantly more affective (i.e.,
affectionate, warm, romantic) and less aggressive (i.e., aggressive, dominant, frustrated) than
those stated to prefer the feminized form of the title. The authors conclude that their obtained
results suggest that the feminized form of titles may lead to the devaluation of at least some
traditionally feminine traits, but that the request to use either the feminized or epicene form of
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the title does not impact impressions with respect to positive professional characteristics (e.g.,
Success, Competency, and Conscientiousness).
Cowan and Kasen (1984)
In a preliminary study, the researchers scanned 1049 recommendation letters written for
284 candidates applying for academic sociology, clinical psychology, developmental
psychology, or experimental/social psychology positions at California State College, San
Bernardino, in order to determine whether the way candidates were referred to (by first name,
last name, full name, or title) varied as a function of gender (both the candidates’ and the
recommenders’) and thereby ascertain whether solidarity or status norms (see Brown & Ford,
1961, described in Appendix R) are more operative with respect to addressing recommendees in
letters of reference. It is important to specify that the authors did not distinguish between polite
(e.g., Mr.) and status (Dr.) titles in coding for title + last name usage and so their results are of
limited utility for our main purpose.
Results showed that letters of recommendations written for men were significantly more
likely to contain first name references than those written for women (60.3% vs. 51.7%), but that
the reverse was true for references by title (27.6% for male candidates vs. 48.5% for female
candidates). These overall differences were driven by male recommenders, given that the letters
written by female recommenders showed nonsignificant differences (albeit in the same
direction). The same patterns were found when looking at proportional measures (e.g.,
proportion of titled references over total references vs. proportion of first name references over
total references).
With respect to the discipline of the academic position being sought, psychology
recommenders tended to be more informal in their mode of reference than sociology
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recommenders, using first names more frequently. Most interesting—though the authors do not
discuss this in their main text—, recommenders from clinical psychology programs, unlike all
other programs, did not conform to the pattern of ‘first names for men’ and ‘titles for women’,
showing proportions in the opposite direction (though without reaching significance). The
authors conclude that: “female applicants were referred to with greater formality and males with
greater informality […] If the status rule applied and sex-status inequality were operant, greater
informality with women [indicating ‘condescension’ as per Brown & Ford, 1961] and formality
with men [indicating ‘respect’, as per Brown & Ford, 1961] and not the reverse would be
anticipated” (p. 641).
In short, the authors found support for the ‘solidarity’ norm being in operation, whereby
there was greater informality with men (indicating ‘intimacy’ as per Brown & Ford, 1961) and
greater formality with women (indicating ‘distance’ as per Brown & Ford, 1961). Clinical
psychology, however, was the discipline closest to operating on the ‘status’ norm as its sex
differences for first name and title usage, though not significant, were in the ‘right’ direction for
this norm.
In order to deepen these findings, the authors conducted a second study whereby they
directly surveyed 102 academics working in Californian institutions of higher learning. Each
academic was sent three identical copies of a letter of recommendation selected from the first
study, with the only variation being mode of reference (first name, full name, or title + last
name—again, the authors do not specify whether by title they meant ‘Dr.’ or ‘Mr.’/ ‘Ms.’).
Further, each academic was randomly assigned to one of four conditions, whereby the letter
received was written either by a male or a female and written either for a male or a female
candidate. Participants were first asked to rate on an 11-point Likert-type scale their perceptions
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of how well the writer personally and professionally knew the applicant, whether the writer
respected the candidate, the level of similarity between writer and applicant, the level of
condescendence or avoidance from the writer, the degree of liking for the applicant, and how
appropriate the mode of reference used was. Results showed that the first name mode of
reference denoted intimacy/liking and that title usage connoted status, and this regardless of the
gender of the academic/participant, letter writer, and candidate.
Further, participants were then asked what mode of reference they themselves would use
for the candidate if they wanted to convey the aforementioned items. Results showed that
academics overwhelmingly reported that they would use the title if they lacked knowledge of the
candidate’s work (95%), wanted to indicate that they are not that close to the candidate (95%),
wanted to create a more favorable impression than merited by the candidate’s work (90%),
wished to show respect (86%) or avoid condescension (84%). Clearly then, it seems that title
usage indicated both respect (and also attempts at artificially elevating it), but also distance. With
respect to first name usage, it was mostly chosen should participants want to undermine the
candidate’s respectability (74%), but did not significantly differ with reported title usage for
items related to indicating close professional or personal relationship, liking, collegiality, or
knowledge of candidate’s work.
These findings, however, were modified when considering the data according to the
gender of the academic/participants: Whereas female participants favored title over first name to
indicate liking and a close professional relationship, male subjects chose first name over title to
indicate the same. Further, an interesting interaction effect arose whereby female participants
reported they would use title to indicate respect regardless of the applicant’s gender, but male
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participants showed no preference for first name vs. title to indicate respect for male candidates,
indicating a clear preference for title usage to show respect towards female candidates only.
Finally, participants were asked to indicate whether usage of first name conveys
closeness or low status and whether title usage indicates distance or high status. Results showed
that male participants overwhelmingly stated that first name shows closeness (80%) whereas
women participants stated it indicates both closeness (43%) and low status (57%). With respect
to title usage, women overwhelmingly stated it indicates high status (84%) and males stated it
indicated both high status (54%) and distance (46%).
In sum, results from Cowan and Kasen’s two studies suggest that men operated more
from the solidarity perspective (they interpret first name usage as indicting liking rather than
condescension)—though they viewed title usage more ambiguously, as both indicating high
status or distance. Women, on the other hand, tended to interpret title usage mostly as indicating
high status (thereby suggesting they operated more from the status perspective), but viewed first
name usage as indicating closeness, but also low status. The authors conclude that “because
female letter-writers accord high status to title attributions, accord low status to first-name
attributions, and omit distance attributions, we infer that females are more concerned with the
status than the solidarity norm” (p. 644) and that “the striking use of first name for male but not
female candidates by the predominantly male recommenders in Study 1 strongly indicates that
the solidarity rule is applied only to male proteges [sic]” (p. 644).
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Appendix U
Reproduction of Befindlichkeit Sections
Befindlichkeit 1
[From Chapter 4]
I’m uncomfortable at the inflated claim to primacy I just made above and, upon reconsideration,
I realize that such a claim, as soon made must be retracted, but also explored. Firstly, my Doctor
Survey cannot possibly be the first, being as it is the first twice over: A first attempt, of course, at
addressing a gap in the literature by bringing into our discipline an ‘other’ kind of data, one that
is, paradoxically, about ‘ourselves’; but also, my first attempt at being personally addressed by
what contemporary representatives of the discipline might have to say about the title and their
usage of it, with all the fear this entails—the fear that I might be convinced to change my initial
stance in light of something new, but perhaps, even more daunting, the fear that I might not! I’m
coming to understand that I also harbor some resistance in finding out more about the title of
‘Doctor’, much like the discipline overall seems to have resisted it by not making it a topic for
investigation. What would it mean for me to possibly be persuaded to adopt a more favorable
stance towards the title by more experienced colleagues in the field? What would it mean for me
to possibly face the disappointment that no one in the field could be an ally and understand my
reservations, let alone agree with them? It is readily apparent to me how emotionally invested I
am in the topic. It is equally readily apparent that this is not the first time I am writing about
‘primacy’ (see discussion in Chapter 1 about wanting to access the topic first, rather than
following a method or author beforehand). I’m not sure what this entails…
Befindlichkeit 2
[From Chapter 4]
The prior comment about the importance of framing my wording carefully in the Doctor
Survey reminded me of another sort of framing, that by which we preserve diplomas.
Unassuming as I like to think I am, I never considered framing my undergraduate diplomas in
Psychology and in Russian and Slavic Studies. I simply shoved them in the back of my closet
and forgot about them. Oddly enough, at the time, I chose to put on display Soviet memorabilia I
had collected from my year spent in Russia: Frayed war medals, Soviet pins, and identity cards
of other, unknown strangers I somehow romanticized. The aesthetics of fading pieces of
recognition from possibly long forgotten people from another land were somehow pleasing to
me. It was not until I got my Psychology MA degree from India—I chose to study across the
losing side of the power divide, in a way, quite characteristic of me—that I decided to frame—
well that’s inaccurate, scratch that. It was not until my Indian degree was appraised as being
worth zero credits by the government of Québec, where I was born and raised by a French
Canadian mother and a Trinidadian father of Indian descent (they created a rule specifically for
me as I was the first—primacy again!—foolish person to have gone from the ‘civilized’ to the
‘Third World’ to pursue a graduate education), that I decided that my Indian diploma needed to
get framed (plus, the degree has an elephant on it—how could one resist not showing that off?). I
just found myself Googling the Delhi University seal, curious to see whether the elephant
depicted on it has tusks. You see, in French, my first language, the word for tusk is défense for it
is that with which it defends itself. Not so incidentally, I now realize the framing of my Indian
degree may have been a defensive maneuver, in response to it being devalued by my
government…
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Befindlichkeit 3
[From Chapter 4]
Having myself began my PhD studies at 34 and being on my way to receive the title, bien malgré
moi128, at the age of almost 40; still not being clear about, at roughly/hopefully the halfway mark
of my life, what it means to be a man; being of mixed ethnicity and having spent much of my life
shifting amidst colors white and brown, and between languages English and French, it strikes me
that age, gender, and ethnicity as checkboxes to be endorsed in surveys are not indicators of
much anything.
Befindlichkeit 4
[From Chapter 4]
A fuller analysis of the participant recruitment process yielded clues, albeit subtle ones,
supporting the latter possibility and this befindlichkeit section was about a few puzzling
responses obtained during recruitment. Unfortunately, the section had to be removed due to IRB
concerns, given that it hoped to discuss the declination correspondence from prospective
participants who opted not to participate and thereby had not given their informed consent.
While the decision makes sense on the basis of existing regulations, my sense is that those
privileged with title and who choose the path of publication should be considered public figures
of sorts, with statements made in professional correspondence being allowed some modest
measure of scrutiny—albeit with identifying information removed to protect anonymity—
especially when such statements speak to issues of power in the research process.
Befindlichkeit 5
[From Chapter 6]
I find myself being reminded of the years of tradition behind my own minute existence.
A few years ago, while doing research in Port-of-Spain’s national archives, I was able to retrace
one of my ancestors who left India in 1910 on a month and a half long steamship journey from
India to Trinidad, were he worked as an indentured laborer. A few months later, I sought to visit
the village from whence he had come. There was some trial and error in finding the place and
when we got there, I was greeted by wise-looking old men, bare chested and in threadbare garb.
The reasons why Indians made the—at times unbeknownst to them—long voyage to Trinidad are
many, though few of them could have been good. I wonder what my life would have been like—
or if my life would have simply been—had my forebearer Nageshar not left his tiny village in
search or in avoidance of whatever was on his mind. All this talk of history, tradition and
primacy… I feel uncomfortable being the first in my immediate family to be getting a PhD. I
wonder what Nageshar would think of the fact that I have spent much of the last five years
reading and writing. Thankfully, my degree involved clinical work and that feels somehow
redeeming—at least I haven’t been utterly useless. And yet, pursuing my education feels like a
great, though undeserved, privilege, which would not have happened without my ancestors
making a move. I feel that the additional and unnecessary privilege of being conferred the title of
‘Doctor’ is just… it feels like an insult to those that came before me, an insult to their suffering,
the only reward for which was the chance to toil on a piece of land for which they held no title…

128

bien malgré moi: In spite of myself. I am referring here to Molière’s (1666/2017) farce Le médecin malgré lui,
which has been, luckily for my purposes, mistranslated into English as The Doctor In Spite of Himself or The Doctor
Despite Himself (“physician” would be a more accurate rendering).
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Befindlichkeit 6
[From Chapter 7]
The theme of Distancing, Elitist, & Alienating brings to mind significant relationships,
past and present, with amazing people whose main source of suffering has been to experience the
perceived success of others as being indicative of their own personal failings. In some cases, the
expressions of pain were so acute that they rendered me cautious and reticent in displaying or
sharing things about myself that might be construed as ‘successful’. The reader will hopefully
forgive my not going into too many details… Suffice it to say that I have learned early on that, at
times, hiding oneself is the only way to show one’s love. A question that lingers is whether one’s
very own possibilities might not get hidden—even from oneself—in the process…
Befindlichkeit 7
[From Chapter 8]
Rather than use a random name for the example provided in Figure 8.2, I had the idea of
honoring an actual clinical psychologist. I thought I could recognize the first woman who
obtained a PhD in Clinical Psychology. I knew about Margaret Floy Washburn’s PhD obtention
in 1894 but, not feeling close to her, given that she was more of an experimentalist than a
clinician, I decided to Google ‘First woman to get a clinical psychology PhD.’ After spending 20
minutes perusing the Web and not finding anything, I gave up—the preoccupation with primacy
may well be a male thing anyway. So, I decided to honor, not the first, but one of the first female
African American PhD holders, Ruth Winifred Howard, who became a ‘Doctor’ in 1934, feeling
satisfied that she was a clinician and that her dissertation on triplets is somehow fitting with my
nascent realization of the unimportance of who comes first. Looking back at Figure 8.2, I must
admit that the “Hello, I’m Ruth” seems woefully inadequate as a tribute, but so does “Hello, I’m
Dr. Howard”. They both seem to cheapen the accomplishment. Perhaps the key is somewhere in
the middle, with the complete name and title, indicating the full extent of the accomplishment:
Dr. Ruth Winifred Howard. Otherwise, the woman would remain ever hidden behind the
customary title + last name formula…
Befindlichkeit 8
[From Chapter 8]
Upon realizing that I could not conduct certain analyses due to low expected values, I
started researching alternative statistical tests that I could use for nominal variables and a small
sample size. I read about Fisher’s test, Barnard’s test, Boschloo’s test, the N-1 Chi-Square test,
and so forth. I am struck at how there doesn’t seem to be much consensus even among
statisticians about what test to use, but also, at how, at least on statistical internet forums, the
preoccupation is largely about making sure one’s results are statistically significant (e.g., ‘use
this test, it’s more powerful and you’ll get significant results!’). I certainly feel preoccupied
too—I do not have access to a statistics textbook as I am currently working from a remote
location in Alaska and my informal statistical consultant has left town for graduation. I have
been anxiously computing these different tests and have just spent a great amount of time almost
obsessing over making sure I understand them. My preoccupation though is definitely not about
finding a significant result. To be honest, I don’t care about the p-value. Everything is
meaningful and can be put to interpretation—including nonsignificant results. And yet, I have
just spent the better part of an entire week computing all these different tests, reckoning that once
my consultant is back in town, I can simply ask her which test I should use and then report that
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one, regardless of whether it has yielded more or less significant p values than another test. So
what is my anxiety about? I am simply worried about using the wrong test; about someone
reading my dissertation and saying: “You used the wrong test”. I am not worried about the
significance of my results. I am worried about being viewed as incompetent, as… insignificant.
Befindlichkeit 9
[From Chapter 9]
I’m reviewing my own experience with professors to see how it compares with my findings as
outlined above. At first glance, it seems to fit: I have indeed not received many direct requests to
address my professors as ‘Doctor’ nor many direct requests not to. Does this mean I was given
choice though? Not necessarily! It is possible that my compulsion to play it safe with respect to
title usage may have obviated the need for title usage requests from professors.
Further, what strikes me is the variation in mode of address requests I have been met with by
studying in different parts of the world. Indeed, during my undergraduate studies in Montréal,
Canada, professors tended to be proactive in asking students to address them by first name.
During my MA studies in Delhi, India, however, professors were either addressed as Dr.+last
name or, more frequently, last name+Sir/M’am or first name+Sir/M’am. There seemed to be a
gender and age effect whereby older men were more likely to be addressed as last name+Sir,
whereas younger men and women of any age were more likely to be addressed as first
name+Sir/M’am. These variances aside, it seemed unthinkable to address anyone by first name
only and if I did not experience any title usage requests, it is probably because I never dared
deviate from current and local practice. As for my doctoral studies in the United States, address
etiquette seemed to be more fuzzy, with most professors accepting both address by first name
(usually after the student requested it or specifically asked for the professor’s preference) and by
title (with the only subtle indication of a hinted request not to be addressed as ‘Doctor’ being
signing return emails by first name), with none of them bringing the subject up proactively.
Interestingly, to this day, I address my dissertation director as ‘Doctor’! And though he has
shifted to signing his emails with his first name, he has not explicitly requested me not to address
him as ‘Doctor.’ My sense is that this is so because, being a kind and gentle man, he is not prone
to making requests and because I, myself, fear displeasing others and always play it safe, using
the title until and unless someone specifically spells it out: “Please call me by my first name”.
How strange that my director and I have remained silent about an irony-laden situation wherein
we are working on this joint project to break the silence in the literature around the title of
‘Doctor’, but have not spoken about how the title has manifested itself in our relationship. To be
honest, I am comfortable calling him ‘Doctor’—the part that makes me cringe is the prospect of
him returning the address upon a successful defense. I suspect most of my procrastination in
writing this dissertation—a trait uncharacteristic of me—has stemmed from wanting to delay this
painful moment.
Befindlichkeit 10
[From Chapter 9]
I must admit I was quite surprised that a little more than a quarter of my respondents reported
having their title of ‘Doctor’ inscribed on their non-academic cards. I had expected and hoped
that no one would. Before looking at the data, I had assumed that Carders would represent the
epitome of academic arrogance—a need to show off one’s title when it’s entirely irrelevant to the
situation, where none of the KeepUseArgs my respondents had listed would apply. Why would
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the bank teller need to know that you have a ‘Doctorate’ in psychology? I am reminded of a
woman I met on the bus who happened to work as a ticketing agent for an airline. As we were
discussing my dissertation topic, she mentioned that it happens frequently that academics insist
that their title be printed on their tickets, even though booking agents try to dissuade them from
insisting, given the confusion that could come up should a medical health emergency arise on the
flight and flight attendants need to quickly look through the passenger list for a ‘Doctor’—Yes,
the other kind! Is the title so important that even in the face of life and death we would still want
to be addressed by it?!? And yet, my Carder vs. Non-Carder analyses show that Carders were
only a tad more conservative—and not statistically significantly so—than Non-Carders, in what I
consider, overall, a fairly conservative data set. I am forced to nonetheless revise my initial
suspicion of Carders as arrogant academics—seven of them did take the time to complete my
survey, after all! Clearly they made an effort and that doesn’t strike me as arrogant. I wonder if
'titling’ one’s non-academic ID cards might not be less a measure of arrogance and more a
measure of entitlement (a sense of deservingness in the face of making an effort, on a daily basis,
with clients, as well as during one’s extended period of study). I used to think of entitlement and
arrogance as the same. Now I’m not so sure. After-thought: ‘titling’ one’s ID cards is the
expression I used a few lines above. I had initially written ‘carding’ one’s title and then changed
it to ‘titling’ one’s card, which I thought more accurate because the ID card is needed anyway
and one thereafter decides to add one’s title on it. The thought of using ‘doctoring’ one’s card
also crossed my mind. I’m struck at the connotation of forgery here… Fake IDs, identity theft,
who is the real Doctor on this airline? Does carding one’s title make it more tangible?
Befindlichkeit 11
[From Chapter 11]
About being the first… When I was 11 years old, I participated in a track and field meet with my
elementary school. The specifics are vague, but I recall the meet was at some new place I had
never been before, among strangers. As I ran the race, a group of kids started hurling insults at
me: “Caca! Tu sors de mon cul!” [You piece of shit! You came out of my ass!]. A lap or two
later, they began throwing little clumps of earth at me as I ran by. It would be inaccurate to
pretend it was hard growing up brown in a predominantly white locale. In fact, I’d say I had it
easy—I had a mouth on me and deftly fended off any nascent commentary on my brownness
with humor and ease. I’m unsure why—but this one stung. I kept running, out of spite. It no
longer mattered to me whether I’d come in first, in fact, part of me no longer wanted to—perhaps
there was some inner refusal of the allure of rank because I already knew I’d end up being
considered a loser anyhow; from the standpoint of another race, winning this race might make
things even worse—but I knew I just had to keep running, and hold my head up... I realize that’s
pretty much what I have been doing ever since, just running, stuck between the impossibility of
giving up and the reluctance to win. I engage wholeheartedly, but as the finish line comes and
honors approach, I want to turn back and run the other way or run myself into the ground and be
a clump of earth, indistinguishable.
Befindlichkeit 12
[From Closing Remarks]
With respect to my resistances to becoming a ‘Doctor’, in addition to everything I have outlined
in this dissertation that is problematic with our discipline and title, perhaps they were also due to
the fear of holding a title that could lead me to being called out. Deeply uncomfortable with the
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elevation, I also feared the corollary put down. Indeed, the Befindlichkeit sections, when taken
together (these are reproduced in Appendix U so that the reader may read them all at once), also
speak to themes having to do with being seen vs. being invisible and how this ties in to
preoccupations growing up as a visible minority129; being envied for being successful and the
resulting guilt for standing out; having the wish for primacy and dreading the wish; having a fear
of being deemed incompetent (and yet, as exemplified by the entire dissertation, being very
critical of others). Whereas my resistances to title of ‘Doctor’ as a marker of success were fairly
transparent to me from the get-go (self-reflexivity), I have now come to realize that part of it is
also related to the sense that hiding behind being just a student is no longer possible once one is
perceived as the Doctor… When I will be called ‘Doctor’, I will be responsible, accountable, and
seen… I will have to stand accused… for all my arrogance! A much tougher position to be in
than that of the smart-alecky student throwing sundry criticisms from the underground. Could it
be that I have projected all this psychological baggage onto the discipline? Or is it more that the
baggage provided a bridge for me to visit, revisit, and hopefully critically understand something
about its darker spaces?130 Were my criticisms of the title informed by the very same reasons that
have led some to defend it? Arrogance, elitism, and the fear of not being good enough? Likely…
Who knows? I sure don’t—at this time of writing, I can still escape this by stating that I’m still
just a student…

129

Interestingly, a lot of the material that came up in these spontaneous Befindlichkeit sections speaks to the very
things critically ignored by Doctor Survey respondents—the socio-cultural variables.
130
See Heidegger (1927/2008) and Gadamer (1960/2006) for a different take on projection-as-understanding (unlike
the Freudian conceptualization that emphasizes the misunderstanding aspect).
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Appendix V
Tentative Theoretical Statement and Recommendations
Given that two members of my dissertation committee expressed dismay at the lack of
theoretical glue binding my dissertation, I try to address below their concern about theoretical
lacunae with the understanding that what follows is tentative and off-the-cuff (with profuse
apologies for the usage of jargon). Furthermore, in the hope that these theoretical notions will
help the reader in reflecting and deciding how to take up his or her title in the world,
recommendations with respect to the same will be provided at the very end of the appendix.
Titles in general can be considered relational speech-acts that provide grounding, that is,
they serve to sediment and consolidate, whether it be incipient things, identities, or relationships
which, when left in flux, are, at best unpredictable and, at worst fearsome and unreal. Left to
itself, the frailty of experience betrays how evanescent everything is and titles serve to reassure
that the world is inhabited by real people and concrete things; they provide ground. However,
because of our tendency to turn ground into territory, the consolidation afforded by titles often
happens at the expense of an ‘other’, while at the same time needing an ‘other’ to recognize it,
and so titles can also be hijacked by the ‘other’ to deterritorialize what has been previously
sedimented, with the implication that we must protect ourselves from that threat.131
Take the title ‘husband & wife’, for instance. It serves to consolidate or cement a
relationship of love between a man and a woman so that they can have solid ground upon which
to stand vis-à-vis one another, but also vis-à-vis others.132 Caputo (1987) might say such a title
fixes a flux of feelings into a metaphysic of presence. As Kierkegaard (1847/2009) so cogently
put it, however, marriage is about preferential love, which makes the title ‘husband & wife’ not
only a presence, but a bounded presence, a territory of sorts. And territory opens the door to
131
132

I am inspired here by Deleuze and Guattari’s (1980/2011) concepts of deterritorialization and reterritorialization.
The reader is advised to be patient—the heteronormativity infusing my example will abate very shortly.
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conquest, with various other titles possibly competing to gain ground (the ‘ex’, the ‘mistress’,
the ‘mother-in-law’), all of which may vie for more land.
As such, titles tend to consolidate things or people at the expense of something or
someone else. The essential question remains: Who is this ‘other’ for which and against which I
consolidate my title? For like magnets, titles attract like with like, indicate who belongs with
whom, or who belongs where, but they also repel, at times needing an ‘other’ to keep out,
especially when dealing with limited space. And, of course, not only does the title ‘husband &
wife’ stake claim to a certain territory, the institution or the title of ‘marriage’ itself, stakes claim
to a certain type of relationship at the exclusion of others, which de facto creates the possibility
for alternate titles (e.g., ‘gay marriage’) to deterritorialize that which was once sedimented.
Given the ‘grounding’ function of titles, when thinking about academic titles more
specifically, we need to take a step back from the habit of considering academics as overly heady
and look down to what they do with their feet.133 For what good is ground for if not providing
footing amidst the flux? That is, academic titles indicate where someone stands in the hierarchy
(B.A., M.A., Ph.D.) or where two people stand vis-à-vis one another (‘student & teacher’; ‘Dr. &
patient’); they can be used to give certain people the boot and kick or keep them out, but also, to
step out of oppressive circumstances, as they also allow one to get one’s foot in the door.
Whether one uses the ground provided by the title of ‘Doctor’ to build a fortified personal
fiefdom or whether one uses it as a temporary stepping-stone to help others remains a crucial
question.
133

Although what follows bears the imprint of a territorial/footing analogy, other analogies are possible, such as one
of ‘fingers grasping’ in order to seize the intangible or to hold the writing implement for tracing an inscription
(‘title’ is etymologically derived from inscription, Barnhart & Steinmetz, 2015). This latter analogy helps qualifying
earlier statements made in the dissertation about ‘holding on’ to our title in that ‘title’ itself is a grasping. Thus,
when we clutch at our titles, we are seized with clutching at clutching. Perhaps the connection between the
territorial/footing and ‘fingers grasping’ analogies is best represented in the academic word ‘tenure’, whose
etymology both harkens back to landed estate and holding (from French ‘tenir’, to hold with one’s hand) (Barnhart
& Steinmetz, 2015).
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Because titles are speech-acts, a consideration of grammar can also help us find footing
with respect to our title and how it can lead us to take many different kinds of steps. Consider the
grammatical category of ‘case’, which Blake (2001) defines as “a system of marking dependent
nouns for the type of relationship they bear to their heads” (p. 1). Stated more simply, in certain
languages (English not being one134), when nouns serve different functions in a sentence, their
form is modified (declination) to indicate the function they serve.
Russian, for instance, still uses an almost intact version of the traditional Indo-European
case system whereby the invariant standard (or the dictionary form) of a noun (nominative case)
is modified depending on whether it gets something done to it by a verb (accusative case),
possesses another noun (genitive case), is a location (locative or prepositional case), is given
something (dative case), is being used as an instrument (instrumental case), or is being addressed
or invoked (vocative case). These various cases can be useful in providing some theoretical
scaffolding to help us think about how we walk with our title of ‘Doctor’ in the situated world
and they can guide us in avoiding title-related missteps as well as stepping onto others’ toes.
For instance, do I use my title nominatively, to assert a rigid independent identity of selfsufficiency that cannot be modified and stays true to form (title as accurate representation of
fixed identity)? Or do I use it accusatively, allowing it to be challenged or dis-appointed at times,
letting others’ actions and thoughts affect me (title as reminder to remain humbled by the
complexity of what we do)? Still yet, do I use it genetively, to possess or guard things that are
dear to me (title as exclusionary privilege)? Or do I maybe use it locatively, as title to a land or
territory where no one shall trespass (title as a way to keep others out)? Perhaps I can use it

134

Though English has long lost its case system, its vestiges can still be seen in the declension of pronouns (“I” as
subject, “Me” as object, and “Mine” as possession).
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datively, such as when I realize that the title of ‘Doctor’ was given to me in a relationship of trust
by valued mentors and that work hard I must to ensure I honor this precious gift I can look
forward to granting to those who have also worked diligently (title as a relational tradition to
honor and preserve scholarly work). Or how about using it instrumentally, as a strategy to make
things happen and serve others, such as when I use my title to make a letter of recommendation
sound more credible (title as a way to let others in)? Finally, its vocative aspects can also be
considered, such as when a severely distressed patient invokes us by our title of ‘Doctor’ (title as
allowing to ground deep emotional distress). Some languages have even more cases than
Russian, so perhaps speakers of these languages can also provide us with more examples as to
how the title of ‘Doctor’ can be taken up.
With respect to recommendations, my hope is that faculty members can talk with their
students early on about the title of ‘Doctor.’ This can take the form of asking prospective
graduate students in admission interviews about how they feel about obtaining the title of
‘Doctor’; Addressing mode of address directly with incoming doctoral students (that is,
rendering explicit one’s preferences as to how one would want to be addressed by one’s students,
explaining why, and also exploring/processing students’ response to this expressed preference);
Adding some form of formal reflection on the title as part of the academic curriculum, either by
having students write an essay upon entering the program, asking them to seal it in an envelope,
and then take it out again as their program nears completion; Asking students to formulate a sort
of personal Hippocratic Oath about how they plan to use their title and have them share that at
the end of a successful defense etc. I would also encourage departments to hold discussions
about modes of address and consult administrative staff and undergraduate students about their
experiences with respect to the title.
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In sum, whatever stance one happens to have with respect to one’s title of ‘Doctor’—and
this stance should not be immune to modification as per the situation—the important thing is that
some ongoing work of elucidation be cultivated so that the title is not used without due
reflection. To those who may have been hurt or offended by my own, at times, critical stance, I
would like to say that there isn’t anything wrong per se with being proud of or emotionally
attached to one’s title (just as much as there isn’t anything wrong per se in feeling uncomfortable
with it), as long as one has made an effort to understand why and one remains mindful about
how one walks with it in the world.
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